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And Enoch walked with the Elohim, and the Elohim took
Lim."-GENESIS,

IXTRODUCTION.
[The curious information-for whatsoever else the world
may think of it, it will doubtless be acknowledged to be that
-contained in the article that follows, merits a. few words of
introduction. The details given in it on the subject of what
bas always been considered as one of the darkest and most
strictly guarded of the mysteries of the initiaticn into
occultism-from the days of the Rishis until those of the
Theosophical Society-came to the knowledge of the author
in a way that would seem to the ordinary rnn of Europeans
strange and supernatural. He himself, however, we may
assure the reader, is a most thorough disbeliever in the
• A Cllela ia the pupil and ditciple of au initiated Guru or
.Mutw.-ED.
B
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Supernatural, though he has learned too much to limit the
of the natuml as some do.
Further, he
has to make the following confession of his. own belief.
It will be apparent, from a careful perusal of the facts,
that if the matter be really as stated therein, the author
cannot himself be an adept of high grade, e.s the article in
such a ease tC(IUld never Aave been tcritten. Nor does he
pretend to be one. He is, or rather was, for a few years an
humble Chela. Hence, the converse must consequently be
also true, that as re~rds the higher stages of t.he mystery
he can have no personal experience, but speaks of it only as
a close observer left to his own surmise~J-and no more. He
may, therefore, boldly state that during, and notwithstand·
ing, his unfortunately rather too short stay with some adepts,
he has by actual experiment ancl observation verified some
of the less transcendental or incipient parts of the" Course."
And, though it will be impossible for him to give positive
testimony as to what lies beyond, he may yet mention that
all his own course of study, training and experience, long,
severe and dangerous as it has often been, leads him to
the conviction that everything is really as stated, save
some details purposely veiled. For causes which cannot be
explained to the public1, ht~ himself may be unable or unwilling to use tho secret he bas gained access to. Still
he is permitted by one to whom all his reverential
affection and gratitude are due-his la!lt guru-to divulge
for the benefit of Science and Man, and specially for the
good of those who are courageous enough to personally make
the experiment, the following astounding particulars of the
occult methods for prolonging liCe to a period far beyond the
common.-G. .M.]
capabilitie~

PaonABLY one of the first considerations which move
the worldly-minded at present to solicit initiation
into Theosophy is the belief, or hope, that, immediately on joining, some extraordinary advantage over
the rest of mankind will be conferred upon the
candidate. Some even think that the ultimate
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result of their initiation will perhaps be exemption
from that dissolution which is called the common
lot of mankind. The traditions of the " Elixir of
Life," said to be in the possession of Kabalists and
Alchemists, are still cherished by students of
Medireval Occultism-in Europe. The allegory of
the Ab-~ Hgat or Water of Lif~, is still credited as
a fact by the degraded remnants of the Asiatic
esoteric sects ignorant of the real GREAT SECRET.
The " pungent and fiery Essence," by which Zanoni
renewed his existence, still fires the imagination of
modem visionaries as a possible scientific discovery
of the future.
Theosophically, though the fact is distinctly declared to be true, the above-named conceptions of
the mode of procedure leading to the realization of the
fact, are known to be false. The reader may or may
not believe it ; but as a matter of fact, Theosophical
Occultists claim to have communication with (liviug)
Intelligences possessing an infinitely wider range of
observation than is contemplated even by the loftiest
aspirations of modern science, all . the present
"Adepts" of Europe and America-dabblers in the
Kabala-notwithstanding. But far even as those
superior Intelligences have investigated (or, if preferred, are alleged to have investigated), and remotely as they may have searched by the help of
inference and analogy, even They have failed to
discover in the Infinity anything permanent butSPACE.
ALL IS SuBJECT TO CHANGE. Reflection,
therefore, will easily suggest to the reader the further
logical inference that in a Universe which is essentially impermanent in its conditions, nothing can
B

~
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confer permanency. Therefore, no possible substance, even if drawn from the depths of Infinity;
no imaginable combination of drugs, whether of our
earth or any other, though compounded by even the
Highest Intelligence; no system of life or discipline
though directed by the sternest determination and
skill, could possibly produce Immutability. For in
the. universe of solar systems, whP-rever and however
investigated, Immutability necessitates "Non-Being"
in the physical sense given it by the Theists-NonBeing which is nothing in the narrow conceptions of
Western Religionists-a reductio ad absurdum.
This is a gratuitous insult even when applied to the
pseudo-Christian or ecclesiastical Jehovite idea of
God.
Consequently, it will be seen that the common
ideal conception of " Immortality11 is not only
essentially wrong, but a physical and metaphysical
impossibility. The idea, whether cherished by
Theosophists or non-Theosophists, by Christians or
Spiritualists, by Materialists or Idealists, is a
chimerical illusion. But the actual prolongation
of human life is possible far a time so long as to
appear J:Qiraculous and incredible to those who
regard our span of existence as nenessarily limited
to at most a couple of hundred years. Wc may
break, as it were, the shock of Death, and instead
of dying, chant;e a sudden plunge into darkness to
a transition into a brighter light. And this may
be made so gradual that the passage from one state
of existence to another shall have its friction minimised, so as to be practically imperceptible. This
is a very different matter, and quite within the
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reach of Occult Science. In this, as in all other
<:ases, means properly directed will gain their ends,
and causes produce effects. Of course, the only
question is, what are these causes, and bow, in their
tum, are they to be produced. To lift, as far as
may be allowed, the veil from this aspect of Occultism,
is the object of the present paper.
We must premise by reminding the reader of
two Tbeosopbic doctrines, constantly inculcated iu
~·Isis" and in other mystic works-namely, (a) that
ultimately the Kosmos is One--one under infinite
variations and manifestations, and (b) that the socalled man is a "compound being "-composite not
-only in the exoteric scientific sense of being a congeries of living so-called material Units, but also in the
esoteric sense of being a succession of seven forms
or parts of itself, interblended with each otht>r. To
put it more clearly we might say that the . more
ethereal forms are but duplicates of the same aspect,
-each finer one lying within the inter-atomic
spaces of the next grosser. We would have the
reader understand that these are no subtleties, no
"spiritualities" at all in the Christo-Spiritualistic
sense. In the actual man reflected in your mirror
are really several men, or several parts of one composite man; each the exact counterpart of the other,
but the "atomic conditions" (for want of a better
word) of each of which are so arranged that its
atoms interpenetrate those of the next "grosser"
form. It does not, for our present purpose, matter
how the Theosophists, Spiritualists, Buddhists,
Kabalists, or Vedantists, count, separate, classify,
arrange or name these, as that war of terms may be
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postponed to another occasion. Neither does it
matter what relation each of these men has to
the various "elements" of the Kosmos of which he
forms a part. This knowledge, though of vital importance in other respects, need not be explained or
discussed now. Nor does it much more concern
us that the Scientists deny the existence of such an
arrangement, because their instruments are inadequate to make their senses perceive it. We will
simply reply-" get better instruments and keener
senses, and eventually you will."
All we have to say is that if you are anxious to
drink of the "Elixir of Life," and live a thousand
years or so, you must take our word for the matter
at present, and proceed on the assumption. For
esoteric science does not give the faintest possible
hope that the desired end will ever be attained by
any other way; while modern, or so-called exact
science-laughs at it.
So, then, we have arrived at the point where we
have determined-literally, not metaphorically-to
crack the outer shell known as the mortal coil or
body, and hatch out of it, clothed in our next.
This " next " is not spiritual, but only a more
ethereal form. Having by a long training and
preparation adapted it for a life in this atmosphere,
during which time we have gradually made the
outward shell to die off through a certain process
(hints of which will be found further on) we have
to prepare for this physiological transformation.
How are we to do it ? In the first place we
have the actual, visible, material body-Man, so
called ; though, in fact, but his outer shell-to deal
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with. Let us bear in mind that science teaches
us that in about every seven years we change akin
as etrectually as any serpent; and this so gradually
and imperceptibly that, had not science after years
of unremitting study and obsenation assured us of
it, no one would ltave had the 111ightest suspicion
of the fact.
\Y e see, moreover, that in process of time any
cut or lesion upon the body, however deep, has
a tendency io repair the loss and reunite ; a
piece of lost skin is very soon replaced by
another. Hence, if a man, partially flayed alive,
may sometimes survive and be covered with a
new skin, so our astral, vital body-the fourth
of the aeven (having attracted and assimilated
to itself the second) and which is so much more
ethereal than the physical one-may be made
to harden its particles to the atmospheric changes.
The whole secret is to succeed in evolving it out,
and separating it from the visible ; and while
its generally invisible atoms proceed to concrete
them~~elves into a compact mass, to gradually get
rid of the old particles of our visible frame so
as to make them die and disappear before the new
set has had time to evolve and replace them..•••
We can say no more. The Magdalene is not the
only one who could be accused of having "seven
spirits" in her, though men who have a lesser number
of spirits (what a misnomer that word I) in them,
are not few or exceptional ; they are the frequent
failures of nature-the incomplete men and women.*
• This is not to be taken as meaning that such penons arc tho·
roughly destitute of eome ono or aeverul of the seven principles : a
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Each of these has in turn to survive the preceding
and more dense one, and then die. The exception
is the sixth when absorbed into and blended with
the seventh. The " Dhatu" * of the old Hindu
physiologist had a dual meaning, the esoteric side
of which corresponds with the Tibetan "Zung ''
(seven principles of the body).
We Asiatics, have a proverb, probably handed
down ·to us, and by the Hindus repeated ignorantly
as to its esoteric meauing. It has been knowr
ever since the old Rishis mingled familiarly with
the simple and noble people they taught and led
on. The Devas had whispered into every man's
ear- Thou only-if thou wilt-art "immortal.11
Combine with this the saying of a Western author
that if any man could just realize for an instant,
that he had to die some day, he would die that
instant. The Illuminated will perceive that between these two sayings, rightly understood, stands
t•evealed the whole secret of Longevity. We only
die when our will ceases to be stron~ enough to
make us live. In th~ majority of cases, death
comes when the torture and vital exhaustion accompanying a rapid change in our physical conditions becomes so intense as to weaken, for one
single instant, our " clutch on life," or the tenacity
of the will to exist. Till then, however severe
may be the disease, however sharp the pang, we
are only sick or wounded, as the case may be.
m~n born without nn nrm has still its etherenl counterpart; bnt that
they nrc so Intent that they t'>lnnot be dev£'1oped, and consequently
are to be considered as non·existing.-EI>. TMo8.
• Dhatu-tbe reven principal aub~tances of the human bodychyle, flesh, blood, fat, boneo, marrow, se1ucn.
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This explains the cases of sudden deaths from joy,
fright, pain, grief, or snch other causes.
The
sense of a life-task consummated, of the worthlessness of one's existence, if strongly realized, produced death as surely as poison or a rille-bullet.
On the other hand, a stern determination to continue
to live, has, in fact, carried many through the crises
of the most severe diseases, in perfect safety.
First, then, must be the determination-the
Will-the conviction of certainty, to survive and
continue.* Without that, all else is useless. And
to be efficient for the purpose, it must be, not only
a passing resolution of the moment, a single fierce
desire of short duration, hut a settled and continued
strain, as nearly all can he continued and concen• Col. Olcott bas epigrnmmatirally explain~.U the creative or
nther the recreative power of the Will, in his" Buddhist Catechism."
He there showB-Of course, speaking on behalf of the Southern
Buddhists-that this Will to live, if not extinguished in the pr~nt
lift>, leaps over the chnsm of bodily death, Rnd ret'Ombines the
8kandAa1, or group.~ of qualities that made up the individual into a
new per110nality. Man ia, therefore, reborn as the ff'sult of his own
unso•tiefied yearning for objective existcnct'. Col. Olcott puts it in
tbis way:
Q. 1.23. • • • • Wllat il tllat, ilf man, which gice1 him the impr~uion of Aaoi"ff a perma1111nt indioidualii!Jl
A. TaMa, or the unsatisfied detire for existence. The being
hnving doue that fo~ which he must be rewarded or punished in
future, and having TanAa, will ha,·e a rebirth through the influence
of KaN114.
Q. 124· Wlaat il it tAat i1 rebom 1
A. A new nl!'gregation of Skanbdaa, or individuality, caused by
the last ~·earning of the dying person.
Q. 128. To what caue mwt we attribwte the difference~ in
the comhillaliolf rif' the Fioe Skandkal which make.r every indioidttal
differ from ef'er'!J other indioiduall
A. To the Karma of the individual in the next preceding birth.
Q. 129- What;, the force or eMrg!J that u at work, under tl1e
s•ida.we of Ka1'111a1 to produce the 111!10 being 1
A. Tada-the "Will to L:ve."
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I rated wullofll ..e agle moment'a relaxation. In
a -word, the would-be " Immortal" must be on his

1

watch night and day, guarding self against-him- .
self. To live-to live-to live-must be his unswerving resolve. He must as little as possible
allow himself to be turned aside from it. It may
be said that this is the most concentrated form of
selfishness,-that it is utterly opposed to· our Theasophie professions of benevolence, and disinterestedness, and regard for the good of humanity.
Well, viewed in a short-sighted way, it is so. But
to do good, as in everything else, a man mwt have
time and matet"ials to work with, and this is a
necessary means to the acquirement of powers by
which infinitely more good can be done than without them. When these are once mastered, the
opportunities to use them will arrive, for there
comes a moment when further watch o.ud exertion are no longer needed :-the moment when
the turning-point is safely passed. For the present
as we deal with aspirants and not with advanced
chelaa, in the first stage a determined, dogged
resolution, and an enlightened concentration of
self on self, are all that is absolutely necessary.
It must not:, however, be considered that the candidate is required to be unhuman or brutal in his
negligence of others. Such a recklessly selfish
course would be as injurious to him as the contrary
one of expending his vital energy on the gratification of his physical desires. All that is required
from him is a purely negative attitude. Until the
turning-point is reached, he must not" lay out" his
energy in lavish or fiery devotion to any cause,
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however noble, however "good," however elevated.*.
Such, we can solemnly assure the reader, Tould
bring its reward in many ways-perhaps in another
life, perhaps in this world, but it would tend to
shorten the existence it is desired to preserve, as
surely as self-indulgence and profligacy. That is
why very few of the tnlly great men of the world
(of course, the unprincipled adventurers who have
applied great powers to bad uses are out of the
question)-tbe martyrs, the heroes, the founders
of religions, the liberators of nations, the leaders
of reforms-ever became members of the long-lived
" Brotherhood of Adepts, who were by some and
for long years accused of aelfiahneaa. (And that is
also why the Yogis, and the Fakirs of modern
lndia-most of whom are acting now but on the
dead-letter tradition, are required if they would be
considered living up to the principles of their profession-to appear entirely dead to every inward
feeling or emotion.) Notwithstanding the purity
of their hearts, the greatness of their aspirations,
the disinterestedness of their self-sacrifice, they
cQU/d not live for they l1ad missed the · hour. They
may at times have exercised powers which the
world called miraculous ; they may have electrified
• On page I 51 of Mr. Sinnett's" Occult World," the author's muclt
abuaed, and still more doubted correspoudeut auures him that none
yet of hi~ "degree are like the stem hero of Bulwer'a" Zanoni ••••
.. tho beartleu morally dried up mummies some would fancy ua to
be " • • • • and adds that few of them " would care to play the part
in life of a desircated pansy between the leavee of a volume of aolemu
poetry." But oor adept omits 111ying that OM 0'1' liDo degree• higher,
and he will have to submit for a period of years to such a mummifying
proceae unleu, iudeed, he would voluntarily gh·e up a life·long labour
and-Di&-ED.
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man and subdued Nature by fiery and selfdevoted Will; they may have been possessed of a
so-called superhuman intelligence; they may have
even had knowledge of, and communion with,
members of our own occult Brotherhood ; but,
having deliberately resolved to devote their vital
energy to the welfare of others, rather than to
themselves, they have surrendered life; and, when
perishing on the cross or the scaffold, or falling,
sword in hand, upon the battle-field, or sinking
exhausted after a successful consummation of the
life-object, on death-beds in their chambers, they
l1ave all alike had to cry out at last : u Eli, Eli,
lama ~abachthani !"
So far so good. But, given the will to live,
however powerful, we have seen that, in the ordinary course of mundane life, the throes of dissolution cannot be checked. The desperate, and again
and again renewed struggle of the Kosmic elements to proceed with a career of change despite
the will that is checking them, like a pair of runaway horses struggling against the determined
driver holding them in, are so cumulatively powerful, that the utmost efforts of the untrained human
will acting within an unprepared body become
ultimately useless. The highest intrepidity of the
bravest soldier; the in tensest desire of the yearning
lover; the hungry greed of the unsatisfied miser;
the most undoubting faith of the sternest fanatic;
the practised insensibility to pain of the hardiest
red Indian brave or half-trained Hindu Yogi; the
most deliberate philosophy of the calmest thinker
-all alike fail at last.
Indeed, sceptics will
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allege in opposition to the verities of this article
that, as a matter of experience, it is often observed
that the mildest and most irresolute of minds and
the weakest of physical frames are often seen to
resist " Death" longer than the powerful will of
the high-spirited and obstinately-egotistic man,
and the iron frame of the labourer, the warrior and
the athlete. In reaJity, however, the key to the
secret of these apparently contradictory phenomena
is the true conception of the very thing we have
already said. If the physical development of the
, gross " outer shell" proceeds on parallel lines and
at an equal rate with that of the will, it stands to
reason that no advantage for the purpose of ot•ercoming it, is attained by the latter. The acquisition of improved breechloaders by one modern
army confers no absolute superiority if the enemy
also becomes possessed of them. Consequently it
will be at once apparent, to those who think on
the subject, that much of the training by which
what is known as " a powerful and determined
nature," perfects itself for its own purpose on
the stage of the visible world, necessitating and
6eing useless without a }larallel development of the
'' gross " and so-called animal frame, is, in short,
neutralized, for the purpose at present treated of,
by the fact that its own action has armed the
enemy with weapons equal to its own. The force
of the impulse to dissolution is rendered equal to
the will to oppose it ; and being cumulative, subdues the will-power and triumphs at last. On the
other hand, it may happen that an apparently weak
and vacillating will-power residing in a weak and
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undeveloped physical frame, may be so reinforced ·
by some unsatisfied desire-the Ichcha (wiah)-aa
it is called by the Indian Occultists (for instance,
a mother's heart-yearning to remain and support
her fatherless cbildren)-as to keep down and vanquish, for a short time, the physical throes of a
body to which it has become temporarily superior.
1'he whole rationale then, of the first condition
of continued existence in this world, is (a) the
development of a Will so powerful as to overcome
the hereditary (in a. Darwinian sense) tendencies of
the atoms composing the " gross" and palpable
animal frame, to hurry on at a particular period in
a certain course of Kosmic change; and (h) to so
weaken the concrete action of that animal frame
as to make it more amenable to the power of the
Will. To defeat an army, you must demoralize and
throw it into disorder.
To do this then, is the real object of all the
rites, ceremonies, fasts, "prayers,'' meditations,
initiations and procedures of self-discipline enjoined by various esoteric Eastern sects, from that
course of pure and elevated aspiration which leads
to the higher phases of Adeptism Real, down to
the fearful and disgusting ordeals which the adherent of the "Left-hand-Road" bas to pass
through, all the time maintaining his equilibrium.
The procedures have their merits and their demerits,
their separate uses and abuses, their essential and
non-essential parts, their various veils, mummeries,
and labyrinths. But in all, the result aimed at is
reached, if by different processes. The Will is
strengthened, encouraged and directed, and the
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elements opposing its action are demoralized. Now,
to any one who has thought out and connected the
various evolution theories, as taken, not from any
occult source, but from the ordinary scientific
manual accessible to all-from the hypothesis of
the latest variation in the habits of species-say,
the acquisition of carnivorous habits by the New
Zealand parrot, for instance-to the farthest
glimpses backwards into Space and Eternity
afforded by the " Fire Mist " doctrine, it will be
apparent that they all rest on one basis. That
basis is, that the impulse once given to a hypothetical Unit has a tendency to continue; and consequently, that anything u done" by something at
a certain time and certain place tends to repeat
itself at other times and places.
Such is the admitted rationale of heredity and
atavism. That the same things apply to our ordinary conduct is apparent from the notorious ease
with which " habits,"-bad or good, as the case
may be-are acquired, and it will not be questioned that this applies, as a rule, as much to the
moral and intellectual, as to the physical world.
Furthermore, History and Science teach us
plainly that certain physical habits conduce to certain
moral and intellectual results. There never yet
was a conquering nation of vegetarians. Even in
the old Aryan times, we do not learn that the very
Rishis, from whose lore and practice we gain the
knowledge of Occultism, ever interdicted the Kshetriya (military) caste from hunting or a carnivorous
diet. Filling, as they did, a certain place in the
body politic in the actual condition of the world, the
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Rishis as little thought of interfering with them,
as of restraining the tigers of the jungle from their
habits. That did not affect·what the Rishis did
themselves.
The aspirant to longevity then must be on his
guard against two dangers. He must beware
especially of impure and animal* thoughts. For
Science shows that thought is dynamic, and the
thought-force evolved by nervous action expanding
outwardly, must affect the molecular relations of
the physical man. The innn· men,t however sublimated their organism may be, are still composed of actual, not hypothetical, particles, and are
still subject to the law that an " action'' has a
tendency to repeat itself; a tendency to set up
analogous action in the grosser " shell" they are in
contact with, and concealed within.
And, on the other hand, certain actions have a
tendency to produce actual physical conditions unfavourable to pure thoughts, hence to the state
required for developing the supremacy of the inner
man.
To return to the practical process. A normally
healthy mind, in a normally healthy body, is a
good starting-point. Though exceptionally powerful and self-devoted natures may sometimes recover
the ground lost by mental degradation or physical
misuse, by employing proper means, under the
direction of unswerving resolution, yet often things
may have gone so far that there is no longer
• In other word•, the thought tend• to provoke the deed.-0. M.
t We UM the word in the plural, reminding the reader that, according to our doctrine, m11n ia ~t>ptellllrY.-0. M,
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stamina ~nough to sustain the conftict sufficiently
long to perpetuate this life; though what in
Eastern parlance is ca1led the " merit" of the effort
will help to ameliorate conditions and improve
matters in another.
However this may be, the prescribed course of
self-discipline commences here. It may be stated
briefly that its essence is a course of moral, mental,
and physical development, carried on in parallel
lines-one being useless without the other. The
physical man must be rendered more ethereal and
sensitive; the mental man more penetrating and
profound ; the moral man more self-denying and
philosophical. And it may be mentioned that all
sense of restraint-even if self-imposed-is useless.
Not only is all cr goodness" that results from the
compulsion of physical force, threats, or bribes
(whether of a physical or so-called " spiritual"
natnre) absolutely useless to the person who
exhibits it, its hypocrisy tending to poison the
moral atmosphere of the world, but the desire to
be "good" or cr pure," to be efficacious must be
spontaneous. It must be a self-impulse from
within, a real preference for something higher, not
an abstention from vice because of fear of the law :
not a chastity enforced by the dread of Public
Opinion ; not a benevolence exercised through love
of praise or dread of consequences in a hypothetical
Future Life.*
It will be seen now in connection with the
• Col. Olcott clearly and aoccinctly explaiDI the Buddhistic
doctrine of Merit or Karma, in hia" Buddhist CatechiiiD" (Queation

•

83).-G. M.
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doctrine of the tendency to the renewal of action,
before discussed, that the course of self-discipline
recommended as the only road to Longevity by
Occultism is not a rc visionary" theory dealing with
vague u ideas/' but actually a scientifically dt!vised
system of drill. It is a system by which each particle of the several men composing the septenary
individual receives an impulse, and a habit of doing
what is necessary for certain purposes of its own
free-will and with u pleasure." Every one must
be practised and perfect in a thing to do it with
pleasure. This role especially applies to the case
of the development of Man. " Virtue" may be
very good in its way-it may lead to the grandest
results. Bnt to become efficacious it has to be
practised cheerfully not with reluctance or pain •
.As a consequence of the above consideration the
candidate for Longevity at the commencement of
his career must begin to eschew his physical desires,
not from any sentimental theory of right or wrong,
but for the following good reason. As, according
to a well-known and now established scientific
theory, his visible material frame is always renewing its particles ; he will, while abstaining from
the gratification of his desires, reach the end of a
certain period during which those particles which
composed the man of vice, and which were given a
bad predisposition, will have cleparted. .At the
same time, the disuse of such functions will tend to
obstruct the entry, in place of the old particles, of
new particles having a tendency to repeat the said
acts. .And while this is the particular result as
regards certain u !ices," the general result of an
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abstention from " gross" acts will be (by a modification of the well-known Darwinian law of atrophy
by non-usage) to diminish what we may call the
" relative" density and coherence of the outer shell
(as a result of its Jess-used molecules); while the
diminution in the quantity of its actual constituents will be " made up" (if tried by scales and
weights) by the increased admiSIIion of more ethereal particles.
What physical desires are to be abandoned and
in what order? Firat and foremost, he must give
up alcohol in all forms ; for while it supplies no
nourishment, nor any direct pleasure (beyond
such sweetness or fragrance as may be gained in
the taste of wine, &c., to which alcohol, in itself,
ia non-essential) to even the grossest elements of
the "physical ;, frame, it induces a violence of
action, a rush so to speak, of life, the stress of
which can only be sustained by very dull, gross,
and dense elements, and which, by the operation of
the well-known law of Re-action (in commercial phrase, " supply and demand") tends to summon
them from the surrounding universe, and therefore
directly counteracts the object we have in view.
Next comes meat-eating, and for the very same
reason, in a minor degree. It increases the rapidity
of life, the energy of action, the violence of passions.
It may be good for a hero who has to fight and
die, but not for a would-be sage who has to exist
an.d ••••
Next in order come the sexual desires; for
these, in addition to the great diversion of energy
(vital force) into other channels,. in many different
C2
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ways, beyond the primary one (as, for instance, the
waste of energy in expectation, jealousy, &c.), are
direct attractions to a certain gross quality of
the original matter of the Universe, simply because
the most pleasurable physical sensations are only
possible at that stage of density. Alongside with
and extending beyond all these and other gratifications of the senses (which include not only those
things usually known as "vicious," but all those
which, though ordinarily regarded as "innocent,"
have yet the disqualification of ministering to the
pleasures of the body-the most harmless to others
and the least "gross" being the criterion for those
to be last abandoned in each case)-must be carried
on the moral purification.
Nor must it be imagined that "austerities" as
commonly understood can, in the majority of cases,
avail much to hasten the "etherealizing" process.
That is the rock on which many of the Eastern
esoteric sects have foundered, and the reason why
they have degenerated into degrading superstitions.
The Western monks and the Eastern Yogees, who
think they will reach the apex of powers by concentrating their thought on their navel, or by
standing on one leg, are practising exercises which
serve no other purpose than to strengthen the willpower, which is sometimes applied to the basest
purposes. These are examples of this one-sided
and dwarf development. It is no use to fast as
long as you. require food. The ceasing of desire for
food without impairment of health is the sign
which indicates that it· should be taken in lesser
and ever decreasing quantities until the extreme
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limit compatible with life is reached. A stage will
be finally attained where only water will be required.
Nor is it of any use for this particular purpose
of longevity to abstain from immorality so long as
you are craving for it in your heart ; and 110 on
with all other unsatisfied inward cravings. To get
rid of the inward desire is the essential thing, and
to mimic the real thing without it is barefaced
hypocrisy and useles11 slavery.
So it must be with the moral purification of the
heart. The "basest" inclinations must go firstthen the others. First avarice, then fear, then envy,
worldly pride, uncharitableness, hatred ; last of all
ambitiou and curiosity must be abandoned successively. The strengthening of the more ethereal
and so-called "spiritual" parts of the man must go
on at the same time. Reasoning from the known
to the unknown, meditation must be practised and
encouraged. Meditation is the inexpressible yearning of the inner Man to "go out towards the
infinite," which in the olden time was the real
meaning of adoration, but which has now no
synonym in the European languages, because the
thing no longer exists in the West, and its name
bas been vulgarized to the make-believe shams
known as prayer, glorification, and repentance.
Through all stages of training the equilibrium of the
consciousness-the assurance that all mUJtt be right
in the Kosmos, and therefore with you a portion of
it-must be retained. The process of life must
not be hurried but retarded, if possible; to do otherwise may do good to others-perhaps even to your-

----
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self in other spheres, but it will hasten your di88olution in this.
Nor must the extemalR be neglected in this first
stage. Remember that an adept, though "existing''
so as to convey to ordinary minds the idea of his
being immortal, is not also invulnerable to agencies
from without. The training to prolong life does
not, in itself, secure one from accidents. As far as
any physical preparation goes, the sword may still
cut, the disease enter, the poison disarrange. This
case is very clearly and beautifully put in " Zanoni,''
and it is correctly put and must be so, unleu all
"adeptism'' is a baseleu lie. The adept may be
more secure from ordinary dangers than the common mortal, but he is so by virtue of the superior
knowledge, calmness, coolness and penetration
which his lengthened existence and its necessary
concomitants have enabled him to acquire ; not hy
virtue of any preservative power in the process
itself. He is secure as a man armed with a rifle
is more secure than a naked baboon ; not secure in
the sense in which the deva (god) was supposed to
be securer than a man.
If this is so in the case of the high adept, how
much more necessary is it that the neophyte should
be not only protected but that he himself should
use all possible means to ensure for himself the
necessary duration of life to complete the process
of mastering the phenomena we call death I It
may be said, why do not the higher adepts protect
him ? Perhaps they do to some extent, but the
child ·must learn to walk alone ; to make him independent of his own efforts in respect to safety,
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would be destroying one element necessary to his
development-the sense of responsibility. What
courage or conduct would be called for in a man
sent to fight when armed with irresistible weapons
and clothed in ·impenetrable armour ? Hence the
neophyte should endeavour, as far as possible, to
fulfil every true canon of sanitary law as laid down
by modern scientists. Pure air, pure water, pure
food, gentle exercise, regular hours, pleasant occupations and surroundings, are all, if not indispensable,
at least serviceable to his progress. It is to secure
these, at least as much as silence and solitude, that
the Gods, Sages, Occultists of all ages have retired
as much as possible to the quiet of the country, the
cool cave, the depths of the forest, the expanse of
the desert, or the heights of the mountains. Is it
not suggestive that the Gods have always loved the
" high places" ; and that in the present day the
highest section of the Occult Brotherhood on earth
inhabits the highest mountain plateaux of the
earth?*
Nor must the beginner disdain the assistance of
medicine and good medical regimen. He is still
an ordinary mortal, and he requires the aid of an
ordinary mortal.
•r Suppose, however, all the conditions required,
• The stem prohibition to the Jews to serve " their gods upon
the high mountains and upon the billa " ie traced back to the unwilliugneu of their ancient elden to allow people in most cu. unfit
for adeptehip to ch0011e a life of celibacy and IIIC8ticiem, or in other
words, to puraue adeptebip. This prohibition bad an eeoteric meaning before it became the prohibition, incomprehensible in ite deadletter eenee: for it ie not India alone whose eons accorded divine
honours to the WISE Olns, but all nations regarded their adepts and
init.iatee u divine.-G.M.
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or which will be understood as required (for the
details and varieties of treatment requisite, are
too numerous to be detailed here), are fulfilled,
what ia the next step?'' the reader will ask. Well
if there have been no backalidings or remiaaneaa in
the procedure indicated, the following physical
results will follow :Firat the neophyte will take more pleasure in
things spiritual and pure. Gradually gross and
material occupations will become not only uncraved
for or forbidden, but simply and literally repulsive
to him. He will take more pleasure in the simple
aenaation.s of Nature-the sort of feeling one can
r~member to have experienced as a child.
He will
feel more light-hearted, confident, happy. Let him
take care the sensation of renewed youth does not
mislead, or he will yet risk a fall into his old baser
life and even lower depths. "Action and Re.action
are equal."
Now the desire for food will begin to cease.
Let it be left oft' gradually-no fasting is required.
Take what you feel you require. The food craved
for will be the most innocent and simple. Fruit
and milk will usually be the best. Then as till
now, you have been simplifying the quality of your
food, gradually-very gradually-as you feel capable
of it diminish the quantity. You will ask: "Can
a man exist without food?" No, but before you
mock, consider the character of the process alluded
to. It is a notorious fact that many of the lowest
and simplest organisms have no excretions. The
common guinea-worm ia a very good instance. It
haa rather a complicated organism, but it haa no
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ejaculatory duct. All it consumes-the poorest
essences of the human body-is applied to its
growth and propagation. Living as it does in
human tissue, it passes no digested food away.
The human neophyte, at a certain stage of his development, is in a somewhat analogous condition,
with this difference or differences, that he doea
excrete, but it is through the pores of his skin, and
by those too enter other etherealized particles of
matter to contribute towards his support.• Otherwise, all the food and drink is sufficient only to
keep in equilibrium those "gross'' parts of his
physical body which still remain to repair their
cuticle-waste through the medium of the blood.
Later on, the process of cell-development in his
frame will undergo a change ; a change for the
better, the opposite of that in disease for the worse
-he will become all living and sensitive, and will
derive nourishment from the Ether (Akas). But
that epoch for our neophyte is yet far distant.
Probably, long before that period has arrived,
other results, no less surprising than incredible to
the uninitiated will have ensued to give our neophyte
courage and consolation in his difficult task. It
would be but a truism to repeat what has been
again alleged (in ignorance of its real rationale) by
hundreds and hundreds of writers as to the happiness
and content conferred by a life of innocence and
purity. But often at the very commencement of
the process some real physical result, unexpected
and unthought of by the neophyte, occurs. Some
• He ill in a atato eimilar to the phyaical atate of a fmtua before
birth into the world.-0. M.
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lingering disease, hitherto deemed hopeless, may
take a favourable turn ; or he may develop healing
mesmeric powers himself; or some hitherto unknown
sharpening of his senses may delight him. The
ratior.ale of these things is, as we have said, neither
miraculous nor difficult of comprehension. In the
first place, the sudden change in the direction of
the vital energy (which, whatever view we take of it ·
and its origin, is .acknowledged by all schools of
philosophy as most recondite, and as the motive
power) ·must produce results of some kind. In the
second, Theosophy shows, as we said before, that a
man consists of several men pervading each other,
and on this view {although it is very difficult to
express the idea in language) it is but natural that
the progressive etherealization of the densest and.
most gross of all should leave the others literally
more at liberty. A troop of horses may be blocked
by a mob and have much difficulty in fighting its
way through ; but if every one of the mob could be
changed suddenly into a ghost, there would be little
to retard it. And as each interior entity is more
rare1 active, and volatile than the outer and as
each has relation with different elements, spaces,
and properties of the Kosmos which are treated of
in other articles on Occultism, the mind of ·the
reader may conceive-though the pen of the writer
could not express it in a dozen volumes-the
magnificent possibilities gradually unfolded to the
neophyte.
Many of the opportunities thus suggested may be
taken advantage of by the neophyte for his own
safety, amusement, and the good of those around
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him ; hut the way in which he does this is one
adapted to his fitness-a part of the ordeal he has
to pass through, and misuse of these powers will
certainly entail the loss of them as a natural result.
The Itchcha (or ~esire) evoked anew by the vistas
they open up will retard or throw back his progress.
But there is another portion of the Great Secret
to which we must allude, and which is now, for the
:first, in a long series of ages, allowed to be given
out to the world, as the hour for it is come.
The educated reader need not be reminded again
that one of the great discoveries which has immortalized the name of Darwin is the law that an
organism has always a tendency to repeat, at an
analogous period in its life, the action of its progenitors, the more surely and compl~tely in proportion to their proximity in the scale of life. One
result of this is, that, in general, organized beings
usually die at a period (on an average) the same as
that of their progenitors. It is true that there is
a great difference between the actual ages at which
individuals of any species die. Disease, accid~nts
and famine are the main agents in causing this.
But there is, in each species, a well-known limit
withih which the Race-life lies, and none are
known to survive beyond it. This applies to the
human species as well as any other. Now, supposing that every possible sanitary condition had
been complied with, and every accident and
disease avoided by a man of ordinary frame, in
some particular case there would still, as is
known to medical men, come a time when the
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particles of the body would feel the hereditary
tendency to do that which leads inevitably to dissolution, and would obey it. It must be obvious
to any reftecting man that, if by any procedure this
critical climacteric could be once thoroughly passed
over, the subsequent danger of "Death " would be
proportionally less as the years progressed. Now
this, which no ordinary and unprepared mind and
body can do, is possible sometimes for the will and
the frame of one who has been specially prepared.
There are fewer of the grosser particles present to
feel the hereditary bias-there is the assistance
of the reinforced "interior men " {whose normal
duration is always greater even in natural death)
to the visible outer shell, and there is the drilled
and indomitable Will to direct and wield the
whole.•
From that time forward the course of the
aspirant is clearer.
He has conquered " the
Dweller of the Threshold "-the hereditary enemy
of his race, and, though still exposed to ever-new
dangers in his progress towards Nirvana, be is
flushed with victory, and with new confidence and
• In this connection we may as well show what modern acience,
and especially phynology, baa to say aa to the power of the buman;will.
" The force of will is a potent element in determining longevity. Thia
aingle point must be granted without argument, that of two men
every way alike and aimilarly circumstanced, the one who baa the
greater courage and grit will be longer-Jived. One does not need to
practise medicine long to learn that men die who might juat aa well
live if they resolved to Jive, and th:tt myriads who are invalid& could
become strong if they bad the native or acquired will to vow they
would do ao. Thoae who have no other quality favourable to life,
whose bodily organa are nearly all diaeaaed, to whom each day ia a day
of pain, who are beset by life·ahortening intlnencea. yet do live by will
alone."-Dr. lhorge M. Beard.
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new powers to second it, can press onwards to perfection.
For, it must be remembered, that nature everywhere acts by Law, and that the process of purification we have been describing in the visible
material body, also takes place in those which are
interior, and not visible to the scientist by modifications of the same process. All is on the change,
and the metamorphoses of the more ethereal bodies
imitate, though in successively multiplied duration,
the career of ·the grosser, gaining an increasing
wider range of relations with the surrounding
kosmos, till in Nirvana the most rarefied Individuality is merged at last into the INFINITE ToTALITY.
From the above description of the process, it
will be inferred why it is that " Adepts " are so
seldom seen in ordinary life ; for, pari passu, with
the etherealization of their bodies and the development of their power, grows an increasing
distaste, and a so-to-speak, " contempt " for the
things of our ordinary mundane existence. Like
the fugitive who successively casts away in his
flight those articles which incommode his progress,
beginning with the heaviest, so the aspirant eluding
" Death " abandons all on which the latter can
take hold. In the progress of Negation everything
got rid of is a help. As we said before, the adept
does not become " immortal " as the word is
ordinarily understood.
By or about the time
when the Death-limit of his race is passed he
is actuall!J dead, in the ordinary sense, that
is to aay, he has relieved hiiDSelf of all or
nearly all such material particles as would have
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necessitated in disruption the agony of dying. He
has been dying gradually during the whole period
of his Initiation. The catastrophe cannot happen
twice over. He has only spread over a number of
years the mild process of dissolution which others
endure from a brief moment to a few hours. The
highest Adept is, in fact, dead to, and absolutely
unconscious of, the world ; he is oblivious of its
pleasures, careless of its miseries, in so far as
sentimentalism goes, for the stern sense of DuTY
never leaves him blind to its very existence. For
the new ethereal senses opening to wider spheres
are to ours much in the relation of ours to the
Infinitely Little.
New desires and enjoyments,
new dangers and new hindrances arise, with new
sensations and new perceptions ; and far away
down in the mist-both literally and metaphorically
-is our dirty little earth left below by those who
have virtually u gone to join the gods."
And from this account too, it will be perceptible
how foolish it is for people to ask the Theosophist
to " procure for them communication with the
highest Adepts!' It is with the utmost difficulty
that one or two can be induced, even by the throes
of a world, to injure their own progress by meddling with mundane affairs. The ordinary reader
will say : u This is not god-like. This is the acme
of selfishness!' . . . . But let him realize that a
very high Adept, undertaking to reform the world,
would necessarily have to once more submit to
Incarnation. And is the result of all that have
gone before in that line sufficiently encouraging to
prompt a renewal of the attempt ?
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A deep consideration of all that we have written,
will also give the Theosophists an idea of what they
demand when they ask to be put in the way of·
gaining practically " higher powers." Well, there,
as plainly as words can put it, is the PATH • • • • •
Can they tread it ?
Nor must it be disguised that what to the
ordinary mortal are unexpected dangers, temptations and enemies also beset the way of the neophyte. And that for no fanciful cause, but the
simple reason that be is, in fact, acquiring new
senses, has yet no practice in their use, and has
never before seen the things he sees. A man born
blind suddenly endowed with vision would not at
once master the meaning of perspective, but would,
like a baby, imagine in one case, the moon to be
within his reach, and, in the other, grasp a live
coal with the most reckless confidence.
And what, it may be asked, is to recompense
this abnegation of all the pleasures of life, this
cold surrender of all mundane interests, this
stretching forward to an unknown goal which
seems ever more unattainable? For, unlike some
of the anthropomorphic creeds, Occultism offers to
its votaries no eternally permanent heaven of
material pleasure, to be gained at once by one
quick dash through the grave. As has, in fact,
often been the case many would be prepared willingly to die now for the sake of the paradise hereafter. But Occultism gives no such prospect of
cheaply and immediately gained infinitude of pleaIt only promises
sure, wisdom and existence.
extensions of these, stretching in successive arches
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obscured by zmccessive veils, in an unbroken
series up the long vista which leads to NIRVANA.
And this too, qualified by the necessity that new
powers entail new responsibilities, and that the
capacity of increased pleasure entails the capacity
of increased sensibility to pain. To this, the only
answer that can be given is two-fold: (Ist) the
consciousness of Power is itself the most exquisite
of pleasures, and is unceasingly gratified in the
progress onwards with new means for its exercise ;
and (2ndly) as has been already said-THIS is the
only road by which there is the faintest scientific
likelihood that " Death " can be avoided, perpetual
memory secured, infinite wisdom attained, and
hence an immense helping of mankind made possible, once that the adept has safely crossed the
turning-point. Physical as well as metaphysical logic
requires and endorses the fact that only by gradual
absorption into infinity can the Part become
acquainted with the Whole, and that that which is
now something can only feel, know, and enjoy
EvERYTHING when lost in Absolute Totality in the
vortex 'of that Unalterable Circle wherein our
Knowledge becomes Ignorance, and the Everything itself is identified with the NoTHING.
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IS THE DESIRE TO "LIVE" SELFISH?
TuE passage " to live, to live, to live must be
the unswerving resolve," occurring in the article on
the Elixir of Life, is often quoted by superficial
and unsympathetic readers as an argument that the
teachings of occultism are the most concentrated
form of selfishness. In order to determine whether
the critics are right or wrong, the meaning of the
word "selfishness" must first be ascertained.
According to an established authority, selfishness is that '' exclusive regard to one's own interest
or happiness; that supreme self-love or self-preference which leads a person to direct his purposes
to the advancement of his own interest, power, or
happiness, without regarding those of others."
In short, an absolutely selfish individual is one
who cares for himself and none else, or, in other
words! one who is so strongly imbued with a sense
of the importance of his own personality that to him
it is the crown of all thoughts, desires, and aspirations, and beyond which lies the perfect blank.
Now, can an occultist be then said to be "selfish"
when he desires to live in the sense in which that
word is used by the writer of the article on the
Eli.rir of Life f It bas been said over and over
again that the ultimate end of every aspirant after
D
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occult knowledge is Nirvana or Mulcti, when the
individual, freed from all Mayavic Upad/,i, becomes
one with Paramatma, or the Son identifies himself
with the Father in Christian phraseology. For
that purpose, every veil of illusion which creates a
sense of personal isolation, a feeling of separateness
from THE ALL, must be torn asunder, or, in other
words, the aspirant must gradually discard all
sense of selfishness with which we are all more or
less affected. A study of the Law of Kosmic
Evolution teaches us that the higher the evolution,
the more does it tend towards Unity. In fact,
Unity is the ultimate possibility of Nature, and
those who through vanity and selfishness go against
her purposes, cannot but incur the punishment of
annihilation. The occultist thus recognizes that
unselfishness and a feeling of universal philanthropy are the inherent laws of our being, and
all he does is to attempt to destroy the chains of
selfishness forged upon us all by Maya. The
struggle then between Good and Evil, God and
Satan, Buras and Asura.y, Devas and Daityaa, which
is mentioned in the sacred books of all the nations
and races, symbolizes the battle between unselfish
and selfish impulses, which takes place in a man,
who tries to follow the higher purposes of Nature,
until the lower animal tendencies, created by
selfishness, are completely conquered, and the
enemy thoroughly routed and annihilated. It has
also been often put forth in various Theosophical
and other occult writings that the only difference
between an ordinary man who works along with
Nature during the course of Kosmic evolution and
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an occultist, is that the latter, by his superior knowledge, adopts such methods of training and discipline as will hurry on that process of evolution,
and he thus reaches in a comparatively short time
the apex which the ordinary individual will take
perhaps billions of years to reach. In short, in
a few thousand years he approaches that type of
evolution which ordinary humanity attains in the
sixth or seventh Round of the Manvantara, i.e.,
cyclic progression. It is evident that an average
man cannot become a MAHATMA in one life, or rather
in one incarnation. Now those, who have studied
the occult teachings concerning Devachan and our
after-states, will remember that between two incarnations there is a considerable period of subjective
existence. The greater the number of such Devachanic periods, the greater is the number of years
over which this evolution is extended. The chief
aim of the occultist is therefore to so control himself as to be able to regulate his future states, and
thereby gradually shorten the duration of his
Devachanic existence between two incarnations. In
the course of his progress, there comes a time when,
between one physical death and his next re·birth,
there is no Devachan but a kind of spiritual sleep,
the shock of death, having, so to say, stunned him
into a state of unconsciousness from which he
gradually recovers to find himself reborn, to continue his purpose. The period of this sleep may
vary from twenty-five to two hundred years,
depending upon the degree of his advancement.
But even this period may be said to be a waste
of time, and hence all his exertions are directed to
D 2
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shorten its duratiou so as to gradually come to a
point when the passage from one state of existence
into another is almost imperceptible. This is his
last incarnation, as it were, for the shock of death
no more stuns him. This is the idea the writer
of the article on the Eli:cir of Life means to convey
when he says: .
:By or about the time when the Death·limit of his race is
passed he is actually dead, iu the ordinary sense, that
is to say, be has relievoo himself of all or nea.rl.)· all such
material particles as would have necessita.ted in disruption
the agony of dying. He has been dying gradually during
the whol~ period of his Initiation. The cata.strophe cannot
happen twice over. He has only 11preo.d over a number of
years the mild process of dissolution which others endure
from a brief moment to a few hours. The highest Adept is,
in fact, dead to, and absolutely unconscious of, the World ;
he is oblivious of it11 pleasures, careless of its miseries, in 110
far as sentimentalism goes, for the stem sense of DuTY never
leaves him blind to its very existence. . . . .

The process of the emission and attraction of
atoms, which the occultist controls, has been discussed at length in that article and in other
writings. It is by these means that he gets rid
gradually of all the old gross particles of his body,
substituting for them finer and more ethereal ones;
till at last the former athula aarira is completely
dead and disintegrated, and he lives in a body
entirely of his own creation, suited to his work.
That body is essential to his purposes ; as the
Eli.rir of Life says :To do good, as in every thing else, a man must have
time and materials to work with, and this is a necessary
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means to the acquirement of powers by which infinitely more
good can be done than without them. When these are once
mastered, the opportunities to use them will arrive. . . . .

Giving the practical instructions for that purpose,
the same paper continues :The physical man must be rendered more ethereal and
sensitive; the mental man more penetrating and profound ;
the moral man more self-denying and philosophical.

Losing sight of the above important considerations, the following passage is entirely misunderstood:And from this account too, it will be perceptible how foolish
it is for people to ask the Theosophist " to procure for them
communication with the highest Adepts." It is with the
utmost difficulty that one or two can be induced, even by the
throes of a world, to injure their own progress by meddling
with mundane affairs. The ordinary reader will @ay : "This
is not god-like. This is the acme of selfishness." ..•.
But let him realize that a very high Adept, undertaking to
reform the world, would necessarily have to once more
submit to Incarnation. And is the result of all that have
gone before in that line sufficiently encouraging to prompt
a renewal of the attempt P

Now, in condemning the above passage !l8 inculcating selfishness, superficial critics neglect many
profound truths. In the first place, they forget the
other extracts already quoted which impose aelfdenial as a necessary condition of success, and which
say that, with progress, new senses and new powers
are acquired with which infinitely more good can be
done than without them. The more spiritual the
Adept becomes the less can he meddle with mundane
gross affairs and the more he has to confine himself ·
to spiritual work. It has been repeated, times out
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of number, that the work on the spiritual plane is
as superior to the work on the intellectual plane
as the latter is superior to that on the physical
plane. The very high Adepts, therefore, do help
humanity, hut only spiritually : they are constitutionally incapable of meddling with worldly
affairs. But this applies only to very high Adepts.
There are various degrees of Adeptship, and those
of each degree work for humanity on the planes to
which they may have risen. It is only the chelas
that can live in the world, until they rise to a certain
degree. And it is because the Adepts do care for
the world that they make their chelas live in and
work for it, as many of those who study the subject
are aware. Each cycle produces its own occultists
capable of working for the humanity of the time
on all the difl'erent planes; but when the Adepts
foresee that at a particular period humanity will
be incapable of producing occultists for work on
particular planes, for such occasions they do provide
by 3ither voluntarily giving up their further progress
and waiting until humanity reaches that period, or
by refusing to enter into Nirvana and submitting
to re-incunation so as to be ready for work when
the time comes. And although the world may not
be aware of the fact, yet there are even now certain
Adepts who have preferred to remain in statu quo
and refuse to take the higher degrees, for the benefit
of the future generations of humanity. In short,
as the Adepts work harmoniously, since unity is
the fundamental law of their being, they have, as
it were, made a division of labour, according to
which each works on the plane appropriate to him-
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self, for ihe spiritual elevation of us all-and the
process of longevity mentioned in the Elixir of Life
is only the means to the end which, far from being
selfish, is the most unselfish purpose for which a
human being can labour.
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CONTEMPLATION.
A GENERAL misconception on this subject seems
to prevail. One confines oneself for some time
in a room, and passively gazes at one's nose,
a spot on the wall, or, perhaps, a crystal, under
the impression that such is the true form of contemplation enjoined by Raj Yoga. Many fail to
realize that true occultism requires a pbys1cal,
mental, moral and spiritual development to run on
parallel lines, and injure themselves, physically and
spiritually, by practice of what they falsely believe
to be Dhyan. A few instances may be mentioned
here with advantage, as a warning to over-zealous
students.
At Bareilly the writer met a member of the
Theosophical Society from Farrukhabad, who
narrated his experiences and shed bitter tears of
repentance for his past follies-as he termed them.
It appears from his account that fifteen or twenty
years ago having read about contemplation in the
Bhagavad Gita, he undertook the practice of it,
without a proper comprehension of its esoteric
meaning and carried it on for several years. At
first he experienced a sense of pleasure, but simultaneously he found he was gradually losing selfcontrol; until after a few years he discc.vered, to
his great bewilderment and sorrow, that he was no
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longer hu own ma1ter. He felt his heart actually
growing heavy, as though a load had been placed
on it. He had no control over his sensations ;
the communication between the brain and the
As
heart had become as though interrupted.
matters grew worse, in disgust he discontinued his
"contemplation." This happened as long as seven
years ago ; and, although since then he has not felt
worse, yet he could never regain his original healthy
state of mind and body.
Another case came under the writer's observation at Jubbulpore. The gentleman concerned,
after reading Patanjali and such other works, began
to sit for "contemplation.'' After a short time
he commenced seeing abnormal sights and hearing
musical bells,. but neither over these phenomena
nor over his own sensations could he exercise any
control. He could not produce these results at
will, nor could he stop tliem when they were occurring. Numerous such examples may be cited.
While penning these lines, the writer has on his
table two letters upon this subject, one from Moradabad and the other from Trichinopoly. In short,
all this mischief is due to a misunderstanding of
the significance of contemplation as enjoined upon
students by all the schools of Occult Philosophy.
With a view to afford a glimpse of t.he Reality
through the dense veil that enshrouds the mysteries of this Science of Sciences, an article, the
Elixir of Life, was written. Unfortunately, in
too many instances, the seed seems to have fallen
upon barren ground.
Some of its readers pin
tneir faith to the following clause in that papet : -
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Reasoning from the known to the unknown meditation
must be pmctised and encoumged.

But, alas ! their preconceptions have prevented
them from comprehending what is meant by meditation. They forget that the meditation spoken of
" is the inexpressible yearning of the inner Man to
'go out towards the infinite,' which in the olden
time was the real meaning of adoration "-as the
next sentence shows. A good deal of light would
be thrown upon this subject if the reader were to
turn to an earlier part of the same paper, and peruse
attentively the following paragraphs : So, then, we have arrived at the point where we have
determined-litemlly, not metaphorically-to cmck the
outer shell known as the mortal coil or body, and hatch out
of it: clothed in our next. This ' next' is not a spiritual,
but only a more ethereal form. Having by a long training
and preparation adapted it for &. life in this atmosphere,
during which time we have gradually made the outward
shell to die off through a certain process • . . . we have
to ·prepare for this physiological transformation.
How are we to do it ? In the first place we have the
actual, visiUle, material body-Man, so called, though, in
fact, but his outer shell-to deal with. Let us bear in
mind that Science teaches us that in about every seven
years we change skin as effectually aa any serpent; and this
so gradually and imperceptibly that, had not science after
years of unremitting study and observation assured us ofit,no
one would have had the slightest suspicion of the fact. • . . .
Hence, if a man, partially flayed alive, may sometimes survive and be covered with a new skin, so our astral, vital
body . . . . may be made to harden its particles to the atmospheric changes. The whole secret is to succeed in evolving
it out, and sepo.mting it from the visible; and while its
generally invisible atoms proceed to concrete themselves into
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a compact mass, to gmdually get rid of the old particles of
our visible frame so as to make them die and di8appear before
the J:).ew set has had time to evolve and replace them. . •.•
We can say no more.

A correct comprehension of the above scientific
process will give a clue to the esoteric meaning of
meditation or contemplation. Science teaches us
that man ch:1nges his physical body continually,
and this change is so gradual that it is almost
imperceptible. Why then should the case be otherwise with the inner man ? The latter too is developing and changing atoms at every moment.
And the attraction of these new sets of atoms
depends upon the Law of Affinity-the desires of
the man drawing to his bodily tenement only such
particles as are necessary to give tht:m expression.
For Science shows that thought is dynamic, and the
thought-force evolved by nervous action expanding itself
outwardly, must affect the molecular relations of the
phyai::al man. The inner men, however sublimated their
organism may be, are still composed of actual, not hypo·
thetical, particles, and are still subject to the law that an
" action" has a tendency to repeat itself; a tendency to
set up analogous action in the grosser " shell" they are in
contact with, and concealed within.- The Elireir of Life.

What is it the aspirant of Yog Vidya strives
after if not to gain Mukti by transferring himself
gradually from the grosser to the next less gross
body, until all the veils of Maya being successively
removed his Atma becomes one with Paramatma ?
Does he suppose that this grand result can be
achieved by a two or four hours' contemplation ?
}'or the remaining twenty or twenty-two hours
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that the devotee does not shut himself up in his
room for meditation is the process of the emission
of atoms and their replacement by others stopped?
If not, then how does he mean to attract all this
time only those suited to his end? From the
above remarks it is evident that just as the physical body requires incessant attention to prevent the
entrance of a diseaSe, so also the inner man requires
an unremitting watch, so that no conscious or unconscious thought may attract atoms unsuited to its
progress. This is the real meaning of contemplation.
The prime factor in the guidance of the thought
is Will.
Without that, a.ll else is useless. And, to be efficient for
the pnrpose, it must be, not only a. passing resolution of the
moment, a. single fierce desire of short duration, but a settlell
and continued strain, a$ nearly aB can be continued and concentl"atcd without one ain9le moment's renliaaion.

The student would do well to take note of the
italicized clause in the above quotation. He should
also have it indelibly impressed upon his mind
that
It iR no use to fast as lon!J ns one requires food. • . . . To
get rid of the inward· desire is the essential thing, and to
mimic the real thing without it is barefaced hypocrisy and
useless slavery.

Without realizing the significance of this most
important fact, any one who for a moment finds
cause of disagreement with any one of his family,
or has his nnity wounded, or for a sentimental
flash of the moment, or for a selfish desire to utilize
the Divine power for gross purposes-at once
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rushes into contemplation and dashes himself to
pieces on the rock dividing the known from the unknown. \Vallowing in the mire of exotericism, he
knows not what it is to live in the world and yet
be not of the world ; in other words, to guard self
against self is an almost incomprehensible axiom for
the profane. The Hindu ought to know better
from the life of Janaka, who, although a reigning
monarch, was yet styled Rajarahi and is said to
have attained Nirvana.
Hearing of his widespread fame, a few sectarian bigots went to his
court to test his Yoga-power. As soon as they
entered the court-room, the king having read their
thoughts-a power which every chela attains at a
certain stage-gave secret instructions to his
officials to have a particul~r street in the city lined
on both sides by dancing girls singing the most
voluptuous songs.
He then bad some gharaa
(pots) filled with water up to the brim so that
the least shake lvould be likely to spill their contents.
The wiseacres, each with a full ghara
(pot) on his head, were ordered to pass along the
street, surrounded by soldiers with drawn swords to
be used against them if even so much as a drop of
water were allowed to run over. The poor fellows
having returned to the palace after successfully
passing the test, were asked by the King-Adept
what they had met with in the street they were
made to go through. With great indignation they
replied that the threat of being cut to pieces had
so much worked upon their minds that they thought
of nothing but the water on their heads, and the
intensity of their attention did not permit them to
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take cognizance of what was going on around them.
Then Janaka told them that on the same principle
they could easily understand that, although being
outwardly engaged in managing the affairs of his
State, he could, at the same time, be an Occultist.
He too, while in the world, was not of the world.
In other words, his inward aspirations had been
leading him on continually to the goal in which his
whole inner self was concentrated.
Raj Yoga e1,1courages no sham, requires no physical postures. It has to deal with the inner man
whose sphere lies in the world of thought. To
have the highest ideal placed before oneself and
strive incessantly to rise up to it, is the only true
concentration recognized by Esoteric Philosophy
which deals with the inner world of noumena, not
the outer shell of phenomena.
The first requisite for it is thorough purity of
heart.
Well might tht'! student of Occultism say
with Zoroaster, that purity of thought, purity of
word, and purity of deed,-these are the essentials
of one who would rise above the ordinary level and
join the "gods." A cultivation of the feeiing of
unselfish philanthropy is the path which has to be
traversed for that purpose. For it is that alone
which will lead to Universal Love, the realization .
of which constitutes the progress towards deliverance from the chains forged by Maya (iJlusion)
around the Ego. No student will attain this at
once, but as our Venerated Mahatma says in the
" Occult World " : The greater the progress towards deliverance, the less
this will be the case, until, to crown all, human and purely
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individual personal feelings, blood·ties and friendship,
patriotism and race predilection, will all give 'vay to become
blended into one universal feeling, the only true aud holy,
the only unselfish and eternal one, Love, an Immense Love
for Humanity as a whole.

In short, the individual is blended with the
ALL.
Of course, contemplation, as usually understood,
It develops
is not without its minor advantages.
one set of physical faculties as gymnastics does the
muscles. For the purposes of physical mesmerism
it is good enough ; but it can in no way help the
development of the psychological faculties, as the
thoughtful reader will perceive. At the same time,
even for ordinary purposes, the practice can never
be too well guarded. If, as some suppose, they
have to be entirely passive and lose themselves in
the object before them, they should remember that,
by thus encouraging passivity, they, in fant, allow
the development of mediumistic faculties in themselves. As was repeatedly stated-the Adept and
the Medium are the two Poles : while the former
is intensely active and thus able to control the
elemental forces. the latter is intensely passive
and thus incurs the risk of falling a prey to the
caprice and malice of mischievous embryos of
human beings, and the elementaries.
It will be evident from the above that true meditation consists in the " reasoning from the known
to the unknown." The "known " is the phenomenal
world, cognizable by our five senses. And all that
we see in this manifested world are the effects, the
causes of which are to be sought after in the
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noumenal, the unmanifested, the " unknown
world : '' this is to be accomplished by meditation,
i.e., continued attention to the subject. Occultism
does not depend upon one method, but employs
both the deductive and the inductive. The student
must first learn the general axioms, which have
sufficiently been laid down in the Elixir of Life and
other occult writings. What the student has first to
do is to comprehend these axioms and, by employing
the deductive method, to proceed from universals
to particulars. He has then to reason from the
"known to the unknown," and see if the inductive
method of proceeding from particulars to universals
supports tho!e axioms. This process forms the
primary stage of true contemplation. The student
must first grasp the subject intellectually before
he can hope to realize his aspirations. When this
is accomplished, then comes the next stage of
meditation, which is "the inexpressible yearning of
the inner man to ' go out towards the infinite.' ''
Before any such yearning can be properly directed,
the goal must first be determined. The higher
stage, in fact, consists in practically realizing what
the first steps have placed within one's comprehension. In short, contemplation, in its true
sense, is to recognize the truth of Eliphas Levi's
saying:To believe without knowing is weakness; to believe,
because one knows, is power.

The Elixir of Life not only gives the pre. 1iminary steps in the ladder of contemplation but
also tells the reader how to realize the higher
stages. It traces, by the process of contem-
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plation as it were, the relation of man, " the
known,'' the manifested, the phenomenon, to u the
unknown," the unmanifested, the noumenon. It
shows the student what ideal to contemplate and
how to rise up to it. It places before him the
nature of the inner capacities of man and bow to
develop them. To a superficial reader, this may,
perhaps, appear as the acme of selfishness. Reflection will, howeter, show the contrary to be the case.
For it teaches the student that to comprehend the
noumenal, he must identify himself with Nature.
Instead oflooking upon himself as an isolated being,
he must learn to look upon himself as a part of
the Integral Whole. For, in the unmanifested
world, it can be clearly perceived that all is controlled by the "Law of Affinity," the attraction
of the one for the other.
There, all is Infinite
Love, understood in its true sense.
It may now not be out of place to recapitulate
what has already been said. The first thing to be
done is to study the axioms of Occultism and work
upon them by the deductive and the inductive
To turn
methods, which is real contemplation.
this to a useful purpose, what is theoretically comprehended must be practically realized.
DAMODAR K. MAVALA.UK.AR.

B
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A " CHELA" is a person who has offered himself to
a master as a pupil to learn practically the '' hidden
mysteries of Nature and the psychical powers latent
in man." The master who accepts him is called in
India a Guro; and the real Guru is always an
adept in the Occult Science. A man of profound
knowledge, exoteric and esoteric, especially the
latter; and one who has brought his carnal nature
nnder the subjection of the WILL; who has developed in himself both the power (Siddhi) to
control the forces of Nature, and the capacity to
probe her secrets by the help of the formerly latent
but now active powers of his being-this is the
real Guru. To offer oneself as a candidate for
Chelaship is easy enough, to develop into an adept
the most difficult task any man could possibly
undertake. There are scores of "natural-born''
poets, mathematicians, mechanics, statesmen, &c.
but a natural-born adept is something practically
impossible. For, though we do hear at very rare
intervals of one who has an extraordinary innate
capacity for the acquisition of occult knowledge
and power, yet even he has to pass the self-same
tests and probations, and go through the self-same
training as any less endowed fellow aspirant. In
this matter it is most true that there is no royal
road by which favourites may travel.
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For centuries the selection of Chelas--outside
the hereditary group within the gon-pa (temple)-has been made by the Himalayan Mahatmas themselves from among the class-in Tibet, a considerable one as to number--of natural mystics.
The only exceptions have been in the cases of
Western men like Fludd, Thomas Vaughan, Paracelsus, Pico di Miran~olo, Count St. Germain,
&c., whose temperamental affinity to this celestial
science, more or less forced the distant Adepts to
come into personal relations with them, and enabled
them to get such small (or large) proportion of the
whole truth as was possible under their social surroundings. From Book IV. of Kui-te, Chapter on
u The Laws of Upasanas," we learn that the qualifications expected in a Chela were :I • Perfect physical health ;
2. Absolute mental and physical purity;
3· Unselfishness of purpose; universal charity;
pity for all animate beings ;
4· Truthfulness and unswerving faith in the
law of Karma, independent of the intervention of
any power in Nature : a law whose course is not to
be obstructed by any agency, not to be caused to
deviate by prayer or propitiatory exoteric ceremonies;
5. A courage undaunted in every emergency,
even by peril to life ;
6. An intuitional perception of one's· being the
vehicle of the manifested Avalokitesvara or Divine
Atma (Spirit) ;
7. Calm indifference for, but a just appreciation
of, everything that constitutes the objective and
E 2
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transitory world, in its relation with, and to, the
invisible regions.
Such, at the least, must have been the recommendations of one aspiring to perfect Chelaship.
With the sole exception of the first, which in rare
and exceptional cases might have been modified,
each one of these points has been invariably insisted
upon, and all must have been more or less developed in the inner nature by the Chela's unhelped
exertion.'!, before he could be actually "put to the
test."
When the self-evolving ascetic-whether in, or
outside the active world-has placed himself,
according to his natural capacity, above, hence
made himself master of, his ( 1 ) Sarira-body ; ( 2)
Indriya- senses; (3) Dosha-faults; (4) JJuk/cha.
-pain; and is ready to become one with his
Manas-mind; Buddhi-intellection, or spiritual
intelligence ; and Alma-highest soul, i.e., spirit;
when he is ready for this, and, further, to recognize in Alma the highest ruler in the world of perceptions, and in the will, the highest executive
energy (power), then may he, under the timehonoured rules, be taken in hand by one of the
Initiates. He may then be shown the mysterious
path at whose farther end is obtained the unerring discernment of Pltala, or the fruits of
causes produced, and given the means of reaching
Apavarga-emancipation froni the misery of repeated births, pretya-hhiiva, in whose determination .
the ignorant has no hand.
But since the advent of the Theosophical Society,
one of whose arduous tasks it is to re-awaken in
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the Aryan mind the dormant memory of the existence of this science and of those transcendent
human capabilities, the rules of Chela ~election
have become slightly relaxed in one respect.
Many members of the Society who would not have
been otherwise called to Chelaship became convinced
by practical proof of the above points, and
rightly enough thinking that if other men had
hitherto reached the goal, they too, if inherently
fitted, might reach it by following the same path,
importunately pressed to be taken as candidates.
And as it would be an interference with Karma
to deny them the chance of at least beginning,
they were given it. The results have been far
from encouraging so far, and it is to show them
the cause of their failure as much as to warn
others against rushing heedlessly upon a similar
fate, that the writing of the present article has
been ordered. The candidates in question, though
plainly ·warned against it in advance, began
wrong by selfishly looking to the future and
losing sight of the past.
They forgot that
they had done nothing to deserve the rare honour
of selection, nothing which warranted their expecting such a privilege ; that they could boast
of none of the above enumerated merits. As
men of the selfish, sensual world, whether married
or single, merchants, civilian · or military employes,
or members of the learned professions, they had
. been to a school most calculated to assimilate them
to the animal nature, least so to develop their
spiritual potentialities. Yet each and all bad vanity
enough to suppose that their case would be made
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an exception to the law of countless centuries,
as though, indeed, in their per11on had been born
to the world a new Avatar! All expected to have
hidden things taught, extraordinary powers given
them, because--well, because they had joined the
Theosophical Society. Some had sincerely resolved
to amend their lives, and give up their evil courses:
we must do them that justice, at all events.
All were refused at first, Col. Olcott the President himself, to begin with : and he was not
formally accepted as a Chela until he had proved
by more than a year's devoted labours and by
a determination which brooked no denial, that
he might safely be tested. Then from all sides
came complaints-from Hindus, who ought to have
known better, as well as from Europeans who, of
course, were not in a condition to know anything
at all about the rules. 'l'he cry was that unless at
least a few Theosophists were given the chance t~
try, the Society could uot endure. E,•ery other
noble and unselfish feature of our programme was
ignored-a man's duty to his neighbour, to his
country, his duty to help, enlighten, encourage and
elevate those weaker and less favoured than he ;
all were trampled out of sight in the insane rush
for adeptship. The call for phenomena, phenomena, phenomena, resounded in every quarter, and
the Founders were impeded in their real work and
teased importunately to intercede with the Mahatmas, against whom the real grievance lay, though
their poor agents had to take all the buffets. At
last, the word came from the higher authorities
that a few of the most urgent candidates should be
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taken at their word. The result of the experiment
would perhaps show better than any amount of
preaching what Chelaship meant, and what are the
consequences of selfishness and temerity. Each
candidate was warned that he must wait for year:~
in any event, before his fitness could be established,
and that he must pass through a series of tests
that would bring out all there was in him, whether
bad or good. They were nearly all married men,
and hence were designated " Lay Ch'!las"-a term
new in English, but having long had its equivalent
in Asiatic tongues. A Lay Chela is bui; a man
of the world who affirms his desire to become wise
in spiritual things. Virtually, every member of
the Theosophical Society who subscribes to the
second of our three "Declared Objects" is such;
for though not of the number of true Chelas, he
has yet the possibility of becoming one, for he has
stepped across the boundary-line which 11eparated
him from the Mahatmas, and has brought himself,
as it were, under their notice. In joining the
Society and binding himself to help along its work,
he bas pledged himself to act in some degree in
concert with those Mahatmas, at whose behest the
Society was organized, and under whose conditional
protection it remains. The joining is then, the introduction; all the rest depends entirely upon the
member himself, and he need never expect the most
distant approach to the "favour" of one of our Mahatmas or any other Mahatmas in the world-should
the latter consent to become known-that has not
been fully earned by personal merit. The Mahatmas
are the servants, not the arbiters of t'M Law of Karma.
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Lay-Chelaship confers no privilege upon any one
except that of working for merit under the observation of a Master. And whether that Master
be or be not seen by the Chela makes no difference
whatever as to the result: his good thought, words
and deeds will bear their fruits, his evil ones, theirs.
To boast of Lay Chelaship or make a parade of it,
is the surest way to reduce the relation~thip with
the Guru to a mere empty name, for it would be
primd facie evidence of vanity and unfitness for
farther progress. And for years we have been
teaching everywhere the maxim "First deserve,
t~en desire" intimacy with the Mahatmas.
Now there is a terrible law operative in Nature,
one which cannot be altered, and whose operation
clears up the apparent mystery of the selection of
certain "Chelas" who have turned out sorry specimens of morality, these few years past. Does the
reader recall the old proverb, " Let sleeping dogs
lie?'' There is a world of occult meaning in it.
No man or woman knows his or her moral strength
until it is tried. Thousands go through life very
respectably, because they were never put to the
test. This is a truism doubtless, but it is most
pertinent to the present case. One who undertakes
to try for Chelaship by that very act rouses and
lashes to desperation every sleeping passion of his
animal nature. For this is the commencement of
a struggle for mastery in which quarter is
neither to be given nor taken. It is, once for all,
"To be, or Not to be;" to conquer, means Adeptship : to fail, an ignoble Martyrdom; for to fall
victim to lust, pride, avarice, vanity, selfishness.,
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cowardice, or any other of the lower propensities, is
indeed ignoble, if measured by the standard of true
manhood. The Chela is not only called to face all
the latent evil propensities of his nature, but, in
addition, the momentum of maleficent forces
accumulated by the community and nation to which
be belongs. For he is an integral part of those
aggregates, and what affects either the individual man
or the group (town or nation), reacts the one upon
the other. And in this instance his struggle for goodness jars upon the whole body of badness in his
environment, and draws its fury upon him. If he
is content to go along with his neighbours and be
almost as they are--perhaps a little better or somewhat worse than the average-no one may give him
a thought. But let it be known that he has been
able to detect the hollow mockery of social life, its
hypocrisy, selfishness, sensuality, cupidity and other
bad features, and has determined to lift himself up
to a higher level, at once he is hated, and every
bad, bigotted, or malicious nature sends at him a
current of opposing will-power. If he is innately
strong he shakes it oft', as the powerful swimmer
dashes through the current that would bear a weaker
one away. But in this moral battle, if the Chela
has one single hidden blemish--do what he may, it
•hall and will be brought to light. The varnish of
conventionalities which "civilization'' overlays us
all with must come off to the last coat, and the
inner self, naked and without the slightest veil to
cunceal its reality, is exposed. The habits of society
which bold men to a certain degree under moral
restraint, and compel them to pay tribute to virtue
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by seeming to be good whether they are so or not
-these habits are apt to be all forgotten, these restraints to be all broken through under the strain of
Chelaship. He is now in an atmosphere of illusions
-Maya. Vice puts on its most alluring face, and
the tempting passions attract the inexperienced
aspirant to the depths of psychic debasement. This
is not a case like that depicted by a great artist,
where Satan is seen playing a game of chess with a
man upon the stake of his soul, while the latter's
good angel stands bet~ide him to counsel and assist.
For the strife is in this instance between the Chela's
will and his carnal nature, and Karma forbids that
any angel or Guru should interfere until the result
it~ known.
With the vividness of poetic fancy Bnlwer Lytton has idealized it for us in his "Zanoni,"
a work which will ever be prized by the occultist;
while in his " Strange Story" be has with equal
power shown the black side of occult research and
its deadly perils. Chelaship was defined, the other
day, by a Mahatma as a" psychic resoivent, which
eats away all dross and leaves only the pure gold
behind." If the candidate has the latent lust for
money, or political chicanery, or materialistic
scepticism, or vain display, or false speaking, or
cruelty, or sensual gratification of any kind the germ
is almost sure to sprout ; and so, on the other band,
as regards the noble qualities of human nature.
The real man comes out. Is it not the height of
folly, then, for any one to leave the smooth path of
common-place life to scale the crags of Chelaship
without some reasonable feeling of certainty that
he has the right stuff in him? Well says the
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Bible : " Let him that standeth take heed lest he
fall "-a text that would-be Chelas should consider
well before they rush headlong into the fray I It
would have beE'.n well for some of our Lay Chelas
if they had thought twice before defying the tests.
We call to mind several sad failures within a twelvemont/,. One went wrong in the head, recanted noble
sentiments uttered but a few weeks previously, and
became a member of a religion be bad just scornfully
and unanswerably proven false. A second became
a defaulter and absconded with his employer's
money-the latter also a Theosophist. A third
gave himself up to gross debauchery, and confessed
it, with ineffectual sobs and tears, to his chosen
Gnru. A fourth got entangled with a person of
the other sex and fell out with his dearest and
truest friends. A fifth showed signs of mental
aberration and was brought into Court upon charges
of discreditable conduct. A sixth shot himself to
escape the consequences of criminality, on the verge
of detection ! And so we might go on and on.
All these were apparently sincere searchers after
truth, and passed in the world for respectable
persons. Externally, they were fairly eligible as
candidates for Chelaship, as appearances go ; but
" within all was rottenness and dead men's bones."
The world's varnish was so thick as to hide the
absence of the true gold underneath ; and the
tt resolvent" doing its work, the candidate proved
in each instance but a gilded figure of moral dross,
from circumference to core.
In what precedes we have, of course, dealt but
with the failures among Lay Chelas ; there have
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been partial successes too, and these are passing
gradually through the first stages of their probation.
Some are making themselves useful to the Society
and to the world in general by good example and
precept. If they persist, well for them, well for us
all: the odds are fearfully against them, but still
." there is no Impossibility to him who Wills."
The difficulties in Chelaship will never be less until
human nature changes and a new order is evolved.
St. Paul (Rom. vii. I 8, I 9) might have had a Chela
in mind when he said " to will is present with me;
but how to perform that which is good I find not.
For the good I would I do not; but the evil which
I would not, that I do." And in the wise Kiratarjuniyam of Bharavi it is written : The enemies which rise within the body,
Hard to be O'l"ercome-the evil passionsShould manfully be fought ; wlw conquers these
Is equal to the conqueror of worldB. (XI. 32.)
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ANCIENT OPINIONS UPON PSYCHIC
BODIES.
IT must be confessed that modern Spiritualism falls
very short of the ideas formerly suggested by the
sublime designation which it has assumed. Chiefly
intent upon recognizing and putting forward the
phenomenal proofR of a future existence, it concerns
itself little with speculations on the distinction
between matter and spirit, and rather prides itself
on having demolished Materialism without the aid
of metaphysics.
Perhaps a Platonist might say
that the recognition of a future existence is consistent with a very practical and even dogmatic
materialism, but it is rather to be feared that such
a materialism as this would not greatly disturb the
spiritual or intellectual repose of our modern
phenomenalists.*
Given the consciousness with
its sensibilities safely housed in the psychic body
which demonstrably survives the physical carcase,
and we are like men saved from shipwreck, who
are for the moment thankful and content, not
giving thought whether they are landed on a
hospitable shore, or on a barren rock, or on an
• " I am afraid," ays Tbomu Taylor in his Introduction to the
Phedo, " there are ecarcely any at tho present day who know that it
i5 one thing for the soul to be separated from the body, and another
for the body to bo separated from the soul, and that the fot·mer ia
b1 no mean~ a nece&I&J')' conaequen-::e of the latter."
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island of cannibals. It is not of course intended
that this " band to mouth " immortality is sufficient for the many thoughtful minds whose activity
gives life and progress to the movement, but that
it affords the relief which most people feel when
in an age of doubt they make the discovery that
they are undoubtedly to live again. To the question " how are the dead raised up, and with what
body do they come? '' modern Spiritualism, with
its empirical methods, is not adequate to reply. Yet
long before Paul suggested it, it had the attention
of the most celebrated schools of philosophy, whose
speculations on the subject, however little they may
seem to be verified, ought not to be without interest
to us, who, after all, are still in the infancy of a
spiritualist revival.
It would not be necessary to premise, but for
the frequency with which the phrase occurs, that
" the spiritual body " is a contradiction in terms.
The office of body is to relate spirit to an objective
world. By Platonic writers it is usually termed
okltema-" vehicle."
It is the medium of action,
In this philosophy the
and also of sensibility.
conception of Soul was not simply, as with us, the
immaterial subject of consciousness. How warily
the interpreter has to tread here, every one knows
who bas dipped, even superficially, into the controversies among Platonists themselves. All admit
the distinction between the rational and the irrational part or principle, the latter including, first,
the sensibility, and t~econdly, the Plastic, or that
power which in obedience to its sympathies enables
the soul to attach itself to, and to organize into a
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suitable body those substances of the universe to
which it is most congruous. It is more difficult
to determine whether Plato or his principal followers, recognized in the rational soul or nous a
distinct and separable entity, that which is sometimes discriminated as ''the Spirit." Dr. Henry
More, no mean authority, repudiates this interpretation. " There can be nothing more monstrous,''
he says, " than to make two souls in man, the one
sensitive, the other rational, really distinct from
one another, and to give the nan,e of Astral spirit
to the former, when there is in man no Astral
spirit beside the Plastic of the soul itself, which is
always inseparable from that which is rational.
Nor upon any other account can it be called Astral,
but as it is liable to that corporeal temperament
which proceeds from the stars, or rather from any
material causes in general, as not being yet sufficiently united with the divine body-that vehicle
of divine virtue or power.'' So he maintains that
the Kabalistic three souls-Nephesh, Ruach, Neschamah-originate in a misunderstanding of the
true Platonic doctrine, which is that of a threefold "vital congruity." These correspond to the
three degrees of bodily existence, or to the three
'' vehicles," the terrestrial, the aerial, and the
ethereal.
The latter is the augoeides-the luciform vehicle of the purified soul whose irrational
part has been brought under complete subjection
to the rational. The aerial is that iu which the
great majority of mankind fina themselves at the
dissolution of the terrestrial body, and in which
the incomplete process of purification has to be
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undergone during long ages o£ preparation for the
soul's return to its primitive, ethereal state. For
it must be remembered that the pre-existence of
souls is a distinguishing tenet of this philosophy as
of the Kabala. The soul has "sunk into matter.''
From its highest original state the revolt of its
irrational nature has awakened and developed successively its " vital congruities " with the regions
below, passing, by means of its "Plastic,'' first into
the aerial and afterward., into the terrestrial condition. Each of these regions teems also with an
appropriate population which never passes, like the
human soul, from one to the other-" gods,"
"demons," and animals.*
As to duration, "the
shortest of all is that of the terrestrial vehicle. In
the aerial, the soul may inhabit, as they define,
many ages, and in the ethereal, for ever." Speaking of the second body, Henry More says " the
soul's astral vehicle is of that tenuity that itself
<>an as easily pass the smallest pores of the body as
the light does glass, or the lightning the scabbard
of a sword without tearing or scorching of it."
And again, "I shall make bold to assert that the
soul may live in an aerial vehicle as well as in the
ethereal, and that there are very few that arrive to
that high happiness as to acquire a celestial vehicle
immediately upon their quitting the terrestrial one ;
that heavenly chariot necessarily carrying us in
triumph to the greatest happiness the soul of man
is capable of, which would arrive to all men in• The allusion here is to those beings of the several kingdoms of t be
elements which we 1'beo50phiats, following after the Kabalista, have
called the'' Elementals." They never become men.-ED. T~o•.
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differently, good or bad, if the parting with this
earthly body would suddenly mount us into the
heavenly. When by a just Nemesis the souls of
men that arc not heroically virtuous will find
themselves restrained within the compass of this
caliginous air, as both Reason itself suggests, and
the Platonists have unanimously determined."
Thus also the most thorough-going, and probably
the most deeply versed in the doctrines of the
master among modern Platonists, Thomas Taylor
(Introduction. Phredo) :-"After this our divine
philosopher informs that the pure soul will after
death return to pure and eternal natures; but that
the impure soul, in consequence of being imbued
with terrene affections, will be drawn down to a
kindred nature, and be invested with a gross
vehicle capable of being seen by the cQrporeal
eye. • For while a propensity to body remains in
the soul, it causes her to attract a certain vehicle
to herself, either of an aerial nature, or composed
from the spirit and vapours of her terrestrial body,
or which is recently collected from surrounding
air ; for according to the arcana of the Platonic
philosophy, between an ethereal body, which is
simple and immaterial and is the eternal connate
vehicle of the soul, and a terrene body, which is
material and composite, and of short duration,
there is an aerial body, which is material indeed,
but simple and of a more extended duration; and
in this body the unpurified soul dwells for a long
time after its exit from hence, till this pneumatic
• Thi• ia the Hindn theory of nearly every one of the Ary411
TMot.

philosophie~~.-ED.

F
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vehicle being dissolved, it is again invested with a
composite body ; while on the contrary the purified
soul immediately ascends into the celestial regions
with its ethereal vehicle alone.'' Always it is the
disposition of the soul that detel'mines the quality
of its body. "However the soul be in itself
affected," says Porphyry (translated by Cudworth),
"so does it always find a body suitable and agreeable to its present disposition, and therefore to the
purged soul does naturally accrue a body that
comes next to immateriality, that is, an ethereal
one." And the same author, "The soul is never
quite naked of all body, but hath always some body
or other joined with it, suitable and agreeable to
its present disposition (either a purer or impurer
one). But that at its first quitting this gross
earthly body, the spirituous body which accompanieth it (as its vehicle) must needs go away
fouled and. incrassated with the vapours and steams
thereof, till the soul afterwards by degrees purging
itself, this becometh at length a dry splendour,
which hath no misty obscurity nor casteth any
shadow.'' Here it will be seen, we lose sight of
the specific difference of the two future vehiclesthe ethereal is regarded as a sublimation of the
aerial. This, however, is opposed to the general
consensus of Plato's commentators. Sometimes
the ethereal body, or augoeides, is appropriated to
the rational soul, or spirit, which must then be
considered as a distinct entity, separable from the
lower soul. Philoponus, a Christian writer, says,
'' that the Rational Soul, as to its energie, is separable from ail body, but the irrational part or life
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thereof is separable only from this gross body, and
not from all body whatsoever, but hath after death
a spirituous or airy bouy, in which it acteth-this
I say is a true opinion which shall afterwards be
proved by us. . • . . The irrational life of the soul
hath not all its being in this gross earthly body,
but remaineth after the soul's departure out of it,
having for its vehicle and subject the spirituous
body, which itself is also compounded out of the
four elements, but receiveth its denomination from
the predominant part, to wit, Air, as this gross
body of ours is called earthy from what is most
predominant therein.''-Cud worth, " In tell. Syst!'
From the same source we extract the following :
"Wherefore these ancients sAy that impure souls
after their departure out of this body wander here
up and down for a certain space in their spirituous
vaporous and airy body, appearing about sepulchres
and haunting their former habitation. · For which
cause there is great reason that we should take
care of living well, as also of abstaining from a
fouler and grosser diet ; these Ancients telling us
likewise that this spirituous body of ours being
fouled and incrassated by evil diet, is apt to render
the soul in this life also more obnoxious to the
disturbances of passions. They further add that
there is something of the Plantal or Plastic life,
also exercised by the soul, in those spirituous or
airy bodies after death ; they being nourished too,
though not after the same manner, as those gross
earthy bodies of ours are here, but by vapours, and
that not by parts or organs, but throughout the
whole of them (as sponges), they imbibing everyP 2
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where those vapours. For which cause they who
are wise will in this life also take care of using a
thinner and dryer diet, that so that spirituous body
(which we have also at this present time within
our proper body) may not be clogged and incrassed,
but attenuated.
Over and above which, those
Ancients made use of catharms, or purgations to
the aame end and purpose also. For as this earthy
body is washed by water so is that spirituous body
cleansed by cathartic vapours- some of these
vapours being nutritive, others purgative. Moreover, these Ancients further declared concerning
this spirituous body that it was not organized, but
did the whole of it in every part throughout
exercise all functions of sense, the soul hearing,
seeing and perceiving all sensibles by it everywhere. For which cause Aristotle himself affirmeth in his Metaphysics that there is properly but
one sense and one Sensory. He by this one sensory meaneth the spirit, or subtle airy body, in
which the sensitive power doth all of it through
the whole immediately apprehend all variety of
sensibles. And if it be demanded to how it comes
to pass that this spirit becomes organized in sepulchres, and most commonly of human form, but
sometimes in the forms of other animals, to this
those Ancients replied that their appearing so
frequently in human form proceeded from their
being incrassated with evil diet, and then, as it
were, stamped upon with the form of this exterior
ambient body in which they are, as crystal is
formed and coloured like to those things which it
is fastened in, or reflects the image of them. And
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that their having l!ometimes other different forms
proceedeth from the phantastic power of the soul
itself, which can at pleasure transform the spirituous
body into any shape. For being airy, when it is
condensed and fixed, it becometh visible, and again
invisible and vanishing out of sight when it is
Proem in Arist. de
expanded and rarified."
Anima. And Cudworth says, "Though spirits or
ghosts had certain supple bodies which they could
so far condense as to make them sometimes visible
to men, yet is it reasonable enough to think that
they could not constipate or fix them into such a
firmness, grossness and solidity, as that of flesh and
bone is to continue therein, or at least not without
such difficulty and pain as would hinder them from
attempting the same. Notwithstanding which 1t
is not denied that they may possibly sometimes
make use of other solid bodies, moving and acting
them, as in that famous story of Phlegons when
the body vanished not as other ghosts use to do,
but was left a dead carcase behind."
In all these speculations the Anima Mundi plays
a conspicuous part. It is the source and principle
of all animal souls, including the irrational soul of
man. But in man, who would otherwh!e be merely
analogous to other terrestrial animals-this soul
participates in a higher principle, which tends to
raise and convert it to itself. To comprehend the
nature of this union or hypostasis it would be
necessary to have mastered the whole of Plato's
philosophy as comprised in the Parmenides and the
Timreus ; and he would dogmatize rashly who
without this arduous preparation should claim
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Plato as the champion of an unconditional immortality.
Certainly in the Phredo the dialogue
popularly supposed to contain all Plato's teaching
on the subject-the immortality allotted to the
impure soul is of a very qur.stionable character, and
we should rather infer from the account there given
that the human personality, at all events, is lost by
successive immersions into " matter." The following passage from Plutarch (quoted by Madame
:Blavatsky, "Isis Unveiled," vol. ii. p. 284} will at
least demonstrate the antiquity of notions which
have recently been mistaken for fanciful novelties.
" Every soul hath some portion of nous, reason, a
man cannot be a man without it ; but as much of
each soul as is mixed with flesh and appetite is
changed, and through pain and pleasure becomes
irrational. Every soul doth not mix herself after
one sort; some plunge themselves into the body,
and so in this life their whole frame is corrupted
by appetite and passion ; others are mixed as to
some part, but the purer part still remains without
the body. It is not drawn down into the body,
but it swims above, and touches the extremest part
of the man's head ; it is like a cord to hold up and
direct the subsiding part of the soul, as long as it
proves obedient and is not overcome by the appetites of the flesh. The part that is plunged into
:But the incorruptible
the body is called soul.
part is called the nous, and the vulgar think it is
within them, as they likewise imagine the image
reflected from a glass to be in that glass. But the
more intelligent, who know it to be without, call it
a Dremon." And in the same learned work (" Isis
Unveiled") we have two Christian authorities.,
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Irenreus and Origen, cited for like distinction
between spirit and soul in such a manner as to
show that the former must necessarily be regarded
as separable from the latter. In the distinction
itself there is of course no novelty for the most
moderately well-informed. It is insisted upon in
many modern works, among which may be mentioned Heard's '' Trichotomy of Man " and Green's
"Spiritual Philosophy"; the latter being an exposition
of Coleridge's opinion on this and cognate sn bjects.
But the difficulty of regarding the two principles
as separable in fact as well as in logic arises from
the senses, if it is not the illusion of personal
identity. That we are particle, and that one part
only is immortal, the non-metaphysical mind
rejects with the indignation which is always
encountered by a proposition that is at once distasteful and unintelligible. Yet perhaps it is not
a greater difficulty (if, indeed, it is not the very
same) than that hard saying which troubled Nicodemus, and which has been the key-note of the
mystical religious consciousness ever since. This,
however, is too extensive and deep a question to be
treated in this paper, which has for its object
chiefly to call attention to the distinctions introduced by ancient thought into the conooption of
body as the instrument or "vehicle" of soul. That
there is a correspondence between the spiritual
condition of man and the medium of his objective
.activity every spiritualist will admit to be probable,
and it may weU be that some light is thrown on
future states by the possibility or the manner of
spirit communication with this one.
C. C. MASSEY.
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I wAS told that Sannyasis were sometimes met with
on a mountain called Velly Mallai Hills, in the
Coimbatore District, and trying to meet with one,
1 determined to ascend this mountain. I travelled
up its steep sides and arrived at an opening, narrow
and low, into which I crept on all fours. Going
up some twenty yards I reached a cave, into the
opening of which I thrust my bead and shoulders.
1 could see into it clearly, but felt a cold wind on
my face, as if there was some opening or creviceso I looked carefully, but could see nothing. The
room was about twelve feet square. I did not go
into it. I saw arranged round its sides stones one
cubit long, aU placed upright. I was much disappointed at there being no Sannyasi, and came
back as I went, pushing myself backwards as there
was no room to turn. I was then told Sannyasis
had been met with in the dense sholaa (thickets),
and as my work lay often in such places, I determined to prosecute my search, and did so diligently,
without, however, any success.
One day I contemplated a journey to Coimbatore
on my own affairs, and was walking up the road
trying to make a bargain with a· bandy man whom
I desired to engage to carry me there ; but as we
could not come to terms, I parted with him and
turneil into the Lovedale Road at 6 P.M. I had
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not gone far when I met a man dressed like a
Sannyasi, who stopped and spoke to rue. He
observed a ring on my finger and asked me to give
it to him.
I said he was welcome to it, but
inquired what he would give me in return. He
said, " I don't care particularly about it ; I would
rather have that flour and sugar in the bundle on
your back." " 1 will give you that with pleasure,"
I said, and took down my bundle and gave it to
him. " Half is enough ·for me," he said; but subsequently changing his mind added, "now let me
see what is in your bundle," pointing to my other
parcel. "I can't give you that." He said, "Why
cannot you give me your swami {family idol)?" I
said," It is my swami, I will not part with it; rather
take my life." On this he pressed me no more, but
said, "Now you had better go home." I said, "I
will not leave you." "Oh you must," he said, "you
will die here of hunger." "Never mind," I said,
~' I can but die once."
" You have no clothes to
protect you from the wind and rain ; you may
meet with tigers," he said. " I don't care," I
replied. "It is given to man once to die. What
does it signify how be dies ? " When I said this he
took my hand and embraced me, and immediately
I became unconscious. When I returned to consciousness, I found myself with the Sannyasi in a
place new to me on a bill, near a large rock and
with a big ahola near. I saw in the alto/a rigl1t
in front of us, that there was a pillar of fire,
like a tree almost. I asked the Sannyasi what
was that like a high fire. "Oh," he said, u mo~<t
likely a tree ignited by some careless wood-cutters."
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"No," I said, ''it is not like any common firethere is no smoke, nor are there flames-and it's
not lurid and red. I want to go and see it."
"No, you must not do so, you cannot go near that
fire and escape alive." " Come with me then," I
begged. "No-I cannot," he said, "if you wish
to approach it, you must go alone and at your own
risk ; that tree is the tree of knowledge and from
it flows the milk of life : whoever drinks this never
hungers again." Thereupon I regarded the tree
with awe.
I next observed five Sannyasis approaching.
They came up and joined the one with me, entered
into talk, and finally pulled out a hookah and
began to smoke. They asked me if i could
smoke. I said no. One of them said to me, let
us see the swami in your bundle (here giv.es a
description of the same). I said, "I cannot, I am
not clean enough to do so." " Why not perform
your ablutions in yonder stream ? " they said. " If
you sprinkle water on your forehead that will
suffice." I went to wash my hands and feet, and
laved my head, and showed it to them. Next they
disappeared. "As it is very late, it is time you
returned home," said my first friend. " No," I
said, "now I have found you I will not leave
you." "No, no," he !;aid, "you must go home.
You cannot leave the world yet ; you are a father
and a husband, and you must not neglect your
worldly duties. Follow the footsteps of your late
respected uncle ; he did not neglect his worldly
affairs, though he cared for the interests of his
soul; you must go, but I will meet you again
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when you get your fortnightly holiday." On this
he embraced me, and I again became unconscious. When I returned to myself, I found
myself at the bottom of Col. Jones' Coffee Plantation above Coonor on a path. Here the Sannyasi
wished me farewell, and pointing to the high road
below, he said, "Now you will know your way
home;" but I would not part from him. I said,
~· All this will appear a dream to me unless you will
fix a day and promise to meet me here again."
" I promise," he said. "No, promise me by an
oath on the head of my idol." Again be promised,
and touched the head of my idol. " Be here," he
said, "this day fortnight." When the day came I
anxiously kept my engagement and went and sat
on the stone on the path. I waited a long time in
vain. At last I said to myself, "I am deceived,
he is not coming, be has broken his oath ''-and
with grief I made a poojah. Hardly had these
thoughts passed my mind, than lo ! he stood
beside me. "Ah, you doubt me," he said ; '' why
this grief.'' I fell at his feet and confessed I had
doubted him and begged his forgiveness. He
forgave and comforted me, and told me to keep in
my good ways and he would always help me; and
he told me and advised me about all my private
affairs without my telling him one word, and be
also gave me some medicines for a sick friend
which I had promised to ask for but had forgotten.
This medicine was given to xny friend and he is
perfectly well now.
A t1erbatim translation of a Settlement Officer's statement to

E. H.

MoRGAN.
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. WITCHCRAFT ON THE NILGIRIS.
HAVING lived many years (30) on the Nilgiris, employing the various tribes of the Hills on my
estates, and speaking their languages, I have had
many opportunities of observing their manners and
customs and the frequent practice of Demonology
and Witchcraft among them. On the slopes of
the Nilgiris live several serui-wild people: ISt,
the " Curumbers," who frequently hire themselves
out to neighbouring estates, and are first-rate
fellers of forest; 2nd, the "Tain " (" Honey
Curumbers"), who collect and live largely on honey
and roots, and who do not come into civilized
parts; 3rd, the "Mulu" Curumbers, who are rare
on the slopes of the bills, but common in W ynaad
lower down the plateau. These use bows and
arrows, are fond of hunting, and have frequently
been known to kill tigers, rushing in a body on
their game and discharging their arrows at a short
distance. In their eagerness they frequently fall
victims to this animal; but they are supposed to
possess a controlling power over all wild animals,
especially elephants and tigers; and the natives
declare they have the power of assuming the forms
of various beasts. Their aid is constantly invoked
both by the Curumbers first named, and by the
natives generally, when wishing to be revenged on
an enemy.
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Besides these varieties of Curumbers there are
- various other wild tribes I do not now mention, as
they are not concerned in what I have to relate.
I had on my estate near Ootacamund a gang of •
young Badagas, some 30 young men, whom I had
had in my service since they were children, and
who had become most useful handy fellows. From
week to week I missed one or another of them,
and on inquiry was told they had been sick and
were dead!
One market-day I met the Moneghar of the village
to which my gang belonged and some of his
men, returning home laden with their purchases. The moment he saw me he stopped, and
coming up to me, said, "Mother, I am in great
sorrow and trouble, tell me what I can do !"
"Why, what is wrong?" I asked. "All my
yoting men are dying, and I cannot help them, nor
prevent it ; they are under a spell of the wicked
Curumbers who are killing them, and I am powerless.'' '' Pray explain," I said; " why do the Curumbers behave in this way, and what do they do
to your people?" " Oh, Madam, they are vile extortioners, always asking for money ; we have given
and given till we have no more to give. I told
them we had no more money and then they said,.A.ll right-as you please; we shall see. Surely
as they say this, we know what will follow-at
night when we are all asleep, we wake up suddenly
and see a Curumber standing in our midst, in the
middle of the room occupied by the young men."
''Why do you not close and bolt your doors securely?"
I interrupted. " What is the use of bolts and bars
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to them? they come through stone walls. • • • Our
doors were secure, but nothing can keep out a Curumber. He points his finger at Mada, at Kurira,
at Jogie-he utters no word, and as we look at
him he vanishes ! In a few days these three young
men sicken, a low fever consumes them, their
stomachs swell, they die. Eighteen young men, the
flower of my village, have died thus this year.
These effects always follow the visit of a Curumber
at night.'' "Why not complain to the Government?" I said. "Ah, no use, who will catch
them?'' tt Then give them the 200 rupees they ask
this once on a solemn promise that they exact no
more.'' tt I suppose we must find the money somewhere,'' he said, turning sorrowfully away.
A Mr. K - - is the owner of a coffee estate
near this, and like many other planters employs
Burghers. On one occasion he went down the
elopes of the hills after bison and other large game,
taking some seven or eight Burghers with him as gun
carriers (besides other things neceslllary in junglewalking-axes to clear the way, knives and ropes,
&c.). He found and severely wounded a fine elephant with tusks. Wishing to secure these, he
proposed following up his quarry, but could not
induce his Burghers to go deeper and further into
the forests; they feared to meet the "Mulu Curumbers" who lived thereabouts. For long he
argued in vain, at last by dint of threats and
promises he induced them to proceed, and as they
met no one, their fears were allayed and they grew
bolder, when suddenly coming on the elephant
lying dead (oh, horror to them I), the beast was sur-
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rounded by a party of Mulu Curumbers busily
engaged in cutting out the tusks, one of which
they had already disengaged I The affrighted
Burghers fell back, and nothing Mr. K-- could
do or say would induce them to approach the
elephant, which the Curumbers stoutly declared was
theirs. They had killed him they said. They had
very likely met him staggering under his wound
and had finished him off. Mr. K-- was not
likely to give up his game in this fashion. So
walking threateningly to the Curumbers he compelled them to retire, and called to his Burghers at
the same time. The Curumbers only said, " Just
you DARE to touch that elephant," and retired.
Mr. K - - thereupon cut out the remaining tusk
himself, and slinging both on a pole with no little
trouble, made his men carry them. He took all
the blame on himself, showed them that they did
not touch them, and finally declared he would stay
there all night rather than lose the tusks. The
idea of a night near the Mulu Curumbers was too
much for the fears of the Burghers, and they finally
took up the pole and tusks and walked home.
From that day those men, all but one who probably
canied the gun, sickened, walked about like
spectres, doomed, pale and ghastly, and before the
month was out all were dead men, with the one
exception I
A few months ago, at the village of Ebanaud, a
few miles from this, a fearful tragedy was enacted.
The Moneghar or headman's child was sick unto
death. Thill, following on several recent deaths,
was attributed to the evil influences of a village of
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Curumbers hard by. The Burghers determined on
the destruction of every soul of them. They procured the at~sistance of a Toda, as they invariably
do on such occasions, as without one the Curumbers
are supposed to be invulnerable. They proceeded
to the Curumber village at night and set their huts
on fire, and as the mi~erable inmates attempted to
escape, flung them back into the flames or knocked
them down with clubs. In the confusion one old
woman escaped unobserved into the adjacent bushes.
Next morning she gave notice to the authorities,
and identified seven Burghers, among whom was the
Moneghar or headman, and one Toda. As the
murderers of her people they were all brought to
trial in the Courts here,-except the headman,
who died before he could be brought in-and were
all sentenced and duly executed, that is, three
Burghers and the Toda, who were proved principals
in the murders.
Two years ago an almost identical occurrence·
took place at Kotaghery, with exactly similar
results, but without the punishment entailed having
any deterrent effect. They pleaded "justification,"
as witchcraft had been practised on them. But
our Government ignores all occult dealings and
will not believe in the dread power in the land.
They deal very differently with these matters in
Russia, where, in a recent trial of a similar nature,
the witchcraft was admitted as an extenuating circumstance and the culprits who had burnt a witch
were all acquitted. All natives of whatever caste
are well aware of these terrible powers and too often
do they avail themselves of them-much oftener
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than ·any one has an idea of. One day as I was
riding along I came upon a strange and ghastly
object-a basket containing the bloody head of a
black sheep, a cocoanut, 10 rupees in money,
some rice and flowers. These smaller items I did
not see, not caring to examine any closer; but I
was told by some natives that those articles were
to be found in the basket.
The basket was
placed at the apex of a triangle formed by three fine
threads tied to three small sticks, so placed that any
one approaching from the roads on either side had
to stumble over the threads and receive the full
e'ffccts of the deadly cc Soonium" as the natives call
it. On inquiry I learnt that it was usual to
prepare such a u Soonium" when one lay sick unto
death; as throwing it on another was the only
means of rescuing the sick one, and woe to the unfortunate who broke a thread by stumbling
over it I
E. H. MoRGAN.

G
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SHAMANISM AND WITCHCRAFT
AMONGST T.HE KOLARIAN TRIBES.
HAVING resided for some years amongst tbe ·Mimdas
and H6s of Singbboom, and Cbutia Nagpur, my
attention was drawn at times to customs differing a
good deal in some ways, but having an evident
affinity to those related of the Nilghiri "Curumbers" in Mrs. Morgan's article. I do not mean
to say that the practices I am about to mention
are confined simply to the Kolarian tribes, as I am
aware both Oraons (a Dravidian tribe), and the
different Hindu castes living side by side with the
Kols, count many noted wizards among their
number; but what little I have come to know of
these curious customs, I have learnt among the
Mimdas and H6s, some of the most celebrated
practitioners among them being Christian converts.
The people themselves say, that these practices are
peculiar to their race, and not learnt from the
Hindu invaders of their plateau; but I am inclined
to think that some, at least, of the operations have
a strong savour of the Tantric black magic about
them, though practised by people who are often
entirely ignorant of any Hindu language.
Thebe remarks must be supplemented by a short
sketch of Kol ideas of worship. They have nothing
that I have either seen or heard of in the shape of
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an image, but their periodical offerings are made to
a number of elemental spirits, and they assign a
genie to every rock or tree in the country, whom
they do not consider altogether malignant, but
who, if not duly "fed" or propitiated, may become so.
The Singbonga (lit., sun or light spirit) is the
chief; Buni Bonga (spirit of the bills), and the Ikhir
Bonga·(spirit of the deep), come next. After these
come the Darha, of which each family has its own,
and they may be considered in the same light as
Lares and Penates. But every threshing, flour and
oil mill, has its spirit, who must be duly fed, else
evil result may be expected. Their great festival
(the Karam) is in honour of Singbonga and his
assistants ; the opening words of the priests' speech
on that occasion, sufficiently indicate that they
consider Singbonga, the creator of men nnd things.
Munure Singhonga manokoa luekidkoa (In the beginning Singbonga made men).
Each village has its Sarna or sacred grove, where
the hereditary priest from time to time performs
sacrifices, to keep things prosperous; but this only
relates to spirits actually connected with the village,
the three greater spirits mentioned, being considered
general,areonlyfedatintervalsof three or more years,
and always on a public road or other public place,
and once every ten years a human being was (and
as some will tell you is) sacrified to keep the whole
community of spirits in good train. The Pahans,
or village priests, ate regular servants of the spirits,
and the najo, deona and hhagats are people who in
some way are supposed to obtain an influence or
G 2
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command over them. The first and lowest grade of
these adepts, called najos (which may be translated
as practitioners of witchcraft' pure and simple), are
frequently women. They are accused, like the
" Mula Curumbers," of demanding quan.tities of
grain or loans of money, &c., from people, and
when these demands are refused, they go away with
a remark to the efl'ect, " that you have lots of cattle
and grain just no,v, but we'll see what they are like
after a month or two." Then probably the cattle
of the bewitched person will get some disease, and
several of them die, or some person of his family
will become ill or get hurt in some uuRccountable
way.
Till at last, thoroughly frightened, the
afflicted person takes a little uncooked rice and goes
to a deona or mati (as he is called in the different
vernaculars of the province)-the grade immediately
above najo in knowledge-and promising him a
reward if he will assist him, requests his aid; if the
deona accedes to the request, the proceedings are
as follows. The deona taking the oil brought, lights
a small lawp and seats himself be11ide it with the
rice in a surpa (winnower) in his hands. After
looking intently at the lamp flame for a few
minutes, he begins to sing a sort of chaunt of invocation in which all the spirits are named, and at
the name of each spirit a few grains of rice are
thrown into the lamp.
When the flame at any
particular name gives a jump and flares up high,
the spirit concerned in the mischief is indicated.
Then the deona takes a small portion of the rice
wrapped up in a sal (Shorea robusta) leaf and proceeds to the nearest new white-ant nest from which
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he cuts the top off and lays the little bundle, half
in and half out of the cavity. Having retired, he
returns in about an hour to see if the rice is consumed, and according to the rapidity with which it
is eaten he predicts the sacrifice which will appease
the spirit. This ranges from a fowl to a buffalo,
but whatever it may include, the pouring out of
blood is an essential. It must be noted, however,
that the mati never tells who the najo is who has
excited the malignity of the spirit.
But the most important and lucrative part of a
de(Jna' s business is the casting out of evil spirits,
which operation is known variously as ·ashdb and
langhan. The sign of obsession is generally some
mental alienation accompanied (in bad cases) by a
combined trembling and restlessness of limbs, or
an unaccountable swelling up of the body. Whatever the 'ymptoms may be the mode of cure
appears to be much the same. On such symptoms
declaring themselves, the deona is brought to the
house and is in the presence of the sick man and
his friends provided with some rice in a surpa, some
oil, a little vermilion, and the deona produces from
his own person a little powdered sulphur and an
iron tube about four inches long and two tiklis.•
Before the proceedings begin all the things mentioned are touched with vermilion, a small quanttty
of which is altto mixed with the rice. Three or
four grains of rice and one of the tiklis being put
into the tube, a lamp is then lighted beside the sick
man and the deona begins his chaunt, throwing
• Tikli is a circular piece of gilt paper wllich is stuck on between
the eyebrows of the women of the Province as oruameut.
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grains of rice at each name, and when the flame
flares up, a little of the powdered sulphur is thrown
into the lamp and a little on the sick man, who
thereupon becomes convulsed, is shaken all over
and talks deliriously, the deona's chaunt growing
louder all the while. Suddenly the convulsions
and the chaunt cease, and the deona carefully takes
up a little of the sulphur off the man's body and
puts into the tube, which be then seals with the
second tikli. The deona and one of the man's
friends then leave the hut, taking the iron tube and
rice with them, the spirit being now supposed out
of the man and bottled up in the iron tube. They
hurry across country until they leave the hut some
miles behind. Then they go to the edge of some
tank or river, to some place they know to be frequented by people for the purposes of bathing, &c.,
wherE', after some further ceremony, the iron is
stuck into the ground and left there. This is done
with the benevolent intention that the spirit may
transfer its attentions to the unfortunate person who
may happen to touch it while bathing. I am told
the spirit in this case usually chooses a young and
healthy person. Should the deona think the spirit
has not been able to suit itself with a new receptacle, be repairs to where a bazaar is taking
place and there (after some ceremony) he mixes
with the crowd, and taking a grain of the reddened
rice jerks it with his forefinger and thumb in such
a way that without attracting attention it falls on
the person or clothes of some. This is done several
times to make certain. Then the deona declares
he has done his work, and is usually treated to the
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best dinner the sick man's friends can afford. It
is said that the person to whom the spirit by either
of these methods is transferred may not be affected
for weeks or even months. But some fine day
while he is at his work, he will suddenly stop, wheel
round two or three times on his heels and fall
down more or less convulsed, from that time forward he will begin to be troubled in the same way
as his dis-obsessed predecessor was.
Having thus given some account of the deona,
we now come to the hhagat, called by the Hindus
sokha and sivnath. This is the highest grade of
all, and, as I ought to have mentioned before, the
'ilm (knowledge) of both the deona and hhagat
grades is only to be learned by becoming a regular
chela of a practitioner; but I am given to understand that the final initiation is much hastened by
a seasonable liberality on the part of the chela.
During the initiation of the sokha certain ceremonies are performed at night by aid of a human
corpse, this is one of the things which has led me
to think that this part at least of these practices is
connected with Tantric black magic.
The 6hagat performs two distinct functions :
{1St), a kind of divination called hhao (the same in
Hindi), and (2nd), a kind of Shamanism called
darasta in Hindi, and hharotan in Horokaji, which,
however, is resorted to only on very grave occa~
sions-as, for instance, when several families think
they are bewitched at one time and by the same najo.
The Mao is performed as follows :-The
person having some query to propound, makes a
small dish out of a sal leaf and puts in it a little
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uncooked rice and a few pice ; be then proceeds to
the hhagat and lays before him the leaf and its
contents, propounding at the same time his query.
The bhagat, then directs him to go out and gather
two golaichi (varieties of Posinia) flowers (such
practitioners usually having a golaiclti tree close to
their abodes); after the flowers are brought the
hhagat seats himself with the rice close to the inquirer, and after some consideration selects one of
the flowers, and holding it by the stalk at about &
foot from his eyes in his left hand twirls it between
his thumb and fingers, occasionally with his right
hand dropping on it a grain or two of rice.* In a
few minutes his eyes close and he begins to talk
-usually about things having nothing to do with
the question in hand, but after a few minutes of
this, he suddenly yells out an answer to the
question,' and without another word retires.
The inquirer takes his meiming as he can from the
answer, which, I believe, is always ambiguous.
The bharotan as I have above remarked is only
resorted to when a matter of grave import has to
be inquired about ; the bhagat makes a high charge
for a teance of this description. We will fancy that
three or four families in a village consider themselves bewitched by a ntijo, and they resolve to
have recourse to a bhagat to find out who the
witch il' ; with this view a day is fixed on, and two
delegates arc procured from each of five neighbourIng villages, who accompany the afflicted people to
the bouse of the bhagat, taking with them a dali
or offering, consisting of vegetables, which on arrival
4

This ia the proceu by whicb the blla9at mesmerizes himSElf.
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is formally presented to him. Two delegates are
posted at each of the four points of the compass,
and the other two seat themselves with the affiictecl
parties to the right of the bhagat, who occupies the
centre of the apartment with four or five chelas, a
clear space being reserved on the left. One chela
then brings a small earthenware-pot full of lighted
charcoal, which is set before the bhagat with a pile
of mango wood chips and a ball composed of dhunia
(resin of Shorea robusta), gur (treacle), and ghee
(clarified. butter), and possibly other ingredients.
The Magat's sole attire consists of a scanty lenguti'
(waist-cloth), a necklace of the large wooden beads
such as are usually worn by fakeers, and several
garlands of golaichi flowers round his neck, his
hair being unusually long and matted. Beside
him stuck in the ground is his staff. One chela stands
over the firepot with a bamboo-mat fan in his hand,
another takes charge of the pile of chips, and a third
of t!te ball of composition, and one or two others seat
themselves behind the bhagat, with drums and other
musical instruments in their hands. All being in
readiness, the affiicted ones are requested to state
their grievance. This they do, and pray the hllagat
to call before him the najo, who has stirred up the
spirits to affiict them, iu order that be may be
punished. The bhagat then gives a sign to his
chelas, those behind him raise a furious din with
their instruments, the fire is fed with chip!!, and a
bit of the compoRition is put on it from time to time,
producing a volume of thick greyish-blue smoke;
this is carefully fanned over, and towards the
Magat, who, when well wrapped in smoke, closes
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his eyes and quietly swaying his body begins a low
chaunt. The chaunt gradually becomes louder and
the sway of his body more pronounced, until he
works himself into a state of complete frenzy. Then
with his body actually quivering, and his head
rapidly working about from side to side, he sings
in a loud voice how a certain najo (whom he name!!)
bad asked money of those people and was refused,
and how be stirred up certain spirits (whom he also
names) to hurt them, how they killed so and so's
bullocks, some one el11e's sheep, and caused another's
child to fall ill. Then he begins to call on the
najo to come and answer for his doings, and in doing
so rises to his feet-still commanding the najo to
appear; meanwhile he reels about; then falls on
the ground and is quite still except for an occasional whine, and a muttered, "I see him!" " He
is coming I" This state may last for an hour or
more till at last the hhaifat sits up and announces
. the najo has come ; &II he says so, a man, apparently
mad with drink, rushes in and falls with his head
towards the hhagat moaning and making a sort of
snorting as if half stifled. In this person the bewitched parties often recognize a neighbour and
sometimes even a relation, but whoever he may be
they have bound themselves to punish him. The
hhagat then speaks to him and tells him to confess,
at the same time threatening him, in case of refusal,
with his staff. He then confesses in a half-stupefied
manner, and his confession tallies with what the
hhagat has told in his frenzy. The ntijo is then
dismissed and runs out of the house in the same
hurry as he came in.

..
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·The delegates then hold a council at which the najo
usually is sentenced to a fine--often heavy enough
to ruin him-and expelled from his village. · Before
the British rule the convicted najo seldom escaped
with his life, and during the mutiny time, when no
Englishmen were about, the Singbhoom Hospaid off a
large number of old scores of this sort. For record
of which, see " Statistical Account of Bengal,"
vol. xvii. p. 52.
In conclusion I have merely to add that I have
derived this information from people who have been
actually concerned in these occurrences, and among
others a man belonging to a village of my o,vn,
who was convicted and expelled from the village
with the loss of all his movable property, and one
of his victims, a relation of his, sat by me when
the above was being written.
E. D. EWEN.
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MAHATMAS AND CHELAS.
A MAHATMA is an individual who, by special
training and education, has evolved those higher
faculties, and has attained that spiritual knowledge,
which ordinary humanity will acquire after passing
through numberless series of re-incarnations during
the process of cosmic evolution, provided, of course,
that they do not go, in the meanwhile, against the
purposes of Nature and thus bring on their own
annihilation. This process of the self-evolution of
the MAHATMA extends over a number of "incarnations," although, comparatively speaking, they are
very few. Now, what is it that incarnates? The
occult doctrine, so far as it is given out, shows that
the first three principles die more or less with what is
called the physical death. The fourth principle,
together with the lower portions of the fifth, in
which reside the animal propensities, has Kama
Lolca for its abode, where it suffers the throes of
disintegration in proportion to the intensity of those
lower desires; while it is the higher Manas, the pure
rnan, which is associated with the sixth and seventh
principle11, that goes into Devachan to enjoy there
the effects of its good Karma, and then to be reincarnated as a higher personality. Now an entity
that is passing through the occult training in its
successive births, gradually has less and less (in
each incarnation) of that lower Manas until there
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arrives a time when its whole Manas, being of an
entirely elevated c!laracter, is centred in the individuality, when such a person may be said to have
become a MAHATMA. At the time of his physical
death, all the lower four principles perish without
any suffering, for these are, in fact, to him like a
piece of wearing apparel which he puts on and off
at will. The real MAHATlllA is then not his physical
body but that higher Manas which is inseparably
linked to the Atma and its vehicle (the sixth principle)-a union effected by him in a comparatively
very short period by passing through the process of
self-evolution laid down by Occult Philosophy.
When therefore, people express a desire to " see a
MAHATMA," they really do not seem to understand
what it is they ask for. How can they, with their
physical eyes, hope to see that which traTUJcends
that sight ? Is it the body-a mere shell or mask
-they crave or hunt after? And supposing they
see the body of a MAHATMA, how can they know
that behind that mask is concealed an exalted
entity? By what standard are they to judge
whether the Maya before them reflects the image
of a true MAHATMA or not? And who will say
that the physical is not a Maya? Higher things
can be perceived only by a sense pertaining to those
higher things; whoever therefore wants to see the
real MAHATMA, must use his intellectual sight. He
must so elevate his Manas that its perception will
be clear and all mists created by Maya be dispelled. His vision will then be bright and he will
eee the MAHATMA wherever he may be, for, being
merged into the sixth and the seventh principles,
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which know no distance, the MABATliA may be
said to be everywhere. But, at the same time,
just as we may be standing ou a mountain top
and have within our sight the whole plain, and yet
not be cognizant of any particular tree or spot,
because from that elevated position all below is
nearly identical, and as our attention may be drawn
to something which may be dissimilar to its surroundings-in the same manner, although the whole
of humanity is within the mental vision of the
MAHATMA, he cannot be expected to take special
note of every human being, unless that being by his
special acts draws particular attention to himself.
The highest interest of humanity, as a whole, is the
MABATMA'sspecialconcern, for he has identified himself
with that Universal Soul which runs through Humanity; and to draw his attention one must do so through
that Soul. Thisperceptionofthc Manrumay be called
" faith'' which should not be confounded with blind
belief. " Blind faith , is an expression sometimes
used to indicate belief without perception or understanding; while the true perception of the Mana8 is
that enlightened belief which is the real meaning
of the word " faith.'' This belief should at the
same time be accompanied by knowledge, i.e.,
experience, for "true knowledge brings with it
faith." Faith is the perception of the Manru (the
fifth principle), while knowledge, iu the true sense
of the term, is the capacity of the Intellect, i.e., it
is spiritual perception. In short, the individuality
of man, composed of his higher Manas, the sixth
and the seventh principle, should work as a unity,
and then only can it obtain u divine wisdom," for
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divine things can be sensed only by divine faculties.
Thus a chela should be actuated solely by a desire
to understand the operations of the Law of Cosmic
Evolution, so as to be able to work in conscious and
harmonious accord with Nature.
ANON.
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THE BRAHMANICAL THREAD.
I. THE general term for the investiture of this
tltread is Upanayana ; and the invested is called
Upanita, which signifies brought or drawn near
(to one's Guru), i.e:, the thread is the symbol of the
wearer's condition.
II. One of the names of this thread is YajnaSutra. Yajna means Brahma, or the Supreme Spirit,
and Sutra the thread, or tie. Collectively, the
compound word signifies that which ties a man to
his spirit or god. It consists of three yarns twisted
into one thread, and three of such threads formed
and knotted into a circle. Every Theosophist
knows what a circle signifies and it need not be
repeated here. He will easily understand the rest
and the relation they have to mystic initiation.
The yarns signify the great principle of u three in
one, and one in three," thus :-The first trinity
consh1ts of Alma which comprises the three attributes of Manas, Buddhi, and Ahankara (the mind,
the intelligence, and the egotism). The Manaa
again, has the three qualities of Salva, Raja, and
Tama (goodness, foulness, and darkness). Buddhi
has the three attributes of Pratyaksha, Upamiti
and Anumiti (perception, analogy, and inference).
Ahankara also has three attributes, viz., Jnata,
Jneya, and Jnan (the knower, the known, and the
knowledge).
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lli. Another name of the sacred thread is Tridandi. Tri means three, and Danda, chastisement,
correction, or conquest. This reminds the holder
of the three great "corrections" or conquests he
has to accomplish. These are :-( 1) the Vakya
Sanyama ;* ( 2) the M anaa Sanyama ; and ( 3) the
lndriya (or Deha) Sanyama.
Vakya is speech,
Manas, mind, and Deha (literally, body) or lndriya,
is the senses. The three conquests therefore mean
the control over one's speech, thought, and action.
This thread is also the reminder to the man of
his secular duties, and its material varies, in consequence, according to the occupation of the wearer.
Thns, while the threat of the Brahmans is made of
pure cotton, that of the Kshatriyas (the warriors)
is composed of flax-the bow-string material ; and
that of Vaishyas (the traders and cattle-breeders),
of wool. From this it is not to be inferred that
caste was originally meant to be hereditary. In
the ancient times, it depended on the qualities of
the man. Irrespective of the caste of his parents,
a man conld, according to his merit or otherwise,
raise or lower himself from one caste to another ;
and instances are not wanting in which a man has
elevated himself to the position of the highest
Brahman (such as Vishvamitra Rishi, Parasara,
Vyasa, Satyakam, and others) from the very lowest
of the fonr castes. The sayings of Yudhishthira
on this subject, in reply to the questions of the
great serpent, in the Arannya Parva of the MahaBIW.rata, and of Manu, on the same point, are
• DattdG and

sa,.,a- are II)'DOnymoaa terms.-A. s.
B
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well known and need nothing more than bare reference. Both Manu and Maha-Bharata-the fulcrums of Hinduism-distinctly affirm that a man can
translate him!elf from one caste to another by his
merit, irrespective of his parentage.
The day is fast approaching when the so-called
Brahmans will have to show cause, before the tribunal of the Aryan Rishis, why they should not be
divested of the thread which they do not at all
deserve, but are degrading by misuse. Then alone
will the people appreciate the privilege of wearing it.
There are many examples of the highest distinctive insignia being worn by the unworthy.
The aristocracies of Europe and Asia teem with
such.
A SARMAN.
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READING IN A SEALED ENVELOPE.
SouE years ago, a Brahman astrologer named
V encata N arasimla J osi, a native of the village of
Periasamudram in the Mysore Provinces, came to
the little town in the Bellary District where I was
then employed. He was a good Sanskrit, Telugu and
.Canarese poet, and an excellent master of Vedic
rituals; knew the Hindu system of astronomy, and
professed to be an astrologer. Besidt>.s all this, he
possessed the power of reading what was contained
in any sealed envelope. The process adopted for
this purpose was simply this :-We wrote whatever
we chose on a piece of paper ; enclosed it in one,
two or three envelopes, each properly gummed and
eealed, and handed the cover to the astrologer.
He asked us to name a figure between 1 and 9,
and on its being named, he retired with the envelope to some secluded place for some time ; and
t.hen he returned with a paper full of figures, and
another paper containing a copy of what was on
the sealed paper-exactly, letter for letter and word
for word. I tried him often and many others did
the same ; and we were all satisfied that he was
invariably accurate, and that there was no deception whatsoever in the matter.
About this time, one Mr. Theyagaraja Mudalyar,
a supervisor in the Public Works Department, an
English scholar aud a good Sanskrit and Telugu
H 2
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poet, arrived at our place on his periodical tour of
inspection. Having heard about the aforesaid
astrologer, he wanted to test him in a manner,
most satisfactory to himself. One morning handing to the astrologer a very indifferently gummed
envelope, he said, " Here, Sir, take this letter home
with you and come back to me with your copy in
the afternoon!' This loose way of closing the
envelope, and the permission given to the astrologer
to take it home for several hours.. surprised the
Brahman, who said, "I don't want to go home.
Seal the cover better, and give me the use of some
room here. I shall be ready with my copy very
soon.'' "No," said the Mudalyar, cc take it as it
is, and come back whenever you like. I have the
means of finding out the deception, if any be
practised."
So then the astrologer went with the envelope;
and returned to the Mudalyar's place in the afternoon. Myself and about twenty others were present there by appointment. The astrologer then
carefully handed the cover to the Mndalyar, desiring him to see if it was all right. " Don't
mind that," the Mudalyar answered; "I can find
out the trick, if there be any.
Produce your
copy." The astrologer thereupon presented to the
Mudalyar a paper on which four lines were written
in Telugu ; and stated that this was a copy of the
paper enclosed in the Mudalyar's envelope. Those
four lines formed a portion of an antiquated poem.
The Mudalyar read the paper once, then read it
over again. Extreme satisfaction be&.med over hia
countenance, and he sat mute for some seconds seem-
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ingly in utter astonishment. But soon after, the
expression of his face changing, he opened the
envelope and threw the enclosure down, jocularly
saying to the astrologer, " Here, Sir, is the original
of which you have produced the copy."
The paper lay upon the carpet, and was quite
I:Jlank! not a word, nor a letter on its clean surface.
This was a sad disappointment to all his admirers;
but to the astrologer himself, it was a real
thunderbolt. He picked up the paper pensively,
examined it on both sides, then dashed it on the
ground in a fury; and suddenly arising, exclaimed,
"My Vidya* is a delusion, and I am a liar I" The
subsequent behaviour of the poor man made us fear
lest this great disappointment should drive him
to commit some desperate act. In fact he seemed
determined to drown himself in the well, saying
that he was dishonoured. While we were trying
to console him, the Mudalyar came forward, caught
hold of his hands, and besought him to sit down
and calmly listen to his explanation, assuring him
that he was not a liar1 and that his copy was per~
fectly accurate. But the astrologer would not be
satisfied ; he supposed that all this was said simply
to console him ; and cursed himself and his fate
most horribly. However, in a few minutes he be~
came calmer and listened to the Mudalyar's expla~
nation, which was in substance as follows : The only way for the sceptic to account for this
phenomenon, is to suppose that the astrologer
opened the covers dexterously and read their con• Secret knowledge, magic.
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tents. " So," he said, " I wrote four lines of old
poetry on the paper with nitrate of silver, which
would be invisible until exposed to the light; and
this would have disclosed the astrologer's fraud,
if he had tried to find out the contents o£
the enclosed paper, by opening the cover, however
ingeniously. For, if he opened it and looked.
at the paper, he would have seen that it was
blank, resealed the cover, and declared that the
paper enveloped therein bore no writing whatever; or if he had, by design or accident, exposed
the paper to light, the writing would have become
black; and he would have produced a copy of it,
as if it were the result of his own Vidya; but in
either case and the writing remaining, his deception.
would have been clear, and it would have been.
patent to all that he did open the envelope. But
in the present case, the result proved conclusively
that the cover was not opened at aU."

P.

SREENEEVAS
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THE TWELVE SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.
TuE division of the Zodiac into different signs
dates from immemorial antiquity. It has acquired
a world-wide celebrity and is to be found in the
astrological systems of several nations. The invention of the Zodiac and its signs has been
assigned to different nations by different antiquarians. It is stated by some that, at first, there
were only ten signs, that one of these signs was
subsequently split up into two separate signs, and
that a new si~ was added to the number to
render the esoteric significance of the division
more profound, and at the same time to conceal
it more perfectly from the uninitiated public. It
is very probable that the real philosophical conception of the division owes its origin to some
particular nation, and the names given to the
various signs might have been translated into
the languages of other nations. The principal
object of this article, however, is not to decide
which nation had the honour of inventing the
aigns in question, but to indicate to some eztent
the real philosophical meaning involved therein,
and the way to discover the rest of the meaning
which yet remains undisclosed. But from what is
herein stated, an inference may fairly be drawn
that, like so many other philosophical myths and
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allegories, the invention of the Zodiac and its signs
owes its origin to ancient India.
What then is its real origin, what is the philosophical conception which the Zodiac and its signs
are intended to represent ? Do the various signs
merely indicate the shape or configuration of the
different constellations included in the divisions,
or, are they simply masks designed to veil some
hidden meaning ? The former supposition is altogether untenable for two reasons, viz. : I. The Hindus were acquainted with the precesaion of the equinoxes, as may be easily seen from
their work on Astronomy, and from the almanacs
published by Hindu astronomers. Consequently
they were fully aware of the fact that the constellations in the various Zodiacal divisions were not
fixed. They could not, therefore, have assigned
particular shapes to these shifting groups of fixed
stars with reference to the divisions of the Zodiac.
But the names indicating the Zodiacal signs have
all alon~ remained unaltered. It is to be inferred,
therefore, that the names given to the various
signs have no connection whatever with the configurations of the constellations included in them.
II. The names assigned to these signs by the
ancient Sanskrit writers and their exoteric or literal
meanings are as follows : TilE NAUES OP THE
SIGNS.

THEm EXOTERIC OB. LITERAL
JI.EANJNGS.

Mesha
Rishabba
3 Mithunam •

Ram, or .A.rie1.
Bull, or 7'aunu.
• Twins, or Gemini (male
and female).
Crab, or Caracer.
Lion, or Leo.

I

2

4 Kark&taka
s Simha
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6
7
8
9
10

Kanya.
Tula .
Vrischika
Dhanus
Makara

II
12

Kumbha
Meenam

105

Virgin or Virgo. •
Balance, or LilYra.
Scorpion, or Scorpio.
Archer, or Sagittarius.
The Goat, or Capricornus
(Crocodile, in Sanskrit).
Water-bearer, or Aquarius.
Fishes, or Pisces.

The figures of the constellations included in the
signs at the time the division was first made do
not at all resemble the shapes of the animals,
reptiles and other objects denoted by the names
given them. The truth of this assertion can be
ascertained hy examining the configurations of the
various constellations. Unless the shape of the
crocodile t or the crab is called up by the observer's
imagination, there is very little chance of the stars
themselves suggesting to his idea that figure, upon
the blue canopy of the starry firmament.
If, then, the constellations have nothing to do
with the origin of the names by which the Zodiacal
divisions are indicated, we have to seek for some
other source which might have given rise to these
appellations. It becomes my object to unravel
a portion of the mystery connected with these
Zodiacal signs, as also to disclose a portion of the
sublime conception of the ancient Hindu philosophy which gave rise to them. The signs of the
Zodiac have more than one meaning. From one
• Virgo-Scorpio, when none but the initiates knew there were
twelve aigna. Virgo-Scorpio waa then followed for the profane by
Sagittariu. At the middle or junction-point where now stand~
Libra and at the sign now called Virgo, two mystical aigne were
inserted which remained unintelligible to the protime.-ED. TMOI.
t 'l'hia constellation wu never called Crocodila by the nncieut
Western aatronomen, who described it u a horned goat and called it
ao-CapricoMitii.-ED. TM01.
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point of view they represent the different stages
of evolution up to the time the present material
universe with the five elements came into phenomenal existence. As the author of " Isis U nveiled" has stated in the second volume of her
admirable work, "The key should be turned
seven times" to understand the whole philosophy
underlying these signs. But I shall wind it only
once and give the contents of the first chapter of
the History of Evolution. It is very fortunate that
the Sanskrit names assigned to the various divisions
by Aryan philosophers contain within themselves
the key to the solution of the problem. Those
of my readers who have studied to some extent
the ancient " Mantra" and the " Tantra Sastras " *
of India, would have seen that very often Sanskrit
words are made to convey a certain hidden meaning by means of well-known pre-arranged methods
and a tacit convention, while their literal significance
is something quite different from the implied
meaning. The following are some of the ruleR
which may help an inquirer in ferreting out the
deep significance of ancient Sanskrit nomenclature to be found in the old Aryan myths and alle·
gories :I. Find out the synonyms of the word used
·
which have other meanings.
2. Find out the numerical value of the letters
composing the word according to the methods
given in ancient Tantrika works.
3· Examine the ancient myths or allegories, if
there are any, which have any special connection
with the word in question.
• Works on Incantation and Magic.
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.j. Permute the different syllables composing the
word and examine the new combinations that will
thus be formed and their meanings, &c. &c.
I shall now apply some of the above given rules
to the names of the twelve signs of the Zodiac.
I. Meaha.-One of the synonyms of this word
is .Aja. Now, Aja literally means that which has
no birth, and is applied to the Eternal Brahma
in certain portions of the Upanishads. So, the
fint sign is intended to represent Parabrahma, the
self-existent, eternal, self-sufficient cause of all.
II. Riaha6ham.-This word is used in stweral
places in the Upanishads and the Veda to mean
Pranava (Aum). Sankaracharya bas so interpreted
it in several portions of his commentary.*
III. Mithuna.-As the word plainly indicates,
this sign is intended to represent the first androgyne, the Ardhanareeawara, the bisexual SephiraAdam Kadmon.
IV. Karkataka.-·-When the syllables are converted into the corresponding numbers, according to
the general mode of transmutation so often alluded
to in Mantra Shastra, the word in question will
be represented by /// j. This sign then is evidently
intended to represent the sacred Tetragram ; the
Parabrahmadharaka ; the Pranava resolved into
four separate entities corresponding to its four
Matraa; the four Avaathaa indicated by J8.grata
(waking) Avastha, Swapna (dreaming) Avnstha,
S'ushupti (deep sleep) Avaatha, and Turiya (the
last stage, i.e., Nirvana) Avastha (as yet in
potentiality) ; the four atatea of Brahma called
• Example," Bi.th®Aa.ya-Cband111111m Ri•haLbasyn Pradhanuya
:P,·aHr;tJit!la,"
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Vaiswanara, Taijasa (or Hiranyagarbha), Pragna,
and Iswara, and represented by Brahma, Vishna,
Maheswara, and Sadasiva; the four aspects of
Parabrahma, as Sthula (gross), Sukshma (subtle),
Vija (seed), and Sakshi (witness); the four stagea
or conditions of the" Sacred Word, named Para,
Pasyanti, Madbyama and Vaikhari; Nadam, Bindu,
Salcti and Kala. This sign completes the first
quaternary.
V. Simha.-This word contains a world of
occult meaning within ibelf; and it may not be
prudent on my part to disclose the whole of its
meaning now. It will be sufficient for the present
purpose to give a general indication of its significance.
Two of its synonymous terms are Panchas!lam
and Hari, and its number in the order of the
Zodiacal divisions tbeing the fifth sign) points
clearly to the tormer synonym. This synonymPanchasyam-sbows that the aign is intended to
represent the five Brahmas-viz., Isanam, Aghoram, Tatpurusham, Vamadevam, and Sadyojatam:
-the fit•e Buddha~~. The second synonym shows it
to be Narayana, the Jivatma or Pratyagatma.
The Sukarahasy Upanishad will show that the
ancient Aryan philosophers looked upon Narayana
as the Jivatma. '*' The V aishnavites may not admit
it. But as an Advaiti, I look npon Jivli.tma as
identical with Paramatma in its real essence when
stripped of its illusory attributes created by Agna• Tn ita lowest or most mnterialatate, u the life.princip\c which
animates the material bodies of the animal and vegetable worlda.
&c.-ED. TMO#.
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nam or Avidya- ignorance.
The Jivatma is
correctly placed in the fifth sign counting from
Mesham, as the fifth sign is the putraathanam or
the son's house according to the rules of Hindu
Astrology.
The sign in question represents Jivatma-the son of Paramatoia as }t were. (I
may also add that it represents the real Christ,
the anointed pure spirit, though many Christians
may frown at this interpretation.)* I will only
add here that unless the nature of this sign is fully
comprehended it will be impossible to understand
the real order of the next three signs and their
full significance. The elements or entities that
have merely a potential existence in this sign
become distinct separate entities in the next three
signs. Their union into a single entity leads to
the destruction of the phenomenal universe, and
the recognition of the pure Spirit and their separation has the contrary effect. It leads to material
earth-bound existence and brings into view the
picture gallery of Avidya (Ignorance)' or Maya
(Illusion). If the real orthography of the name
by which the sign in question is indicated is
properly understood, it will readily be seen that the
next three signs are not what they ought to be.
• Neverthele111 it ia a true one. The Jio.atma in the M'ICf'OCOnt
(man) ia the eame spiritual eaence which animates the Mauoconn
(universe), the dilferentiation, or specific dilference between the two
Jioaimt# presenting itself but in the two states or conditions of the
eame and one Force. Hence, " this son of Paramatma" is an eternal
correlAtion of the Father-Cause. Purnsha manifesting himself aa
Brahm& of the "golden egg" and becoming Viradja-the universe.
We are "all born of Aditi from the watel'" (Hymns of the
Jlaruta, X. 63, 2), aud "Being was born from not·being" (Ris· Veda,
:Mandala 1, Bukta 166).-ED. The01.
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Kauya or Virgo and V rischika or Scorpio should
form one single sigu, and Thqla must follow the
said sign if it is at all necessary to have a separate
sign of that name. But a separation between
Kanya and Vrischika was effected by interposing
the sign Tula between the two.
The object of
this separation will be understood on examining the
meaning of the three signs.
VI. Kanya.-Means a virgin and represents
Sakti or Mabamaya. The sign in question is the
sixth Ra.si or division, and indicates that there are six
primary forces in Nature. These forces have different sets of names in Sanskrit philosophy. According to one system of nomenclature, they are called
by the following names:•-( 1) Parasakty; (2) Gn&nasakti; (3) Itchasakti (will-power); (4) Kriyasakti; (5) Kundalinisakti; and (6) Matrika• PariUa.kti :-Literally the great or supreme force or power. It
meana and includes tM potMr• of light and Mat.
Gtt<ilfll6a.kti :-Literally the power of intellect or the power of
real wiadom or knowledge. It has two aapecta.
I. The following are aome of ita mnnifestations toMII placed 11111kr
tM illflKe- or comrol of material collditioM.
(a) The power of the mind in interpreting our sensations. (6)
Ita power in recalling past ideas (memory) and raising future
expectation. (c) Ita power aa es.hibited in what are called by
modern paychologists "the lnwa of aaaociation," which enablea it to
form ~r.Uli"!J connections between various groupe of sensatiollS
and poasibilitiea of acn111tiona, and thua generate the notion or idea
of an external object. (d) Ita power in connecting our ideas
together by the mysterious link of memory, and thns generating
the notion of self or individualitv.
II. The following are aome of ita manifestations toM. liberak4
from tM ho111U of matter :(a) Clairvoyance. (b) Pyachometry.
ItclltUa.kti :-Literally tM powe,. of tM toill. Ita fiiOri ordt.ary
ma,.ife•tation is the generation of certain nerve currenta which set
in motion such muecles as are required for the acoompliahment of
the desired object.
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III

sakti. The six forces are in their unity repre·
sented by the .Astral Li.qht.*
VII. Tula.-When represented by numbers
according to the method above alluded to, this
word will be convert~d into 36. This sign, therefore, is evidently intended to represent the 36
Tatwama. (The number of Tatwams is different
Kriyti•akti :-The mysterious power of thought which enables it
to produce external, perceptible, phenomenal results by ita own inherent energy. The ancients held that any idea will manifest itself .
•zter.aUy if one's attention is deeply eoncent.rated upon it. Similarly
an intense volition will be followed by the desired result.
A Yogi generally performs his wonders by means of ItebUakti
and KriyUakti.
K•rtd4lillilaldi :-Literally the power or force which moves in a
eerpentine or curved path. It is the universal life·principle which
everywhere manifests itself in Nature. This force includes in itself
the two great forces of attraction and repulsion. Electricity and
magnetism are bot manifestations of it. This is the power or force
which brings about that "continuous adjustment of i!JUrnal
relatioN to ezt.rnal relatiom " which is the essence of life aocording
to Herbert Spencer, and that "continuous adjustment of ezternal
relatioM to i.Urnal relatioM" which is the basis of transmigration
of aoula or punatjsnmam (re-birth) aocording to the doctrines of the
ancient Hindu pbiloeophers.
A Yogi moat thoroughly subjugate this power or force before be
can attain moksbam. This force is, in fact, the great serpent of the
Bible.
Jlatrikd.laldi :-Literally the force or power of letters or speech
or moaic. The whole of the ancient Mantra Shastra has this force
or power in all its manifestatiooa for its aobjeet-matter. The power
of The Word which Jesoa Christ speaks of is a manifestation of this
Sakti. The inftoenee of its music is one of its ordinary manifestation.a.
The power of the miriftc ioetrable name is the crown of this Sakti.
Modern science bas but partly investigated the first, second and
fifth of the forces or powers above named, but it is altogether il•
the dark as regarda the remaining powers.
• Even the very name of Kanya (Virgin) shows how all the
ancient esoteric systems agreed in all their fundamental doctrines.
The Kabalilte and the Hermetic philosophers call the Astral Light
the "heavenly or celestial Virgin." The Astral Light b its unity is
the 7th. Hence tho seven principles ditrllled in every unity or the
6 and oue-two triangles and a crown.-ED. Tlleo1.
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according to the views of different philosophers;
but by Sakteyas generally and by several of the
ancient Rishis, such as Agastya, Dvrasa and
Parasurama, &c., the numher of Tatwams has been
stated to be 36). Jivatma dift'en from Paramatma,
or to state the same thing in other words,
'' Baddha " diffen from " Mukta " ;< in being
encased as it were within these 36 Tatwams, while
the other is free. This sign prepares the way to
earthly Adam to Nara. As the emblem of Nara it
is properly placed as the seventh sign.
VIII. Vrischika.-It is stated by ancient
philosophen that the sun when located in this
Rasi or sign is called by the name of Vishnu
(see the 12th Skandha of Bh8gavata). This sign
is intended to represent Vishnu. Vishnu literally
means that which is e.rpanded-expanded as Viswam or Universe.
Properly speaking, Viswam
itself is Vishnu (see Sankar8.charya's commentary
on Vishnusahasranamam).
I have already intimated that Vishnu represents the Swapnavastha or
the Dreaming State. The sign in question properly
signifies the universe in thought or the universe in
the divine conception.
It is properly placed as the sign opposite to
Rishabham or Pranava.
Analysis from Pranava
downwards leads to the Universe of Thought, and
synthesis from the latter upwards leads to Pranava
(Aum). We have now arrived at the ideal state
of the univenc previous to its coming into material
existence. The expansion of the Vija or primi• Aa the Infinite ditren from the Finito and the Unconditioned
from the Conditioned.-ED. T"Min.
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tive germ into the universe is only possible when
the 36 "Tatwams " * are interposed between the
Maya and Jivatma. The .dreaming state is induced
through the instrumentality of these " 'fatwams."
It is the existence of these Tatwams that brings
Hamaa into existence. The elimination of these
Tatwams marks the beginning of the synthesis
towards Pranava and . Brahmam and converts
Hamsa into Soham. As it is intended to represent
the different stages of evolution from Brahmam
downwards to the material universe, the three signs
Kanya, Tula, and V rischika are placed in the
order in which they now stand as three separate
signs.
IX. Dhanutt (Sagittarius).-When represented
in numbers the name is equivalent to 9, and the
division in question is the 9th division counting
from Mesha. The sign, therefore, clearly indicates the 9 Brahmatt-;-the 9 Parajapatis who assisted the Demiurgus in constructing the material
universe.
X. Makara.-There is some difficulty in interpreting this word ; nevertheless it contains
within itself the clue to its correct interpretation.
The letter Ma is equivalent to number 5, and Kara
means band. Now in Sanskrit Thribltujam means
a triangle, bhujam or karam (both are synonymous)
being understood to mean a side. So, Makaram
or Panchakaram means a Pentagon. t
• 36 is three times 12, or 9 Tetraktis, or 12 Triads, the moat
aerfd numbft' in the Kabalistic and Pythagorean numerale.ED.T~.

t The five.poiuted etar or pentagram represented the five limbs
of mau.-ED. Tluo..
I
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Now, Makaram is the tenth sign, aud the term
'' Dasadisa " is generally used by Sanskrit
writers to denote the faces or sides of the universe.
The sign in question is intended to represent the
faces of the universe, and indicates that the figure
of the universe is bounded by Pentagons. If we
take the pentagons as regular pentagons (on the
presumption or supposition that the universe is
symmetrically constructed) the figure of the
material universe will, of course, be a Dodecahedron, the geometrical model imitated by the
Demiurgus in constructing the material universe.
If Tula was subsequently invented, and if instead
of the three signs " Kanya," " Tula," and " Vrischikam," there had existed formerly only one sign
combining in itself Kanya and Vrischika, the
sign now under consideration was the eighth sign
under the old system, and it is a significant fact
that Sanskrit writers generally speak also of
"Ashtadisa " or eight faces bounding space. It
is quite possible that the number of disa might
have been altered from 8 to 1 o when the formerly
existing Virgo-Scorpio was split up into three
separate signs.
Again, Kara may be taken to represent the projecting triangles of the five-pointed star. This figure
may also be called a kind of regular pentagon (see
Todhunter's "Spherical Trigonometry," p. 143). If
this interpretation is accepted, the Rasi or sign in
question represents the " microcosm.'' But the
"microcosm" or the world of thought is really
From an objective
represented by Vriachika.
point of view the " microcosm " is represented by
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the human body. Makaram may be taken to represent simultaneously both the microcosm and the
macrocosm, as external objects of perception.
In connection witp this sign I shall state
a few important facts which I beg to submit for
ihe consideration of those who are interested in
examining the ancient occult sciences of India.
It is generally held by the ancient philosophers
that the macrocosm is similar to the microcosm in
having a Sthula Sariram and a Suksma Sariram.
The visible universe is the Sthula Sariram of
Viswam ; the ancient philosophers held that as a
substratum for this visible universe, there is another universe-perhaps we may call it the
universe of Astral Light-the real universe of
Noumena, the soul as it were of this visible
universe. It is darkly hinted in certain passages
of the Veda and the Upanishads that this hidden
universe of Astral Light is to be represented by
an Icosahedron.
The connection between an
Icosahedron and a Dodecahedron is something very
peculiar and interesting, though the figures seem to
be so very dissimilar to each other.
The connection may be understood by the under-mentioned
geometrical construction.
Describe a Sphere
about an Icosahedron; let perpendiculars be drawn
from the centre of the Sphere on its faces and pro·
duced to meet the surface of the Sphere. Now, if
the points of intersection be joined, a Dodecahedron
is formed within the Sphere. By a similar process
an Icosahedron may be constructed from a Dodecahedron. (See Todhunter's " Spherical Trigonometry," p. 141, art. 193). The figure constructed
I

2
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as above described will represent the universe of
matter and the universe of Astral Light as they
I shall not now, however, proceed
actually exi11t.
to show how the universe of Astral Light may be
considered under the symbol of an Icosahedron. I
shall only state that this conception of the Aryan
philosophers is not to be looked upon as mere
"theological twaddle" or as the outcome of wild
fancy. The real significance of the conception
in question can, I believe, be explained by reference to the psychology and the physical science
of the ancients. But I must stop here and proceed
to consider the meaning of the remaining two
signs.
XI. Kumhha (or Aquarius).- When represented by numbers, the word is equivalent to 14.
It can be easily perceived then that the division in
question is intended to represent the " Chaturdasa
Bhuvanam," or the I 4 lokas spoken of in Sanskrit
writings.
XII. Mina (or Pisces).-This word again is
represented by 5 when written in numbers, and is
evidently intended to convey the idea of Panchamahahhutam~~ or the 5 elements.
The sign also
suggests that water (not the ordinary water, but
the universal solvent of the ancient alchemists) is
the most important amongst the said elements.
I have now finished the task which I have set to
myself in this article. My purpose is not to
explain the ancient theory of evolution itself, but to
show the connection between that theory and the
Zodiacal divi6ions. I have herein brought to light
but a very small portion of the philosophy imbedded
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in these signs. The veil that was dexterously
thrown over certain portions of the mystery connected with these signs by the ancient philosophers
will never he lifted up for the amusement Qr edification of the uninitiated public.
Now to summarize the facts stated in this article,
the contents of the first chapter of the history of
this universe are as follows :I. The self-existent, eternal Brahmam.
2. Pranava (Aum).
3· The androgyne Brahma, or the bisexual
Sephira-Adam Kadmon.
4· The Sacred Tetragram-the four matras of
Pranava-the four avasthas-the four states of
Brahma-the Sacred Dharaka.
5· The five Brahmtis-the five Buddhas representing in their totality the Jivatma.
6. The Astral Light-the holy Virgin-the six
forces in Nature.
7· The thirty-six Tatwams born of Avidy8..
8. The universe in thought- the Swapna
Avastha-the microcosm looked at from a subjective point of view.
9· The nine Prajapatis-the assistants of the
Demiurgus.*
10. The shape of the material universe in the
mind of the Demiurgua-the DODECAHEDRON.
I I. The fourteen lokas.
1 2. The five elements.
• The nine Kabali&tic Sepbirotba emanated from Scphira the I otb
ancl the head Sephiroth are identical. Three trinities or triadl
with their emanative principle form the Pythagorean mystic D6CGd.,
the aum of all which represents the whole K06m06.-ED. TMo•.
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The history of creation and of this world from
its beginning up to the present time is composed
of seven chapters. · The seventh chapter is not yet
completed.
T. SuBBA Row.
TRil'LICANE, MADRAS,

Septembe1·

14, 1881.
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THE SISHAL AND BHUKAILAS YOGIS.
W.z are indebted to the kindness of the learned
President of the Adi Brahmo Samaji for the following accounts of two Yogis, of whom one performed
the extraordinary feats of raising his body by
will power, and keeping it suspended in the air
without visible .support. The Yog11. posture for
meditation or concentration of the mind upon
spiritual things is called Asana. There are various
of these modes of sitting, such as Padmasan, &c. &c.
Babu Rajnarain Bose translated this narrative from
a very old number of the Tatwahodhini Patrika, the
Calcutta organ of the Brahmo Samaj. The writer
was Babu Akkhaya Kumar Dalta, then editor of
the Patrika, of whom Babu Rajnarain speaks in the
following high terms-" A very truthloving and
painstaking man ; very fond of observing strict
accuracy in the details of a description."
SISHAL YOGI.

A few years ago, a Deccan Yogi, named Sishal,
was seen at Madras, by many Hindus and Englishmen, to raise his Asana, or seat, up into the air.
The picture of the Yogi, showing his mode of seating, and other particulars connected with him, may
be found in the Saturday Magazine on page 28.
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His whole body seated in air, only his right band
lightly touched a deer skin, rolled up in the form
of a tube, and attached to a brazen rod which was
firmly stuck into a wooden board resting on four
legs. In this position the Yogi used to perform
his japa (mystical meditation), with his eyes half
shut. At the time of his ascending to his aerial
seat, and also when he descended from it, his
disciples used to cover him with a blanket. The
Tatwahodhini Patrika, Chaitra, 1768 Sakabda,
corresponding to March I 847.
THE BHUKAILAS YOGI.

The extraordinary character of the holy man who
was brought to Bhukailas, in Kidderpore, about
I4 years ago, may still be remembered by many.
In the month of Asar, I 754 Sakabda (1834 A. c.), he
was brought to Bhukailas from Shirpur, where he
was under the charge of Hari Singh, the durwan
(porter) of Mr. Jones. He kept his eyes closed, and
went without food and drink, for three consecutive
days, after which a small quantity of milk was
forcibly poured down his throat. He never took
any food that was not forced upon him. He seemed
always without external consciousness. To remove
this condition Dr. Graham applied ammonia to his
nostrils; but it only produced tremblings in the body,
and did not break his Yoga state. Three days
passed before be could be made to speak. He said
that his name was Dulla Nabab, and when annoyed, he uttered a single word, from which it
was inferred that he was a Punjabi. When he
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was laid up with gout Dr. Graham attended him,
but he refused to take medicine, either in the
form of powder or mixture. He was cured of the
disease only by the application of ointments and
1iniments prescribed by the doctor. He died in
the month of Chaitra 1755 Sakabda, of a choleric
aft'eC'tion. •-The Tatwabodhini Patrika, Chaitra,
I 768 Sakabda, corresponding to March, I 847 A. C.
• The above particulars of this holy man have been obtained on
nnesceptionablc testimony.-ED. T. B. P.
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PHILOSOPHICAL.
TRUE AND FALSE PERSONALITY.
THE title prefixed to the following observations
may well have suggested a more metaphysical
treatment of the subject than can be attempted on
the present occasion. The doctrine of the trinity,
or trichotomy of man, which distinguishes soul from
spirit, comes to us with such weighty, venerable,
and even sacred authority, that we may well be
content, for the moment, with confirmations that
should be intelligible to all, forbearing the abstruser
questions which have divided minds of the highest
philosophical capacity. We will not now inquire
whether the difference is one of.states or of entities;
whether the phenomenal or mind consciousness is
merely the external condition of one indivisible
Ego, or has its origin and nature in an altogether
different principle ; the Spirit, or immortal part of
us, being of Divine ·birth, while the senses and
understanding, with the consciousness-Ahankllrathereto appertaining, are from an .Anima Mundi,
or what in the Sankbya philosophy is called Prakriti.
My utmost expectations will have been exceeded if
it should happen that any considerations here
offered should throw even a faint suggestive light
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upon the bearings of this great problf.'m. It may
be that the mere irreconcilability of all that is
characteristic of the temporal Ego with the condi·
tiona of the superior life-if that can be made
apparent-will incline you to regard the latter
rather as the Redeemer, that has indeed to be born
within us for our salvation and our immortality, than
as the inmost, central, and inseparable principle of
our phenomenal life. It may be that by the light
of such reflections the sense of identity will present
no insuperable difficulty to the conception of its
contingency, or to the recognition that the mere consciousness which fails to attach itself to a higher
principle is no guarantee of an eternal individuality.
It is only by a survey of individuality, regarded
as the source of all our affections, thoughts, and
actions, that we can realize its intrinsic worthlessness; and only when we have brought ourselves to a real and felt acknowledgment of that
fact, can we accept with full understanding those
"hard sayings" of sacred authority which bid us
"die to ourselves," and which proclaim the necessity
of a veritable new birth. This mystic death and
birth is the key-note of all profound religious teach·
ing; and that which distinguishes the ordinary
religious mind from spiritual insight is just the
tendency to interpret these expressions as merely
figurative, or, indeed, to overlook them altogether.
Of all the reproaches which modern Spiritualism,
with the prospect it. is thought to hold out of an
individual temporal immortality, has had to encounter, there is none that we can less afford to
neglect than that which repre:sents it as an ideal
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essentially egotistical and horne, True it is that
our critics do us injustice through ignorance of the
enlarged views as to the progress of the soul in
which the speculations of individual Spiritualists
coincide wjth many remarkable spirit teachings.
These are, undoubtedly, a great advance upon
popular theological opinions, while some of them
go far to satisfy the claim of Spiritualism to be regarded as a religion. Nevertheless, that slight
estimate of individuality, as we know it, which in
one view too easily allies itself to materialism, is
also the attitude of spiritual idealism, and is seemingly at variance with the excessive value placed by
Spiritualists on the discovery of our mere psychic
survival. The idealist may recognise this survival;
but, whether he does so or not, he occupies a post
of vantage when he tells us that it is of no ultimate
importance. For he, like the Spiritua:list who proclaims his cc proof palpable of immortality," is
thinking of the mere temporal, self-regarding consciousness-its sensibilities, desires, gratifications,
aud affections-which are unimportant absolutely,
that is to ·say, their importance is relative solely to
the individual. There is, indeed, no more characteri.stic outbirth of materialism than that which
makes a teleological centre of the individual. Ideas
have become mere abstractions; the only reality
is the infinitely little. Thus utilitarianism can see
in the State only a collection of individuals whose
"greatest happiness," mutually limited by nice adjustment to the requirements of '' the greatest
numbers," becomes the supreme end of government
and law." An1l it cannot, I think, be pretended
that Spiritualists in general have advanced beyond
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this substitution of a relative for an absolute
standard. Their ."glad tidings of great joy" are
not truly· religious. They have regard to the perpetuation in time of that lower consciousness whose
manifestations, delights, and activity are in time,
and of time alone. Their glorious message is not
essentially different from that which we can conceive as brought to us by some great alchemist,
who had discovered the secret of conferring upon
us and upon our friends a mundane perpetuity of
youth and health. Its highest religious claim is
that it enlarges the horizon of our opportunities.
As such, then, let us hail it with gratitude ~;Lnd
relief; but, on peril of our salvation, if I may not
say of our immortality, let us not repose upon a
prospect which is, at best, one of renewed labours,
and trials, and efforts to be free even of that very
life whose only value is opportunity.
To. estimate the value of individuality, we cannot
do better than regard man in his several ·mundane
relations, supposing ihat either of these might
become the central, actuating focus of his beinghis "ruling love," as Swedenborg would ·call itdisplacing his mere egoism, or self-love, thrusting
that more to the circumference! and identifying
him, so to speak, with that circle of interests to
which all his energies and affections relate. Outside this substituted Ego we are to suppose that he
has no conscience, no desire, no will. Just as the
entirely selfish man views the whole of life, so far
i.s it can really interc!st him solely in relation to
his individual well-being, so our supposed man of
a family, of a society, of a Church, or a State, has
no eye for any truth or any interest more abstract
o,g,!lzed by
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or more individual than that of which he may be
rightly termed the incarnation. History shows
approximations to this ideal man. Such a one, for
instance, I conceive to have been Loyola; such
another, possibly, is Bismarck. Now these men
have ceased to be individuals in their own eyes, so
far as concerns any value attaching to their own
special individualities. They are devotees. A
certain "conver~:~ion" has been effected, by which
from mere individuals they have become "representative " men. And we--the individuals--esteem
them precisely in proportion to the remoteness
from individualism of the spirit that actuates them.
As the circle of interests to which they are "devoted" enlarges-that is to say, as the dross of individualism is purged away-we accord them indulgence, respect, admiration and love. From self to
the family, from the family to the sect or society,
from the sect or society to the Church (in no denominational sense) and State, there is the ascending scale and widening circle, the successive transitions which make the worth of an individual depend on the more or less complete subversion of
his individuality hy a more comprehensive soul or
spirit. The very modesty which suppresses, as far
as possible, the personal pronoun in our addresses
to others, testifies to our sense that we are hiding
away some utterly insignificant and unworthy
thing ; a thing that has no business even to be,
except in that utter privacy which is rather a sleep
and a rest than living. Well, but in the above
instances, even those roost remote from sordid individuality, we have fallen far short of that ideal in
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which the very conception of the partial, the
atomic, is lost in the abstraction of universal being,
transfigured in the glory of a Divine personality.
You are familiar with Swedenborg's distinction
between discrete and continuous degrees. Hitherto
we have seen how man-the individual-may rise
continuously by throwing himself heart and soul
into the living interests of the world, and lose his
own limitations by adoption of a larger mundane
spirit. But still he has but asceudf'.d nearer to his
own mundane source, that soul of the world, or
Prakriti, to which, if I must not too literally insist
on it, I may still resort as a convenient figure.
To transcend it, he must advance by the discrete
degree. No simple "bettering" of the ordinary
self, which leaves it alive, as the focus-the French
word " foyer" is the more expressive-of his
thoughts and actions; not even that identification
with higher interests in the world's plane just
spoken of, is, or can progressively become, in the
least adequate to the realization of his Divine ideal.
This " bettering" of our present nature, it alone
being recognized as essential, albeit capable of
"improvement," is a commonplace, and to use a
now familiar term a 11 Philistine," conception. It
is the substitution of the continuous for the discrete
degree. It is a compromise with our dear old
familiar selves. tt And Saul and the people spared
Agag, and the best of the sheep, and of the oxen,
and of the fatlings, and the lambs, and all that was
good, and would not utterly destroy them; but everything that was vile and refuse, that they destroyed
utterly." We know how little acceptable that
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compromise was to the God of Israel; and no illustration can be more apt than this narrative, which
we may well, as we would fain, believe to be rather
typical than historical. Typical of that indiscriminate and radical sacrifice, or " vastation," of our
lower nature, which is insisted upon as the one
thing needful by all, or nearly all,* the great religions of the world. No language could seem more
purposely chosen to indicate that it is the individual nature itself, and not merely its accidental
evils, that has to be abandoned and annihilated.
It is not denied that what was spared was good;
there is no suggestion of a universal infection of
physical or moral evil; it is simply that what is
good and useful relatively to a lower state of being
must perish with it if the latter is to make way for
something better. And the illustration is the more
suitable in that the purpose of this paper is not
ethical, but points to a metaphysical conclusion,
though without any attempt at metaphysical exposition. There is no question here of moral distinctions ; they are neither denied nor affirmed. According to the highest moral standard, A may be a
most virtuous and estimable person. According to
the lowest, B may be exactly the reverse. The moral
interval between the two is within what I have
called, following Swedenborg, the " continuous
degree." And perhaps the distinction can be still
better expressed by another reference to that Book
which we theosophical students do not less regard,
• Ot thto higher religious tenehings of Mohammedaniam I know
next to nothing, and therefore cannot aay if it should be excepted
from the statement.
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because we are disposed to protest against all exclusive pretensions of religious systems. The good
man who has, however, not yet attained his " sonship of God" is "under the law "-that moral law
which is educational and preparatory, "the school·
muter to bring us unto Christ," our own Divine
spirit, or higher personality. To conceive the difference between these two states is to apprehend
exactly what is here meant by the false, temporal,
and the true, eternal personality, and the sense in
which the word personality is here intended to be
understood. We do not know whether, when that
great change has come over. us, when that great
work* of our lives has been accomplished-here or
hereafter-we shall or shall not retain a sense of
identity with our past, and for ever discarded selves.
In philoeophical parlance, the tr matter" will have
gone, and the very "form" will have been changed.
Our transcendental identity with the A or B that
now ist must depend on that question, already disclaimed in this paper, whether the Divine spirit is
our originally central essential being, or is an hypostasis. Now, being "under the law" implies
that we do not act directly from our own will, but
indirectly, that is, in willing obedience to another
• The "great work," 10 often mentioned by the Hermetic philoaophen, and which is exactly typified by the operation of alchemy, the
conversion of the hue metals to gold, is now well understood to refer
to the analogous spiritual conversion. 'fhere is also good renson to
believe that the material procea waa a real one.
t " A. penon may hne won his immortal life, and remained the
IllUDe irtnw Hfl he wu on earth, through eternity ; but this does
not imply n~y that he must either remain the Mr. Smith or
Brown he waa on earth, or loae his individuality."-Im Un11eikd,
vol. i. p. 316.
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will. . The will from which we should naturally
act-our own will-is of course to be understood
not as mere volition, but as our nature-our
"ruling love," which makes such and such things
agreeable to us, and others the reverse. As " under
the law," this nature is kept in suspension, and be.
cause it is suspended only as to its activity and
manifestation, and by no means abrogated, is the
law-the substitution .of a foreign will-necessary
for us. Our own will or nature is still central;
that which we obey by effort and resistance to ourselves is more circumferential or hypostatic. Con.
s.tancy in this obedience and resistance tends to
draw the circumferential will more and more 'to the
centre, till there ensues that "explosion," as St.
Martin called it, by which our natural will is for
ever dispersed and annihilated by contact with the
divine, and the latter henceforth becomes our very
own. Thus has "the schoolmaster" brought us
unto "Christ," and if by "ChriRt" we understand
no historically divine individual, but the logos,
word, or manifestation of God in us-then we
have, I believe, the essential truth that was taught
in the Vedanta, by Kapila, by Buddha, by Confucius, by Plato, and by Jesus. There is another
presentation of possibly the same truth, for a referenc~ to which I am indebted to our brother J. W.
Farquhar. It is from Swedenborg, in the "Apoca·
lypse Explained," No. 527 :-"Every man has an
inferior or exterior mind, and a mind superior or
interior. These two minds are altogether distinct.
By the inferior mind man is in the natural world
together with men there ; but by the superior mind
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he is in the spiritual world with the angels there.
These two minds are so distinct that man so long
as he lives in the world does not know what is
performing within himself in his superior mind ; but
when he becomes a spirit, which is immediately after
death, he doe." not know what is performing in his
mind." The consciousnes11 of the "superior mind,"
as the result of mere separation from the earthly
body, certainly does not suggest that sublime condition which implies separation from so much more
than the outer garment of flesh, but otherwise the
distinction between the two lives, or minds, seems
to correspond with that now under consideration.
what is it that strikes us especially about this
substitution of the divine-human for the human-.
natural personality? Is it not the loss of individualism? (Individualism, pray observe, not individuality.) There are certain sayings of Jesus
which have probably offended many in their hearts,
though they may not have dared to acknowledge
such a feeling to themselves : u Woman, what
have I to do with thee ? " and those other disclaimers of special ties and relationships which mar
ihe perfect sympathy of our reverence. There is
something awful and incomprehensible to us in this
repudiation of individualism, even in its most
amiable relations. But it is in the Aryan philosophies that we see this negation of all that we associate with individual life most emphatically and explicitly insisted on. It is, indeed, the impossibility
of otherwise than thus negatively characterizing the
soul that has attained Moksha (deliverance from
bonds) which has caused the Hindu consummation
E.2
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to be regarded as the loss of individuality and conscious existence. It is just because we cannot
easily diRSociate individuality from individualism
that we turn from the sublime conception of primitive philosophy as from what concerns us as little
as the ceaselesR activity and germination in other
brains of thought once thrown off and severed from
the thinking source, which is the immortality promised by Mr. Frederick Harrison to the select
specimens of humanity whose thoughts have any
reproductive power. It is not a mere preference
of nothingness, or unconscious absorption, to limitation that inspires the intense yearning of the
Hindu mind for Nirvana. Even in the Upanishads
there are many evidences of a contrary belief, while
in the Sankhya the aphorisms of Kapila unmistakably vindicate the individuality of soul (spirit).
Individual consciousness is maintained, perhaps infinitely intensified, but its "matter" is no longer
personal. Only try to realize what "freedom from
desire," the favourite phrase in which individualism
is negated in these systems, implies ! Even in that
form of devotion which consists in action, the soul
is warned in the Bhagavad-Gita that it must be indifferent to results.
Modern Spiritualism itself testifies to something
of the same sort. Thus we are told by one of its
most gifted and experienced champions, " Sometimes the evidence will come from an impersonal
source, from some instructor who has passed
through the plane on which individuality is demonstrable." (M.A. (Oxon.), "Spirit Identity," p. 7.)
Again, "And if he" (the investigator) "penetrates
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far enough, he will find himself in a region for
which his present embodied state unfits him: a
region in which the very individuality is merged,
and the highest and subtlest truths are not locked
within one breast, but emanate from representative
companies whose spheres of life are interblended."
(!d., P· Is.) By this interblending" is of course
meant only a perfect sympathy and community of
thought; and I should doubtless misrepresent the '
author quoted were I to claim an entire identity of
the idea he wishes to convey, and that now under
consideration. Yet what, after all, is sympathy
but the loosening of that hard u astringent" quality
(to use Bohme's phrase) wherein individualism
consists? And just as in true sympathy, the
partial suppression of individualism and of what is
distinctive, we experience a superior delight and
intensity of being, so it may be that in parting
with all that shuts us up in the spiritual penthouse
of an Ego-all, without exception or reserve-we
may for the first time know what true life is, and
what are its ineffable privileges. Yet it is not on
this ground that acceptance can be hoped for the
conception of immortality here crudely and vaguely
presented in contrast to that bourgeois eternity of
individualism and the family affections, which is
probably the great charm of Spiritualism to the
majority of its proselytes. It is doubtful whether
the things that " eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,"
have ever taken stronghold of the imagination, or
reconciled it to the loss of all that is definitely associated with the joy and movement of livine-.
Not as consummate bliss can the dweller on the
(f
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lower planP. presume to commend that transcendent
life. At the utmost he can but echo the revelation
that came to the troubled mind in" Sartor Resartus,"
" A man may do without happiness, and instead
thereof find blessedness." It is no sublimation of
hope, but the necessities of thought that compel us
to seek the condition of true being and immortality
elsewhere than in the satisfactions of individualism.
True personality can only subsist in consciousness
by participation of that of which we can only say
that it is the very negation of individuality in any
sense in which individuality can be conceived by
us. What is the content or " matter " of consciousness we cannot define, save by vaguely calling it
ideal. But we can say that in that region individual interests and concerns will find no place.
Nay, more, we can affirm that only then bas the
influx of the new life a free channel when the obstructions of individualism are already removed.
Hence the necessity of the mystic death, which is
as truly a death as that which restores our physical
body to the elements. "Neither I am, nor is
aught mine, nor do I exist," a passage which has
been well explained by a Hindu Theosophist (Peary
Chand Mittra), as meaning "that when the spiri·
tual state is arrived at, I and mine, which belong
to the finite mind, cease, and the soul, living in the
univeraum and participating in infinity with God,
manifests its infinite state.'' I cannot refrain from
quoting the following passage from the same instructive writer:Every human being has a soul which, while not separable
from the brain or nerves, is .m·i nd or jivatma, or sentient
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soul, but when regenerated or spiritualized by yoga, it is free
from bondage and manifests the divine essence. It rises
above all phenomenal states-joy, sorrow, grief, fear, hope,
and in fact all states resulting in pain or pleasure, and
becomes blissful, realizing immortality, infinitude and
felicity of wisdom within itself. The sentient soul is
nervous, sensational, emotional, phenomenal, and impressional. It constitutes the natural life and is finite. The
soul and the non-soul are thus the two landmarks. What
is non-soul is pakriti, or created. It is not the lot of every
one to know what soul is, and therefore millions live and die
possessing minds cultivated in intellect and feeling, but
not raised to the soul state. In proportion as one's soul is
emancipated from prakriti or sensuous bondage, in that
proportion his approximation to the soul 11tate is attained;
and it i11 this that constitutes disparities in the intellectual,
moral, and religious culture of human beings and their
consequent approximation to God.-Spiritual Stray Leaves,
Calcutta, 1879.

He also cites some words of Fichte, which prove
that the like conclusion is reached in the philosophy
of Western idealism : " The real Rpirit which comes
to itself in human consciousness is to be regarded
as an impersonal pneuma-universal reason, nay,
as the spirit of God Himself; and the good of
man's whole development, therefore, can be- no
other than to substitute the universal for the individual consciousness.''
That there may be, and are affirmed to be, intermediate stages, states, or discrete degrees, will, of
course, be understood. The aim of this paper has
been to call attention to the abstract condition of
the immortalized consciousness ; negatively it is true,
but it is on this very account more suggestive of practical applications. The connection of the Theosophical Society with the Spiritualist movement is so
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intimately sympathetic, that I hope one of these may
be pointed out without offence. It is that immortality cannot be phenomenally demonstrated.
What I have called psychic survival can be, and
probably is. But immortality is the attainment of
a state, and that state the very negation of phenomenal existence. Another consequence refers to
the direction our culture should take. We have
to compose ourselves to death. Nothing less.
We are each of us a complex of desires, passions,
interests, modes of thinking and feeling, opinions,
prejudices, judgment of others, likings and dislikings, affections, aims public and private. . These
things, and whatever else constitutes the recognizable content of our present temporal individuality, are all in derogation of our ideal of impersonal
.being-saving consciousness, the manifestation of
being. In some minute, imperfect, relative, and
almost worthless sense we may do right in many
of our judgments, and be amiable in many of Olll'
sympathies and affections. We cannot be sure
even of this. Only people unhabitnated to introspection and self-analysis are quite sure of it.
These are ever those who are loudest in their censures, and most dogmatic in their opinionative
utterances. In some coarse, rude fashion they are
useful, it may be indispensable, to the world's work,
which is not ours, save in a transcendental sense
and operation. We have to strip ourselves of all
that, and to seek perfect passionless tranquillity.
Then we may hope to die. Meditation, if it be
deep, and long, and frequent enough, will teach
even our practical Western mind to understand the
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Hindu mind in its yearning for Nirvana. One in·
finitesimal atom of the great conglomerate of
humanity, who enjoys the temporal, sensual life,
with its gratifications and excitements, as much as
most, will testify W!th unaffected sincerity that he
would rather be annihilated altogether than remain
for ever what he knows himself to be, or even
recognizably like it. And he is a very average
moral specimen. I have heard it said, " The
world's life and business would come to an end,
there would be an end to all its healthy activity,
an end of commerce, arb!, manufactures, social
intercourse, government, law, and science, if we
were all to devote ourselves to the practice of Yoga,
which is pretty much what your ideal comes to."
And the criticism is perfectly just and true. Only
I believe it does not go quite far enough. Not
only the activities of the world, but the phenomenal
world itself, which is upheld in· consciousness,
would disappear or take new, more interior, more
living, and more significant forms, at least for
humanity, if the consciousness of humanity was
itaelf raised to a superior state. Readers of St.
Martin, and of that impressive book of the late James
Hinton, "Man and his Dwelling-place," especially
if they have also by chance been students of the
idealistic philosophies, will not think this suggestion extravagant. If all the world were Yogis, the
world would have no need of those special activities, the ultimate end and purpose of which, bythe-by, our critic would find it not easy to define.
And if only a few withdraw, the world can spare
them. Enough of that.
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Only let us not talk of this ideal of impersonal,
univer:;al being in individual consciousness as an
unverified dream. Our sense and impatience of
limitations are the guarantees that they are not
final and insuperable. Whence is this power of
standing outside myself, of recognizing the worthlessness of the pseudo-judgments, of the prejudices
with their lurid colouring of passion, of the temporal interests, of the ephemeral appetites, of all
the sensibilities of egoism, to which 1 nevertheless
surrender myself, so that they indeed seem myself?
Through and above this troubled atmosphere I see
a being, pure, passionless, rightly measuring the
proportions and relations of things, for whom there
is, properly speaking, no present, with its phantasms, falsities, and half-truths : who has nothing
personal in the sense of being opposed to the whole
of related personalities : who sees the truth rather
than struggles logically towards it, and truth of
which I can at present form no conception; whose
activities are unimpeded by intellectual doubt, onperverted by moral depravity, and who is indifferent
to results, because he bas not to guide his conduct
by calculation of them, or by any estimate of their
value. I look up to him with awe, b~cause in
being passionless he sometimes seems to me to be
without love. Yet I know that this is not so ;
only that his love is diffused by its range, and
elevated in abstraction beyond my gaze and comprehension. And I see in this being my ideal, my
higher, my only true, in a word, my immortal self.
C. C. MASSEY.
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woman is the most beautiful work of the
evolution of forms (in our days she is very often
only a beautiful work of art). A beautiful woman
is the most attractive, charming, and lovely being
that a man can imagine. I never saw a male
being who could lay any claims to manly vigour,
strength or courage, who was not an admirer of
woman. Only a profligate, a coward or a sneak
would hate women ; a hero and a man admires
woman, and is admired by her.
Women's love belongs to a complete man.
When she smiles on him his human nature becomes
aroused, his animal desires like little children begin
to clamour for bread, they do not want to be
starved, they want to satisfy their hunger. His
whole soul flies towards the lovely being, which
attracts him with almost irresistible force, and if
his higher principles, his divine spirit, is not
powerful enough to restrain him, his soul follows
the temptations of his physical body. Once again
the animal nature has subdued the divine. Woman
rejoices in her victory, and man is ashamed of his
weakness; and instead of being a representation of
strength, he becomes an object of pity.
To be tntly powerful a man must retain his
power and never for a moment lose it. To lose it
is to surrender his divine nature to his animal
nature; to restrain his desires and retain his
!DEAL
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power, is to assert his divine right, and to become
more than a man-a god.
Eliphas Levi says : " To be an object of attraction for all women, you must desire none;" and
every one who has bad a little experience of his
own must know that he is right. Woman wants
what she cannot get, and what she can get she
does not want. Perhaps it is to the man endowed
with spiritual power, that the Bible refers, when it
says : "To him who has much, more shall be givell,
and from him who has little, that little shall be
takE-n away."
To become perfect it is not required that we
should be born without any animal desires. Such
a person would not be much above an idiot ; he
would be rightly despised and laughed at by every
true man and woman ; but we must obtain the power
to control our desires, instead of being controlled
by them ; and here lies the true philosophy of
temptation.
If a man has no higher aim in life than to eat
and drink and propagate his species; if all his
aspirations and desires are centred in a wish of
living a happy life in the bosom of his family;
there can be no wrong if he follows the dictates of
his nature and is satisfied with his lot. When he
dies, his family will mourn, his friends will say he
was a good fellow ; they will give him a first-class
funeral, and they will perhaps write on his tombstone something like what I once saw in a certain
churchyard:
Here is th€' grave of John .McBride,
He lived, got married, and died.
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And that will be the end of Mr. John McBride,
until in another incarnation he will wake up again
perhaps as Mr. John Smith, or Ramchandra Row,
or Patrick O'Flannegan, to find himself on much the
same level as he was before.
But if a man has higher aims and objects in life,
if he wants to avoid an endless cyc1e of re-incarnations, if he wants to become a master of his destiny,
then must he first become a master of himself.
How can he expect to be able to control the external forces of Nature, if he cannot control the few
little natural forces that reside within his own
insignificant body ?
To do this, it is not nece&Jary that a man should
run away from his wife and family, and leave them
uncared for. Such a man would commence his
spiritual career with an act of injustice,-an act
that like Ban quo's ghost would always haunt him
and hinder him in his further progress. If a man
has taken upon himself responsibilities, he is bound
to fulfil them, and an act of cowardice would be a
.bad beginning for a work that requires courage.
A celibate, who has no temptation and who has
no one to care for but himself, has undoubtedly
superior advantages for meditation and study.
Being away from all irritating influences, he can
lead what may be called a selfish life; because he
looks out only for his own spiritual interest; but
he has little opportunity to develop his will-power
by resisting temptations of every kind. But the
man who is surrounded by the latter, and is every
day and every hour under the necessity of exercising his will-power to resist their surging violence,
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will, if he rightly uses these powen, become strong;
he may not have as much opportunity for study as
the celibate, being more engrossed in material
cares; but when be rises up to a higher state in
his next incarnation, his will-power will be more
developed, and he will be in the possession of the
password, which is CoNTINENCE.
A slave cannot become a commander, until afte-r
he becomes free. A man who is subject to his
own animal desires, cannot command the animal
nature of others. A muscle becomes developed by
its use, an instinct or habit is strengthened in proportion as it is permitted to rule, a mental power
becomes developed by practice, and the principle of
will grows strong by exercise ; and this is the use of
temptations. To have strong passions and to overcome them, makes man a hero. The sexual instinct
is the strongest of all, and be who vanquishes it,
becomes a god.
The human soul admires a beautiful form, and is
therefore an idolater.
The human spirit adores a principle, and is the
true worshipper.
Marriage is the union of the male spirit with
the female soul for the purpose of propagating the
species; but if in its place there is only a union
of a male and a female body, then marriage becomes merely a brutal act, which lowers man and
woman, not to the level of animals but below them ;
because animals are restricted to certain seasons
for the exercise of their procreative powers; while
man, being a reasonable being, has it in his power
to use or abuse them at all times.
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But how many marriages do we find that are
really spiritual and not based on beauty of
form or other considerations ? How soon after
the wedding-day do they become disgusted with
each other? What is the cause of this ? A man
and a woman may marry and their characters may
differ widely. They may have different tastes,
different opinions and different inclinations. All
those differences may disappear, and will probably
disappear; because by living together they become
accustomed to each other, and become equalized in
time. Each influences the other, and as a man
may grow fond of a pet snake, whose presence at
first horrified him, so a man may put up with a
disagreeable partner and become fond of her in
course of time.
But if the man allows full 1iberty to his animal
passions, and exercises his "legal rights, without
restraint, these animal cravings which first called
so piteously for gratification, will soon be gorged,
and flying away laugh at the poor fool who nursed
them in his breast. The wife will come to know
that her husband is a coward, because she sees
him squirm under the lash of his animal passions ;
and as woman loves strength and power, so in proportion as he loses his love, will she lose her confidence. He will look upon her as a burden, and
she will look upon him in disgust as a brute.
Conjugal happiness will have departed, and misery,
divorce or death will be the end.
The remedy for all these evils is continence, and
it has been our object to show its necessity, for it
was the object of this article.

F.

HARTMANN.
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ZOROASTRIANISM: ON THE SEPTENARY
CONSTITUTION OF MAN.
MANY of the esoteric doctrines given out through the
Theosophical Society reveal a spirit akin to that of
the older religions of the East, especially the
Vedic and the Zendic. Leaving aside the former,
I propose to point out by a few instances the
close resemblance which the doctrines of the old
Zendic Scriptures, as far as they are now preserved,
bear to these recent teachings.
Any ordinary Parsi, while reciting his daily
Niyashes, Gehs and Yashts, provided he yields
to the curiosity of looking into the meanings
of what he recites, will, with a little exertion,
perceive how the same ideas, only clothed in a
more intelligi'~le and comprehensive garb, are
reflected in these teachings.
The description of
the septenary constitution of man found in the
54th chapter of the Yasna, one of the most
authoritative books of the Mazdi~nian religion,
shows the identity of the doctrines of Avesta and
the esoteric philosophy.
Indeed, as a Mazdiasnian, I felt quite ashamed that, having such undeniable and unmistakable evidence before their eyes,
the Zoroastrians of the present day should not
avail themselves of the opportunity offered of
throwing light upon their now entirely misunderstood and misinterpreted Scriptures by the assistance and under the guidance of the Theosophical
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Society. If Zend scholars and students of Avesta
would only care to study and search for themBelves,
they would, perhaps, find to assist them, men
who are in possession of the right and only key to
the true esoteric wisdom ; men, who would be
willing to guide and help them to reach the true
and hidden meaning, and to supply them with the
missing links that have resulted iu such painful
gaps as to leave the meaning meaningless, and to
create in the mind of the perplexed student
doubts that finally culminate in a thorough unbelief in his own religion. · Who knows bnt they
may find some of their own co-religionists, who,
aloof from the world, have to this day preserved
the glorious truths of their once mighty religion,
and who, hidden in the recesses of solit~try mountains and unknown silent caves, are. still in possession
of, and exercising, mighty powers, the heirloom of
the ancient Magi. Our Scriptures say that ancient
Moheds were Yogis, who had the power of making
themselves simultaneously visible at different
places, even though hundreds of miles apart, and
also that they could heal the sick and work that
which would now appear to us miraculous. All
this was considered facts but two or three centuries back, as no reader of old books (mostly
Persian) is unacquainted with, or will disbelieve
a priQri unless his mind is irretrievably biassed
by modern secular education. The story about
the Mohed and Emperor Akbar and of the latter's
conversion, is a well-known historical fact, requiring
no proof.
I will first of all quote side by side the two
L
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passages referring to the septenary nature of man
as I find them in our Scriptures and the THEosoPHIST;-

Sub-divisions of septenary
man according to the Occultists.

Sub-divisions of septenary
man according to Y asna
(chap. 54, para. 1).

I . The Physical body, composed wholly of matter in its
grossest and mo11t tangible
form .

1. Tanwas-i.e., body (tho
self) that consists of bones
-grossest form of matter.

2. The Vital principle(or Jiva) - a form of
force indestructible, a.nd
when disconnected with one
set of atoms, becoming attracted immediately by
others.

2 . Ushtanas- Vital heat
(or force).

3· TheAstral body (Lingasha,·im) composed of highly
etherealized matter; in its
habitual passive state, the
perfect but very shadowy
duplicate of the body ; its
acth•ity, consolidation and
form depending entirely on
the Kama-rupa.

3. Kellerpas-Aerial form ,
the airy mould, (Per. Kaleb ).

4· TheAstralshape(Kamarupa) or body of desire, n
principle defining tbe configuration of--

4· TeviJ~hiB-Will, or where
sentient consciousness is
formed, also fore-knowledge.

5· The animal or physical
intelligence or consciousness
or Ego, analogous to, though

5· Baodllas (in Sanskrit,
Buddhi)-Body of physical
consciousness, perception by
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proportionally higher in
degree than the reason.
instinct, memory, imagina·
tion &c., existing in the
higher animals.

the senses or the animal
soul.

6. The Higher or Spiritual
intelligence or conscion1mess,
or spiritual Ego, in which
mainly resides tho sense of
consciousness in the perftct
man, though the lower dim.
mer animal consciousness
co-exists in No. 5·

6. Urwanem (Per. Rawan)
-Soul, that which gets its
reward or punishment after
death.

7· The Spirit-an emana·
tion from the ABSOLUTE;
u ncreated ; eternal ; a state
rather than a being.

7· Fmwtuhem or Farohar
-Spirit (the guiding energy
which is with every man,
is absolutely independent,
and, without mixing with
any worldly object, leads
man to good. The spark of
Jivinity in every being).

The above is given in the Avesta as follows : " We declare and positively make known this
(that) we offer (onr) entire property (which is) the
body (the self consisting ot) bones (tanwas), vital
beat (Wtlitanas), aerial form (lceherpas), knowledge
(teviahis), consciousness (baodha.,), soul (urwanem),
and spirit (jrawashem), to the prosperous, truthcoherent (and) pure Gathas (prayers)."
The ordinary Gujarathi translation differs from
Spiegel's, and this latter differs very slightly from
what is here given. Yet in the present traWtlation
there has been made no addition to, or omission
from, the original wording of the Zend text. The
grammatical construction also bas been preserved
L 2
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intact. The only difference, therefore, between the
current translationM and the one here given is that
ours is in accordance with the modern corrections
of philological research which make it more intelligible, and the idea perfectly clear to the reader.
The word translated " aerial form " has come
down to us without undergoing any change in the
It is the modern Persian word kaleh,
meaning.
which means a would, a shape into which a thing
ia cast, to take a certain form and features. The
next word is one about which there is a great
It is by some called
difference of opinion.
strength, durability, i.e., that power which gives
tenacity to and sustains the nerves.
Others
explain it as that quality in a man of rank and
position which makes him perceive the result of
certain events (causes), and thus helps him in
being prepared to meet them.
This meaning i"
suggestive, though we translate it as knowledge, or
foreknowledge rather, with the greatest diffidence.
The eighth word is quite clear. That inward
feeling which tells a man that he knows this or that,
that he has or can do certain things-is perception
and consciousness. It is the inner conviction, knowledge and its possession. The ninth word is again
one which has retained its meaning and has been
in use up to the present day. The reader will at
once recognize that it is the origin of the modem
'word Rawan. It is (metaphorically) the king, the
conscious motor or agent in man. It is that
something which depends upon and is benefited
or injured by the foregoing attributes. We say
depends upon, because its progress entirely consists
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in the development of those attributes. If they are
neglected, it becomes weak and degenerated, and
disappears. If they ascend on the moral and spiritual
scale, if gains strength and vigour and becomes more
blended than ever to the Divine essence-the seventh
principle.
But how does it become attracted
toward its monad? The tenth word answers the
~uestion.
This is the Divine essence in man.
But this is only the irresponsiblP. minister (this
completes the metaphor). The real master is the
king, the spiritual soul. It must have the willingness and power to see and follow the course pointed
out by the pure spirit. The vizir's business is only
to represent a point of attraction, towards which
the king should tum. It is for the king to see
and act accordingly for the glory of his own self.
The minister or spirit can neither compel nor constrain. It inspires and electrifies into action; but
to benefit by the inspiration, to take advantage of
it, is left to the option of the spiritual soul.
If, then, the Avesta contains such a passage, it
must fairly be admitted that its writers knew the
whole doctrine concerning spiritual man.
We
cannot suppose that the ancient 1\fazdiasnians, the
.itlagi, wrote this short passage, without inferring
from it, at the same time, that they were thoroughly
conversant with the whole of the occult theory
ahout man. And it looks very strange indeed,
that modern Theosophists should now preach to us
the Yery same doctrines that must have been known
and taught thousands of years ago by the Mazdiasnians,-the passage is quoted from one of their
oldest writings.
And since they propound the
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''cry same ideas, the meaning of which has welluigh been lost even to our most learned Mobeds, they
ought to be credited at least with some possession
of a kDowledge, the key to which has been revealed
to them, and lost to us, and which opens the door to
the meaning of those hitherto inexplicable sentences
and doctrines in our old writings, about which we
are still, and will go on, groping in the dark, unless
we listen to what they have to tell us ahout them.
To show that the above is uot a solitary instance,
but that the Avesta contains this idea in many other
vlaces, I will give another paragraph which contains
the same doctrine, though in a more condensed form
than the one ju11t given. Let tlJC Parsi reader turn
to Yasna, chapter 26, and read the sixth paragraph,
which runs as follows:"We praise the life (ahum), knowledge (daenam),
consciousness (haodhas), soul (urwanem), and spirit
(frawa.vhem) of the first in religion, the first teachers
and he:arers (learners), the holy men and holy
women who were the protectors of purity here (in
this world)."
Here the whole man is spoken of as composed
of five parts, as under:Ahurn-E:Iistence,Lin:.
It includes
1.

2.

Daenam-Knowledge.

3· Baodhas ness.

Conscious-

{

The Physical Body.
'l'he Vital Principle.
3· The Astral Body.

1.
2.

4· The Astral shape or
body of desire.

5· The Animal or physical
intelligence or consciousnel!sor Egc.
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4: Unoanem-Soul.

6. The Higher or Spiritual intelligence or
consciousness, or
Spiritual Ego.

5· Frttwashem.-Spirit.

7· The Spirit.

In this description tile first triple group-viz., the
bones (or the gross matter), the vital force which
keeps them together, and the ethereal body, arc
iucluded in one and called Existence, LIFE. The
second part stands for the fourth principle of the
septenary man, as denoting the configuration of
his knowledge or desires.* Then the three, consciousness (or animal soul), (spiritual) soul, and the
pure Spirit are the same as in the first quoted
passage.
Why are these four mentioned as distinct from each other and not consolidated like
the first part ? The sacred writings explain this
by saying that on death the first of these five parts
disappears and perishes sooner or later in the
earth's atmosphere. 'l'he gross elementary matter (the shell) has to run within the earth's
attraction ; so the ahum separates from the higher
portions and is lost. The second (i.e., the fourth
of the septenary group) remains, but not with the
spiritual soul. It continues to hold its place in
the vast storehouse of the universe. And it is this
• Modern science ulso teaches that certain characteristics of
featurea indicate the possesaion of certain qualities in a man. The
whole science of physiognomy ia founded on it. One can predict the
diapoeition of a man from his featnres,-i.e., the features develop in
accordance with the idiosyncrasies, qualities and viceP, knowledge or
the ignorance of man.
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second daenam which stands before the (spiritual)
soul in the form of a beautiful maiden or an ugly
hag. That which brings this daenam within the
sight of the (spiritual) soul is the third part (i.e.,
the fifth of the septenary group), the haodhas. Or
in other words, the {spiritual) soul has with it, or in
it, the true consciousness by which it can view the
experiences of its physical career. So this consciousness, this power or faculty which brings the
recollection, is always with, in other words, is a
part and parcel of, the soul itself; hence, its not
mixing with any other part, and hence its existence
after the physical death of man.*
A PARSI F.T.S.
• Our Brother has but to look into the oldest sacred books of
China-namely, the YI KING, or Book of CAa"!J~' (translated by
James Legge) written 1,200 B.c., to find that same SepteMry division
of man mentioned in that system of Divination. Zning, which ia
translated correctly enough "essence," is the more subtle and pure
part o( matter-the gro&~er for:n of the elementary ether ; Khi, or
"spirit," is the breath, still material but purer than the Jthi~~g, and is
made of the fine1· and more active form of ether. In the A10t11t, or
ooul (animu4) the Khi predominates and the ding (or zing) in the
pho or animal soul. At d,'llth the Awun (or spiritual soul) wanders
nway, ascending, and the pho (the root of the Tibetan word Pho-hat)
descends and is changed into a gh011tly shade (the shell). Dr.
:\ledhurst thinks that '' tho Kwei ShaM "(see "Theology of tho
Chinese," pp. 1o-12) are "the expanding and contracting principles
of l1uman life! " The Kwei Sharu are brought about by the dissolution of the humnn frame-and consist of the expanding and
uscending Shan which rambles about in apace, and of the contracted
und shrivelled Kwei, which reverts to earth and nonentity. Therefore, the Ktui is the physical body ; the Shan is the vital principle ;
the K wei Shan the linga·mriram, or the vital soul; Zhi"!J the fourth
principle or Knma Rupa, the easence of will; pho, the animal soul;
A.ni, the spiritual Foul ; and Hwun the pure epirit-the seven
principles of our occult doctrine !-ED. Theo8.
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BRAHMANISM ON THE SEVENFOLD
PRINCIPLE IN MAN.
IT is now very difficult to say what was the real
ancient Aryan doctrine. If an inquirer were to
attempt to answer it by an analysis and comparison
of all the various systems of esotericism prevailing
in India, he will soon be lost in a maze of obscurity
and uncertainty. No comparison between our real
Brahmanical and the Tibetan esoteric doctrines
will be possible unless one ascertains the teachings
of that so-called " Aryan doctrine,". . . . • and
fully comprehends the whole range of the ancient
Aryan philosophy. Kapila's "Sankhya," Patanjali's
"Yog philosophy," the different 11ystems of
" Saktaya" philosophy, the various Agamaa and
Tantras are but branches of it. There is a doctrine,
though, which is their real foundation, aud which i:i
sufficient to explain the secrets of these various
systems of philosophy and harmonize their teachings. It probably existed long before the Vedas
were compiled, and it was studied by our ancient
Rishis in connection with the Hindu scriptures.
It is attributed to one mysterious personage called
)!aha.• . . . .
The Upanishads and such portions of the Vcdas

* The very title of the present chief of the esoteric Himal11yan
Crotberbood,-ED. TM01.
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as arc not chiefly devoted to the public ceremonials
of the ancient Aryans arc hardly intelligible without some knowledge of tlwt doctrine. Even the
real significance of tl1e grand ceremonials referred
to in the Vedas will not be perfectly apprehended
without its light being thrown upon them. . • • .
The Vedas were perhaps compiled mainly for the
use of the priests assisting at public ceremonies, but
the grandest conclusions of our real secret do~trine
are therein mentioned. I am informed by persons
competent to judge of the matter, that the Vedas
have a distinct dual meaning-one expressed by
the literal sense of the words, the other indicated by
the metre and the swara (intonation), which are, as it
were, the life of the Vedas. . . . • Learned Pundits and philologists of course deny that swara has
anything to do with philosophy or ancient esoteric
doctrines ; but tl1e mysterious connection between
swara and light is one of its most profound secrets.
Now, it is e:\tremely difficult to show whether
the Tibetans derived their doctrine from the ancient
Rishis of India, or the ancient Brahmans learned
their occult science from the adepts of Tibet; or,
again, whether the adepts of both countries professed
originally the same doctrine and derived it from a
common source.* If you were to go to the
Sramana Balagula, and question some of the Jain
Pundits there about the authorship of the Vedas
and the origin of the Brahmanical esoteric
doctrine, they would probably tell you that the
Vedas were composed by Rakshasast or Daityas~
and that the Brahmans had derived their secret
• Sec Appendix, Note J.

t

A kind of demons-ci1noil,
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knowledge from them.* Do these assertions mean
that the Vedas and the Brahmanical esoteric teachings had their origin in the lost Atlantis-the
continent that once occupied a considerable portion
of the expanse of the Southern and the Pacific
oceans? The assertion in ''Isis Unveiled," that
Sanskrit was the language of the inhabitants of the
said continent, may induce one to suppose that the
Vedas had probably their origin there, wherever
else might be the birthplace of the Aryan esotericism. t But the real esoteric doctrine, as well as
the mystic allegorical philosophy of the Vedas, were
derived from another source again, whatever that
may be-perchance from the divine inhabitants
(gods) of the sacred island which once existed
in the sea that covered in days of old the sandy
tract now called Gobi Desert. However that
may be, the knowledge of the occult powers of
Natur! possessed by the inhabitants of the lost
Atlantit1 was learnt by the ancient adepts of India,
and was appended by them to the esoteric doctrine
taught by the residents of the sacred islanC:l.t The
• Aud so would the Christian padris. But they would never
ntltnit that their " fallen angel~" were borrowed fl'om tho
Raklluua~; that their " devil" is tho illegitimate son of Dewel,
the Sinhalese female demon ; or that the "war in heaven " of tho
Apocalypse-the foundation of the Christian tlogma of the" Fallen
Angels " was copied from tho llinclu story about Siva hurling the
Tarak.U.ra who rebelled against the gods into .!ndliahkara, the
abode of DarkneN, according to Brahmanical Shcutrru.
t Not neceuarily. (Sec Appendix, Note II.) It is generally held
by O('coltists that Sanskrit bas been spoken in Java ami adjacent
i•lands from remote antiquity.-ED. Theo•.
: A locality which is spoken of to this day by tho Tibetans, ami
called by them " Scham-bha·la," the Happy Land. (See Appendix,
Note Ili.)
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Tibetan adepts, however, have not accepted
this addition to their esoteric doctrine ; and it is
in this respect that one shoulcl expect to find a
difference between the two doctrines.*
The Brahmanical occult doctrine probably con- .
tains everything that was taught about the powers
of Nature aud their laws, either iu the mysterious
island of the North or in the equally mysterious
continent of the South. And if you mean to compare the Aryan and the Tibetan doctrines as regards
their teachings about the occult powers of Nature,
you must beforehand examine all the classifications
of these powers, their laws and manifestations, and
the real connotations of the various names assigned
to them iu the Aryan doctrine. Here are some of
the classifications contained in the Brahmanical
system:
I. As appertaining to Parabrahmam and existing in the MAcRocosM.
II. As appertaining to man and existing ~n the
MICROCOSM.

.

III. For the purposes of d Taraka J"og or Pranat·a
l"og.

IV. For the purposes of Sankhya rog (where
they are, as it were, the inherent attributes of Pralrriti).

V. For the purposes of Hata Yog.
VI. For the purposes of Koula Agama.
VII. l•'or the purposes of Sakta Agama.
VIII. For the purposes of Siva Agama.
IX. For the purposes of Sreechakram (the
• To comprehend this paB18ge fully, tho reader must tum to
\'OI. i. pp. 689-694 of " Jais U uveiled."
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Sreechakram referred to in '' Isis Unveiled" is not
the real e11oteric Sreechakram of the ancient adepts
of Aryavarta).*
X. In Atharvena Veda, &c.
In all these classifications subdivisions have been
multiplied indefinitely by conceiving new combinations of the Primary Powers in different proportions. But I must now drop this subject, and
proceed to consider the "Fragments of Occult
Truth" (since embodied in "Esoteric Buddhism").
I have carefully examined it, and find that the
results arrived at (iu the Buddhist doctrine) do not
differ much from the conclusions of our Aryan
philosophy, though our mode of stating the arguments may differ in form. I shall now discuss
the question from my own standpoint, though,
following, for facility of comparison and convenience
of discussion, the sequence of classific9.tion of the
1even-jold entities or principles constituting man
which is adopted jn the "Fragments.'' The questions
raised for discusion are ( 1) whether the disembodied
spirits of human beings (as they are called by Spiritualists) appear in the seance-rooms and elsewhere j
and (2) whether the manifestations taking place are
produced wholly or partly through their agency.
It is hardly possible to answer these two questions
satisfactorily unless the meaning intended to be
conveyed by the eltpre88ion "disembodied spirits
of human beiugs '' be accurately defined. The
words spiritualism and 1pirit are very misleading.
Unless English writers in general, and Spiritualists

* Very true. Bot who woul<l be allowed to gh·e out tho "real
e.oteric oue" ?-El>. Tlleo1.
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in particular, first ascertain clearly the connotation
they mean to assign to the word apirit, there will be
no end of confusion, and the real nature of these
so-called spiritualistic phenomena and their moduf
occurrendi can never be clearly defined. Chrietian
writers generally 11peak of only two entities in man
-the body, and the soul or spirit (both seeming to
mean the same thing to them). European philosophers generally speak of body and mind, and argue
that soul or spirit cannot be anything else than
mind. They are of opinion that any belief in
lingasariram* is entirely unphilosophical. These
views are certainly incorrect, and are based on unwarranted assumptions as to the possibilities of
Nature, and on an imperfect understanding of its
laws. I shall now examine (from the standpoint of
the Brabmanical esoteric doctriue) the spiritual
constitution of man, the various entities or principles existing in him, and ascertain wbetl1er either
of those entities entering into his composition can
appear on earth after his death, and if so, what it
is that so appear1.
Professor Tyndall in his excellent papers on what
be calls the " Germ Theory," comes to the following
conclusions as tl1e result of a seriell of well-planned
experiments :-Even in a very small volume of
space there are myriads of protoplasmic germs floating in ether. 1f, for instance, say water (clear
water) is expol.led to them, and if they fall into it,
11ome form of life or other will be evolved ont of
them. Now, what are the agencies for the bringing of tl1is life into exi.~tence? Evidently,. The astral body, so ca11t'd.
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I. The water, which is the field, so to say, for
the growth of life.
II. The protoplasmic germ, out of which life or
a living organism is to be evolved or developed.
And lastlyIII. The power, energy, force, or tendency which
springs into activity at the touch or combination of
the protoplasmic germ and the water, and which
evolves or develops life and its natural attributes.
Similarly, there 1\re three primary causes which
bring the human being into existence. I shall call
them, for the purpose of discussion, by the following
names:( 1) Parabrahmam, the Universal Spirit.
(2) Sakti, the crown of the astral light, combiuing in itself all the powers of Nature.
(3) Prakriti, which in its original or primary
• shape is represented by Akasa. (Really every form
of matter is finally reducible to Akasa.) *
It is ordinarily stated that Prakriti or Akasa is
the Kshetram, or the basis which corresponds to
water in the example we have taken: Brahmam the
germ, and Sakti, the power or energy that come!l
into e~istence at their union or contact. t
• Tbc Tibetan esoteric Buddhist dod.rine teaches that Praltriti
i1 cosmic matter, out of which nil visible forms are produced; and
..flra•a, that llllme coemic matter, but still more subjective-its
spirit, as it were. Praltriti being the body or •ub•tance, nnd
.dka.i Saldi ita IOU I or energy.
t Or, in other wonts, "Praltriti, Swnhhavat, or .A.ka1a, is SPACE,
01 the Tibetana ba\'e it; Space filled with \\·hatsocver snbstance or
no aubftance at all-i.e., with aubstnnco 10 imperceptible aa to be
only metAphysically conceivable. Brahman, then, would be the germ
thrown into the 10il of that field, and Saldi, that mysterious energy
or force "·hich develops it, and which is called by the Budolhi»t
Arnhat o( Tibet, 1-'o JU.T. 'fhat which \VC call form (rupa) is
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But this is not the vie'v which the Upanishads
take of the question. According to them,
Brahmam* is the Kshelram or basis, Alcasa or
Prakriti, the germ or seed, and Sakti, the power
evolved by their union or contact. And this is the
real scientific, philosophical mode of stating the
case.
Now, according to the adepts of ancient Aryavarta, seven principles are evolved out of these
three primary entities. Algebra teaches us that
the number of combinations of n things, taken one
at a time, two at a time, three at a time, and so
forth=2"- r.
Applying this formula to the present case, the
number of entities evolved from different combinationA of these three primary caW!es amounts to
2 3 -1=8-1=7·
As a general rule, whenever seven entities are •
mentioned in the ancient occult science of India,
in any connection whatsoever, you must suppose
that those seven entities came into existence from
three primary entities i and tl1at these three entities,
again, are e,·olvcd out of a single entity or MoNAD.
To take a familiar example, the seven coloured rays
in the solar ray are evolved out of ll1ree primary
not dift'erent from that which we call Fpnce (8111t!fala) • • , • ,
Space is not dift'crent from form.
Form ia the 1111me as space;
apllce il tht> aame na form. And ao with the other akandhaa, whether
vedana, or annjna, or Eamkam, or vijnann, they nre each the &arne as
their opposite." . , , , (Book of Sin-king, or the "Heart Sutra."
Chinete translation of the" Mnhn-Prajna-Paramita-Hridaya-Sutra,"
chapter on the "Avalokiteshwam," or the mallif~•ted B•ddluz,)
So that the Aryan ancl Tibetan or Arhat doctrines agree perfectly in
aubatance, differing but in names given and the way of putting it.
• See Appendix, Note IV,
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cowured rays ; and the three primary colours coexist with the four secondary colours in the solar
rays. Similarly, the three primary entities which
brought man into existence co-exist in him with
the Jour secondary entities which arose from different combinations of the three primary entities.
Now these seven entities, which in their totality
constitute man, are as follows. I shall enumerate
them in the order adopted in the " Fragmenb!/'
as far as the two order.~ (the Brahmanical and the
Tibetan) coincide:CQN'uponding namu in E1oteric
Budd!.i&m,

I. Prakriti.
II. The entity evolved}
out of the combina·
tion of P.rakriti and
&kti.
III. Sal.·ti.
IV. The entity evolved (
out of the combina·
tion of Brahmam,
Sakti and Prakriti.
V. The entity evolved)
out ofthe combina- t
tion of Brahmam (
and Prak1-iti.
)
VI. The entity evolved}
out of the combina.tion of Brahma1n
and Sakti.

VlL Brahmam.

5

Sthulasa1·iram (Physical Body).
Suksh1nasariram or Lingasm'i·
ram (Astral Body).
Kamc,rupa (the Pe1·isplit).
Jiva (Life-Soul).

Physical Intelligr.nce (or ani.
mal soul).

Spiritual Intelligence (or Soul).
The emanation from the An.

l SOLUTE, &c. (or pure spirit.)

Before proceeding to examine the nature of these
seven entities, a few general explanationA are indispensably necessary.
)I
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I. The secondary principles arising out of the
combination of primary principles are quite different in their nature from the entities out of
whose combination they came into existence. The
combinations in question are not of the nature of
m~re mechanical juxtapositions, as it were. They
do not even correspond to chemical combinations.
Consequently no valid inferences as reg_ards the
~~otV can be
nature of the combinations
drawn by analogy from the na~ure ([variety ?] vf
these combinations) t7j !l..~ f ; , . , , A 1 •. ·l-4 ~.
II. The general proposition, that when once a
cause is removed its effect vanishes, is not universally applicable. Take, for instance, the following example :-If you once communicate a certain
amount of momentum to a ball, velocity of a particular degree in a particular direction is the result.
Now, the cause of this motion ceases to exist when
the instantaneous sudden impact or blow which
conveyed the momentum is completed; but according to Newton's .first law of motion, the ball will
continue to move on for ever and ever, with undiminished velocity in the same direction, unless
the said motion is altered, diminished, neutralized,
or counteracted by extraneous causes. Thus, if the
ball stop, it will not be ou account of the absence
of the cause of its motion, but in consequence of
the existence of extraneous causes which produce
the said result.
Again, take the instance of su~iective pltenomena.
Now the presence of this ink-bottle before me is
producing in me, or in my mind, a mental repre·
sentation of its form, volume, colour and so forth.

W
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The bottle in quesiion may be removed, but still ita
mental picture may continue to exist. Here, again,
you see, the effect survives the cause. Moreover,
the effect may at any subsequent time be called
into conscious existence, whether the original cnnse
be present or not.
Now, in the case of the fifth principle above
mentioned-the entity that came into existence by
the combination of Bral1mam and Prakriti-if the
~cneral 1noposition (in the "Fragments of Occult
Truth") is correct, this principle, which corresponds
to the physical intelligence, must cease to exist
whenever the Brahmam or the seventh principle
should cease to exist for the particular individual;
but the fact is certainly otherwise. The general
proposition under consideration is adduced in the
":Fragments" in support of the assertion that whenever the seventh principle ceases to exist for any particular individual, the sixth principle also ceases to
exist for him. 'l'he assertion is undoubtedly true,
though the mode of stating it, and the reasons
assigned for it, are to my mind objectionable.
It is said that in cases where tendencies of a
man's mind are entirely material, and all spiritual
aspirations and thoughts were altogether absent
from his mind, the seventh principle leaves him
either before or at the time of death, and i:be sixth
principle disappears with it. . Here, the very proposition that the tendencies of the particular individual's mind arc entirely material, involves the
assertion that there is no spiritual intelligence or
spiritual Ego in him. It should then have been
said that, whenever spiritual intelligence cea&ea to
)1

2
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exist in any particular individual, the s~veuth principle ceases to exist for that particular individual
for all purposes. Of course, it does not fly oft'
anywhere. '!'here can never be any thing like a
change of position in the case of Brahmam. • 'l'hc
assertion merely means that when there is no
recognition whatever of Brahmam, or spirit, or
~tphituallife, or spiritual consciousness, the seventh
principle bas ceased to exercise any influence or
control over the individual's destinies.
I shall now state what is meant (in the Aryan
doctrine) by the seven principles above enumerated.
I. Pralcriti. This is the basis of SthUlasarlram,
and represents -it in the above-mentioned classification.
..
II. Prakriti and Sakti. This is the Lingaaariram, or ~tstral body.
III. Salcti. This principle corresponds to your
Kamarupa. This power or force is placed by
This
ancient occultists in the Nahhlchalcram.
power can gather aktlaa or prakriti, and mould it
into any desired shape. It has very great sympathy with the fifth principle, and .can be made to
act by its influence or control.
IV. Bralmtam, Sakti, and Prakriti. This again
corresponds to your second principle, Jfva.

* True-from the standpoint of Arynn E•oifficism and the
Upaniaho.;ls, not quite so in the !'D&e of the .t1rallat or Tibetan
esoteric doctrine; and it is only on this one solitary point tbot the
two tescllings disagree, os for u we know. The dift'tlrence is very
trilling, though, resting u it does solely upon the two vario111
methods of viewing the one and the same thing from two dift't~rent
apecta. (Sec Appendix, Note IV.)
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This power represents the universal life-principle
which exists in Nature. Its seat is the Analtatachakram (heart). It is a force or power which con~;titutes what is called J[va, or life.
It is, as you
say, indestructible, and its activity is merely transferred at the time of death to another set of atoms,
to form another organism.
V. Brahma and Prakriti. This, in our Aryan
philosophy, corresponds to your fifth principle,
called the physical intelligence. According to our
philosophers, this is the entity in which what is
called mind has its seat or basis. This is the most
difficult principle of all to explain, and the present
discussion entirely turns upon the view we take
9f it.
Now, what is mind? It is a mysterious something, which is considered to be the seat of consciousness-of sensations, emotions, volitions, and
thoughts. Psychological analysis shows it to be
apparently a congeries of mental states, and possibilities of mental states, connected by what is called
memory, and considered to have a distinct existence apart from any of its particular states or
ideas. Now in \vhat entity has this mysterious
something its potential or actual existence? Memory and expectation, which form, as it were, the
real foundation of what is called individuality, or
Ahankdram, must have their seat of existence
somewhere.
Modern psychologists of Europe
generally say that the material substance of brain
is the seat of mind ; and that past subjective experiences, which can be recalled by memory, and
which in their totality constitute what is called
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individuality, exist therein in the shape of certain
unintelligible mysterious impressions and changes
in the nerves and nerve-centres of the cerebral
hemispheres. Consequently, they say, the mindthe individual mind-is destroyed when the body is
destroyed ; so there iij 110 possible existence after
death.
But there are a few facts among those admitted
by these philosophers which are sufficient for us to
demolish their theory. In every portion of the
human body a constant change goes on without
intermission. Every tissue, e\·ery muscular fibre
and nerve-tube, and every ganglionic centre in the
brain, is undergoing an incessant change. In the
course of a man'ij lifetime there may be a series of
complete transformations of the substance of his
brain. Nevertheless, the memory of his pa&t
mental states remains unaltered. There may be
additions of new subjective experiences and some
mental states may be altogether forgotten, but no individual mental state is altered. 'l'he person's sense
of personal identity remains the same throughout
these constant alterations in the brain substance. i<
It is able to survive all these changes, and it can
survive also the complete destruction of the material
substance of the brain.
This individuality arising f1·om mental consciousness has its seat of existeuce, according to our
philosophers, in an uccult J-Utoer or force, \Vhich
keeps a registry, as it wert', of all our mental
impressions. The power itself is inde&tructible,
• This ia alto sound Bud1lhi•t phi!o•ophy, the transformation in
I!Ueation being known as the chauge of the 1kandhas.-ED. Thtol.
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though by the operation of certain antagonistic
causes its impressions may in course of time be
effaced, in part or wholly.
I may mention in this connection that our
philosophers have associated seven occult powers
with the seven principles or entities above-mentioned. These seven occult powers in the microcosm
correspond with, or are the counterparts of, the
occult powers in the macrocosm. The mental and
spiritual consciousness of the individual becomes
the general consciousness of Brahmam, when the
barrier of individuality is wholly removed, and
when the seven powers in the microcosm arc placed
en rapport with the seven powers in the macrocosm.
There is nothing very strange in a power, or
force, or salcti, ~arrying with it impressions of
sensations, ideas, thoughts, or other subjective
experiences. It is now a well-known fact, that an
electric or magnetic current C'an convey in some
mysterious manner impressions of sound or speech,
with all their individual peculiarities; similarly,
I can convey my thoughts to you by a transmission
of energy or power.
Now, this fifth principle represents in our philosophy the mind, or, to speak more correctly, the
power or force above described, the impressions of
the mental states therein, and the notion of selfidentity or Ahanlcaram generated by their collecti\'e
operation. This principle is called merely physical
intelligence in the "Fragments." I do not know what
is really meant by this expression. It may be taken
to mean that intelligence which exists in a very
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low state of development in the lower animals.
Mind may exist in different stages of development,
from the very lowest forms of organic life, where
the signs of its existence or operation can hardly
be distinctly realized, up to man, in whom it
reaches its highest state of development.
In fact, from the first appearance of life* up to
Tureeya Avaatha, or the state of Nirvana, the
progress is, as it were, continuous. We ascend
from that principle up to the seventh by almost
But four stages are
imperceptible gradations.
recognized in the progress where the change is of a
peculiar kind, anrl is such as to arrest an observer's
attention. These four stages are as follows :( 1) Where life (fourth principle) make its
appearance.
( 2) Where the existence of mind becomes perceptible in conjunction with life.
(3) Where the highest state of mental abstraction ends, and spiritual con.'fciouaneaa commences.
(4) Whf're spiritual consciousness disappears,
leaving the seventh principle in a complete state of
Nirvana, or nakedness;
According to our philosophers, the fifth principle under consideration is intended to represent
the mind in every possible state of development, from
the second stage up to the third stage.
IV. Brahmam and Sakti. This principle corresponds to your "spiritual intelligence." It is, in
fact, Buddlli (I use the word Buddhi not in the

* In tl1e Aryan doctrine, which hl<!nds Brakmam, Sa~·ti, and
Prakriti in one, it is the fourth principle; then, in the Buddhist
csotericism the second in combination with the first.
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ordinary sense, but in the sense in which it is used
by our ancient philosophers); in other words, it is
the seat of Bodha or Atmahodha. One who has
Atmabodha in its completeness is · a Buddha.
Buddhists know veT'!J v;ell what this term signifies.
This principle is described in the" Fragments "ns an
entity coming into existence by the combination of
Brahmam and Prakriti. I do not again know in
what particular sense the word Prakriti is used
in this connection. According to our philosophers
it is an entity arising from the union of Brahmam
and Sakti. I have already explained the connotation attached by our philosophers to the words
Prakriti and Sakti.
I stated that Prakriti in its primary state is
Akaaa.*
If Akaaa be considered to be Sakti or powert
then my statement as regards the ultimate
state of Prakriti is likely to give rise to confusion and misapprehension unless I explain the
distinction betn•een Akasa and Sakti. Akasa is
• According to the Buddhist•, in .dkan ·lics th11t eternal, potential
eneJtP:y whoee function it is to evolve all visible things ont of itself.-ED. TM08,
t It was never so considered, as we hnve shown it. But as the
" J,'mgments" are written in English, n language lacking such am
abundance of metaphysical termq to exprt'ss every minute ch11nge of
form, substance and etatc as are found in the Sanskrit, it was deemed
useless to confuse the Western reader, untmined in the methods of
E.astern expression, more than necessary, with a too nice distinc·
tion of proper tt'Clmicnl terms. As "Prakriti in its primary state is
_4.hua," and Sakti "is nn attribute of AKASA," it becomes evident
that for the uninitiated it is all one. Indeed, to speak of the "nnion
of Br:•hmam and Prakriti " instead of " Brnhmam nnd S11kti " is no
worte than f.,r a theist to write that "man has come into existcuco
by the combination of spirit nod ml\tter," whcre~s, hi• wo~d, framed
in an orthodox shape, onght to J'f!ad "man as n lh·ing son! was
created by the powtr (or breath) of God over matter."
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not, properly speaking, the crown of the astral
light, nor does it by itself constitute any of the si.r
primary forces. But, generally speaking, whenever any phenomenal result iii produced, Sakti acts
in conjunction with Akasa. And, moreover, Alcusa
serves as a basis or Adhiahtllanum for the trans- •
mission of force currents and for the formation or
generation of force or power correlations.*
In Mantraaaatra the letter Ha represents Akasa,
and you will find that this syllable enters into
most of the sacred formuloo intended to be used in
producing phenomenal results. But by itself it
does not represent any Sakti. You may, if you
. please, call Sakti an attribute of Akaaa.
I do not think that, as regards the nature of this
principle, there can in reality exist any difference
of opinion between the Buddhist and Brahmanical
philosophers.
Buddhist and Brahmanical initiates know very
well that mysterious circular mirror composed of
two hemispheres which reflects as it were the rays
emanating from the "burning bush '' and the blazing star-the spiritual sun shining in CHIDAKA.SA.:IJ.
The spiritual impressions constituting this principle have their existence in an occult power
associated with the entity in question. The successive incarnations of Buddha, in fact, mean the
successive transfers of this mysterious power, or the
impressions thereof. The transfer is only possible
when the Mahatma t who transfers it has com• That is to say, the Aryam A.kasa i• another word for Dullclhist
I" PACE (in ita metapbyaicnlmcaniug).- ED. Tko•.
t The highest adept.
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pletely identified himself with his seventh principle,
has annihilated his Al1ankaram,' and reduced it to
Rllhes in CaiDAGNIKUNDUM, and has succeeded in
making his thoughts correspond with the eternal
• laws of Nature and in becoming a co-worker with
Nature. Or, to put the same thing in other words,
when he /ws attained the state of Nirt•ana, the
condition of final negation, negation of individual, or
separate existence.*
VII. Atma.-Tbe emanation from the absolute,
corresponding to the seventh principle. As regards
thi:i entity there exists positively no real difference
of opinion between the Tibetan Buddhist adepts and
our ancient Rishis.
We must now consider which of these entities
can appear after the individual's death in seancerooms and produce the so-called spiritualistic
phenomena.
Now, the assertion of the Spiritualists, that the
" disembodied spirits " of particular human beings
appear in seance-rooms, necessarily implies that the
entity that so appears bears the stamp of some
particular personality.
So, we have to ascertain beforehand in what
entity or entities personality has its seat of
existence.
Apparently it exists in the person's
particular formation of body, aud in his subjective
experiences (called his mind in their totality). On
the death of the individual his body is destroyed;
his lingaaarlram being decomposed, the power
• In the word! of Agntba in the " Maha.pari·Nirvana Sutra,"
" We rench a ronditioo of rest
lleyoud the limit of auy human kuowledge."-ED. Theo1.
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associated with it becomes mingled in the current
of the corresponding power iu the macrocosm.
Similarly, the third and fourth principles are
mingled with their corresponding powers. ThesE.'
cntitie11 may again enter into the composition of
other organisms. As these entities bear no impression of personality, the Spiritualists have no
right to say that the disembodied spirit of the
human being has appeared in the seance-room
whenever any of these entities may appear there.
In fact, they have no means ot' ascertaining that
they belonged to any particular individual.
Therefore, we must only consider whether any
of the last three entities appear in seance-rooms to
amuse or to instruct Spiritualists. Let us take
three particular examples of indi\·iduals, and see
what becomes of these three principles after death.
I. One in whom spiritual attachments have
greater force than terrestrial attachments.
II. One in whom spiritual aspirations do e~ist,
hut are merely of secondary importance to him, hi~
terrestrial interests occupying the greater share of
his attention.
· III. One in whom there exists no spiritual
aspirations whatsoever, one whose spiritual Ego i~
dead or non·existent to his apprehension.
We need not consider the case of a compltde
adept in this connection. In the first two cases,
according to our supposition, spiritual and mental experience~ exist together; when spiritual consciousucss exists, the existence of the seventh principle
being recognized, it maintains its connection with
the fifth and !lixth principles. But the existence of
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terrestrial attachments creates the necessity of Punarjanmam (re-birth), the latter signifying the evolution
of a new set of objective and subjective experiences,
constituting a new combination of surrounding circumstances, or, in other words, a new world. The
period between death and the next subsequent birth
is occupied with the preparation required for the
evolution of these new experiences. During the
period of incubation, as you call it, the spirit will
never of its own accord appear in this world, nor
can it so appear.
There is a great law in this universe which
consists in the reduction of subjective experiences
to objective phenomena, and the evolution of the
former from the latter. '!'his is otherwise called
"cyclic nt:cessity.'' Man is subjected to this law
if be do not check and counterbalance the usual
destiny or fate, and he can only escape its control
by subduing all his terrestrial attachment!\ completely. The new combination of circumstances
under which he will then be placed may be better
or worse than the terrestrial conditions under whieh
be lived ; but in his progress to a ·new world, you
may be sure he will never turn around to haYe a
look at his spiritualistic friends.
In the third of the above three cases there is, by
our supposition, no recognition of spiritual consciousness or of spirits ; so they are non-existing so
far as he is concerned. The case is similar to that
of an organ or faculty which remains unused for a
long time. It then practically ceases to exist.
'l'hese entities, as it were, remain his, or in his
poue1111ion, when they are stamped with the stamp
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of recognition. When such is not the case, the
whole of his individuality is centred in his fifth
principle. And after death this fifth pr.inciple is
the only represetttatit•e of the indiYidual in
question.
By itself it cannot evolve for itself a new set of
objective experiences, or, to say the same thing in
other words, it bas no punarjanmam. It is such an
entity that can appear in seance-rooms; but it is
absurd to call it a disembodied spirit.* It is merely
a }.lOwer or force retaining the impressions of the
thoughts or ideas of the individual into whose comIt sometimes
posttton it originally entered.
summons to its aid the Kamardpa power, and
creates for itself some particular ethereal form (not
necessarily human).
Its tendencies of action will be similar to those
of the individual's mind when be was living. This
entity maintains its existence so long as the impressions on tl1e power associated with the fifth
principle remain intact. In course of time they
arc effaced, and the power in question is then mixed
up in the current of its corresponding power in the
MACRocosM, as tl1e river loses itl!elf in the sea.
Entities like these may afford signs of there having
been considerable intellectual power in the individuals to which they belonged ; because very
high intellectual power may co-exist with utter
absence of spiritual consciousness. But from this
circumstance it cannot be arg11ed that either the
• It ia especially on thia point thnt the Aryan and Arahat doc·
trines quite agree. The teaching and argument that follow are in
every retpeCt thoae of the llnddhiet Himalayan Drotherhood.ED. Tlttol.
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spirits or the spiritual Egos of deceased individuals
appear in seance-rooms.
There· are some people in India who have
thoroughly studied the nature of !lllCh entities
(called Pisacham). I do not know much about
them experimentally, as I have never meddled with
this disgusting, profitless, and dangerous branch or
investigation.
The Spiritualists do not know what they are
really doing. Their investigations are likely to
result in course of time either in wicked sorcery or
in the utter spiritual ruin of thou11ands of men and
women.*
The views I have herein expressed have been
often illustrated by our ancient writers by comparing the course of a man's life or existence to the
orbital motion of a planet round the sun. Centri.
petal force is spiritual attraction, and centrifugal
terrestrial attraction.
As the centripetal force
increases in magnitude in comparison with the centrifugal force, the planet approaches the sun-the
individual reaches a higher plane of existence. If,
on the other hand, the centrifugal force becomes
greater than the centripetal force, the planet is
removed to a greater distance from the sun, and
moves in a new orbit at that distance-the individual comes to a lower level of existence. These
are illustrated in the fil'!lt two instances I have
noticed above.
We have only to consider the two extreme cases.
When the planet in its approach to the sun
passes over the line where the centripetal and
• We share entirely in this i•lt'a.-ED. TMrn.
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centrifugal force completely neutralize each other,
ancl is only acted on by the centripetal force, it
rushes towards the sun with a gradually increasing
velocity, and is finally mixed up with the mass of
the sun's body. This is the case of .a complete
adept.
Again, when the planet in its retreat from the
sun reaches a point where the centrifugal force
becomes all-powerful, it flies off in a tangential
direction from its orbit, and goes into the depths
of void space. When it ceases to be under the
control of the sun, it gradually gives up its generative heat, and the creative energy that it originally
derived from the sun, and remains a cold mass of
material particles wandering through space until
the mass is completely decomposed into atoms.
This cold mass is compared to the fifth principle
under the conditions abote noticed, and the heat,
light, and energy that left it are compared to the
sixth and seventh principles.
Either after assuming a new orbit or in its
course of deviation from the old orbit to the new,
the planet can never go back to any point in its old
orbit, as the various orbits lying in different planes
never intersect each other.
This figurative representation correctly explains
the ancient Brahmanical theory on the subject. It
is merely a branch of what is called the Great Law
of the Universe by the ancient mystics.

'1'.
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APPENDIX.

NoTE I.
IN this connection it will be well to draw the reader's
attention to the fact that the country called
" Si-dzang" by the Chinese, and Tibet by Western
geographers, is mentioned in the oldest books
preserved in the province of Fo-kien (the headquarters of the aborigines of China) as the great seat
of occult learning in the archaic ages. According to
these records, it was inhabited by the "Teachers of
Light," the " Sons of Wisdom" and the " Brothers
of the Sun.'' The Emperor Yu the "Great"
(2207 n.c.), a pious mystic, is credited with having
obtained his occult wisdom and the system of
theocracy established by him-for he was the first
one to unite in China ecclesiastical power with
temporal authority-from Si-dzang. That system
was the same as with the old Egyptians and the
Chaldees ; that which we know to have existed in
the Brahmanical period in India, and to exist now
in Tibet-namely, all the learning, power, the
temporal as well as the secret wisdom were concentrated within the hierachy of the priests and limited
to their caste. Who were the aborigines of Tibet
is a question which no ethnographer is able to
answer correctly at present. They practise the
Bhon religion, their sect is a pre- and antiBuddhistic one, and they are to be found mostly in
the province of Kam. That is all that is known of
them. But even that would justify the supposition
that they are the greatly degenerated descendants
N
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of mighty and wise forefathers. Their ethnical
type shows that they are not pure Turanians, and
their rites-now those of sorcery, incantations, and
Nature-worship-remind one far more of the popular
rites of the Babylonians, as found in the recorda
preserved ou the excavated cylinders, than of the
religious practices of the Chinese sect of Tao-sse
(a religion based upon pure reason and spirituality),
as alleged by some. Generally, little or no
difference i11 made, even by the Kyelang missionaries,
who mix greatly with these people on the borders
of British Lahoul and ought to know better,
between the Bhons and the two rival Buddhist
sects, the Yellow Caps and the Red Caps. The
latter of these have opposed the reform of Tzongka-pa from the first, and have always adhered to
old Buddhism, so greatly mixed up now with the
practices of the Bhons. Were our Orientalists to
know more of them, and compare the ancient Babylonian Bel or Baal worship with the rites of the
Bhons, they would find an undeniable connection
between the two. To begin an argument here,
proving the origin of the aborigines of Tibet as connected with oue of the three great races which superseded each other in Babylonia, whether we call them
the Akkadians (a name invented by F. Lenormant),
or the primitive Turanians, Chaldees, and Assyrians,
is out of the question. Be it as it may, there is
reason to call the trans-Himalayan esoteric doctrine
Chaldeo-Tibetan. And when we remember that the
Vedas came, agreeably to all traditions, from the
Mansarawara Lake in Tibet, and the Brahmins
themselves from the far North, we are justified in
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looking on the esoteric doctrines of evea·y people
who once had or still bas it, as having proceeded
from one and the same source ; and to thus call
it the " Aryan-Chaldeo-Tibetan " doctrine, or
Universal Wisdom-Religion. "Seek for the LosT
WoRD among the hierophants of Tartary, China,
and Tibet," was the advice of Swedenborg the
seer.
NoTE II.
Not necessarily, we say. The Vedas, Brahmanism, and along with these, Sanskrit, were
importations into what we now regard as India.
They were never indigenous to its soil. There was
a time when the ancient nations of the West included under the g~neric name of India many of
the countries of Asia now classified under other
names. There was an Upper, a Lower, and a
Western India, even during the comparatively late
period of Alexander; and Persia (Iran) is called
Western India in some ancient classics. The
countries now named Tibet, 1\fongolia, and Great
Tartary were considered by them as forming part
of India. When we say, therefore, that India has
civilized the world, and was the Alma Mater of the
civilizations, arts, and sciences of all other nations
(Babylonia, and perhaps even Egypt, included) we
mean archaic, pre-historic India, India of the time
when the great Gobi was a sea, and the lost
" Atlantis " formed part of an unbroken continent
which began at the Himalayas and ran down over
Southern India, Ceylon, and Java, to far-away
Tasmania.
N 2
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NoTE III.
To ascertain such disputed questions, one has to
look into and study well the Chinese sacred and
historical records-a people whose era begins nearly
4,6oo years back (2697 n.c.).
A people so
accurate, and by whom some of the most important
inventions of modern Europe and its so much boasted
modern science were anticipated-such as the
compass, gunpowder, porcelain, paper, printing, &c.
-known and practised thousands of years before
these were rediscovered by the Europeans,· ought
to receive some trust for their records. And from
Lao-tze down to Hiouen-Thsang their literature
is filled with allusions and references to that island
and the wisdom of the Himalayan adepts. In the
•• Catena of Buddhist Scriptures from the Chinese," by
the .Rev. Samuel Beal, there is a chapter "On the
TIAN-TA'I School of Buddhism" (pp. 244-258)
which our opponents ought to read. Translating
the rules of that most celebrated and holy school
and sect in China founded by Chin-che-K'hae,
called Che-chay (the Wise One), in the year 57 5 of
our era, when coming to the sentence which reads:
"That which relates to the one garment (seamless)
worn by the GREAT TEACHERS Ol' THE SNOW\"
MouNTAINs, the school of the Haimavatas "
(p. 2 56), the European translator place.s after the
last sentence a sign of interrogation, as well he
may. The statistics of the school of the " Haimavatas," or of our Himalayan Brotherhood, are not
to be found in the general census records of
India.
Further, Mr. Beal translates a rule
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relating to " the great professors of the higher
order who live in mountain depths remote from
men," the Aranyalcaa, or hermits.
So, with respect to the traditions concerning this
island, and apart from the (to them) hutorical
records of this preserved in the Chinese and Tibetan
sacred books, the legend is alive to this day
·among the people of Tibet. The fair island is no
more, but the country where it once bloomed
remains there still, and the spot is well known to
some of the "-great teachers of the Snowy Moun
tains," however much convulsed and changed its
topography by the awful cataclysm. Every seventh
year these teachers are believed to assemble in
ScBAM-BBA·LA, the " Happy Land." According to
the general helief it is situated in the north-west of
Tibet.
Some place it within the unexplored
central regions, inaccessible even to the fearless
nomadic tribes ; others hem it in between the
rang~ of the Oangdisri Mountains and the northern
edge of the Gobi desert, south and north, and the
more populated regions of Khoondooz and Kashmir,
of the Gya-Pheling (British India), and China,
west and east, which affords to the curious mind
a pretty large latitude to locate it in. Others still
place it between Namur Nur and the Kuen-Lun
Mountains, but one aud all firmly believe in Schambha-la, and.speak of it as a fertile fairy-like land once
an island, now an oaais of incomparable beauty, the
place of meeting of the inheritors of the esoteric
wisdom of the god-like inhabitants of the legendary
island.
In connection with the archaic legend Qf the
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Asian Sea and the Atlantic Continent, is it not
profitable to note a fact known to all modern
geologists-that the Himalayan slopes afford
geological proof that the substance of those lofty
peaks was once a part of an ocean floor?
NoTE IV.

We have already pointed out that, in our
opinion, the whole difference between Buddhistic
and Vcdantic philosophies was that the former was
a kind of Rationalistic Vedautism, while the latter
might be regarded as tramcendental Buddhism. If
the Aryan esotericism applies the term jfvatma to
the seventh principle-the pure and per ae unconscious spirit-it is because the Vedanta, postulating
three kinds of existence- ( 1) the pdramdrthika
(tl.e true, the only real one), (2) the vyavahdrika
(the practical), and (3) the pratibhdaika (the
apparent or illusory life)-makes the first life or
jiva, the only truly existent one. Brahma, or the
oNE's SELP, is its only representative in the universe,
ns it is the universal Life in toto, while the other
two are but its " phenomenal appearances,"
imagined and created by ignorance, and complete
illusions suggested to us by our blind senses. The
Buddhists, on the other hand, deny either subjective
or objective reality even to that one Self-Existence.
Buddha declares that there is neither Creator nor
an Absolute Being. Buddhist rationalism · waa
ever too alive to the insuperable difficulty of admitting one absolute consciousness, as in the words of
Flint, " wherever there is consciousness there is
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relation, and wherever there is relation there iR
dualism." The ONE LIFB is either " HUitTA. 11
(absolute and unconditioned), and can have no
relation to anything nor to any oue ; or it is
" B.&DDBA 11 (bound and conditioned), and then it
cannot be called the absolute ; the limitation,
moreover, necessitating another deity as powerful
as the first to account for all the evil in this world.
Hence, the Arahat secret doctrine on cosmogony
admits but of one absolute, indestructible, eternal,
and uncreated UNcoNsctoUSNESS (so to translate) of
an element (the word being used for want of a
better term) absolutely independent of everything
else in the universe; a something ever present or
ubiquitous, a Presence which ever was, is, and will
be, whether there is a God, gods, or none, whether
there is a universe, or no universe, existing during
the eternal cycles of Maha Yugs, during the Pralayu as during the periods of Manvantara, and
this is SPACE, the field for the operation of the
eternal Forces and natural Law, the ham (as Mr.
Subba Row rightly calls it) upou which take place
the eternal intercorrelations of Akasa-Prakriti;
guided by the unconscious regular pulsations of
Sakti, the breath or power of a conscious deity,
the theists would say ; the eternal energy of an
eternal, unconscious Law, say the Buddhists.
Space, then, or "Fan, Bar-nang" (M!ha S\lnyati)
or, M it is called by Lao-tze, the " Emptiness," is
the nature of the Buddhist Absolute. (See Confucius' "Praise of the Abyse.") The word jiva,
then, could never be applied by the Arahats to the
Sevemh Principle, since it is only through its cor-
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relation or contact with matter that Fo-hal (the
Buddhist active energy) can develop active conacicnu
life ; and that to the question " how can unconaciorune88 generate conaci0tt8ne88 ? " the answer
would be : " Was the seed which generated a Bacon
or a. Newton self-conscious ? 11

NoTE V.
To our European readers, deceived by the
phoneti<' similarity, it must not be thought that
the name " Brahman 11 is identical in this connection with Brahma or IBWara, the personal God.
The Upaniahada-the Vedanta Scriptures-mention
no such God, and one would vainly seek in them
any allusions to a conscious deity. The Brahman,
or Parabrahm, the absolute of the Vedantins, is
neuter and unconscious, and has no connection with
the masculine Bra.hmll. of the Hindu Triad, or
Trimt1rti. Some Orientalists rightly believe the
name derived from the verb " Brih," to grow or
increase, and to be in this sense the universal
e:cpanaive force of Nature, the vivifying and
spiritual principle or power spread throughout the
universe, and which, in its collectivity, is the one
Absoluteness, the one Life and the only Reality.

H. P.

BLAVATSKY.
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DIVISION IN DIFFERENT
INDIAN SYSTEMS.

WE give below in a tabular form the classifications,

ndopted by Buddhist and by Vedantic teachers, of
the principles in man : Clanillcatlon In Eaoterlc
Buddbilm.

(1.) Sthula. sa.rira.

VedanUc Claulftcatlon.

Claulftcatlon In
Taraka ~·
YOI!&.

Annamaya. kosa.

} Sthnlopadhi.
} Pranama.ya. kosa.
Kama. rupa.
)
(a) Volitions ~ Manomaya kosa.
{
Mind & feelings,&c. )
} Snkshmopadhi.
(b)Vigiirmam. Vignanamayakosa..
Spiritual Soul.
Anandama.yakosa. Ka.ranopadhi.
Atma.
Atma.
Atma.

g:~ ~hen!;hicle of Prana.
(4.)
(5.)
(6.)
(7.)

From the foregoing table it will be seen that the
third principle in the Buddhist classification is not
separately mentioned in the V edantic division as it
is merely the vehicle of prcina. It will also be
seen that the fourth principle is included in the third
kosa (sheath), as the said principle is but the vehicle
of will-power, which is but an energy of the mind.
It must also be noticed that the VignanamayakOJta is
considered to be distinct from the Manomayakosa, as
a division is made after death between the lower part
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of the mind, as it were, which baa a closer affinity
with the fourth principle than with the sixth aud its
higher part, which attaches itself to the latter, and
which is, in fact, the basis for the higher spiritual
individuality of man.
We may also here point out to our readers that
the classification mentioned in the last column is
for all practical purposes connected with Raja
Yoga, the best and simplest. Though their are seven
principles in man, there are but three distinct Upadbis (bases), in each of which his Atma· may work
independently of the rest. These three Upadbis
can be separated by an adept without killing himself.
He cannot separate the seven principles from each
other without destroying his constitution.
T. S.
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THE SEPTENARY PRINCIPLE IN
ESOTERIC ISM.
SINCE the exposition of the Arhat esoteric doctrine was begun, many who had not acqur.inted
themselves with the occult basis of Hindu
philosophy have imagined that the two were in
conflict.. Some of the more bigoted have openly
charged the Occultists of the Theosophical Society
with propagating rank Buddhistic heresy; and have
even gone to the length of affirming that the whole
Theosophic movement was but a masked Buddhistic
propaganda. We were taunted by ignorant
Brahmins and learned Europeans that our septenary
divisions of Nature and everything in it, including
man, are arbitrary and not endorsed by the oldest
religious systems of the East. It is now proposed
to throw a cursory glance at the Vedas, the
Upanishads, the Law-Books of Manu, and especially
the Vedanta, and show that they too support our
position. Even in their crude exoterici!!m their
affirmation of the sevenfold divi110n is apparent.
Passage after passage may be cited in proof. And
not only can t~e mysterious number be found
traced on every page of the oldest Aryan Sacred
Scriptures, but in the oldest books of Zoroastrianism as well ; in the rescued cylindrical
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tile records of old Babylonia and Chaldea, in the
"Book of the Dead" and the Ritualism of
ancient Egypt, and even in the Mosaic bookswithout mentioning the secret Jewish works, such
as the Kabala.
The limited space at command forces us to allow
a few brief quotations to stand &!I landmarks and
not even attempt long explanations. It is no
exaggeration to say that upon each of the few
hints now given in the cited Slokas a thick volume
might be written.
From the well-known hymn To Time, in the
Atharva-Veda {.ltiX. 53 )" Time, like a brilliant steed with seven rays, •
Full of fecundity, bears all things onward.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Time, like a. seven-wheeled, scven.-naved car moves on,
His rolling wheels are all the worlds, his axle
Is immortality ••.."

--down to Manu, " the first and the seventh man,"
the Vedas, the Upanishads, and all the later
systems of philosophy teem with allusions to this
number. Who was Manu, the son of Swayambhuva? The secret doctrine tells us that thu
Manu was no man, but the representation of
the first human races evolved with the help of the
Dhyan-Chohans (Devas) at the beginning of the
first Round. But we arc told in his Laws (Book 1.
So) that there are fourteen Manus for every Kalpa
or ''interval from creation to creation" (reacl
interval from one minor "Pralaya" to another);
and that " in the present divine age there ha,·c
been as yet seven Manus." Those who know that
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there are seven Rounds, of which we have passed
three, and are now in the fourth ; and who are taught
that there are seven dawns and seven twilights, or
fourteen Manvantaras ,· that at the beginning of
every Round and at the end, and on and between the
planeis, there is " an awakening to illusive life,'' and
''an awakening to real life," and that, moreover,
there are "root· Manus," and what we have to
clumsily translate as the " seed-Manus "-the seeds
for the human races of the forthcoming Round (a
mystery divulged but to those who have passed the
3rd degree in initiation); those who have learned
all that, will be better prepared to understand
the meaning of the following. We are told in the
Sacred Hindu Scriptures that " the first Manu
produced si.r other ~{anus (seven primary Manus
in all), and these produced in their turn each seven
other Manus'' (Bhrigu I. 6 1-63),* the production
of the latter standing in the occult treatises as
7 x 7· Thus it becomes clear that Manu-the last
one, the progenitor of our Fourth Round Humanity
-muat be the seventh, since we are on our fourth
Round, and that there is a root-Manu on globe A
and a seed-Manu on globe G. Just as each planetary Round commences with the appearance of a
"Root-Manu" (Dhyan-Chohan) and closes with
a " Seed-Manu," so a root- and a seed-Manu appear
respectively at the beginning and the termination

*

The fact that Manu himself is made to declare that be was
created by Viraj and then produced the ten Prsjapatia, who ogl\in
produced sevt"n Manns, who in their turn gove birth to seven other
)(anus (Manu, I. 33·36), relatt's to other still earliermyaterietr, and
ia at the ume time a blirtd with regard to the doctrine of the
Septenary chain.
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of the human period on any particular planet.
It will be easily seen from the foregoing statement
that a Manu-antaric period means, as the term
implies, the time between the appearance of two
Manus or Dhyan-Chohans : and hence a minor
Manu-antara is the duration of the seven races on
any particular planet, and a major Manu-antara is
the period of one human round along the planetary
chain. Moreover, that, as it is said that each of
the seven Manus creates 7 x 7 Manus, and that
there are 49 root-races on the seven planets during
each Round, then every root-race has its Manu.
The present seventh Manu is called " Vaivasvata,"
and stands in the exoteric texts for that Manu who
represents in India the Babylonian Xisusthrus and
the Jewish Noah. But in the esoteric books we are·
told that Manu Vaivasvata, the progenitor of our
fifth race-who saved it from the flood that nearly
exterminated the fourth (Atlantean)-is not the
seventh Manu, mentioned in the nomenclature of
the Root, or primitive Manus, but one of the 49
"emanated from this 'root '-Manu."
For clearer comprehension we here give the
names of the 14 Manus in their respective order
and relation to each Round :JSt
Round.
2nd
Round.
Jrd
Round.
4th
Round.
5th
Round.

5 ut (Root) Manu on Planet A.--Swayambhnva.
lut (Seed) Manu on Planet 0.-Swarochi (or)Swarotiaha.

52nd

l2nd
5 3rd
l Jrd
54th
l4th
j 5th
l 5th

(R.) M. on Planet
(S.) M.
,.
,.
(R.) M.
,.
(S.) M.
,.
,.
(R.) M.
,.
.,
(8.) M.
,.
(R.) M.
(S.) M.

A.-Uttama.
0.-Tbamua.
A.-Raivata.
G.-Chackchutka.
A.-Vaivaavata (our pi'O0.-Savai'Di.
(genitor).
A.-Dakeha Savarni.
0.-Brahma Sa\'arni.
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on Plaoet A.-Dbnrma Savarni.
,
,
G.-Rudra Savarni.
,.
,.
A.-Roachya.
,
,,
G.-Bhoutya.

Vaivasvata thus, though seventh in the order
given, is the primitive Root-Manu of our fourth
Human ·wave [the reader must always remember
that Manu is not a man but collective humanity],
while our Vaivasvata was but one of the seven
Minor Manus who are made to preside over the seven
races of this our planet. Each of these has to become the witness of one of the periodical and everrecurring cataclysms (by fire and water in turn)
that close the cycle of every root-race. And it is
this Vaivasvata-the Hindu ideal embodiment
called respectively Xisusthrus, · Deukalion, Noah,
and by other names-who is the allegorical man
who rescued our race when nearly the whole population of one hemisphere perished by water, while
the other hemisphere was awakening from its temporary obscuration.
The number seven stands prominently conspicuous in even a. cursory comparison of the I Ith
Tablet of the Izuhubar Legends of the Chaldean
account of the 'Deluge and the so-called 1\losaic
books. In both the number seven plays a most
prominent part. The clean beasts are taken by
sevens, the fowls by sevens also; in seven days, it is
promised Noah, to rain upon the earth ; thus he
stays " yet other seven days," and again seven days;
while in the Chaldean account of the Deluge, on
the seventh day the rain abated. On the seventh
day the dove is sent out ; by sevens, Xisusthrus
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takes "jugs of wine" for the altar, &c. Why
such coincidence ? And yet we are told by, and
bound to believe in, the European Orientalists, when
passing judgment alike upon the Babylonian and
Aryan chronology they call them "extravagant and
fanciful I" Nevertheless, while they give us no
explanation of, nor have they ever noticed, as far as
we know, the strange identity in the totals of the
Semitic, Chaldean, and Aryan Hindu chronology,
the students of Occult Philosophy find the following
fact extremely suggestive. While the period of the
reign of the I o Babylonian antediluvian kings is
given as 432,000 years,• the duration of the postdilm·ian Kali-yug is also given as 43:1,000, while
the four ages or the divine Maha-yug, yield in their
totality 41320,000 years. Why should they, if
fanciful and "extravagant," give the identical figures,
when neither the Aryans nor the Babylonians have
surely borrowed anything from each other I We
invite the attention of our occultists to the three
figures given-4 tttanding for the perfect square,
3 for the triad (the seven universal and the seven individual principles), and 2 the symboi. of our illusionary world, a figure ignored and rejected by
Pythagoras.
It is in the Upanishads and the Vedanta though,
that we have to look for the best corroborations of
the occult teachings. In the mystical doctrine the
Rah68Ya, or the Upanishads-" the 'only Veda of
all thoughtful Hindus in the present day," as
• See •• Babylonia," by George Smith, p. 36. • Here again, as
with the Manlll and 10 Pradjaptstu and the 10 St!pliroiM in the
Book of N•mbtr1-they dwindle do\\·n to 1e11t11 !
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l\'Ionier Williams is made to confess, every word, as
its very name implies,* has a secret meaning underlying it. This meaning can be fully realized only
by him who has a full knowledge of Prana, the
ONE Lin, " the nave to which are attached the seven
spokes of the Universal Wheel.'' (Hymn to
Prana, Atharva-Veda, XI. 4.)
Even European Orientalists agree that all the
systems in India assign to the human body: (a) an
exterior or gross body (sthula-sarira),· (b) an inner
or shadowy body (sukshma), or linga-sarira (the
vehicle), the two cemented with-e, life Uiv or
/carana sarira, "causal body"). t These the occult
system or esotericism divides into se\·en, farther adding to these-kama, mcmas, huddhi and atman.
The Nyaya philosophy when treating of Prameyas
(by which the objects and subjects of Pramnn are to
be correctly nnder&tood) includes among the I 2 the
seven "root principles." (see Ixth Sutra), which are
1, soul (at man), and 2 its superior spirit Jivatman;
3, body (sarira); 4, senses (indriya); 5, activity or
will (pravritti); 6, mind (manas); 7, Intellection
(Bu.ddhi). 'l'he seven Padarthas (inquiries or predicates of existing things) of Kanada in the Vaise• Upa-ni-1/uul means, according to Drahminical authority, "tn
conquer ignor.ance by revealing the secret 8piritual knowledge."
According to Moni~r Williams, the title is derived from the roo~
1ad with the prepositions upa nnd ni, nnd implies "!lOmethin~
mystic.'lll that underlies or is beneath the surface."
t This Karana-1arira is often mi~taken by the uninitinted for
Li1tf}a·larira, and since it is described na the inner rudimentary or
latent embryo of the body, confounded with it.
But the Occultists
regard it as the life (body) or JifJ, which disappears at death ;
is withdrawn-leaving ~e ut and 3rd principles to dui11tegrau nnd
return to their element~.
0
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shikaB, refer in the occult doctrine to the seven
qualities or attributes of the seven principles.
Thus : I, substance (dravya) refers to body or
stkula-sarira ,· 2, quality or property (guna) to
the life principle, jiv; 3, action or act (karman) to
the Linga, sarira; 4, Community or commingling
of properties (Samanya) to Kamarupa; 5, personality or conscious individuality ( Visesha) to J.ltanu;
6, co-inherence or perpetual intimate relation
(Samuvuya) to Buddhi, the inseparable vehicle of
Atman ; 7, non-existence or non-heing in the
sense of, and as separate from, objer.tivity or substance (ahhava)---to the highest monad or Atman.
Thus, whether we view the ONE as the Vedic
Purusha or Brahman (neuter) the "all-expanding
essence;" or as the universal spirit, the "light of
lights" (jyotisham jyotih) the ToTAL independent of
all relation, of the Upanishads ; or as the Paramatman of the Vedanta ; or again as Kanada' s
Adrishla, "the unseen Force," or divine atom; or
as Prakriti, the "eternally existing essence," of
Kapila-we find in all these impersonal universal
Principles the latent capability of evolving out of
themselves "six rays" (the evolver being the seventh).
The third aphorism of the Sank!lya-Karika, which
says of Prakriti tl1at it is the " root and substance
of all things," and no production, but itself a producer of "seven things, which produced by it,
become also producers,'' has a purely occult
meaning.
What are the " producers " evoluted from this
universal root-principle, .Mula-prakriti or undifferentiated primeval cosmic matter, which evolves out
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·of itself consciousnc!!s and mind, and is generally
called '' _P rakriti " and amulam mulam, "the rootless root," and At~yakla, the "unevolved evolver,"
&c. ? This primordial tattwa or " eternally existing
• that,'" the unknown essence, is said to produce as
a first producer, I, Buddhi-" intellect"- whether
we apply the latter to the 6th macrocosmic or
microcosmic principle. This first produced produces
in its turn (or is the source of) Ahankara, "selfconsciousness " and manas " mind." 'fhe reader
will please always remember that the Mahat or
great source of these two internal faculties, "Buddhi"
per se, can have neither self-consciousness nor mind;
viz., the 6th principle in man can preserve an essence
of personal self-consciousness or " personal individuality" only by absorbing within itself its own
waters, which have run through that finite faculty;
for Ahankara, that is the perception of " I," or the
sen11e of one's personal individuality, justly represented by the term " Ego-ism," belongs to the second,
or rather the third, production out of the seven, viz., to
the 5th principle, or Manas. It is the latter which
draws "as the web issues from the spider" along
the thread of Prnkriti, the "root principle," the
four following subtle elementary principles or particles-Tanmatras, out of which "third class," the
Mahahhutas or the gross elementary principles, or
rather sarira and rupas, are evolved-the kama,
lin,qa, jiva and sthula-aa7'ira. '11he three gunas of
"Prakriti "-the Satlwa, Raja1 and Tamas (purity,
passionate activity, and ignorance or darkness)spun into a triple-stranded cord or "rope," pass
through the seven, or rather six, 'buman pJinciples.
0 2
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It depends on the sth-Martas or Ahaukara, the'
"I "-to thin the guna, "rope," into one threadt~ie sattwa ,· and thus by becoming one with the
"unevolved evolvcr," win immortality or eternal
conscious existence. Otherwise it will he again
resolved into its Mahahhautic essence ; so long as the
triple-stranded rope is left unstranded, the spirit
(the divine monad) is bound by the presence of the
gunas in the principles "like an animal" (purusha
pasu). The spirit, tltman or jivatman (the 7th and
6th prineiple11), whether of the macro- or microcosm,
though bound by these gunas during the objective
manifestation of unive~e or man, is yet nirguna-i.e.,
entirely free from them. Out of the three producers
or evolvers, Prakriti, Buddhi and Ahankara, it is but
the latter that can be callght (when man is concerned) and destroyed when personal. 'l'he " divine
monad" is aguna (devoid ofqualitie!l}, while Prakriti,
once that from passive Mula-prakriti it has become
avyakta (an active evoh•er) is gunavat-endowed
with qualities. With the latter, J!urusha or Atman
can have nought to do (of course being unable to
perceive it in its gunavatic state); with the formeror Mula-prakriti or undifferentiated cosmic essenceit has, since it is one with it and identical.
The Alma Bodha, or" knowledge of soul," a tract .
written by the great Sankaracharya, speaks distinctly
of the seven principles in man (see 14th verse).
They are called therein the five sheaths (panchakosa)
iu which is enclosed the divine monad-the Atman
and Buddhi, the 7th and 6th principles, or the
individuated soul when made distinct (through avidya, maya and the gttnas) from the supreme soul-
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Parabrahm. The I st sheath, called Ananda-mayathe "illusion of supreme bliss "-is the manas or
fifth principle of the occultists, when united with
Buddhi; the 2nd sheath is Vijnana-maya-kosa, the
case or " envelope of self-delusion,'' the manas when
self-deluded into the belief of the personal" I," or euo,
with its vehicle. The 3rd, the Mano-maya sheath,
composed of "illusionary mind" associated with
the organs of action and will, is the Kamarupa and
Linua-sarira combined, producing an illusive "P' or
Mayavi-rupa . 'l'he 4th sheath is called Prana-maya,
"illusionary life," our second life principle or jiv,
wherein resides life, the " breathing" sheath. The
5th kosa is called Anna.maya, or the sheath supported by food-our gross material body. All these
sheaths produce other smaller sheaths, or six attributes or qualities each, the seventh being always
the root sheath; and the Atman or spirit passing
through all these subtle ethereal bodies like a thread,
is called the " thread-soul" or sutratman.
We may conclude with the above demonstration.
Verily the Esoteric doctrine may well be called in
its turn the " thread-doctrine," since, like Sutratman
or Pranatman, it passes through and strings together all the ancient philosophical religious systems,
and, what is more, reconciles and explains them.
F•lr though seeming so unlike externally, they have
hut one foundation, and of that the extent, depth,
breadth and nature are known to those who have
become, like the " Wise Men of the East," adepts
in Occult Science.
H. P. BLAVATSKY.
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AT the outset I shall request my readers (such of
them at least as are not acquainted with the
Cosmological theories of the IdealiAtic thinkers of
Europe) to examine John Stuart Mill's Cosmological speculations as contained in his examination of
Sir William Hamilton's philosophy, before attempting to understand the Adwaita doctrine; and I
beg to inform them beforehand that in explaining
the main principles of the ~aid doctrine, I am
going to use, as far as it is convenient to do so, the
phraaeology adopted by English psychologists of
the Idealistic school of thought. In dealing with
the phenomena of our present plane of existence
John Stuart Mill ultimately came to the conclusion
that matter, or the so-called external phenomena,
are but the creation of our mind ; they are the
mere appearances of a particular phase of our
subjective self, and of our thoughts, volitions,
sensations and emotions which in their totality
constitute the basis of that Ego. Matter then is
the permanent possibility of sensations, and the
so-called Laws of matter are, properly speaking,
the Laws which govern the succession and coexistence of our states or' consiousness. Mill
further holds that properly speaking there is no
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noumenal Ego. 'l'he very idea of a mind existing
separately as an entity, distinct from the states of
consciousness which are supposed to inhere in it,
is in his opinion illusory, as the idea of an external
object, which is supposed to be perceived by our
senses.
Thus the ideas of mind a&d matter, of subject and
object, of the Ego and external world, are really
evolved from the aggregation of our mental states
which are the only realities so far as we are
concerned.
The chain of our mental states or states of consciousness is "a double headed-monster," according to Professor Bain, which has two distinct
aspects, one objective and the other subjective.
Mr. Mill has· paused here, confessing that psychological analysis did not go any further; the
mysterious link which connects together the train
of our states of consciousness and gives rise to our
Ahankaram in this condition of existence, still
remains an incomprehensible mystery to Western
psychologists, though its existence is but dimly
perceived in the subjective phenomena of memory
and expectation.
On the other hand, the great physicists of Europe
are gradually coming to the conclusion* that mind
is the product of matter, or that it is one of the
attributes of matter in some of its conditions. It
would appear, therefore, from the speculations of
Western psychologists that matter is evolved from
mind and that mind is evolved from matter.
These two propositions are apparently irreconc•l• See Tyndall'• Belfast Addrea.-8, R.
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able. Mill and Tyndall have admitted that Western
science is yet unable to go deeper into the ques·
tion. Nor is it likely to . solve the mystery hereafter, unless it calls Eastern occult science to iu
aid and takes a more comprehensive view of the
capabilities of the real subjective self of man and
the various aspect3 of the great objective univene.
The great Adwaitee philosophen of ancient Aryavarta have examined the relationship between
subject and object in every condition of existence
in this solar system in which this differentiation is
presented. Just as a human being is composed of
seven principles, differentiated matter in the solar
system exists in seven different conditions. These
different states of matter do not all come within
the ran~e of our present objective ~onsciousness.
But they can be objectively perceived by the
spiritual Ego in man. To the liberated spiritual
monad of man, or to the Dhyan Chohans, every
thing that is material in every condition of matter
is an object of perception. Further, Pragna or
the capacity of perception exists in seven different
aspects corresponding to the seven conditions of
matter. Strictly speaking, there are but six states
of matter, the so-called seventh state being the
a<tpect of cosmic matter in its original undifferentiated condition. Similarly there are six states
of differentiated Pragna, the seventh state being a
condition of perfect unconsciousness. By differentiated Pragna, I mean the condition in which
Pragna is split up into various states of consciousness. Thus we have six states of consciousness,
either objective or subjective for the time being, as
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the case may be, and a perfect state or uncon·
sciousness, which is the beginning and the end or
all conceivable states of consciousness, corresponding to the states of differentiated matter and its
original undifferentiated basis which is the begin·
ning and the end of ail cosmic evolutions. It
will be easily seen that the existence of consciousneu is necessary for the differentiation between
subject and object. Hence these two phases are
presented in six different conditions, and in the
last state there being no consciousness as above
stated, the differentiation in question ceases to
exist. The number of these various conditions is
different in different systems of philosophy. But
whatever may be the number of divisions, they all
lie between perfect unconsciousness at one end of
the line and our present state of consciousness or
Bahirpragna at the other end. To under~tand the
real nature of these different states of consciousness,
I shall request my readers to compare the consciousness of the ordinary man with the consciousness
of the astral man, and again compare the latter
with the consdousness of the spiritual Ego in
man. In these three conditions the objective
universe is not the same. But the difference
between the Ego and the non-Ego is common to
all these conditions. Consequently, admitting the
correctness of Mill's reasoning as regards the
subject and object of our present plane of consciousness, the great Adwaitee thinkers of India have
extended the same reasoning to other states of
consciousness, and came to the conclusion that the
various conditions of the Ego and the non-Ego
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were but the appearances of one and the same
entity-the ultimate state of unconsciousness.
This entity is neither matter nor spirit; it is
neither Ego nor non-Ego; and it is neither ohject
nor subject. In the language of Hindu philosophers it is the original and eternal combination
of Purusha and Prakriti. AB the Adwaitees hold
that an external object is merely the product of
our menbl states, Prakriti is nothing more than
illusion, and Purush is the only reality ; it is the
one existence which remains eternal in this universe
of Ideas. This entity then is the Parabrabmam
of the Adwaitees. Even if there were to be a
personal God with anything like a material Upadlli
(physical basis of whatever forin), from the standpoint of an Ad waitee there will be as much reason
to doubt his noumenal existence as there would be
in the case of any other object. In their opinion,
a conscious God cannot be the origin of the
universe, as his Ego would be the effect of a
previous cause, if the word conscious conveys but
its ordinary meaning. They cannot admit that the
grand total of all the states of consciousness in
the universe is their deity, as these states are constantly changing and as cosmic idealism ceases
during Pralaya. There is only one permanent
condition in the universe which is the state of
perfect unconciousness, bare Chidakasam (field of
con11ciousness) in fact.
When my readers once realize the fact that this
grand universe is in reality but a huge aggre~a
tion of various states of consciousness, they will
not be surprised to find that the ultimate state of
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unconsciousness is considered as Parabrahmam by
the Adwaitees.
The idea of a God, Deity, Iswar, or an impersonal God (if consciousness is one of his attributes) involves the idea of Ego or non-Ego in some
shape or other, and as every conceivable Ego or
non-Ego is evolved from this primitive element
(I usc this word for want of a better one) the
existence of an extra-cosmic god possessing such
attributes prior to this condition is absolutely inconceivable. Though I have been speaking of
this clement as the condition of unconsciousness,
it is, properly speaking, the Chidakasam or Chinmatra of the Hindu philosophers which contains
within itself the potentiality of every condition of
" Pragna," and which results as consciousness on
the one hand and the objective universe on the
other, by the operation of its latent Chichakli (the
power which generates thought).
Before proceeding to discuss the nature of
Parahrahmam.
It is to be stated that in the
opinion of Adwaitees, the Upanishads and the Brahmasutraa fully support their views on the subject.
It is distinctly affirmed in the Upanishads that
Parabrahmam, which i~ but the bare potentiality
of Pragna,• is not an aspect of Pragna or Ego in
any shape, and that it has neither life nor consciousness. The reader will be able to ascertain
that such is really the case on examining the
Mundaka and Mandukya Upanishads. The language used here and there in the Upanishads is
apt to mislead one into the belief that such
• Tho power or the capacity tbnt gives rise to perception.
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language points to the existence of a conscious
Iswar. But the necessity for such language will
perhaps be rendered clear from the following considerations.
From a close examination of Mill's cosmological
theory the difficulty will be clearly seen referred
to above, of satisfactorily accounting for the ~cue
ration of conscious states in any human being from
the stand-point of the said theory. It is generally
stated that sensations arise in us from the action
of the external objects around us : they are the
effects of impressions made on our senses by the
objective world in which we exist. This is simple
enough to an ordinary mind, however difficult it
may be to account for the transformation of a
cerebral nerve-current into a state of consciousness.
But from the stand-point of l\Hll's theory we
have no proof of the existence of any external object; even the objective existence of cur own 11enses
is not a matter of certainty to us. How, then, are
we to account for and explain the origin of our
mental states, if they are the only entities e:iistiug
in this world? No explanation is really given h.v
saying that one mental state gives rise to another
mental state, to a certain extent at all eveub,
under the operation of the so-called psychological
"Laws of Association."
Western psychology
honestly admits that its analysis hns not gone any
further. It may be inferred, howeYer, from the
~aid theory that there would be no reason for
saying that a material Clpadhi (basis) is necessary
for the existence of mind or states of consciousneStl.
As is already indicated, the Aryan psychologists
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l1ave traced this current of mental states to its
source-the eternal Chinmatra existing everywhere.
When the time for evolution comes this germ of
Pragna unfolds itself and results ultimately as
Cosmic ideation.
Cosmic ideas are the conceptions of all the conditions of existence in the Cosmos
existing in what may be called the universal mind
(the demiorgic mind of the Western Kabalists).
This Chinmatra exists as it were at every geotttetrical point of the infinite Chidalcasam. 'rhis
principle then has two general aspects. Considered
as something objective it is the eternal Asath.Mulapralcrili or Undifferentiated Cosmic matter.
'From a subjective point of view it may be looked
upon in two 'vays. It is Chidakasam when considered as the field of Cosmic ideation; and it is
Chinmatra when considered as the germ of Cosmic
ideation. These three aspects constitute the highest
'rrinity of the Aryan Adwaitee philosophers. It
will be readily seen that the last-mentioned aspect
of the principle in question is far more important
to us than the other two aspects; for, when looked
upon in this aspect the principle under consideration
seems to embody within itself the great Law of
Cosmic Evolution. And therefore the Adwaitee
philosophers have chiefly considered it in this light,
and explained their cosmogony from a subjective
point of view. In doing so, however, they cannot
avoid the necessity of speaking of a universal mind
(and this is Brahma, the Creator) and its ideation.
Bnt it ought not to be inferred therefrom that this
universal mind necessarily belongs to an Omnipresent living conscious Creator, simply because in
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ordinary parlance a mind is always spoken of in
connection with a particular living being. It
cannot be contended that a material Uphadi is indispensable for the existence of mind or mental
states when the objective universe itself is, so far
as we are concerned, the result of our states of consciousness. Expressions implying the existence of
a conscious Iswar which are to be found here and
there in the Upanishads should not therefore be
literally construed.
It now remains to be seen how Adwaitees
account for the origin of mental states in a
particular individual. Apparently the mind of a
particular human being is not the universal mind.
Nevertheless Cosmic ideation is the real source of
the states of consciousness in every in<!ividual.
Cosmic ideation exists everywhere; but when
placed under restrictions by a material (]padhi it
results as the consciousness of the individual inhering in such Upadhi.
Strictly speaking, an
Adwaitee will not admit the objective existence of
this material Upadhi. From his stand-point it is
Maya or illusion which exists as a necessary condition of Pragna. But to avoid confusion, I shall
use the ordinary language ; and to enable my
readers to gra~p my meaning clearly the following
' simile may be adopteil. Suppose a bright light i11
placed in the centre with a curtain around it.
The nature of the light that penetrates through
the curtain and becomes visible to a person stand~
ing outside depends upon the nature of the curtain.
If several such curtains are thus successively
placed around the light, it will have to penetrate
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through all of them ; and a person standing outside will only perceive as much light as is not
intercepted by all the curtains. The central light
becomes dimmer and dimmer as curtain after
curtain is placed before the observer; and ~s
curtain after curtain is removed the light becomes
brighter and brighter until it reaches its natural
brilliancy. Similarly, universal mind or Cosmic
ideation becomes more and more limited and
modified by the various Upadhia of which a human
being is composed; and when the action or
influence of these various Upadhia is successively
controlled, the miud of the individual human being
is placed en rapport with the universal mind and
his ideation is lost in Cosmic ideation.
As I have already said, these Upadllia are strictly
speaking the conditions of the gradual development or evolution of Bahipragna-or consciousness in the present plane of our existence-from
the original ' and eternal CMnmatra, which is the
seventh principle in man, and the Parahral1mam of
the Ad waitees.
This then is the purport of the Adwaitee philosophy on the subject under consideratwu, and it
is, in my humble opinion, in harmony with ·the
Arhat doctrine relating to the same subject. The
latter doctrine postulates the existence of Cosmic
matter in an undifferentiated condition throughout
the infinite expanse of space. Space and time are
but its aspects, and Puruah, the seventh principle
cof the universe, has its latent life in this ocean of
Cosmic matter. The doctrine in question explains
Cosmogony from an objective point of view.
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When the period of activity arrives, portions of
the whole differentiate according to the latent
law. When this differentiation has commenced,
the concealed wisdom or latent Chichakti acts in
the universal mind, and Cosmic energy or Fohat
forms the manifested universe in accordance with
tl1e conceptions gen<'rated in the uni¥ersal mind out
of the differentiated principles of Cosmic matter.
This manifested universe constitutes a solar system.
When the period of Pralaya comes, the process of
differentiation stops and Cosmic id~tion ceases to
exist; and at the time of Rrahmapralaya or Mahapralaya the particles of matter lose all differentiation,
and the matter that exists in the solar system returns
to its original undifferentiated condition. The
latent design exists in the one unborn eternal
atom, the centre which exists everywhere and nowhere; and this is the one life that exists every·
where. Now, it will be easily seen that the
undifferentiated Cosmic matter, Purush, and the
ONE LIFE of the Arhat philosophers, are the Mulaprakriti, Chidakasam, and Cllinmatra of the Adwaitee
philosophers. As regards Cosmogony, the Arhat
stand-point is objective, and the Adwaitee standpoint is subjective.
The Arhat Cosmogony
account11 for the evolution of the manifested solar
system from undifferentiated Cosmic matter, and
Adwaitec Cosmogony accounts for the evolution of
Bahipragna from the original Chinmatm. As the
different conditions of differentiated Cosmic matter
are but the different aspects of the various conditions of Pragna, the Adwaitee Cosmogony is but
the complement of the Arhat Cosmogony. The
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eternal principle is preci11ely the same in both the
systems, and they agree in denying the existence of
an extra-Cosmic God.
The .Arhats call themselves .Atheists, and they are
justified in doing so if theism inculcates the existence
of a conscious God governing the universe by his
will-power. Under such circumstance the Adwaitee
will come under the same denomination. Atheism
and theism are words of doubtful import, and until
their meaning is definitely ascertained it would be
better not to use them in connection with any
system of philosophy.
T. Sunau. Row.

p
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PRAKRITI AND PARUSHA.
PRA.KRITI may be looked upon either as Maya
when considered as the Upadhi of Parabrahmam or
as Avidya when considered as the Upadhi of Jivalma
(7th principle in man).* Avidya is ignorance or
illusion arising from Maya. The term Maya, though
sometimes used as a synonym for Avidya, is, properly
speaking, applicable to Prakriti only. There is no
difference between Prakriti, Maya and Sakti ; and
the ancient Hindu philosophers made no distinction
whatsoever between Matter and Force. In support
of these assertions I may refer the learned hermit
to" Swetaswatara Upanishad" and its commentary
by Sankaracharya. In case we adopt the fourfold
division of the 'Adwaitee philosophers, it will be
clearly seen that Jagrata,t Swapnat and Sushupti
Avasthas§ are the results of Avidya, and that
Vyswanarall Hiranyagarbha,- and Sutratma** are
• Upadhi-vehicle.

t Jagrata-waking state, or a condition of external perception.
::: Swapna-drenmy state, or & condition of clairvoyan~ iu the
astral plane.
§ Srulltlpti-a state of cxtasia ; and .4o<Utal-states or conditions
of Pragna.
II Vyma~tara-the magnetic fire that pervadH the manifested
solar system- the m0$t objective aspect of the ONE Lin.
~ Hiranyagarbha-the one life as manifested in the plano of
~atml Light.
" Sutratma-the Eternal germ of the manifested universe esisting in the field of Mulaprakriti.
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the manifestations of Parabrahmam in Maya or
Prakriti. In drawing a distinction between Avidya
and Prakriti, I am merely following the authority
of all the great Adwaitee philosophers of Aryavarta.
It will be sufficient for me to refer to the first
chapter of the celebrated Vidantic treatise, the
Panchadaai.
lu truth, Prakriti and Purusha are but the two
aspects of the same ONE REALITY. As our great
Sankarachnrya truly observes at the close of his
commentary on the 2 3rd Sutra of the first chapter
of the Brahma sulraa, "Parabrahmam is Karta
(Purush), as there is no other Adhishtatha,* and
Parabrahmam is Prakriti, there being no other
U padanam." This sentence clearly indicates the
relation betw~en '' the One Life " and " the One
Element" of the Arha-philosophers. This will elucidate the meaning of the stateruent so often quott:d
by Adwaitees-" Sarvam Khalvitham Brahma' ? t
and also of what is meant by saying that Brahmam is
the Upadanakarnam (material cause) of the Universe.
T. SuBBA Row.
• Aduhtatha-thnt which inher~s in another principle--the
active agent working in p,.akrili.
t Everything in the universe is llrnhmu.
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MORALITY AND PANTHEISM.
QuESTIONS have be~n raised in seYeral quarters as
to the inefficiency of Pantheism (which term is
intended to include Esoteric Buddhism, Adwaitee
Vedantism, and other similar religious 1.1ystems) to
supply a sound basis of morality.
The philosophical assimilation of meum and teum,
it is urged, must of necessity be followed by their
practical confusion, resulting in the sanction of
cruelty, robbery, &c. This line of argument points,
however, most unmistakably to the co-existence of
the objection with an all but utter ignorance of the
systems objected to, in the critic's mind, as we shall
show by-and· by. The ultimate sanction of morality,
as is well known, is derived from a desire for the
attainment of happiness and escape from misery.
But schools differ in their estimate of happiness.
Exoteric religions base their morality on the hope
of reward and fear of punishment at the hands of
an Omnipotent Ruler of the Universe by following
the rules he has at his pleasure laid down for the
obedience of his helpless subjects; in some cases,
however, religions of later growth have made
morality to depend on the sentiment of gratitude
to that Ruler for benefits received. The worthlessnen•, not to speak of the mischievousness, of
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such systems of morality is almost self-evident.
As a type of morality founded on hope and fear,
we shall take an instance from the Christian Bible :
" He that giveth to the poor lendeth to the Lord."
The duty of supporting the poor is here made to
depend upon prudential motives of laying by for
a time when the "giver to the poor" will be incapable of taking care of himself. But the Mahahharata says that "He that desireth a return for
his good deeds loseth all merit ; he is like a merchant bartering his goods." The true springs of
morality lose their elasticity under the pressure of
such criminal selfishness ; all pure and unselfish
natures will fly away from it in disgust.
To avoid such consequences attempts have been
made by some recent reformers of religion to
establish morality upon the sentiment ef gratitude
to the Lord. But it requires no deep consideration
to find that, in their endeavours to shift the basis
of morality, these reformers have rendered morality
entirely baseless. A man has to do what is represented to be a thing "dear unto the Lord "
out of gratitude for the many blessings He has
But as a matter of fact he
heaped upon him.
finds that the Lord has heaped upon him curses as
well as blessings. A helpless orphan is expected
to be grateful to him for having reUioved the props
of his life, his parents, because he is told in con!lolation that such a calamity is but apparently au
evil, but in reality the All-Merciful has underneath
it hidden the greatest possible good. With equnl
reason might a preacher of the Avenging Abriman
exhort men to believe that uncler the apparent
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blessings of the 11 Merciful " Father there lurks
the serpent of evil.
The modern Utilitarians, though the range of
their vision is so narrow, have sterner logic in
their teachings. '!'hat which tends to n. man's
itappiness is good, and must be followecl, and
the contrary shunned as evil. So far so good.
:Bnt the practical application of the doctrine is
fraught with mischief.
Cribbed, cabined, and
confined, by rank Materialism, within the short
t:pace between birth and death, the Utilitarians'
scheme of happiness is merely a deformed torso,
which cannot certainly be considered as the fair
godde!!s of our devotion.
The only scientific basis of morality is to be
sought for in the soul-consoling doctrines of Lord
iluddha or Sri Sankarachii.rya. The starting-point
of the "pant:teistic" (we use the word for want of
a better one) :~ystem of morality is a clear perception of the unity of the one energy operating .in
the manifested Cosmos, the grand result which
it is incessantly striving to produce, and the
affinity of the immortal human spirit and its latent
powers with that energy, and its capacity to cooperate with the one life in achieving it.s mighty
ohject.
Now knowledge or jnanam is divided into two
classes by Adwaitee philosophers-Paroksha and
Aparoksha. The former kind of knowledge consists
in intellectual assent to a stated proposition, the
latter in the actual realization of it. The object
which a lluddhist or Adwaitee Yogi sets before
himseif is the realiz::.tion of the oneness of ·exist-
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ence, and the practice of morality is the most
powerful means to that end, as we proceed to
show. The principal obstacle to the realization of
this oneness is the inborn habit of man of always
placing himself at the centre of the Universe.
Whatever .a man might act, think, or feel, the irrepressible personality is sure to be the central figure.
'fhis, as will appear on reflection, is that which
prevents every individual from filling his proper
sphere in existence, where he only is exactly in
place and no other individual is. The realization of
this harmony is the practical or objective aspect of
the GRAND PROBLl'!M. And the practice of morality
is the effort to find out this sphere; morality,
indeed, is the Ariadne's clue in the Cretan labyrinth
in which man is placed. From the study of the
sacred philosophy preached by Lord Buddha or Sri
Sankara paroksha knowledge (or shall we say
belief?), in the unity of existence is derived, but
without the practice of morality that knowledge
cannot be converted into the highest kind of knowledge,or aprokshajnanam,and thus lead to the attainment of mukti. It availeth naught to intellectually
grasp the notion of your being everything and
Brahma, if it is not realized in practical acts of
life.
To confuse meum and teum in the vulgar
sense is but to destroy the harmony o~ existence
by a false assertion of " I," and is as foolish as the
anxiety to nourish the legs at the expense of the
arms. You cannot be one with aU, unless all
your acts, thoughts, and feelings synchronize with
the onward march of :Nature. What is meant by
the Brahmajnani being beyond the reach of Karma,
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can be fully realized only by a man who has found
out his exact position in harmony with the One
Life in Nature ; that man sees how a Brahmajndni
can act only in unison with Nature, and never in
discord with it : to use the phraseology of
ancient writers on Occultism, a Brahmajnani is a
real " co· worker with Nature." Not only European
Sanskritists, but also exoteric Yogis, fall into the
grievous mistake of supposing that, in the opinion
of our sacred writers, a human being can escape the
operation of the law of Karma by adopting a condition of masterly inactivity, entirely losing sight
of the fact that even a rigid abstinence from
physical acts docs not produce inactivity on the
higher astral and spiritual planes. Sri Sankara has
very conclusively proved, in his commentaries on
the Bhagavad Gita, that such a supposition is
nothing short of a delusion. The great teacher
shows there that forcibly repressing the physical
body from working does not free one from vasana
or vritti-the inherent inclination of the mind to
work. There is a tendency, in every department
of Nature, for an act to repeat itllelf; the Karma
acquired in the last preceding birth is always trying
to forge fresh links in the chain, and thereby lead
to continued material existence ;-and this tendency
can only be counteracted by unselfishly performing
all the duties appertaining to the sphere in which a
person is born ; such a course alone can produce
chitta auddhi, (purification of the mind), without
which the capacity of perceiving spiritual truths
can never be acquired.
A few words must here be said about the
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physical inactivity of the Yogi or the Mahatma.
Inactivity of the physical body (athula aarira) does
not indicate a condition of inactivity either on the
astral or the spiritual plane of action. The human
spirit is in its highest state of activity in aamadhi,
(highest trance) and not, as is generally supposed,
in a dormant, quiescent condition. And, moreover,
it will be easily seen, by any one who examines the
nature of occult dynamics, that a given amount of
energy expended on the spiritual or astral plane is
productive of fargreaterresults than the same amount
expended on the physical objective plane of existence. When an Adept has placed himself eJJ rapport
with the universal mind he becomes a real power
in Nature. Even on the objective plane of existence the difference between brain and muscular
energy, in their capacity of producing widespread
and far-reaching results, can be very easily perceived. The amount of physical energy expended
by the discoverer of the steam-engine might not
have been more than that expended by a hardworking day-labourer.
But the practical results
of the labourer's work can never be compared with
the results achieved by the discovery of the steamengine. Similarly, the ultimate effects of spiritual
energy are infinitely greater tl:an those of intelleptual energy.
From the above considerations it is abundantly
clear that the initiatory training of a true Vedantin
. Raj Yogi must be the nourishing of a sleeplesl! and
ardent desire of doing all in his power for the good
of mankind on the ordinary physical plane, his
activity being transferred, however, to the higher
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astral and spiritual planes as his development
proceeds. In course of time, as the Truth becomes
realized, the situation is rendered quite clear to
the Yogi, and he is placed beyond the criticism of
any ordinary man. 'l'he l\Iahanirvan Tantra says :Chara.nti trigunatite ko vidhir ko niahedhava.

"For one, walking beyond the three gunaaSatva (feeling of gratification), Rajas (passional activity) and Tamas (inertness)-what injunction or
what restriction is there? "-in the consideration of
men, walled in on all aides by the objective plane of
existence. This does not mean that a MahatmtL
can or will ever neglect the laws of morality, but
that he, having unified his individual nature with
Great Nature herself, is constitutionally incapable
of violating any one of the laws of nature, and no
man can constitute himself a judge of the conduct
of the Great one without knowing tbe laws of all
the planes of Nature's activity. As honest mtn arc
honest without the least consideration of the
~riminnl law, so a Mahatma is moral without reference to the laws of morality..
These are, l10wever, sublime topics : we shall
before conclusion notice some other considerations
which lead the ordinary "pantheist" to the true
foundation of morality. Happiness has been defined
by John Stuart l\Iill as the state of absence of op·
position.
Manu gives the definition in more
forcible terms :Sarvam paravasam duhkham
Sarva ma.tmavasam sukham
!dam jnayo sa.mascna
Lakshanam sukhaduhkhayo.
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''Every kind of subjugation to another is pain,
and subjugation to one's self is happiness: in brief,
this is to be known as the characteristic marks of
the two." Now, it is universally admitted that the
whole system of Nature is moving in a particular
direction, and this direction, we are taught, is determined by the composition of two forces-namely,
the one aciing from that pole of existence ordinarily called " matter" towards the other pole
called " spirit," and the other in the opposite
direction. The very fact that Nature is moving
shows that these two forces are not equal in magnitude. The plane on which the activity of the
first force predominates is called in occult treatises
the " ascending arc," and the corresponding plane
of the activity of the other force is styled the "descending arc." A little reflection will "how that
the work of evolution begi11s on the descending arc
and works its way upwards through the ascending
arc. From this it follows that the force. directed
to,vards spirit is the one which must, though not
without hard struggle, ultimately prevail. This is
the great. directing energy of Nature, and, although
disturbed by the operation of the antagonistic force,
it is this that gives the law to her; the other is
merely its negative aspect, for convenience regarded
as a separate agent. If an individual attempts to
move in a direction other than that in which
Nature is moving, that individual is sure to be
crushed, sooner or later, by the enormous pressure
of the opposing force. We need not say that such
a result would be the very reverse of pleasurable.
The only way, therefore, in which happiness might
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be attained is by merging one's nature in great
Mother Nature, and following the direction iu
which she herself is moving: this again can only
be accomplished by assimilating men's individual
conduct with the triumphant force of Nature, the
other force being always overcome with terrific
catastrophes. The effort to assimilate the individual with the universal law is popularly known ns
the practice of morality. Obedience to thhl universal law, after ascertaining it, is true religion,
which has been defined by Lord Buddha "as the
realization of the True."
An example will serve to illustrate the position.
Can a practical pantheist, or, in other words,
an occultist, utter a falsehood? Now, it will
be readily admitted that life manifests itself by
the power of acquiring sensation, temporary dormancy of that power being suspended animation.
If a man receives a particular series of sensations
and pretends they are other than they really arc,
the result is that be exercises his will-power in opposition to a law of Nature on which, as we have
shown, life depends, and thereby becomes suicide on
a minor scale. Space prevents further discussion,
but all the ten deadly sins mentioned by Manu and
Budclha can be satisfactorily dealt with in the light
sought to be focussed here.
MoRINI l\{. CuATTERJI.
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OCCULT STUDY.
Tux practical bearing of occult teaching on
ordinary life is very variously interpreted by different students of the subject. For many Western
readers of recent books on the esoteric doctrine, it
even seems doubtful whether the teaching has any
bearing on practical life at all. The proposal
which it is supposed sometimes to convey, that all
earnest inquirers should put themselves under the
severe ascetic regimen followed by ita regular
Oriental disciples, is felt to embody a strain on the
habits of modem civilization which only a few
enthusiasts will be prepared to encounter. The
mere intellectual charm of an intricate philosophy
may indeed be enough to recommend the study to
some minds, but a scheme of teaching that offers
itself as a substitute for religious faith of the usual
kind will be expected to yield some tangible results
in regard to the future spiritual well-being of those
who adopt it. Has occult philosophy nothing to
give except to those who are in a position and
willing to make a sacrifice in its behalf of all other
objects in life ? In that case it would indeed be
uaeleea to bring it out into the world. In reality
the esoteric doctrine affords an almost infinite
variety of opportunities for spiritual development,
and no greater mistake could be made in connec-
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tion with the present movement than to suppose
the teaching of the Adepts merely addressed to
\
persons capable of heroic self-devotion. Assuredly
it does not · discourage efforts in the direction of the
highest achievement of occult progress, if any
Western occultists may feel disposed to make them ;
~ but it is important for us all to keep clearly in
I
view the lower range of possibilities connected with
humbler aspirations.
'I believe it to be absolutely true that even the
slightest attention seriously paid to the instructions
now emanating from the Indian Adepts will generate results within the spiritual principles of those
who render it-causes capable of producing appreciable consequences in a future state of existence.
Any one who has sufficiently examined the doctrine
of Devachan will readily follow the idea, for the
nature of the spiritual existence which in the
ordinary course of things must succeed each physical life, provides for the very considerable expansion of any aspirations towards real knowledge
that may be set going on earth. I will recur to this
point directly, when I have made clearer the general
drift of the argument I am trying to unfold. At
the one end of the scale of possibilities connected
with occult study lies the supreme development of
Adeptship; an achievement which means that the
person reaching it has so violently stimulated his
spiritual growth within a short period, as to have
anticipated processes on which Nature, in her own
deliberate way, would have spent a great procession
of ages. At the other end of the scale lies the
small result to which I have just alluded-a result

I
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which may rather be said to establish a tendency in
the direction of spiritual achievement than to
embody such achievement. But between these two
widely different results there is no hard and fast
line that can be drawn at any place to make a. distinct separation in the character of the consequences ensuing from devotion to occult pursuits.
As the darkness of blackest night gives way by
imperceptible degrees to the illumination of the
brightest sunrise, so the spiritual consequences of
emerging from the apathy either of pure materialism or of dull acquiescence in unreasonable dogmas,
brighten by imperceptible degrees from the faintest
traces of Devachanic improvement into the full blaze
of the highest perfection human nature, can attain.
Without assuming that the course of Nature which
prescribes for each human Ego Ruccessive physical
lives and successive periods of spiritual refreshment
~without supposing that this course is altered by
. such moderate devotion to occult study as is compatible with the ordinary conditions of European
life, it will nevertheless be seen how vast the consequences may ultimately be of impressing on that
career of evolution a distinct tendency in the direction of supreme enlightment, of that result which is
described as the union of the individual soul with
universal spirit.
The explanations of the esoteric doctrine which
have been publicly given, have shown that humanity in the mass has now attained a stage in the
great evolutionary cycle from which it has the
opportunity of growing upward towards final perfection. In the mass it is, of course, unlikely that
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it will travel that road : final perfection is not a
gift to be bestowed upon all, but to be worked for
by those who desire it. It may be put within the
theoretical reach of all ; there may be no human
creature living at this moment, of whom it can be
said that the highest possibilities of Nature are
impossible of attainment, but it does not follow by
any means that every individual will attain the
highest possibilities. Regarding each individual as
one of the seeds of a great flower which throws out
thousands of seeds, it is manifest that only a few,
relatively to the great number, will become fully
developed flowers in their turn. No unjust neglect
awaits the majority. For each and every one the
consequences of the remote future will be precisely
proportioned to the aptitudes he develops, but only
those can reach the goal who, with persiste11t effort
carried out through a long series of lives, differentiate themselves in a marked degree from the
general multitude. Now, that persistent effort
must have a beginning, and granted the beginning,
the persistence is not improbable. Within our own
observation of ordinary life, good habits, even
though they may not be so readily formed as bad
ones, are not difficult to maintain in proportion to
the difficulty of their commencement. For a
moment it may be asked bow this may be applied
to a succession of lives separate from each other by
a total oblivion of their details; but it really applies
as directly to the succession of lives as to the
succession of days within one life, which are separated from each other by as many nights. The
certain operation of those affinities in the indivi-
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dual Ego which are collectively described in the
esoteric doctrine by the word Karma, must operate
to pick up the old habits of character and thought,
as life after life comes round, with the same certainty that the thread of memory in a living brain
recovers, day after day, the impressions of those
that have gone before. Whether a moral habit is
thus deliberately engendered by an occult student
in order that it may propagate itself through future
ages, or whether it merely arises from unintelligent
aspirations towards good, which happily for mankind
ru:e more widely spread than occult study as yet, the
way it works in each case is the same. The unintelligent aspiration towards goodness propagates itself
and leads to good lives in the future; the intelligent
aspiration propagates itself in the same way plus
the propagation of intelligence ; and this distinction
shows the gulf of difference which may exist between
the growth of a human soul which merely drifts
along the stream of time, and that of one which is
consciously steered by an intelligent purpose throughout. The human Ego which acquires the habit of
seeking for knowledge becomes invested, life after
life, with the qualifications which ensure the success
of such a search, untjl the final success, achieved at
some critical period of its existence, carries it right
up into the company of those perfected Egos which
are the fully developed flowers only expected, according to our first metaphor, from a few of the thousand
seeds. Now, it is clear that a slight impulse in
a given direction, even on the physical plane
does not produce the same effect as a stronger
one ; eo, exactly in this matter of engendering
Q
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habits required to persist in their operation through
a succession of lives, it is quite obvious that the
strong impulse of a very ardent aspiration towards
knowledge will be more likely than a weaker one
to triumph over the so called accidents of Nature.
This consideration brings us to the question of
those habits in life which are more immediately
associated in the popular views of the matter with
the pursuit of occult science. It will be quite plain
that the generation within his own nature by an
occult student of affinities in the direction of spiritual
progress, is a matter which has little if anything to
do with the outer circu~stances of his daily life. It
cannot be dissociated from what may be called the
outer circumstances of his moral life, for an occult
student, whose moral nature is consciously ignoble,
and who combines the pursuit of knowledge with
the practice of wrong, becomes by that condition of
things a student of sorcery rather than of true
occultism-a candidate for satanic evolution instead of perfection. But at the same time the
physical habits of life may be quite the reverse of
ascetic, while all the while the thinking processes
of the intellectual life are developing affinities
which cannot fail in the results just seen to pro.
duce large ulterior consequences. Some misconception is very apt to arise here from the way in
which frequent reference. is made to the ascetic
habits of those who purpose to become the regular
chelas of Oriental Adepts. It is supposed that what
is practised by the Master is necessarily recommended for all his pupils. Now this is far from
being the case as regards the miscellaneous pupils
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who are gathering round the occult teachers lately
become known to public report. Certainly even iu
reference to their miscellaneous pupils the Adepts
would not discountenance asceticism. As we saw
just now, there is no bard line drawn across the
scale on wl1ich are defined the varying conse.
quences of occult study in all its varying degrees of
intensity-so with a!lcetic practice, from the slightest
habits of self-denial, which may engender a preference for spiritual over material gratification, up
to the very largest developments of asceticism
required as a passport to chelaahip, no such
practices can be quite without their consequences
in the all-embracing records of Karma.
But,
broadly speaking, asceticism belongs to that species
of effort which aims at personal chelaallip, and that
which contemplates the patient development of
spiritual growth along the slow track of natural
evolution claims no more, broadly speaking, than
intellectual application. All that is asserted in regard to the opening now offered to those who have
taken notice of the present opportunity, is, that
they may now give their own evolution an impulse
which they may not again have an opportunity of
giving it with the same nd\·antage to themselves if
the present opportunity is thrown aside. True, it
is most unlikely that any one advancing through
Nature, life after life, under the direction of a fairly
creditable Karma, will go on always without meeting sooner or later with the ideas that occult study
implants. So that the occultist does not threaten
those who turn aside from his teachings with any
consequences that must necessarily be disastrous.
Q

2
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He only says ihat those who listen to them must
necessarily derive advantage from so doing in exact
proportion to the zeal with which they undertake
the study and the purity of motive with which they
promote it in others.
""
Nor must it be supposed that those which have
If"· here been described as the lower range of possibilities in connection with occult study, are a mere
fringe upon the higher possibilities, to be regarded
as a relatively poor compensation accorded to those
who do not feel equal to offering themselves for
probation as regular chelas. It would be a
grave misconception of the purpoae with which the
present stream of occult teaching bas been poured
into the world, if we were to think it a universal
incitement to that course of action. It may be
hazardous for any of us who are not initiates to
speak with entire confidence of the intention of the
Adepts, but all the external facts concerned with
the growth and development of the Theosophical
Society, show its purpose to be more directly related to the cultivation of spiritual aspirations over
a wide area, than to the excitement of these with
supreme intensity in individuals. There are considerations, indeed, which may almost be said to
debar the Adepts from ever doing anything to
encourage persons iu whom this supreme intensity
of excitement is possible, to take the very serious
step of offering themseh·cs as chelas. Directly that
by doing this a man renders himself a candidate
for something more than the maximum advan·
tages that can flow to him through the operation
of natural laws-directly that iu this way he
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claims to anticipate the most favourable course
of Nature and to approach high perfection by
violent and artificial processes, he at once pnta
himself in presence of many dangers which would
never beset him if he contented himself with a
It appears to be
favourable natural growth.
always a matter of grave consideration with the
Adepts whether they will take the responsibility of
encouraging any person 1vho may not have it in
him to succeed, to expose himself to these dangers.
For any one who is determined to face them and is
permitted to do so, the considerations put forward
ab{Jve in regard to the optional character of personal physical training fall to the ground. Those
ascetic practices which a candidate for nothing
more than the best natural evolution may undertake if he chooses, with the view of emphasizing his
spiritual Karma to the utmost, become a sine qua non
in regard to the very first step of his progress. But
with such progress the present explanation is not
specially concerned. Its purpose has been to show
the beneficial effects which may flow to ordinary
people living ordinary lives, from even that
moderate devotion to occult philosophy which is
compatible with such ordinary lives, and to guard
:~gainst the very erroneous belief that occult science
is a pursuit in which it is not worth wllile to
engage, unless Adeptship i11 held out to the student
as its ultimate result.
LAY CHELA.
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SOME INQUIRIES. SUGGESTED BY MR.
SINNETT'S

t:

ESOTERIC BUDDHISM.''

THE object of the following paper is to submit
certain questions which have occurred to some
English readers of " Esoteric Buddhism." We have
had the great advantage of hearing Mr. Sinnett
himself explain many points which perplexed us ;
and it is with his sanction that we now venture to
ask that such light as is permissible may be thrown
upon some difficulties which, so far as we cau
discover, remain as yet unsolved. We have refrained from asking questions on subjects ou which
we understand that the Adepts forbid inquiry, and
we respectfully hope that, as we approach· the
subject with a genuine wish to arrive at all the
truth possible to us, our perplexities may be
thought worthy of an authorized solution.
We begin, then, with some obvious acientific
diffi.cul ties.
1. Is the Nebular Theory, as generally held,
denied by the Adepts? It seems hard to conceive
of the alternate evolution from the sun's central
mass of planets, some of them visible and heavy,
others invisible,-and apparently without weight,
as they have no influence on the movements of the
visible planets.
2. And, further, the time necessary for the
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manvantara even of one planetary chain, mucit
more of all seven, seems largely to exceed the
probable time during which the sun can retain
beat, if it is merely a cooling mass, which derives
no important accession of heat from without. · Is
some other view as regards the maintenance of the
sun's heat held by the Adepts?
3· The different races which succeed each other
on the earth are said to be separated by catastrophes, a~&ong which continental subsidences
occupy a .prominent place. Is it meant that these
subsidences are so sudden and unforeseen as to
sweep away great nations in an hour? Or, if not,
how is it that no appreciable trace is left of such
high civilizations as are described in the past ? Is
it supposed that our present European civiliz~tion,
with its offshoots all over the globe, can be
destroyed by any inundation or conflagration which
leaves life still existing on the earth ? Axe our
existing arts and languages doomed to perish ( or
was it only the earlier races who were thus profoundly disjoined from one another?
4- The moon is said to be the scene of a life
even more immersed in matter than the life on
earth. Are there then material organizations living
there ? If so, how do they dispense with air and
'vater, and how is it that our telescopes discern no
trace of their works ? We should much like a
fuller account of the Adepts' view of the moon, as
so much is already known of her material conditions that further knowledge could be more easily
adjusted than in the case (for instance) of planets
wholly invisible.
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s. Is the expression" a mineral monad" authorized by the Adepts? If so, what relation does the
monad bear to the atom, or the molecule, of ordinary scientific hypothesis ? And doea each mineral
monad eventually become a vegetable monad, and
then at last a human being? Turning now to
some historical difficultie11, we would ask as
follows:6. Is there not some confusion in the letter
quoted on p. 6z of " Esoteric Buddhism," where
" the old Greeks and Romans" are said to have
been Atlanteans? The Greeks and Romans were
surely Aryans, like the Adepts and ourselves : their
language being, as one may say, intermediate
between Sanscrit and modern European dialects.
7. Buddha's birth is placed (on p. I 41) in the
year 643 n.c. Is this date given by the Adepts
as undoubtedly correct? Have they any view as
to the new inscriptions of Asoka (as given by
General A. Cunningham, " Corpus Inscriptionum
Indicanum," vol. i. pp. 2o--z3), on the strength
of which Buddha's Nirvana is placed by Barth
("Religions of India," p. Jo6), &c., about 476 .B.c.,
and his birth therefore at about 556 n.c.? It
would be e1:ceedingly interesting if the Adepts
would give n sketch however brief of the history of
India in those centuries with authentic dates.
8. Sankaracharya's date is variously given by
Orientalists, but always after Vhrist. Barth, for
instance, places him about 788 A.D. In "Esoteric
Buddhism '' he is made to succeed Buddha almost
immediately (p. 149). Can this discrepancy be
explained ? Has not Sankaracharya been usually
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classed as Vishnuite in his teaching? And similarly bas not Gaudapada been accounted a Sivite 1
and placed much later than " Esoteric Buddhism "
(p. 147) places him? We would willingly pursue
this line of inquiry, but think it best to wait and
see to what extent the Adepts may be willing to
clear up so~e of the problems in Indian religtous
history on which, as it would seem, they must
surely possess knowledge which might be communicated to lay students without indiscretion.
We pass on to some points beyond the ordinary
range of science or history on which we should be
very glad to hear more, if possible.
9· We should like to understand more clearly
the nature of the subjective intercourse with beloved souls enjoyed in Devachan. Say~ for
instance, that I die and leave on earth some young
children. Are these cl1ildren present to my consciousness in Devachan still as children? Do I
imagine that they have died when I died? or do I
merely imagine them as adult without knowing
their life-history? or do I miss them from Devachan until they do actually dil!, and then hear from
them their li(c-history as it has proceeded between
my death and theirs ?
1 o. We do not quite understand the amount of
reminiscence attained at various points in the soul's
progress. Do the Adepts, who, we presume, are
{!quivalent tb sixth rounders, recollect their
previous incarnations? Do all souls which live on
into the sixth round attain this power of remembrance? or does the Devachan, at the end of each
.round bring a recollection of all the Devachans, or
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of all the incarnations, which have formed a part
of that particular round ? And does reminiscence
carry with it the power of so arranging future incarnations as still to remain in company with some
chot~en soul or group of souls ?
We have many more questions to ask, but we
scruple to intrude further. And I will conclude
here by repeating the remark with which we are
most often met when we speak of the Adepts to
English friends. We find that our friends do not
often ask for so-called miracles or marve/a to prove
the genuineness .of the Adepts' powers. But they
ask why the Adepts will not give some proof.-not
necessarily that they are far beyond us, but that
their knowledge does at least equal our own in the
familiar and definite tracks which Western science
has worn for itself. A few pregnant remarks on
Chemistry,-the announcement of a new electrical
law, capable of experimental verification-some
such communication as this (our interlocutors say).
would arrest attention, command respect, and give
a weight and prestige to the higher teaching which,
so long as it remains in a region wholly unverifiable, it can scarcely acquire.
We gratefully recognize the very acceptable
choice which the Adepts have made in selecting Mr.
Sinnett as the intermediary between us and them.
They could hardly have chosen any one more congenial to our Western minds :-whether we consider the clearness of his written style, the urbanity
of his verbal expositions, or the earnest sincerity of
his convictions. Since they have thus far met our
peculiar needs with such considerate judgment, we
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cannot but hope that they may find themselves able
yet further to adapt their modes of teaching to the
requirements of Occidental thought.
AN ENGLISH F.T.S.
LoNDON, July 1883.

REPLY To AN ENoLxsn

F:r.s.

ANSWERS.
It was not in contemplation, at the outset of the
work begun in Fragments, to deal as fully with the
scientific problems of cosmic evolution as now
seems expected. A distinct promise was made, as
Mr. Sinnett is well aware, to acquaint the readers
with the outlines of Esoteric doctrines and-no
more. A good deal would be given, much more
kept back.
This seeming unwillingness to share with the
world some of Nature's secrets that may have come
into the possession of the few, arises from causes
quite different from the one generally assigned.
It is not SELFISHNEss erecting a Chinese wall
between occult science and those who would know
more of it, without making any distinction between
the simply curious profane, and the earnest, ardent
seeker after truth. Wrong and unjust are those
whO. think so; who attribute to indifference for
other people's welfare a policy necessitated, on the
contrary, by a far-seeing universal philanthropy ;
who accuse the custodians of lofty physical and
spiritual though long rejected truths, of holding
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them high above the people's heads. In truth, the
inability to reach them lies entirely with the
seekers. Indeed, the chief rea!lon among many
others for such a. reticence, at any rate, with regard
to secrets pertaining to physical sciences-is to be
sought elsewhere.* It rests entirely on the impossibility of imparting that the nature of which is at
the present stage of the world's development,
beyond the comprehension of the would-be learners,
however intellectual and however scientifically
trained may be the latter. This tremendous difficulty is now explained to the few, who, besides
having read " Esoteric Buddhism," have studied and
understood the 11evcral occult axioms approached in
it. It is safe to say that it will not be even
vaguely realized by the general reader, but will
offer the pretext for sheer abuse. Nay, it has
already.
It is simply that the gradual development of m•m'11
seven principles and physical senses lw1 to be coincident and on parallel lines with Rounds and Rootraces. Our fifth race has so far developed but its
jive senses. Now, if the Kama or Will-principle of
the " Fourth-rounders" has already reached that
stage of its evolution when the automatic acts, the
unmotivated instincts and impulses of its childhood
• Needless to remind AN ENGLISH F.T.S. that what is1111id here,
npplies only to secrets the nature of which when revooled will not be
turned into a weapon against humanity in gcnPml, or its units-men.
&>creta of such cla.. could not I.e given to any one but a regular ·
chela of many yeal'B' standing and during his succeuive initiationa;
mankind ns a whole hns first to come of age, to rescb its majority,
which will happen but toward the beginning of its •ixtb race-before
~uch mysteries can be 18fely revealed to it. The r~ril i.t not altogether
4 fiction, as some chclasand even "lay" chelas know.
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and youth, instead of following external stimuli,
will have become acts of will framed constantly in
conjunction with the mind (Manas), thus making
of every man on earth of that race a free agent, a
fully responsible being-the Kama of our hardly
adult fiftlt race is only slowly approaching it. As
to the sixth sense of this, our race, it has hardly
sprouted above the soil of its materiality. It is
highly unreasonable, therefore, to expect for the
men of the fifth to sense the nature and C3sence of
that which will be fully sensed and perceived but
by th~ sixth-let alone the seventh race-i.e., to
enjoy the legitimate outgrowth of the evolution and
endowments of the future races with only the help
of onr present limited senses. 'l'he exceptions to
this quasi-universal rule have been hitherto found
only in some rare cases of constitutional, abnormally precocious individual evolutions; or, in such,
where by early training and special methods, reaching the stage of the fifth rounders, some men in
addition to the natural gift of the latter have f111ly
developed (by certain occult methods) their sixth,
and in still rarer cases their seventh, sense. As an
instance of the former class may be cited the
Seeress of Prevorst; a creature born out of time, a
rare precocious growth, ill adapted to the uncongenial atmoRpherc that surrounded her, hence a
martyr ever ailing and sickly. As an example of
the other, the Count St. Germain may be men.
tioned. Apace with the anthropological aud physiological development of man runs his spiritual
evolution. To the latter, purely intellectual grmvth
is often more an impediment than a help. An
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instance : radiant stuff.-" the. fourth state of
matter"-has been hardly discovered, and no one
-the eminent discoverer himself not exceptedhas yet any idea of its full importance, its possibilities, its connection with physical phenomena, or
even its bearing upon the most puzzling scientific
problems. How then can any " Adept" attempt
to prove the fallacy of much that is predicated in
the nebular and solar theories when the only means
by which he could successfully prove his position is
an appeal to, and the exhibition of, that sixth senseconsciousness which the physicist cannot postulate?
Is not this plain ?
Thus, the obstacle is not that the " Adepts"
would "forbid inquiry," but rather the personal,
present limitations of the senses of the average, and
even of the scientific man. To undP.rtake the explanation of that which at the outset would be
rejected as a physical impossibility, the outcome of
hallucination, is unwise and even harmful, because
premature. It is in consequence of such difficulties
that the psychic production of physical phenomena
-save in exceptional cases-is strictly forbidden.
And now, "Adepts" are asked to meddle with
astronomy-a science which, of all the branches of
human knowledge has yielded the most accurate
information, afforded the most mathematically
correct data, and of the achievements in which the
men of science feel the most justly proud! It is
true that on the whole astronomy has achieved
triumphs more brilliant than those of most other
sciences. But if it has done much in the direction
of satisfying man's straining and thirsting mind
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and his noble aspirations for knowledge, physical as
to its most important particulars, it has ever
laughed at man's puny efforts to wrest the great
secrets of Infinitude by the help of only mechanical
apparatus. While the spectroscope has shown the
probable similarity of terrestrial and sidereal substance, the chemical actions peculiar to the variously
progressed orbs of space have not been detected,
nor proven to be identical with those observed on
onr own planet.
In this particular, Esoteric
Psychology may be useful. But who of the men
of science would consent to confront it with their
own handiwork? Who of them would recognise
the superiority and greater trustworthiness of the
Adept's knowledge over their own hypotheses,
since in their case they can claim the mathematical
correctness of their deductive ~easonings based on
the alleged unerring precision of the modem instruments; while the Adepts can claim but their
knowledge of the ultimate nature of the materials
they have worked with for ages, resulting in the
phenomena produced. However much it may be
urged that a deductive argument, besides being an
incomplete syllogistic form, may often be in conflict
with fact; that their major propositions may not
always be correct, although the predicates of their
conclusions seem correctly drawn-spectrum analysis will not be acknowledged as inferior to purely
spiritual research.
Nor, before developing his
sixth sense, will the man of science concede the
error of his theories ns to the solar spectrum,
unless he abjure, to some degree at least, his
marked weakness for conditional and disjunctive
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syllogisms ending in eternal dilemmas. At present
the "Adepts'' do not see any help for it. Were
these invisible and unknown profanes to interfere
with-not to say openly contradict-the dicta of
the Royal Society, colitempt and ridicule, followed
by charges of crass ignorance of the first elementary
principles of modern science would be their only
reward; while those who would lend an ear to
their " vagaries," would be characterized immediately as types of the <;mild lunatics" of the ag~.
Unless, indeed, the whole of that august body
should be initiated into the great Mysteries at
once, and without any further ado or the preliminary and usual preparations or training, the F.R.S.'s
could be miraculously endowed with the required
sixth sense, the Adepts fear the task would be pro·
fitless. The latter have given quite' enough, little
though it may seem, for the purposes of a first
trial. The sequence of martyrs to the great universal truths has never been once broken ; and the
long list of known and unknown sufferers, headed
with the name of Galileo, now closes with that of
Zollner. Is the world of science aware of the real
cause of Zollner's premature death? When the
fourth dimension of space becomes a scientific
reality like the fourth state of matter, he may have a
statue raised to him by grateful posterity. But this
will neither recall him to life, nor will it obliterate
the days anu months of mental agony that harassed
the soul of this intuitional, far-seeing, modest
genius, made even after his death to receive the
donkey's kick of misrepresentation and to be
publicly charged with lunacy.
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Hitherto, astronomy could grope hetwten light
and darkness only with the help of the uncertain
guidance offered it by analogy. It has reduced to
fact and mathematical precision the physical
motion and the paths of the heavenly bodies, andno more. So far, it has been unable to discover
with any approach to certainty the physical constitution of either sun, stars, or even cometary
matter. Of the latter, it seems to know no more
than was taught 5,000 years ago by the official astronomers of old Chaldea and Egypt-namely, that it
is vaporous, since it transmits the rays of stars and
planets without any sensible obstruction. But let
the modern chemist be asked to tell one whether
this matter is in any way connected with, or akin
to, that of any of the gases he ill acquainted with;
or again, to any of the solid elements of his
chemistry. The probable answer received will be
very little calculated to solve the world's perplexity;
since, all hypotheses to the contrary notwithstanding,
cometary matter does not appear to possess even the
common law of adhesion or of chemical affinity. The
reason for it is very simple. And the truth ought
long ago to have dawned upon the experimentalists,
since our little world (though so repeatedly visited
by the hairy and bearded travellers, enveloped in
the evanescent veil of their tails, and otherwise
brought in contact with that matter) has neither
been smothered by an addition of nitrogen gas, nor
deluged by an excess of hydrogen, nor yet perceptibly affected by a surplus of oxygen. The essence
of cometary matter must be-and the " Adepts "
say u-totallg different from ang of tl1e chemical or
R
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physical cha1·acteristics with which the greateat
chemists and physicists of the earth are familiarall recent hypotheses to the contrary notwithstand·
ing. It is to be fenred that before the real nature of
the elder progeny of Mula Prakriti is detected, Mr.
Crookes will have to discover matter of the fifth or
e:ctra radiant state; et seq.
Thus, while the astronomer has achieved marvels
in the elucidation of the visible relations of the
orbs of space, be has learnt nothing of their inuer
constitution. His science has led him no far·
ther towards reading of that inner mystery than
has that of the geologist, who can tell us only of
the earth's superficial layers, and that of the
physiologist, who has until now been able to deal
only with man's outer shell, or Sthula Sarira.
Occultists have asser(ed, and go on asserting daily,
the fallacy of judging the essence by its outward
manifestations, the ultimiLte nature of the lifeprinciple by the circulation of the blood, mind by
the grey matter of the brain, and the physical con·
stitution of sun, stars and comets by our terrestrial
chemistry and the ruatter of our own planet.
Verily and indeed, no microscopes, spectroscopes,
telescopes, photometers, or other physical appara.
tuses can ever be focussed on either the macro· or
micro·cosmical highest prm<:iples, nor will the
mayavirupa of either yield its mystery to physical
inquiry. The methods of spiritual research and
psychological observation are the olily efficient
We have to proceed by
agencies to employ.
analogy in everything to be sure. Yet the candid
men of science must very soon find out that it is

a
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not sufficient to examine a few stars-a handful of
sand, as it were, from the margin of the shoreless,
cosmic ocean-to conclude that these stars are the
same as all other stars-our earth included ; that,
because they have attained a certain very great
telescopic power, and gauged an area enclosed in
the smallest of spaces when compared with what
remains, they have, therefore, concurrently perfected the survey of all that exist.<~ within even that
limited space.
For, in trttth, they have done
nothing of the kind. They have had only a
superficial glance at that which is made visible
to them. under the present conditions, with the
limited power of their vision. And even though
it were helped by telescopes of a hundred-fold
11tronger power than that of Lord Rosse, or the
new Lick Observatory, the case would not alter.
No. physical instrument will ever help astronomy to
scan distances of the immensity of which that of
Sirius, situated at the trifle of I 30, 1 2 5 ,ooo,ooo,ooo
miles away from the outer boundary of the spherical
area, or even that of {a) Capella, with its extra
trifle of 29 5.3 5 s,ooo,ooo,oo.::>'t< miles still farther
away, can give them, as they themselves are well
aware, the faintest idea. !<'or, though an Adept i11
unable to cross bodily (i.e., in his astral shape) the
limits of the solar 11ystcm, yet he knows that, far
stretching beyond the telescopic power of detection,
there are systems upon systems, the smallest of
which 'vould, when compared with the system of
'

• The tlgures are given from the lDathemnticll eslculationa of
\
esoteric Western astronomy. E50teric astronomy may proYe them
J
f&:Jre 10n1e day.
/
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Sirius, make the latter seem like .. an atom of dust
imbedded in the great Shamo desert. The eye of
the astronomer, who thinks he also knows of the
existence of such systems, has never rested upon
them, has never caught of them, even that spectral
glimpse, fanciful and hazy as the incoherent vision
in a slumbering mind that he has occasionally had
of other systems, and yet he verily believes he has
gauged lNFINITCDE I And yet these immeasurably
distant worlds are brought as clear and near to the
spiritual eye of the astral astronomer as a neighbouring bed of daisies may be to the eye of the
botanist.
Thus, the "Adepts" of the present generation,
though un.able to help the profane astronomer by
explaining the ultimate essence, or even the material
constitution, of star and planet, since European
science, knowing nothing as yet of the existence of
such substances, or more properly of their various
states or conditions, has neither proper terms for,
nor can form any adequate idea of them by any
description, they may, perchance, be able to prove
what this matter is not-and this is more than
sufficient for all present purposes. The next best
thing to learning what is true is to ascertain whn.t is
not true.
Having thus anticipated a few general objections,
and traced a limit to expectations, since there is no
need of drawing any veil of mystery before "An
English F.T.S.," his few questions may be partially
answered. The negative character of the replies
draws a sufficiently strong line of demarcation
between the views of the Adepts and those of
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Western science· to afford some useful hints at
least.
QuESTION

J.-Do THE ADEPTS
N EBULA.R THEORY ?

DENY THE

Answer :-No; they do not deny its general
propositions, nor the approximative truths of the
scientific hypothesett. They only deny the completeness of the present, as well as the entire error
of the many so-called " exploded " old theories,
which, during the last century, have followed each
other in such rapid succession. For instance : '
while denying, with Laplace, Herschel and others, (
that the variable patches of light perceived on the:
nebulous background of the galaxy ever belonged I
to remote worlds in the process of formation ; and·
agreeing with modern science that they proceed
from no aggregation of formless matter, but belong
simply to clusters of" stars" already formed; they
yet add that many of such clusters, that pass in
the opinion of the astro-physicists tor stars and
worlds already evoluted, are in fact but collections
of the various materials made ready for future
worlds.
Like bricks already baked, of various
qualities, shapes and colour, thst are no longer
formless clay but have become fit units of a future
wall, each of them having a fixed and distinctly
assigned space to occupy in some forthcoming
building, are these seemingly adult worlds. The astronomer has no means of recognizing their relative
adoles'Cence, ~cept perhaps by making a distinction
between the star-clusters with the usual orbital
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motion and mutnal gravitation, and thO!e termed,
we believe, irregular star-clusters of very capricious
and changeful appearances. /I'hrown together as
though at random, and seexn<ngly in utter violation
of the law of symmetry, they defy observation: such,
for instnnce, are 5 M. Lyrae, 52 M. Cepbei, DumbBell, and some others. Before an emphatic contradiction of what precedes is attempted, and ridicule
offered perchance, it would not be amiss to
ascertain the nature and character of those other
so-called "temporary" s~ars, whose periodicity,
though ne,•er actually proven, is yet allowed to
pass unquestioned. What are these stars which,
appearing suddenly in matchless magnificence and
splendour, disappear as mysteriously as unexpectedly,
without leaving a single trace behind ? Whence
do they appear ? Whither are they engulfed?
In the great cosmic deep--we say. The bright
" brick " is caught by the hand of the masondirected by that Universal Architect which destroys
but to rebuild. It has found its place in the
cosmic structure and will perform its mission to its
last Manvantaric hour.

/
Another point most emphatically denied by the
' " Adepts" is, that there exist in the whole range of
'·isible heavens any spaces void of starry worlds.
'l'here are stars,. worlds and systems within as
without the systems made visible to man, and even
within our own atmosphere, for all the physicist
knows. The "Adept" affirms in this connection that
orthodox, or so-called official science, uses very often
the word " infinitude " without attaching to it any
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adequate importance; rather as a flower of speech
than a term implying an awful, a most mysterious
Reality. When an astronomer is found in his
Reports "gauging infinitude," even the most intuitional of his class is hut too often apt to forget
that he is gauging only the superficies of a small
area and its visible depths, and to speak of these
as though they were merely the cubic contents
of some known quantity.
This is the direct
result of the present conception of a threedimensional space. The tum of a four-dimensional
world is near, but the puzzle of science will ever
continuP. until their concepts reach the natural
dimensions of visible aud invisible space-in its
aeptensry completeness. "The Infinite and the
Absolute are only the names for two counterimbecilities of the human (uninitiated) mind;''
and to regard them as the transmuted " properties
of the nature of things-of two subjective negatives
converted into objective affirmatives," as Sir W.
Hamilton puts it, is to know nothing of the infinite
operations of human liberated spirit, or of its
attributes, the first of which is its ability to pass
beyond the region of our terrestrial experience
of matter and space. As an absolute vacuum
is an impossibilit)l below, so is it a like impossibility
abat:e. But our molecules, the infinitesimals of
the vacuum" below," are replaced by the giant-atom
of the Infinitude " above." When demonstrated,
the four-dimensional conception of space may lead
to the invention of new instruments to explore the
extremely dense matter that surrounds us as a ball
of pitch might surround-say, a fly, but which, in
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our extreme ignorance of all its properties save those
we find it exercising on our earth, we yet call the
clear, the serene, and the transparent atmosphere.
This is no p11ychology, but simply occult physics,
which can never confound "substance'' with
" centres of Force," to use the terminology of a
Western science which is ignorant of Mag a. In
less than a century, besides telescopes, microscopes,
micrographs and telephones, the Royal Society will
have to offer a premium for such an etheroscope.
It is also necessary in connection with the
question under reply that "An English F.T.S."
should know that the " Adepts" of the Good Law
reject gravity as at present explained. They deny
that the so-called " impact theory " is the only one
that is tenable in the gravitation hypothesis. They
say, that if all efforts made by the physicists to
connect it with ether, in order to explain electric
and magnetic distance-action have hitherto proved
complete failures, it is again due to the race
ignorance of the ultimate states of matter in Nature,
and, foremost of all, of the real nature of the solar
stuff. Believing but in the law of mutual magnetoelectric attraction and 1-epulsion, they agree with
those who have come to the conclusion that
"Universal gravitation is a weak force," utterly
incapable of accounting for even one. small portion
of the phenomena of motion, In the same con·,;cction they are forced to suggest that science
may be wrong in her indiscriminate postulation of
centrifugal force, which is neither a universal
nor a consistent law. To cite but one instance ;
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this force is powerless to account for the spheroidal
oblatenesa of certain planets. For if the bulge
of planetary equators and the shortening of
their polar axes is to be attributed to centrifugal
force, instead of being simply the result of the
powerful influence of solar electro-magnetic attraction, " balanced by concentric rectification of each
planet's own gravitation achieved by rotation on its
axis," to use an astronomer's phraseology (neither
very clear nor correct, yet serving our purpose to
show the many flaws in the syst~m), why should
there be such difficulty in answering the objection
that the differences in the equatorial rotation and
density of various planets are directly in opposition
to this theory ? How long shall we see even great
mathematicians bolstering up fallacies to supply an
evident hiatus I The "Adepts" have never claimed
superior or any knowledge of Western astronomy
and other sciences. Yet turning even to the moat
elementary textbooks used in the schools of
India, they find that the centrifugal theory of
Western birth is unable to cover all· the ground.
That, unaided, it can neither account for every
spheroid oblate, nor explain away such evident
difficulties as are presented by the relative density
of some planets. How indeed can any calculation
of centrifugal force explain to us, for instance, why
Mercury, whose rotation is, we are told, only" about
one-third that of the Earth, and its density only
about one-fourth greater than the Earth," should
have a polar compression more than ten times greater
than the latter 1 And again, why Jupiter, whose
equatorial rotation is said to be " twenty-seven
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times greater, and its density only about one-fifth
that of the Earth," should have its polar compression
seventeen times greater than that of. the Earth?
Or, why Saturn, with an equatorial velocity fiftyfiye times greater than Mercury for centrifugal force
to contend with, should have_its polar compression
onlg three times greater than Mercury's ? To crown
the above contradictions, we are asked to believe in
the Central Forces as taught by modern science,
even when told that the equatorial matter of the sun,
with more than four times the centrifugal velocity
of the earth's equatorial surface and only about onefourth part of the gravitation of the equatorial
matter, has not manifested any tendency to bulge
out at the sol&;l' P.quator, nor shown the least
flattening at the poles of the solar axis. In other
and clearer words, the sun, with only one-fourth
of our t'arth's density for the centrifugal force to
work upon, has no polar compression at all! ·we
find this objection made by more than one astronomer, yet never explained away satisfactorily so
far as the " Adepts" are aware.
Therefore do they say that the great men of
science of the West, knowing nothing or next to
nothing either about cometary matter, centrifugal
and centripetal forces, the nature of the nebulre,
or the physical constitution of the sun, stars, or
even the moon, are imprudent to speak so confi·
dently as they do about the ",central mass of the sun''
whirling out into space planets, comets, and what- ·
not. Our humble opinion being wanted, we maintain : that it evolutes out, but the life principle,
the soul of these bodies, giving and receiving it hack
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in our little solar system, as the ''Universal Lifegiver," the ONE ·LIFE gives and receives it in the
Infinitude and Eternity; that the Solar System
is as much the Microcosm of the ONE Macrocosm,
ns man is the former when compared with his own
little solar cosmos.
What are the proofs of science ? The solar spots
(a misnomer, like much of the rest)? But these do
not prove the solidity of the " central mass," any
more than the storm-clouds prove the solid mass of
the atmosphere behind them. Is it the non-coextensivenees of the sun's body with iU! apparent
luminous dimensions, the said "body" appearing
" a solid mass, a dark sphere of matter confined
within a fiery prison-bouse,a robe of fiercest flames?"
We say that there is inde~d a "prisoner" behind, but
that having never yet been seen by any physical,
mortal eye, what he allows to be seen of him is
merely a gigantic reflection, an illusive phantasma
of" solar appendages of some sort," as Mr. Proctor
honestly calls it. Before saying anything further,
we will consider the next interrogatory.

QuESTION II.-Is THE SuN MERELY
MAss?

A

CooLING

Such is the accepted theory of modern science :
it is not what the "Apepts '' teach. The former
says-the sun "derives no important accession of
heat from without : '' the latter answer-" the sun
needs it not." He is quite as self· dependent as he
is self-luminous ; and for the maintenance of his
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heat requires no help, no foreign accession of vital
energy ; for he is the heart of his system, a hea.rt
that will not cease its throbbing until its hour Qf
rest shall come. Were the sun " a cooling mass,"
our great life-giver would have indeed grown dim
with age by this time, and found some trouble to
keep his watch-fires burning for the future races to
accomplish their cycles, and the planetary chains to
achieve their rounds. There would remain no hope
for evoluting humanity; except perhaps in· what
passes for science in the astronomical textbooks of
Missionary Schools-namely, that cc the sun has an
orbital journey of a hundred millions of years
before him, and the system yet but seven thousand
years old!" (Prize Book, "Astronomy for General
Readers.'')
The "Adepts," who are thus forced to demolish
before they can reconstruct, deny most emphatically
(a) that the sun is in combustion, in any ordinary
sense of the word; or (b) that he is incandescent, or
even burning, though he is glowing; or (c) that his
luminosity has already begun to weaken and his
power of combustion may be exhausted within a
given and conceivable time; or even (d) that his
chemical and physical constitution contains any of
the elements of terrestrial chemistry in any of the
states that either chemist or physicist is acquainted
with. With reference to the latter, they add that,
properly spc:>aking, though the body of the suna body that was never yet reflected by telescopt:
or spectroscope that man invented-cannot be said
to be constituted of those terrestrial elements with
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the state of which the chemist is familiar, yet that
these elements are all present in the sun's outward
robes, and a host more of elements unknown so far
to science.
There seems little n.eed, indeed, to
have waited so long for the lines belonging to these
r.espective elements to correspond with dark lines
of the solar spectrum to know that no element
present on our earth could ever be possibly found
wanting in the sun; although, on the other hand,
there are many others in the sun which have either
not reached or not as yet been discovered on our
globe. Some may be missing in certain stars and
heavenly bodies still in the process of formation ; or,
properly speaking, though present in them, these
elements on account of their undeveloped stnte may
not respond as yet to the usual scientific tests. But
how can the earth possess that which the sun has
never had ? The " Adepts " affirm as a. fact that
the true Sun-an invi!rlble orb of which the known
one is the shell, mask, or clothing-has in him the
spirit of every element that exists in the. solar
system; and his "Chromosphere," as Mr. Lockyer
named it, has the same, only in a far more developed condition, though still in a state unknown
on earth ; our planet having to await its further
growth and development before any of its elements
can be reduced to the condition they are in within
that chromosphere. Nor can the substance pro·
ducing the coloured light in the latter be properly
called solid, liquid, or even "gaseous," as now sup·
poaed, for it is neither. Thousands of years before
Leverrier aml Padri Secchi, the old Aryans sung of
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Surya •••• "hiding behind his Yogi,• robes his
head that no one could see; " the ascetic's dress
being, as all know, dyed expressly into a red-yellow
hue, a colouring matter with pinkish patch£'1 on it, ·
rudely representing the vital principle in man's
blood-the symbol of the vital principle in the sun,
or what is now called chromosphere. The "rosecoloured regiOD-,1 " How little astronomers will ever
know of its real nature, even though hundreds of
eclipses furnish them with the indisputable evidence
of its presence. The sun is so thickly surrounded
by a shell of this "red matter,'' that it is useless for
them to speculate with only the help of their physical instruments, upon the nature of that which they
can never see or detect with mortal eye behind that
brilliant, radiant zone of matter.
If the " Adepts " are asked : " What then, in
your views, is the nature of our sun and wh,_t is
there beyond that cosmic veil? "-they answer:
beyond rotates and beats the heart and head of our
system ; externally is spread its robe, the nature
of which is not matter, whether solitl, liquid, or
gaseous, such as you are acquainted with, but vital
electricity, condensed and made visible.t And if

* There is an interesting story in the Purnnas rdating to this
subject. The J>cvas, it would appear, asked the great Itishi Vaaiaht:l
to bring the sun into Satya Loka. The Rishi requested the Sungod w do so. Tho Sun-god replied that all the worlds would be
destroyed if he were to leave his pl»cl', The Rishi then offered to
place his red·coloured cloth (Ka1hog Ya•tram) in the place of tho
sun's disk, and did ao. The visible body of tho sun is this robe of
Vnsishta, it would seem.
t If the" English l<'.T.S." would taketh~< trouble of consulting
p. II of the ":Magia Adnmica" of Eugenius Philalethes, bia learned
compatriot., he would find therein the difference between a ~iaible
and an invisible plnnet as clt.'arly binted at as it wRS mfe to do at a
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the stntement is objected to on the grounds that
were the luminosity of the Run due to any other
cause than combustion and flame, no physical law of
. which Western science bas any knowledge could
account for the existence of such intenRely high
temperature of the sun without combustion; that
such a temperature, besides burning with its light
and flame every visible thing in our universe, would
show its luminosity of a homogeneous and uniform
intensity throughout, which it does not ; that undulations and distnrbances in the photosphere, the
growing of the " protuberances," and a fierce raging
of elements in combustion have been observed in the
sun, with their tongues of fire and spots exhibiting
every appearance of cyclonic motion, and "solar
storms," &c. &c.; to this the only answer that can
be given is the following : the appearances are all
there, yet it iB not combustion. Undoubtedly were
the " robes," the dazzling drapery which now
envelopes the whole of the sun's globe, withdrawn,
or even " the shining atmo11phere which permits us
time when the iron claw of orthodoxy had the power as wel11u disposition to tear the flesh from heretic bones. " The earth is invisible,"
aaya he, •••• " an<l which is more, u,e e.ve of man never •aw
the earth, nor can it be •un without art. To make this clement
vitible is the greaeut •ecret in magic. • • • As for this feculent, gl'0811
body upon which we walk, it ia a compo1f, and no earth but it hath
earth in it , ••• in a word, all the e~ment• are vUible but one,
namely, the earth: nnd when thou llast attained to so much pl!f'j'ection
as to know why God hath placed tho earth in ab•condito, thou boat
:m cscellcnt figure whereby to knO\v God hinuelf, nnd how ht~ is
rilible, bow invi•ibk." The italics are the author's, it being the
<.'llltom of the Alchemists to empltasize those words which had a
double meaning in their code. Here "God himself," m.ible and
i•,Uib~. relates to their lapi8 philo•ophorum-Natnre'e seventh
principle.
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to see the sun" (as Sir William Herschel thought)
. removed so as to allow one trifling rent, our whole
universe would be reduced to ashes. Jupiter Fulminator revealing himself to his beloved would incinerate her instantly. But it can never be. The
protec::ting shell is of a thickness and at a distance
from the universal HEART that can hardly be ever
calculated by your mathematicians. And how can
they hope to see the sun's inner body once that the
existence of that " chromosphere " is ascertained,
though its actual density may be still unknown,
when one of the greatest, if not the greatest, of their
authorities-Sir W. Herschel-says the following :
"The sun, also, has its atmosphere, and if some of
the fluids which enter into its composition should be
of a shining brilliancy, while others are merely
transparent, any temporary cause which may remove
the lucid fluid will permit us to see the body of the sun
through the transparent ones." The underlined
words, written nearly eighty years ago, embody the
wrong hypothesi~ that the body of the sun might be
seen under such circumstances, whereas it is only
the far-away layers of "the lucid fluid'' that would
be perceived. And what the great astronomer adds
invalidates entirely the first portion of his assump·
tion : " If an observer were placed on the moon, he
would see the solid body of our earth (Jtt/y i11 tlwae
places where the transparent fluids of the atmosphere
would permit him. In others, the opaque vapours
would reflect the light of the sun without permitting his view to penetrate to the surface of our
globe." Thus, if the atmosphere of our earth,
which in its relation to the "atmosphere " (?) of
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the sun is like the tenderest skin of a fruit compared with the thickest husk of a cocoa-nut, would
prevent the eye of an observer standing on the
moon from penetrating everywhere "to the surface
of our globe," how can an astronomer ever expect
his sight to penetrate to the sun's surface-, from our
earth and at a distance of from 8 5 to 9 5 million
miles,* whereas, the moon, we are told, is only
about 238,ooo miles I 'Ihe proportionately larger
size of the sun does not bring it any the more
within the scope of our physical vision. Truly
remarks Sir W. Herschel that the sun " has been
called a globe of fire, perhap8 metaphorically ! " It
has been supposed that the dark spots were solid
bodies revolving near the sun's surface. " They
have been conjectured to be the smoke of volcanoes
• • • • the scum floating upon an ocean of fluid
matter. • • • They have been taken for clouds
• • • • explained to be opaque masses swimming
in the fluid matter of the sun. • . ." When all
his anthropomorphic conceptions are put aside, Sir
John Herschel, whose intuition was still greater
than his great learning, alone of all astronomers
comes near the truth-far nearer than any of those
modern astronomen who, while admiring his gigantic
learning, smile at his " imaginative and fanciful
theories." His only mistake, now shared by most
astronomers, was that he regarded the "opaque body"
occasionally observed through the curtain of the
"luminous envelope" as the sun itself. When saying

* Verily, '' ab1ol11te aCt:Urac!l in the solution of this problem (of
distances between the heavenly bodies and the eartb) iuimpl9 o11t of
tile qwution."
s
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in the course of his speculations upon the Nasmyth
wiliow-leaf theory-" the definite shape of these objects, their exact similarity one to another . . • • all
these characters seem quite repugnant to the notiou
of their being of a vaporous, a cloudy, or a fluid
nature "-his spiritual intuition served him better
than his remarkable knowledge of physical science.
When he adds : cr Nothing remains but to consider them a8 separate and independent sheets,
flakes . . . . having some sort of solidity • • • • Be
they what they may, they are evidently the immediate
sources of the solar light and heat "-he utters a
grander physical truth than was ever uttered by
any living astronomer. And when, furthermot"e,
we find him postulating-'' looked at in this point·
of view, we cannot refuse to regard them as organisms
of some peculiar and amazing kind ; and though it
would be too daring to speak of such organization
as partaking of the nature of life, yet we do know
that vital action is competent to develop at once heat,
and light, and electrici/;IJ," Sir John Henchel gives
out a theory approximating an occult truth more
than any of the profane ever did with regard to solar
physics. These " wonderful objects " are not, as a
modem astronomer interprets Sir J . Herschel's
words, "solar inhabitants, whose fiery constitution
enables them to illuminate, warm and electricize
the whole solar system," but simply the reservoirs
of solar vital energy, the vital electricity that feeds
the whole system in which it lives, and breathes, and
has its being. The sun is, as we say, the storehouse
of our little cosmos, self-generating its vital fluid,
and ever receiving a' much as it gives out. Were
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the astronomers to be asked-what definite and
positive fact exists at the root of their solar theory
-what knowledge they have of solar combustion
and atmosphere-they might, perchance, feel embar~
rassed when confronted with all their present theories.
For it is sufficient to make a resume of what the
solar phycisists do not know, to gain conviction that
they are as far as ever from a definite knowledge of
the constitution and ultimate nature of the heavenly
bodies. We may, perhaps, be permitted to enumerate:Beginning with, as Mr. Proctor wisely calls it,
"the wildest assumption possible," that there
is, in accordance with the law of analogy, some
general resemblance between the materials in, and
the processes at work upon, the sun, and those
materials with which terrestrial chemistry and
physics are familiar, what is that sum of results
achieved. by spectroscopic and other analyses of the
surface and the inner constitution of the sun, which
warrants any one in establishing the a.viom of the
sun's combustion and gradual extinction? They
have no means, as they themselves daily confess,
of experimenting upon, hence of determining, the
sun's physical condition; for (a) they are ignorant
of the atmospheric limits; (h) even though it were
proved that matter, such as they know of, is continuously falling upon the sun, being ignorant of its
real velocity and the nature of the material it falls
npon, they are unable " to discuss of the effect of
motions wholly surpassing in velocity . . . . enormously exceeding even the inconceivable velocity
of many meteors;" (c) confessedly-they "have
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no means of learning whence that part of the light
comes which gives the continuous spectrum" . . . .
hence no means of determining how great a depth
of the solar substance is concerned in sending out
that light. This light " may come from the surface
layers only;" and, "it may be but a shell" •.••
(truly!); and finally, (d) they have yet to learn "how
far combustion, properly so-called, can take place
within the sun's mass;" and "whether these processes,
which we (they) recognize as combustion, are the
only processes of combustion which can actually
take place there." Therefore, Mr. Proctor for
one comes to the happy and prudent idea after
all "that what had been supposed the most
marked characteristic of incandescent solid and liquid
bodies, is thus shown to be a possible characteristic of the light of the glowing gas." Thus, the
whole basis of their reasoning having been shaken
(by Frankland's objection), they, .the astronomers,
may yet arrive at accepting the occult theory, viz.,
that they have to look to the 6th state of matter,
for divulging to them the true nature of their
photospheres, chromospheres, appendages, prominences, projections and horns. Indeed, when one
finds one of the authorities of the age in physical
science-Professor Tyndall-saying that "no earthly
substance with which we are acquainted, no substance
which the fall of meteors has landed on the earthwould he at all competent to maintain the sun's
combustion;" and again:-" .••• multiplying
all our powers by millions of millions, we do not
reach the sun's expenditure. And still, notwithstanding this enormous drain in the lapse of human
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history, we are unable to detect a diminution of hia
store . • . . "-after reading this, to see the men
of science still maintaining their theory of " a hot
globe cooling," one may be excused for feeling surprised at such inconsistency. Verily is that great
physicist right in viewing the sun itself as '' a
speck in infinite extension-a mere drop in the
Universal sea ; " and saying that, " to Nature
nothing can be added ; from Nature nothing can be
taken away ; the sum of her energy is constant, and
the utmost man can do in the pursuit of physical
truth, or in the applications of physical knowledge,
is to shift the constituents of the never-varying total.
The law of conservation rigidly excludes both creation
and annihilation • • • • the flux ofpower is eternally
the same." Mr. Tyndall speaks here as though he
were an Occultist. Yet, the memento mori-" the
sun is cooling . . • . it is dying I . . . . " of
the W~tcrn Trappists of Science resounds as loud
as it ever did.
No, we say; no, while there is one man left on
the globe, the sun will not be extinguished. Before
the hour of the « Solar Parlaya" strikes on the
watch-tower of Eternity, all the other worlds of our
system will be gliding in their spectral shells along
the silent paths of Infinite Space. Before it strikes,
Atlas, the mighty Titan, the son of Asia and the
nursling of JEther, will have dropped his heavy
manvantaric burden and--died; the Ple"iades, the
bright seven Sisters, will have upon awakening hiding
Sterope to grieve with them-to die themselves for
their fatlwrs loss. And, Hercules, moving o.lf his
left leg, will have to shift his place in heavens and
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erect his own funeral pile. Then only, surrounded
by the fiery element breaking through the thickening gloom of the Pralayan twilight, will Hercules,
expiring amidst a general conflagration, bring on
likewise the death of our sun : he will have unveiled by moving off the "CENTRAL SuN "-the
mysterious, the ever-hidden ceutre of attraction of
our sun and system. Fables ? Mere poetical
fiction? Yet, when one knows that the most exact
sciences, the greatest mathematiC'al and astronomical truths went forth into the world among the
hoi polloi from the circle of initiated priests, the
Hierophants of the sanctum sanctorum of the old
temples, under the guise of religious fables, it may
not be amiss to search for universal truths eveu
under the patches of fiction's harlequinade. This
fahle about the Pleiades, the Sl'1X"'l Sisters, Atlas,
and Hercules exists identical in subject, though
under other names, in the sacred· Hindu books, and
has likewise the same occult meaning. But then
like the Ramayana " borrowed from the Greek
Iliad" and the Bhagavat-Gita and Krishna plagiarized from the Gospel-in the opinion of the g1·eat
Sanskritist, Prof. Weber, the Aryans may have also
borrowed the Pleiades and their Hercules from the
same source I When the Brahmins can be shown
by the Christian Orientalists to be the direct descendants of the Teutonic Crusaders, then only,
perchance, will the cycle of proofs be completed,
and the historical truths of the West vindicated I
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QuEsTION

III.-AaE

THE GREAT NATIONs To BE

SwEPT AwAY IN AN

HouR?

No such absurdity was ever postulated. The
cataclysm that annihilated the choicest sub-races of
the Fourth race, or the Atlanteans, was slowly preparing its work for ages ; as any one can read in
"Esoteric Buddhism" (page 54). "Poseidonis," so
called, belongs to historical times, though its fate
begins to be realized and suspected only now.
What was said is still asserted : every root-race is
separated by a catastrophe, a cataclysm-the basis
and historical foundation of the fables woven later
on into the religious fabric of every people, whether
civilized or Ravage, under the names of "deluges,"
" showers of fire," and such like.
That no "appreciable trace is left of such high
civilization" is due to several reasons. One of
these may be traced chiefly to the inability, and
partially to the unwillingness (or shall we say congenital spiritual blindness of this our age I) of the
modern archreologist to distinguish between excavations and ruins 50,000 and 4,000 years old, and
to assign to many a grand archaic ruin its proper
nge and place in prehistoric times. For the latter
the archreologist is not responsible-for what
criterion, what sign has he to lead him to infer
the true date of an excavated building bearing no
inscription; and what warrant has the public that
the antiquary and specialist has not made an error
of some 20,000 years? A fair proof of this we
have in the scientific and historic labelling of the
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Cyclopean architecture. Traditional archreology
bearing directly upon the monumental is rejected.
Oral literature, popular legends, ballads and rites,
are aU stifled in one word-superstition; and .
popular antiquities have become "fables" and
"folk-lore." The ruder style of Cyclopean masonry,
the walls of 'fyrius, mentioned by Homer, are
placed at the farthest end-the dawn of pre-Roman
history; the walls of Epirus and Mycenre-at the
nearest. The latter are commonly believed the
work of the Pelasgi and probably of about 1 ,ooo
years before the Western era. As to the former,
they were hedged in and driven forward by the
Noachian deluge till very lately-Archbishop
Usher's learned scheme, computing that earth and
man "were created 4,004 B.c.," having been not
only popular but actually forced upon the educated
classes until Mr. Darwin's triumphs. Had it not
been for the efforts of a few Alexandrian and other
mystics, Platonists, and heathen philosophers,
Europe would have never laid her hands even on
those few Greek and Roman classics she now
possesses. And, as among the few that escaped
the dire fate not all by any means were trustworthy
-hence, perhaps, thP. secret of their preservationWestern · scholars got early into the habit of rejecting all heathen testimony, whenever truth
clashed with the dicta of their churches. Then,
again, the modern Archreologists, Orientalists and
Historians, are all Europeans ; and they are all
Christians, whether nominally or otherwise. However it may be, most of them seem to dislike to
allow any relic of archaism to antedate the sup-
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posed antiquity of the Jewish records. This is a
ditch into which most have slipped.
The traces of ancient civilizations exist, and they
are many. Yet, it is humbly su~ested, that so
long as there are reverend gentlemen mixed up
unchecked in archreological and Asiatic societies ;
and Christian bishops to write the supposed histories and religions of non-Christian nations, and
to preside over the meetings of Orientalists-so lo11.g
will Archaism and its remains be made subservient
in every branch to ancient Judaism and modern
Christianity.
So far, archreology knows nothing of the sites of
other and far older civilizations, except the few it
has stumbled upon, and to which it has assigned
their respective ages, mostly under the guidance of
biblical chronology. Whether the West had any
right to impose upon Universal History the untrustworthy chronology of a small and unknown
Jewish tribe and reject, at the same time, every
datum as every other tradition furnished by the
classical writers .of non-Jewish and non-Christian
nations, is questionable. At any rate, had it accepted as willingly data coming from other sources,
it might have assured itself by this time, that not
only in Italy and other parts of Europe. but even
on sites not very far from those it is accustomed to
regard as the hotbed of ancient relics-Babylonia
and ABSyria-there are other sites where it could
profitably excavate. The immense " Salt Valley ,
of Dasht-Beyad by Khorasson covers the most
ancient civilization!~ of the world ; while the Shamo
desert has had time to change from sea to land,
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and from fertile land to a dead desert, since the
day when the .first civilization of the Fifth Race left
its now invisible, and perhaps for ever hidden,
" traces " under its beds of sand.
Times have changed, are changing. Proofs of
the old civilizations and the archaic wisdom are
accumulating. Though soldier-bigots and priestly
schemers have burnt books and converted old
libraries to base uses ; though the dry rot and the
insect have destroyed inestimably precious records;
though within the historic period the Spanish
brigands made bonfires of the works of the refined
archaic American races, which, if spared, would
have solved many a riddle of history; though Omar
lit the fires of the Alexandrian baths for months
with the literary treasures of the Serapcum; though
the Sybilline and other mystical books of Rome
and Greece were destroyed in war; though the South
Indian invaders of Ceylon "heaped into piles as
high as the tops of the cocoanut trees" the ollas of
the Buddhists, and set them ablaze to light their
victory-thus obliterating from the world's knowledge early Buddhist annals and treatises of great
importance : though this hateful and scnsele&li
Vandalism has disgraced the career of most fighting
nations-still, despite everything, there are extant
abundant proofs of the history of mankind, and
bits and scraps come to light from time to time by
what science has often called "most curious coincidences." Europe has no very trustworthy history
of her own vicissitudes and mutations, her successive races and their doings. What with their
savage wars, the barbaric habits of the historic
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Goths, Huns, Franks, and other warrior nations,
and the interested literary Vandalism of the shaveling priests who for centuries sat upon its intellectual life like a nightmare, an antiquity could not
exist for Europe. And, having no Past to record
themselves, the European critics, historians and
archreologists have not scrupled to deny one to
others-whenever the concession excitetl a sacrifice
of biblical prestige.
No "traces of old civilizations" we are told!
And what about the Pelasgi-the direct forefathera
of the Hellenes, according to Herodotus? What
about the Etntscans-the race mysterious and wonderful, if any, for the historian, and whose origin
is the most insoluble of problems? 'fhat which
is known of them only 11hows that could something
more be known, a whole series of prehistoric
civilizations might be discovered.
A people described as are the Pelasgi--a highly intellectual,
receptive, active people, chiefly occupied with agriculture, warlike when necessary, though preferring
J>cace; a people who built canals as no one else,
subterranean water-works, dams, \Valls, and Cyclopean buildingsofthe most astounding strength; who
are even SWipected of having been the inventors of
the so-called Cadmean or Phrenician writing characters from which all European alphabets are
derived-who were they? Could they be shown
hy any possible means as the descendants of the
biblical Peleg (Gen. x. 2 5) their high civilizat~on
would have been ~hereby demonstrated, though
their antiquity would still have to be dwarfed to
2247 "u.c."
And who were the Etruscans?
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Shall the Eastems like the W estems be made to
believe that between the high civilizations of the
pre-Roman (and we say-prehistoric) Turseno'i C\f
the Greeks, with their twelve great cities known to
history ; their Cyclopean buildings, their plastic
and pictorinl art.'l, and the time when they were a
nomadic tribe "first descended into Italy from
their northern latitudes "-only a few centuries
elapsed? Shall it be still urged that the Phoonicians with their Tyre 27 50 "B.c." (a chronology,
accepted by Western history), their commerce, fleet,
learning, arts, and civilization, were only a few
centuries before the building of Tyre but " a small
tribe of Semitic fi11hcrmen " ? Or, that the 'frojan
war could not have been earlier than I 184 n.c.,
and thus Magna Grfl!cia must be fixed somewhere
between the eighth and the ninth century "B.c.;''
and by no means thousands of years before, as was
claimed hy Plato and Aristotle, Homer and the
Cyclic Poems, derived from, and based upon, othtr
records millenniums older ? If the Chri:tian historian, hampered by his chronology, and the freethinker by lack of necessary data, feel bound to
stigmatize every non-Christian or non-Western chronology as " obviously fanciful," ''purely mythical,"
and " not worthy of a moment's consideration,''
how shall one, wholly dependent upon Westeru
guides get at the truth? And if these incompetent
builders of Universal History can persuade their
public to accept as authoritative their chronological
and ethnological reveries, why should the Eastern
student, who has access to quite different-and we
make bold to say, more trustworthy-materials, be
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expected to join in the blind belief of those who
defend Western historical infallibility ? He believes-on the strength of the documentary evidence, left by YavanacMrya (PythagorliR) 607
" B.c." in India, and that of his own national
" temple records," that insteacl of giving hundreds
we may safely give thousands of years to the
foundation of Cum~a and Magna Grcecia, of which
it was the pioneer settlement. That the civilization of the latter had already become effete when
Pythagoras, the great pupil of Aryan Masters went
to Crotone. And, having no biblical bias to overcome, he feels persuaded that, if it took the Celtic
and Gaelic tribes Jlritannicw lnsulw, with the readymade civilizations of Rome before their eyes, and
acquaintance with that of the Phrenicians whose
trade with them began a thousand years before the
Christian era ; ancl to crown all with the definite
help later of the Normans and Saxons}-two thousand years before they could build their medireval
cities, not even repotely comparable with those of
the Romans; and, it took them two thousand five
hundred years to get half as civilized; then,- that
instead of that hypothetical period, benevolently
styled the childhood of the race, being within easy
reach of the Apostles and the early Fathers, it
JOUBt be relegated to an enormously earlier time.
Surely if it took the barbarians of Western Europe
so many centuries to develop a language and create
empires, then the nomadic tribes of the "mythical"
periods ought in common fairness-since they
never came under the fructifying energy of that
Christian influence to which we are asked to
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ascribe all the scientific enlightenment of this age
-about ten thousand years to build their Tyres
· and their Veii, their Sidons and Carthagenes. As
other Troys lie under the surface of the topmost
one in the Troad ; and other and higher civilizations were exhumed by Mariette Bey under the
stratum of sand from which the arcbreological
collections of Lepsius, Abbott, and the British
Museum were taken; and six Hindu "Delhis,"
superposed and hidden away out of sight, formed
the pedestal upon which the Mogul conqueror built
the gorgeous capital whose ruins still attest the
splendour of his Delhi; so when the fury of critical
bigotry has quite 11ubsided, and Western men are
prepared to write history in the interest of truth
alone, will the proofs be found of the cyclic law of
civilization. Modern Florence lifts her beautiful
form above the tomb of Etruscan Florentia, which
in her turn rose upon the hidden vestiges of anterior towns. And so also Arezzo, Perugia, Lucca,
and many other European sites now occupied by
modern towns and cities, are based upon the relics
of archaic civilizations whose period covers ages iucomputable, and whose names Echo has forgotten
to even whisper through " the corridors of Time."
When the Western historian has finally and unanswerably proven who were the Pelat~gi, at leallt,
and who the Etruscans, and the as mysterious
Iapygians, who seem also to have bad au earlier
acquaintance with writing-as proved by their
inscriptions-than the Phrenicians, then only may
he menace the Asiatic into acceptance of his own
arbitrary data and dogmas. Then also may he
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tauntingly ask "bow it ia that no appreciable trace
is left of such high civilizations as are described in
the Past?"
"Is it supposed that the present European civilization with its offshoots . . . . can be destroy~
by any inundation or conflagration ? " More easily
than was many another civilization. Europe has
neither the titanic and Cyclopean masonry of the
ancients, nor even its parchments, to preserve the
records of its " existing arts and languages.'' Its
civilization is too recent, too rapidly growing, to
leave any positively indestructible relics of either
its architecture, arts or sciences. What is there in
the whole Europe that could be regarded as even
approximately indestructible, without mentioning
the dehdcle of the geological upheaval that follows
generally such cataclysms? Is it its ephemeral
Crystal Palaces, its theatres, railways, modern
fragile furniture : or its electric telegraphs, phonographs, telephones, and micrographs ? While each
of the former iR at the mercy of fire and cyclone,
the last enumerated marvels of modern science can
he destroyed by a child breaking them to atoms.
When we know of the destruction of the " Seven
\Vorld's \Yonders,'' of Thebes, Tyre, the Labyrinth,
ancl the Egyptian pyramids and temples and giant
palaces, as we now see slowly cnimhling into the
dust of the deserts, being reduced to atoms by the
hand of Time-lighter and far more merciful than
any cataclysm-the question seems to us rather the
outcome ·of modern pride than of stern reasoning.
Js it your daily newspapers and periodicals, rags of
a few days ; your fragile books bearing the records
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of all your grand civilization,· withal liable to become annihilated after a few meals are made on
them by the white ants, that are regarded as invulnerable ? And why should European civilization
escape the common lot? It is from the lower
classes, the units of the great masses who form the
majorities in nations, that survivors will escape in
greater numbers; and these know nothing of the
arts, sciences, or langnages except their own, and
those very imperfectly. 'l'he arts and !ICiences are like
the phrenix of old : they die but to revive. And
when the question found ou pag(l 58 of "Esoteric
Buddhism" concerning "the curious rush of human
progress within the last two thousand years," was
first propounded, Mr. Sinnett's correspondent might
have made his answer more complete by saying:
" This rush, this progress, and the abnormal rapidity
with which one discovery follows the other, ought
to be a sign to human intuition that what you look
upon in the light of • discoveries' are merely rediscoveries, which, following the law of gradual progress, you make more perfect, yet in enunciating,
you are not the first to explain them.',. ·we learn
more easily that which we have heard about, or
learnt in chihlhood. If, as averred, the Western
nations have separated themselves from the great
Aryan st.ock, it becomes evident that the races that
f.rst peopled Europe were inferior to the root-race
which had the Vedas and the pre-historic Rishis.
That which your far-distant forefathers had heard
in the secrecy of the temples was not lost. It
reached their posterity, which is now simply improving upon details.
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QuESTION IV.-Is THE MooN uun:ust:o IS
MATTER?
No "Adept," so far as the writers know, has
ever given to " Lay Chela" his " views of the
moon," for publication. With Selenography, modern
seience is far better acquainted than any humble
Asiatic ascetic may ever hope to become. It is to
be feared the speculations on pp. 104 and 105 of
"Esoteric Buddhism," besides being hazy, are somewhat premature. Therefore, it may be as well to pas.<J
on to-QuzsTtoN V.-AuouT THE MINERAL MoNAD.
Any English expression that correctly translates the idea given is " authorized by the Adepts."
Why not? The term " monad " applies to the
latent life in the mineral as much as it does to the
life in the vegetable and the animal. The monogenist
may take exception to the term and especially to
the idea; while the polygenist, unless he be a
corporealist, may not. As to the other class of
scientists, they would take objection to the idea even
of a human monad, and call it "unscientific."
W bat relation does the monad bear to the atom ?
None whatever to the atom or molecule as in the
scientific conception at present. It can neither be
compared with the microscopic organism classed
once among polygastric infusoria, and now regarded
as vegetable and ranked among algre; nor is it quite
the monas of the Peripatetics. Physically or conT
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stitutionally the mineral monad differs, of course,
from that of the human monad, which is neither
physical, nor can iis constitution be rendered by
In short, the
chemical symbols and clements.
mineral monad is one-the higher animal and
human monads are countless. Otherwise, how
could one account for and explain mathematically
the evolutionary and spiral progress of the fou•·
kingdoms·? The " monad" is the combination of
the last two Principles in man, the 6th and the
7th, and, properly speaking, the term " human
monad" applies only to the Spiritual Soul, not to
its highest spiritual vivifying Principle. But since
divorced from the latter the Spiritual Soul could
have no existence, no being, it has thus been called.
The composition (if such a word, which would shock
an Asiatic, seems necessary to help European conception) of Buddhi or the 6th principle is made up
of the essence of what you would call matter ( m·
perchance a centre of Spiritual Force) in its 6th and
7th condition or state; the animating ATMAN being
part of the o:-.E LIFE or Parabrahm. Now the
Monadic Essence (if such a term be petmitted) in the
mineral, vegetable and animal, though the same
throughout the series of cycles from the lowest
elemental up to the Dcva kingdom, yet differs iu
the scale of progression.
· It would be very misleading to imagine a monad
as a separate entity trailing its ~:~low way in a
distinct path through the· lower kingdoms, and after
an incalculable series of transmigrations flowering
into a human being; in short, that the monad of a
Humboldt dates back to the monad of an atom of
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hornblende. Instead of saying a mineral monad,
the corrt!cter phraseology in physical science which
differentiates every atom, would of course have
been to call it the Monad manifesting in that form
ofPrakriti called the mineral kingdom. Each atom
or molecule of ordinary scientific hypotheses is not
a particle of something, animated by a psychic
something, destined to blossom as a man after reons.
But it is a concrete manifestation of the Universal
Energy which itself has not yet become individualized : a sequential manifestation of the one
Universal :Monas. The ocean does not divide into
its potential and constituent drops until the sweep
of the life-impulse reaches the evolutionary stage of
man-birth. The tendency towards segregation into
individual monads is gradual, and in the higher
animals comes almost to the point. The Peripatetics
applied the word Monas to the whole Cosmos, in
the pantheistic sense; and the Occultists while accepting this thought for convenience' sake, distinguish
the progres~ive stages of the evolution of the Con.
crete from the Abstract by terms of which the
" 1\Iineral )fonad " is one. The term merely means
that the ticlal 'mve of spiritual evolution is passing
through that arc of its circuit. The ''Monadic
Es11encc" begins to imperceptibly differentiate in the
vegetable kingdom. As the monads are uncom- ·' ..;.: : ~··· ..
pounded things, as correctly defined by Leibnitz, it j · ...; .J
is the spiritual essence which vivifies them in their
'· : · ·
degrees of differentiation which constitutes properly
the monad-not the atomic aggregation which is
only the vehicle and the substance through which
thrill the lower and higher degrees of intelligence.

l
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And though, as shown by those plants that are
known as sensitives, there are a few among them
that may be regarded as possessing that conscious
perception which is called by Leibnitz apperception,
while the rest are endowed but with that internal
activity 'vhich may be called vegetable nerve-llensation (to call it perception would be wrong), yet
even the vegetable monad is still the :Monad in its
second degree of awakening sensation. Leibnitz
came several times very near the truth, but defined
the monadic evolution ·incorrectly and often greatly
blundered. There are seven kingdoms. The first
group comprises three degrees of clementals, or
nascent centres of forces-from the first stage of the
differentie.tion of Mulaprakriti to its third degreei.e., from full unconsciousness to semi-perception;
the second or higher group embraces the kingdoms
from vegetable to man; the mineral kingdom thus
forming the central or turning-point in the degrees
of the " Monadic Essence "-considered as an
Evoluting Energy. Three stages in the elemental
side ; the mineral kingdom ; three stages in . the
objective physical side-these are the seven links of
the evolutionary chain. A descent of spirit into
matter, equivalent to an ascent in physical evolution;
a re-ascent from the deepest depths of materiality
(the mineral) towards its status quo allte, with a
corresponding disstpahon of concrete organisms up
to Nirvana-the nuishing point of differentiated
matter. Perhaps a 11imple diagram will aid us:-
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"
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a

lAncer Elemental
group
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2

-

Higher
group.

The line A D represents the gradual obscuration
of spirit as it passes into concrete matter; the point
D indicates the evolutionary position of the mineral
kingdom from its i!lcipient (d) to its ultimate concretion (a); c, h, a, on the left-hand side of the figure,
are 'the three stages of elemental evolution; i.e., the
three successive stages passed by the spiritual impube
(through the elementals-of which little is permitted
t.o be said) before they are imprisoned in the most
concrete form of matter; and a, h, c, on the righthand side, are the three stages of organic life,
vegetable, animal, human. What is total obscuration of spirit is complete perfection of its polar
antithesis-matter; and this idea is conveyed in
the lines A D and D A. The arrows show the line
of travel of the_ evolutionary impulse in entering its

/
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vortex and expanding again iuto the subjer.ti\·ity of
the AnsoLUTE. The central thickest line, d d, is
the Mineral Kingdom.
The monogenists have had their day. Even
b~lievers in a personal god, like Professor Agassiz,
teach now that, " There is a manifest progress in
the succession of beings on the surface of the earth.
The progress consists in an increasing similarity of
the living fanna,and among the vertebrates especially,
in the increasing resemblance to man. :Man is the
end towards which all the animal creation has
tended from the first appearance of the firstPalreozoic
fishes" ("Principles of Zoology," pp. 205-6). The
mineral ''monad" is not an individuality latent, but
an all-pervading Force which has for its present
vehicle matter in its lowest and most concrete
terrestrial state ; in man the monad is fully developed, potential, and either passive or absolutely
active, according to its vehicle, the five lower and
more physical human principles. In the Deva kingdom it is fully liberated and in its highest statebut one degree lower than the ONE Universal Life.*

QuESTION

VIII.-Sax SANKARACHARYA'z> DATE.

It is always difficult to determine with precision
the date of any particular event in the ancient
history of India; and this difficulty is considerably
enhanced by the speculations of European Orientalists, whose labours in this direction have but tended
• The above diagram represents n logical section of the scheme of
evolution, om! not tbe evolutionar~· hi;tor~· of n unit of couscio~Uness.
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to thicken the confusion already existing in popular
legend11 and traditions, which were often altered or
modified to suit the necessities of sectarian controversy. The causes that have produced this result
will be fully ascertained on examining the assumptions on which these speculations are based. The
writings of many of these ·Orientalists are often
characterized by an imperfect knowledge of Indian
literature, philosophy and religion, and of Hindu
traditions, and a contemptuous disregard for the
opinions of Hindu writers and pundits. Yery often,
facts and dates are taken by these writers from the
writings of their predecessors or contemporaries on
the assumption that they are correct without any
further investigation by themselves. ·Even when a
writer gives a date with an exprCMsion of doubt as
to its accuracy, his follower frequently quotes the
same date as if it were absolutely correct. One
wrong date is made to depend upon another wrong
date, and one bad inference is often deduced from
another inference equally unwarranted and illogical.
And consequently, if the correctness ohny particular
date given by theee writers is to be ascertained, the
whole structure of Indian Chronology constructed
by them will have to be carefully examined. It
,viJl be convenient to enumerate some of the assumptions above referred to before proceeding to examine
their opinions concerning the date of Snnkaracbarya.
I. Many of these writers are not altogether
free from the prejudices engendered by the pernicious doctrine, deduced from the Bible, whether
rightly or wrongly, that this world is only six
thousand years old. We do not mean to say that
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any one of these writers would now seriously think
of defendin~ the said doctrine. Nevertheless, it had
exercised a considerable influence on the minds of
Christian writers when they began to investigate
the claims of Asiatic Chronology. If an antiquity of
five or six thousand years is assigned to any particuiar event connected with the ancient history oi
Egypt, India or China, it is certain .to be rejected
at once by these writers without any inquiry whatever regarding the truth of the statement.
U. They are extremely unwilling to admit that
any portion of the Veda can be traced to a period
anterior to the date of the Pentateuch, even when
the arguments brought forw.t~.rd to establish the
priority of the Vedas are such as would be convincing
to the mind of an impartial investigator untainted
by Christian prejudices. The maximum limit of
Indian antiquity is, therefore, fixed for them by the
Old Testament; and it is virtually assumed by them
that a period between the date of the Old Testament on the one 11ide, and the present time on the
other, should necessarily be assigned to every book
in the whole range of Vedic and Sanskrit literature,
and to almost every event of Indian history.
III. It is often assumed without reason that
every passage in the Vedas containing philosophical
or metaphysical ideas must be looked upon as a
subsequent interpolation, and that every book treating of a philosophical subject must be considered as
having been written after the time of Buddha or
after the commencement of the Christian era.
Chilization: philosophy and scientific investigation
had their origin, in the opinion of these writers,
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within the six or seven centuries preceding the
Christian era, and mankind slowly emerged, for the
first time, from " the depths of animal brutality"
within the last four or fivf': thousand years.
IV. It is also assumed that Buddhism was
brought into existence by Gautama Buddha. The
previous existence of Buddhism, Jainism and Arhat
philosophy is rejected as an absurd and ridiculous
invention of the Buddhists and others, who attempted
thereby to assign a very high antiquity to their own
re1igion. In consequence of this erroneous impression every Hindu book referring to the doctrines of
Buddhists is declared to have been written subHequent to the time of Gautama Buddha. For
instance, Mr. Weber is of opinion that Vyasa,
the author of the Brahma Sutras, wrote them in the
fifth century after Christ. This is indeed a startling
revelation to the majority of Hindus.
V. \Vheuever several works treating of variou!l
subjects are attributed to one and the same author
by Hindu writings or traditions, it is often assumed,
and apparently without any reason whatever in the
majority of cases, that the said work!! should be
considered as the productions of different writers.
By this process of reasoning they have discovered
two Badarayanas (Vyasas), two Patanjalis, and three
Vararuchis. We do not mean to say that in every
case identity of name is equivalent to itlentity of
personality. But we cannot but protest against such
assumptions when .they are made without any evidence to support them, merely for the purpose of
supporting a foregone conclusion or establishing a
favourite hypothesis.
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VI. An attempt is often made by these writers
to establish the chronological order of the events
of ancient Indian history by means of the various
stages in the growth or development of the Sanskrit
language and Indian literature. The time required
for this growth is often estimated in the same
manner in which a geologist endeavours to fix the
time required for the gradual development of the
various strata composing the earth's crust. But
we fail to perceive anything like a proper method
in making these calculations. It will be wrong to
assume that the growth of one language will require
the same time as that of another within the same
limits. The peculiar characteristics of the nation to
whom the language belongs must be carefully taken
into consideration in attempting to make any such
calculation. The history of the said nation is
equally important. Any one who examines Max
Muller's estimate of the so-called Sutl·a, Brabmana,
Mantra aud Khanda periods, will be able to perceive
that no attention has been paid to these considerations. The time allotted to the growth of these four
" strata" of Vedic l_iterature is purely arbitrary.
We have enumerated ,these defects in the writings
of European Orientalists for the purpose of showing
to our readers that it is not always safe to rely upon
the conclusions arrived at hy these writers regarding
the dates of ancient Indian history.
In examining the various quotations and traditions selected by European Orientali'lts for the
purpose of fixing Sankaracharya's date, special care
must be taken to see whether the person referred
to was the very first Sankaracharya who established
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the Adwaitee doctrine, or one of his followers who became the Adhipathis (heads) of the various Mathams
(temples) established by him and his successors.
:Many of the Adwaitee Mathadltipatis who succeeded him (especially of the Sringeri Matham) were
men of considerable renown and were well known
throughout India during their time. They are often
referred to under the general name of Sanka·
racharya. Consequently, any reference made to
auy one of the~e Matltadhipatis is apt to be mistaken
for a reference to the first Sankaracharya himself.
Mr. Barth, whose opinion regarding Sankara's
date is quoted by ''An English F.T.S." against
the date assigned to that teacher in Mr. Sinnett's
hook on Esoteric Buddhism, does not appear to
have carefully examined the subject himself. He
a"signs no reasons for the date given, and does uot
even allude to the existence of other authorities and
traditions which conflict with the date adopted by
him. The date which he assigns to Sankara appears
in an unimportant foot-note on page 89 of his
hook on c: The Religions of India," which reads
titus: ":Sankaracharya is genc;-ally placed in the
eighth century ; perhaps we must accept the ninth
rather. The best accredi~d tradition represents
him as born on the 1oth of the month 'Madhava'
iu 788 A.n. Other traditions, it is true, place him
in the second and fifth centuries. The author of
the Dabistan, on the other hand, brings hiru as far
down as the commencement of the fourteenth."
:Mr. Barth is clearly wrong in saying that Sankara
is generally placed in the eigbth century. There are
as many traditions for placing him in some century
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before the Christian era as for placing him in
some century after the said era, and it will also be
seen from what follows that in fact evidence preponderates in favour of the former statement. It
cannot be contended that the generality of Orientalists haYe any definite opinions of their own on
the subject under consideration. Max Muller do:!s
not appear to have ever directed his attention to
this subject. Monier Williams merely copies the
date given by :Mr. Wilson, and :Mr. Weber seems
to rely upon the same authority without troubling
himself with auy further inquiry about the ma.tter.
Mr. Wilson is probably the only Orientalist who
investigated the subject with some care and attention; and he frankly confesses that the exact period
at which " he (Saukara) flourished can by no means
be determined " (p. 201 of vol. i. of his " Essays
on the Religion of the Hindoos"). Under such circumstances the foot-note above quoted is certainly
very misleading. Mr. Barth does not inform his
readers where he obtained the tradition referred
to, and what reasons he has for supposing that it
refers to the first Sankaracbarya, and that it is "'the
best arcredited tradition." When the matter is
still open to discussion, :Mr. Barth should not have
adopted any particular date if he is not prepared to
support it and establish it by proper argument~!.
The other traditions alluded to are not intended, of
course, to strengthen the authority of the tradition
relied upon. But the wording of the foot-note iu
question seems to show that all the authorities and
traditions relating to the subject are comprised
therein, when in fact the most important of thcru
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are left out of consideration, as will be shown hereafter. No arguments are to be found in support of
the date assigned to Sankara in the other portions
of Mr. Barth's book, but there are a few isolated
passages which may be taken either as inferences
from the statement in question or arguments in its
support, which it will be necessary to examine iu
this connection.
Mr. Barth has discovered some connection between the appearance of Saukara in India and the
commencement of the persecution of the Buddhists,
which he seems to place in the seventh and eighth
centuries. In page 89 of his book he speaks of
"the great reaction on the offensive against Buddhism
which was begun in the Deccan in the seventh and
eighth centuries by the schools of Kumarila and
Sankara; " and in page I 3 5 he states that the
'' disciples of Kumarila and Saukara, organized into
military bands, constituted themselves the rabid
defenders of orthodoxy." The force of these statements is, howe,·er, considerably weakened by the
author's observations on pages 89 and 134, regarding the absence of any traces of Buddhist persecution by Sankara in the authentic documents hitherto
examined, and the absurdity of legends which represent him as exterminating Buddhists from the Himalaya to Cape Comorin.
The association of Sankara with Kumarila in the
passages above cited is highly ridiculous. It is
well known to almost every Hiudu that the followers
of Purva Mimamsa (Kumarila commented on the
Sutras) were the greatest and the bitterest opponents
of Saukara and his doctrine, and Mr. Barth seems
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to be altogether ignorant ofthe nature ofKumarila's
views and Purva Mimamsa, and the scope and aim
of Sankara's Vedantic philosophy. It is impossible
to say what evidence the author has for asserting
that the great reaction against the Buddhists commenced in the seventh and eighth centuries, and that
Sankara was instrumental in originating it. There
are some passages in his book which tend to show
that this date cannot be considered as quite corre('t.
In page I 3 5 he says that Buddhist persecution
began even in the time of Asoka.
Such being the case, it is indeed very surprising
that the orthodox Hindus should have kept quiet
for nearly ten centuries without retaliating on their
enemies. The political ascendency gained by the
Buddhists during the reign of A$oka did not last
very long; and the Hindus had the support of very
powerful kings before and after the commencement
of the Christian era. :Moreover, the author says, in
p. I 3 2 of his book, that Buddhism was iu a state of
decay in the seventh century. It is hardly to be
expected that the rel\ction against the Buddhists
would commence when their religion was already in
a state of decay. No great religious teacher or
reformer would waste his time and energy in demolishing a religion already in ruin!\. But what
evidence is there to show that Sankara was ever
engaged in this task ? If the main object of his
preaching was to evoke a reaction against Buddhism,
he would no doubt have left us some writings
specially intended to criticize its doctrines and expose its defects. On the other hand, he does uot
even allude to Buddhism in his independent works.
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Though he was a voluminous writer, with the exception of a few remarks on the theory advocated by
aome Buddhists regarding the nature of perception,
contained in his Commentary on the Brahma-Sutras,
there is not a single passage m the whole range
of his writings regarding the Buddhists or their
doctrines; and the insertion of even these few
remarks in his Commentary was rendered necessary
by the allusions contained in the Sutras which he
was interpreting. As, in our humble opinion, these
Brahma-Sutras were composed by Vyasa himself
(and not by an imaginary Vyasa of the fifth century
after Christ, evolved by Mr. Weber's fancy), the
allusions therein contained relate to the Buddhism
which existed previous to the date of Gautama
Buddha. From these few rem'lrks it will be clear
to our readers that Sankaracharya had nothing to
do with Buddhist persecution. We may here quote
a few passages from Mr. Wilson's Preface to the
first edition of his Sanskrit Dictionary in support of
our remarks.
He writes as follows regarding
Sankara's connection with the persecution of the
Buddhists :-"Although the popular belief attributes
the origin of the Bauddha persecution to Sankaracbarya, yet in this case we have some reason to
distrust its accuracy. Opposed to it we have the
mild character of the reformer, who is described as
uniformly gentle and tolerant ; and, speaking from
my own limited reading in Vedanta works, and the
more satisfactory testimony of Ram Mohun Roy,
which he permits me to adduce, it does not appear
that any traces of his being instrumental to any
per$ecution are to be found in his own writing'l!, all
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which are extant, and the object of which is by no
means the correction of the Bauddha or any other
schism, but the refutation of all other doctrines
be11ides his own, and the reformation or re-establishment of the fourth religious order." Further on he
observes that "it is a popular error to ascribe to him
the work of persecution ; he does not appear at all
occupied in that odious task, nor is he engaged in
particular controversy with any of the Bauddhas."
From the foregoing observations it will be seen
that Sankara's date cannot be determined by the time
of the commencement of the Buddhist persecution,
even if it were possible to ascertain the said period.
Mr. Barth seems to have discovered some
connection between the philosophical systems of
Sankal"a, Ramanuja and Anandathirtha, and the
Arabian mt-rcbants who came to India in the first
centuries vf the Hejira, and he is no doubt fully
entitled to any credit that may be given him for
the originality of his discovery. This mysterious
and occult connection between Adwl;lita philosophy
and Arabian commerce is pointed out iD p. 2 1 2 of
his book, and it may have some bearing on the
present question, if it is anything more than a figment of his fancy. The only reason given by him
in tlupport of his theory is, however, in my humble
opinion, worthless. The Hindus had a prominent
example of a grand religious movement under the
guidance of a single teacher in the life of Buddha,
and it was not necessary for them to imitate the
adventures of the Arabian prophet. There is but
one other passage in Mr. Barth's book which has
eome reference to Sankara's date. In page 207 he
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writes as follows :-" The Siva, for instance, 'vho is
invoked at the commencement of the drama of
Sakuntala, who is at once God, priest and offering,
and whose body is the universe, is a Vedantic idea.
This testimony appears to be forgotten when it is
maintained, as is sometimes done, that the whole
sectarian Vedantism commences with Sankara."
But this testimony appears to be equally forgotten
when it is maintained, as is sometimes done by
Orientalists like Mr. Barth, that Sankara lived in
some century after the author of Sakuntala.
From the foregoing remarks it will be apparent
that Mr. Barth's opinion regarding Sankara's date
is very unsatisfactory. As Mr. vVilsou seems to
have examined the subject with some care and attention, we must now advert to his opinion and see
how far it is based on proper evidence. In attempting to fix Amara Sinha's date (which attempt
ultimately ended in a miserable failure), he had to
ascertain the period when Sankara lived. Consequently his remarks concerning the said period
appear in his preface to the first edition of his
Sanskrit Dictionary. We shall now reproduce here
such passages from this preface as are connected
with the subject under consideration and co~ment
upon them. Mr. Wilson writes as follows : " The birth of Sankara presents the same discordance as every other remarkable incident amongst
the Hindus. The Kadali (it ought to be Koodali)
Brahmins, who form an establishment following and
teaching his system, assert his appearance about
2,000 years since; some accounts place him about
the beginning of the Christian era, others in the
u
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third or fourth century after; a manuscript history
of the kings of Konga, in Colonel Mackenzie's Collection, makes him contemporary with Tiru Vikrama
Deva Chakravarti, sovereign of Skandapura in the
Dekkan, A.D. I 78; at Sringeri, on the edge of the
Western Ghauts, and now in the Mysore 'ferritory,
at which place he is said to have founded a College
that still exists, and assumes the supreme control of
the Smarta Brahmins of the Peninsula, an antiquity
of I ,6oo years is attributed to him, and common
tradition makes him about I ,200 years old. The
Bhoja Prabandha enumerates Sankara among its
worthies, and a!l contemporary with that prince; his
antiquity will then be between eight and nine centuries. The followers of Madhwacbarya in Tuluva seem
to have attempted to reconcile these contradictory
accounts by supposing him to have been born three
times; first at Sivuli iu Tuluva about I,soo years
ago, again in Malabar some centuries later, and
finally at Pndukacbaytra in TuluYa, no more than
6oo years since; the latter assertion being intended
evidently to do honour to their own founder, whose
date that was, by enabling him to triumph over
Sankara in a supposititious controversy.
The
Vaishnava Brahmins of Madura 11ay that Sankara
appeared in the ninth century of Salivahana, or tenth
of our era. Dr. Taylor thinks that, if we allow
him about 900 years, we shall not be far from the
truth, and Mr. Colebroke is inclined to give him
an antiquity of about I ,ooo years. This last is the
age which my friend Ram M.ohun Roy, a diligent
student of Sankara's works, and philosophical
teacher of his doctrines, is dispo~ed to concur in,
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and he inferg that "from a calculation of the spiritual generations of the followers of Sankara Swami
from his time up to this date, he seems to have .
lived between the seventh and eighth centuries of the
Christian era," a distance of time agreeing with the
statements made to Dr. Buchanan in his journey
through Sankara's native country, Malabar, and in
union with the assertion of the Kerala Utpatti, n
work giving an historical and statistical account of
the same province, and which, according to Mr.
Duncan's citation of it, mentions the regulations of
the castes of Malabar by thi!! philosopher to have
been effected about I,ooo years before 1798. At
the same time, it must be observed, that a manuscript translation of the same work in Colonel
)fackenzie's possession, states Sankaracharya to
have been born about the middle of the fifth century,
or between thirteen or fourteen hundred years ago,
differing in this respect from Mr.Dnncan's statement
-a diflerence of the less importance, as the manuscript in question, either from defects in tbe original
or translation, presents many palpable errors, and
cannot consequently be depended upon. The weight
of authority therefore is altogether in favour of an
antiquity of about ten centuries, and I am disposed
to adopt this estimate of S:mkara's date, and to
place him in the end of the eighth and beginning
of the ninth century of the Christian era.''
We will add a few more authorities to Mr.
Wilson's list before proceeding to comment on the
foregoing passage.
In a work called " The Biographical Sketches of
Eminent Hindu Authors/' published at Bombay in
u 2
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I 860 by Janardan Ramchcndcrjee, it is stated that
Sankara lived 2,500 years ago, and that, in the
opinion of some people, 2,200 years ago. The
records of the Combaconum Matham give a list of
nearly 66 M.athadhipatis from Sankara down to the
present time, and show that he lived more than
z,ooo years ago.
The Kudali Matham referred to by Mr. Wilson,
which is a branch of the Sringeri Matham, gives
the same date as the latter Matbam, tlteir traditions
being identical. Their calculation can safely be
relied upon as far as it is supported by the dates
given on the places of Samadhi (something like a
tomh) of the successive Gurus of the Sriogcri
Matham; and it leads us to the commencement of
the Christian era.
No definite information is given by Mr. Wilson
regarding the nature, origin, O!' reliability of the
accounts which place Sankara in the third or fourth
century of the Christian era or at its commencement; nor does it clearly appear. that the history
of the kings of Konga referred to unmistakably
alludes to the very first Sancharacharya. These
traditions are evidently opposed to the conclusion
arrived at by 1\lr. Wilson, and it does not appear on
what grounds their testimony is discredited by him.
Mr. Wilson is clearly wrong iu stating that an
antiquity of I ,6oo years is attributed to Sankara
by the Sringeri Matham. vVe have already referred
to the account of the Sringeri Matham, and it is
precisely similar to the account given by the
Kudali Brahmins. We have ascertained that it
il4 so from the agent ofthe Sringeri 1\fatham at
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1\Iadras, who has recently published the list of
teachers preserved at the said Matham with the
dates assigned to them. And further, we are unable
to see which tt common tradition" makes Sankara
"about 1,200 years old." As far as our knowledge
goes there is no such common tradition in India.
The majority of people in Southern India have, up
to this time, been relying on the Sringeri account,
and in Northern India there seems to be no
rommon tradition. We have but a mass of contradictory accounts.
It is indeed surprising that an Orientalist of :Mr.
Wilson's pretensions should confound the poet named
Sankara and mentioned in Bhoja Prabandha with
the great Adwaitee teacher. No Hindu would
ever commit such a ridiculous mi~takc. 'Ve are
astonished to find some of these European Orient'alists quoting now and then some of the statements
contained in such books as Bhoja Prahandha, Katha
Sarit Sagara, Raja-tarangini and Panchatantra, as if
they were historical works. In some other part of
his preface Mr. Wilson himself says that this Bhoja
Prabandha is altogether untrustworthy, as some of
the statements contained therein did not harmonize
with his theory about Amarasimba's date; but now
he misquotes its statements for the purpose of supporting his conclusion regarding Sankara's date.
Surely, consistency is not one of the prominent
characteristics of the writings of the majority of
European Orientalists. The person mentioned in
Bhoja Prabandha is always spoken of under the
name of Sankara Kavi (poet), and he is nowhere
called Sankaracharya (teacher), and the Adwaitec
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teacher is never mentioned in any Hindu work under
the appellation of Sankara Kavi.
It is unnecessary for us to say anything about
the Madhwa traditions or the opinion of the Yaishnava Brahmins of Madurah regarding Sankara's
date. It is, in our humble opinion, hopeless to
expect anything but falsehood regarding Sankara's
history and his philosophy from the Madhwas and
the Vaishnavas.
They are always very anxious
to show to the world at large that their doctrines
existed before the time of Sankara, and that the
Adwaitee doctrine was a deviation from their preexisting orthodox Hinduism. And consequently
they have assigned to him an antiquity ot less than
1,soo years.
It does not appear why Dr. Taylor thinks that
he can allow Sankara about 900 years, or on what
grounds Mr. Colehrooke is inclined to give him an
antiquity of about 1 ,ooo years. No reliance can be
placed on such statements before the reasons
assigned therefore are thoroughly sifted.
},ortunately, Mr. Wilson gives us the reason for
Ram Mohun Roy's opinion. We arc inclined to
believe that Ram Mohun Roy's calculation was
made with reference to the Sringeri list of Teachers
or Gurus, as that was the only list published up to
this time; and as no other Matbam, except perhaps
the Cumbaconum Matham, has a list of Gurus
coming up to the present time in uninterrupted
succession. '!'here is no necessity for depending
upon his calculation (which from its very nature
cannot be anything more thn mere guesswork)
\Vhen the old list preserved at Sringeri contains the
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dates assigned to the various teachers. As these
dates have not been published up to the present
time, and as Ram Mohun Roy had merely a string
of names before him, he was obliged to ascertain
Sankara's date by assigning a certain number of
years on the average to every teacher. Consequently,
his opinion is of no importance whatever when we
have the statement of the Sringeri Matham which,
ns we have already said, places Sankara some centuries before the Christian era. The same remarks
will apply to the calculation in quClltion even if it
\Vere made on the basis of the number of teachers
contained in the list preserved in the Cumbaconum
Matham.
Very little importance can be attached to the oral
evidence adduced by some unknown persons before
Dr. Buchanan in his travels through }lalabar; and
we have only to consider the inferences that may
be drawn from the accounts contained in Kerala
Utpatti. The various manuscript copies of this
work seem to differ in the date they assign to Sankaracharya ; even if the case were otherwise, we
cannot place any reliance upon this work, for the
following among other reasons :1. It is a well-known fact that the customs of
Malabar are very peculiar. Their defenders have
been, consequently, pointing to some great Rishi or
some great philosopher of ancient India as their
Some of them affirm (probably the
legislator.
majority) that Parasurama brought into existence
some of these customs and left a special Smriti for
the guidance of the people of Malabar; others say
that it was Snnkaracharya. who sanctioned these
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peculiar customs. It is not very difficult to pcrcei"c
why these two persons were selected by them.
According to the Hindu Puranas, Parasurama lived
in Malabar for some time, and according to Hindu
traditions Sankara was born in that country. But
it is extremely doubtful whether either of them bad
anything to do with the peculiar customs of the sai•l
country. There is no allusion whatever to any of
these customs in Sankara's works. He seems to
have devoted his whole attention to religious reform,
and it is very improbable that he should have ever
directed his attention to the local customs of Malabar. While attempting to revive the philosophy
of the ancient Rishis, it is not likely that he should
have sanctioned the customs of Malabar, which arc
at variance with the rules laid down in the Smritis
of those very Rishis; and as far as our knowledge
goes, be left no written regulations regarding to
the castes of Malabar.
II. The statements contained in Kerala Utp&tti
are opposed to the account of Sankara's life given
in almost all the Sankara ViJayams (Biographies of
Sankara) examined up to this time-viz., Vidyaranya's Sankara Vijayam, Chitsukhachary's Sankara
Vijayavilasam, Brihat Sankara Vijayam, &c. According to the account contained in these works, Sankara left Malabar in his eighth year, and returned
to his native village when his mother was on her
death-bed, and on that occasion he remained there
oply for a few days. It is difficult to see at
what period of his lifetime he was engaged in
making regulations for the castes of Malabar.
III. The work under consideration represents
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1\!alabnr as the sent of Bhattapnda's triumvhs over
the Buddhists, and says that this teacher established himself in Malabar and expelled the
Buddhists from that country. This statement
alone will be sufficient to show to our readers
the fictitious character of the account contained
in this book. According to every other Hindu
work, this great teacher of Purva Mimamsa was
hom in Northern India; almost all his famous
disciples and followel'lt were living in that part of
the country, and according to Vidyaranya's account
he clied at Allahabad.
For the foregoing reasons we cannot place any
reliance upon this account of Malabar.
From an examination of the traditions and other
accounts referred to abo,·e, Mr. Wilson comes to
the conclusion that Sankaracharya lived in the end of
the eighth and the beginning of the ninth century
of the Christian era. 'l'he accounts of the Sringeri,
Kudali and Cumbaconum Mathams, and the traditions current in the Bombay Presidency, as shown
in the biographical sketches published at Bombay,
place Sankara in some century before the Christian
era. Ou the other hand, Kerala Utpatti, the information obtained by Dr. Buchanan in his travels
through Malabar, and the opinions expressed by
Dr. Taylor and Mr. Colebrooke, concur in assigning
to him an antiquity of about 1 ,ooo years. The
remaining traditions referred to by Mr. Wilson arc
as much opposed to his opinion as to the conclusion
that Sankara lived before Christ. We shall now
leave it to our readers to say whether, under such
circumstance!!, Mr. Wilson is justified in asserting
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that " the weight of authority is altogether m
favour 11 of his theory.
We have already referred to the writings of
almost all the European Orientalists who expressed
an opinion upon the subject under discus!!ion ; and
we need hardly say that Sankara's date is yet to be
ascertained.
We are obliged to comment at length on the
opinions of European Orientalists regarding Sankara's date, as there will be no probability of any
attention being paid to the opinion of Indian and
'L'ibetan initiates when it is generally believed that
the question has been finally settled by European
Sanskritists. '!'he Adepts referred to by " An English F.T.S." are certainly in a position to clear up
some of the problems in Indian religious history.
But there is very little chance of their opinions
being accepted by the general public under present
circumstances, unless they are supported by such
evidence as is within the reach of the outside world.
As it is not always possible to procure such evidence,
there is very little use in publishing the infm·mation
which is in their possession until the public are
willing to recognize and admit the antiquity and
trustworthiness of their traditions, the extent of
their powers, and the vastness of their knowledge.
In the absence of such proof as is above indicated,
there is every likelihood of their opinions being
rejected as absurd and untenable; their motives will
no doubt be questioned, and some people may be
tempted to deny even the fact of their existence.
It is often asked by Hindus as well as by English·
men why these Adepts are so very unwilling to
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publish some portion at least of the information
they possess regarding the truths of physical sciencP.,
Dut, in doing so, they do not seem to perceive the
difference between the method by which they obtain
their knowledge and the process of modern scientific investigation by which the facts of Nature are
ascertained and its laws are discovered. Unless an
Adept can prove his conclusions by the same kind
of reasoning as is adopted by the modern scientist
they remain undemonstrated to the outside world.
Jt is of course impossible for him to develop in a
considerable number of human beings such faculties
ns would enable them to perceive their truth; and
it is not always practicable to establish them by the
ordinary scientific method unless all the facts and
laws on which his demonstration is to be based have
already been ascertained by modern science. No
Adept can be expected to anticipate the discoveries
of the next four or five centuries, and prove some
grand scientific truth to the entire satisfaction of
the educated public after having discovered every
fact and law of Nature required for the said purpose
by such process of reasoning as would be accepted
by them. They bare to encounter similar difficulties in giving any information regarding the events
of the ancient history of India.
However, before giving the exact date assigned
to Sankaracharya by the Indian and Tibetan
initiates, we shall indicate a few circumstances by
which his date may be approximately determined.
It is our humble opinion that the Sankara Vijayams
hitherto published can be relied upon as far as
they are consistent with each other regarding the
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general outlines of Sankara's life.
e cannot,
however, place any reliance whatever upon Anandagiri's Sankara Vijaya published at Calcutta. The
Calcutta edition not only differs in some very
material points from the manuscript copies of the
same work found in Southern India, but is opposed
to every other Sankara Vijayam hitherto examined.
It is quite clear from its style and some of the
statements contained therein, that it was not the
production of Anandagiri, one of the four chief
disciples of Sankara and the commentator on his
Upanishad Bhasbyaro. For instance, it represents
Sankara as the author of a certain verse \vbich is
to be found in Vidyaranya's Adhikaranaratnamala,
written in the fourteenth century. It represents
Sankara as giving orders to two of his disciples
to preach the Visishtadwaitee and the Dwaitee
doctrines, which are directly opposed to his owu
doctrine. The book under consideration says that
Sankara went to conquer Mandanamisra in debate,
followed by Sureswaracharya, though Mandanaroisra assumed the latter name at the time of
initiation. It is unnecessary for us here to point
out all the blunders and absurdities of this book.
It will be sufficient to say that in our opinion it
was not written by Anandagiri, and that it \Vas the
production of an unknown author who does not
appear to have been even tolerably well acquainted
with the history of the Adwaitee doctrine. Vidyaranya's (otherwise Sayanachary, the great commentator of the Vedas) Sankara Vijaya is decidedly the
most reliable source of information as regards the
main features ofSankara's biography. Its authorship
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has been universally accepted, and the information
contained therein was derived by its author, as
may be seen from his Oll'n statements, from certain
ole! biographies of Sankara existing at the time
of its composition. Taking into consideration the
author's vast knowledge and information, and the
opportunities he had for collecting materials for
his work when he was the head of the Sringeri
Matham, there is every reason to believe that he
had embodied in his work the most reliable information he could obtain. 1\fr. Wilson, however,
says that the book m question is "much too
poetical and legendary" to be acknowledged as a
great authority. We admit that the style is highly
poetical, but we deny that the work is legendary.
Mr. Wilson is not justified in characterizing it as
such on account of its description of some of the
wonderful phenomena shown by Sankara. Probably the learned Orientalist would not be inclined
to consider the Biblical account of Christ in the
same light. It is not the peculiar privilege of
Christianity to ha,·e a miracle-worker for its first
propagator. In the following observations we
shall take such facts as are required from thi~
work.
It is generally believed that a person named
GoYinda Yogi was Sankara's Guru, but it is not
generally known that this Yogi was in fact Patanjali-the great author of the Mahabhashya and
the Yoga Sutras-under a new name. A tradition current in Southern India represents him os
one of the Chelas of Patanjali; but it is Ycry
doubtful if this tradition has anything like a proper
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foundation. But it is quite clear from the 94th,
9 sth, 96th, and 97th verses of the sth chapter of
Vidyaranya's Sankara Vijayam that Govinda Yogi
and Patanjali were identical. According to the
immemorial custom observed amongst initiates,
Pantanjali assumed the name of Govinda Yogi at
the time of his initiation hy Goudapada. It cannot be contended that Vidyaranya represented
Patanjali as Sankara's Guru merely for the purpose
of assigning some importance to Sankara and his
teaching. Sankara is looked upon as a far greater
man than Patanjali by the Adwaitees, and nothing
can be added to Sankara's reputation by Vidya·
ranya's assertion. Moreover, Plltanjali's views are
not altogether identical with Sankara's views; it
may be seen from Sankara's writings that he
attached no importance whatever to the practices
of Hatha Yog regarding which Patanjali composed
Under such circumstances, it
his Yoga Sutras.
Vidyaranya. had the option of selecting a Guru for ·
Sankara, he would no doubt have represented
Vyasa himself (who is t'upposed to be still living)
as his Guru. W c see no reason therefore to doubt
the correctness of· the statement under examination.
Therefore, as Sankara was Patanjali's Chela, and as
Goudapada was his Guru, his date will enable us
to fix the dates of Sankara and Goudapada. W c
may here point out to our readers a mistake that
appears in p. 148 of Mr. Sinnett's book on
Esoteric Buddhism as regards the latter personage.
He is there represented as Sankara's Guru ; :Mr.
Sinnett was informed, we believe, that he was
Sankara's Paramaguru, and not having properly
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understood the meaning of this expression, Mr.
Sinnett wrote that he was Sankara's Guru.
It is genera11y admitted by Orientalists that
Patanjali lived before the commencement of the
Christian era.
Mr. Barth places him in the
second century before the Christian era, accepting
Goldsti.icker's opinion, and Monier Williams does the
same thing. Weber, who seems to have carefully
examined the opinions of all the other Orientalists
who have written upon the subject, comes to the
conclusion that tt we must for the present rest
satisfied with placing the date of the composition
of the Bhashya between B.c. I 40 and A.D. 60, a
result which considering the wretched state of the
chronology of Indian Liturgy generally is, despite
its indefiniteness, of no mean importance." And
yet even this date rests upon inferences drawn
from one or two unimportant expressions contained
in Patanjali's Mahabhashya. It is always dangerous
to draw such inferences, and especially so wheu it
is known that, according to the tradition current
amongst Hindu grammarian3, some portions of
:\lahabhashya were lost, the gaps being filled up
by subsequent writers. Even supposing that we
should consider the expression quoted as written
b] Patanjali himself, there is nothing in those
expressions which would enable us to fix the
writer's date. For instance, the connection between the expression '' Arunad Yavanah Saketam "
and the expedition of Menander against Ayodhya
between B.c. I 44 and 1 20, relied upon by Goldstticker is merely imaginary. There is nothing
in the expression to show that the allusion
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contained therein points necessarily to Menander's expedition. We believe that Patanjali is
referring to the expedition of Yavanas against
Ayodhya during the lifetime of Sagara's father
described in Harivamsa. This expedition occurred
long before Rama's time, and there is nothing to
connect it with Menander. Goldsti.icker's inference
is based upon the assumption that there was no
other l"avana expedition against Ayodhya known
to Patnnjali, and it will be easily seen from Harivamsa (written by Vyasa) that the said assumption
is unwarranted. Consequently the whole theory
constructed by Goldstiicker on this weak foundation falls to the ground. No valid inferences can
be drawn from the mere names of kings contained
in Mahabhashya, even if they arc traced to Patanjali himself, as there would be several kings in the
same dynasty bearing the same name. From the
foregoing remarks it will be clear that we cannot
fix, as Weber has done, n.c. I 40 as the maximum
limit of antiquity that can be assigned to Patanjali.
It is now necessary to see whether any other such
limit has been ascertained by Orientalists. As
Panini's date still remains undetermined, the limit
cannot be fixed with reference to his date. But
it is assumed by some Orientalists that Panini
must have lived at some time subsequent to Alexander's invasion, from the fact that Panini explains
in his Grammar the formation of the word l'avanani.
We are very sorry that European Orientalists have
taken the pains to construct theories upon this
basis without ascertaining the meaning assigned to
the word Yavana, and the time when the Hindus
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first became acquainted with the Greeks. It is
unreasonable to assume without proof that this
acquaintance commenced at the time of Alexander's
invasion. On the other hand, there are very good
reasons for believing that the Greeks were known
to the Hindus long before this event. Pythagoras
visited India, according to the traditions current
amongst Indian initiates, and he is alluded to in
Indian astrological works under the name of
Yavanacharya. Moreover, it is not quite certain
that the word Yavana was strictly confined to the
Greeks by the ancient Hindu writers. Probably
it was originally applied to the Egyptians and tha
Ethiopians ; it was · probably extended first to the
Alexandrian Greeks, and subsequently · to the
Greeks, Persians, and Arabians.
Besides the
Yavana invasion of Ayodhya described in Harivamsa, there was another subsequent expedition to
India by Kala Yavana (Black Yavana) during
Krishna's lifetime described in the same work.
This expedition was probably undertaken by the
Ethiopians. Anyhow, there are no reasons what•
ever, as far as we can see, for asserting that Hindu
writers began to use the word Yavana after Alexander's invasion. We can attach no importance
whatever to any inferences that. may be drawn
regarding the dates of Panini and Katyayana (both
of them lived before Patanjali) from the statements
contained in Katha Sarit Sayara, which is nothing
more than a mere collection of fables. It is now
seen by Orientalists that no proper conclusions cau
be drawn regarding the date.ot of Panini and Katyayana from the statements made by Hiuan Thsang,
X
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and we need not therefore say anything here regarding the said statements. Consequently the dates of
Panini and Katyayana still remain undetermined
by European Orientalists. Goldstiicker is probably
correct in his conclusion that Panini lived before
Buddha, and the Buddhists' accounts agree with the
traditions of the initiates in asserting that Katyayana was a contemporary of Buddha. From the
fact that Patanjali must have composed his :Mahabhashyam after the composition of Panini's Sutras
and Katyayana's V artika, \Ve can only infer that it
was written after Buddha's birth. But there are
a few considerations which may help us in coming
to the conclusion that Patanjali must have lived
about the year 5oo B.c. ; Max :Miiller fixed the Sutra
period between 500 n.c and 6oo B.c. We agree
with him in supposing that the period probably
ended with B.c. ;oo, though it is uncertain how
far it extended into the depths of Indian antiquity.
Patanjali was the author of the Yoga Sutras, and
this fact has not been doubted by any Hindu
writer up to this time. Mr. Weber thinks, however, that the author of the Yoga Sutras might
be a different man from the author of the :Mahabhashya, though he does not venture to assign
any reason for his supposition. We very much
doubt ·if any European Orientalist can ever find
out the connection between the first Anhika of the
Mahabhashya and the real secrets of Hatha Yoga
contained in the Yoga Sutras. No one but an
initiate can understand the full significance of the
said Anhika; and the " eternity of the Logos " or
Sabda is one of the principal doctrines of the
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Gymnosophists ol India, who were generally Hatha
Yogis. In the opinion of Hindu writers and
pundits Patanjali was the author of three works,
viz., Mahabhashya, Yoga Sutras, and a book on
Medicine and Anatomy ; and there is not the
slightest reason for questioning the correctness of
this opinion. We must, therefore, place Patanjali in
the Sutra period, and t'his conclusion is confirmed
by the traditions of the Indian initiates. As
Sankaracharya was a contemporary of Patanjali
(being his Chela) he must have lived about the
same time. We have thus shown that there are
no reasons for placing Sankara in the eighth or ninth
century after Christ, as some of the European
Orientalists have done. We have further shown
that Sankara was Patanjali's Chela, and that his
date should be ascertained with reference to Patanjali's date. We have also shown that neither the
year B.c. I 40 nor the date of Alexander's invasion
can be accepted as the maximum limit of antiquity
that can ,be assigned to him, and we have lastly
pointed out a few circumstances which will justify
U!'t in expressing au opinion that Patanjali and his
Chela Sankara belonged to the Sutra period. We
may, perhaps, now venture to place before the public
the exact date assigned to Sankaracharya by Tibetan
and Indian initiates. According to the historical
information in their possession he was born in the
year n.c. 5 1 o (fifty-one years and two months
after the date of Buddha'11 Nirvana), and we believe
that satisfactory evidence in support of this date
can be obtained in India if the inscriptions at
Conjeveram, Sringeri, J aggumath, Benares, Cashx 2
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mere, and various other places visited by Sanka.ra,
are properly deciphered. Sankara built Conjeveram, which is considered as one of the most
ancient towns in Southern India; and it may be
poesible to ascertain the time of its construction
if proper inquiries are made. But even the
evidence now brought before the public support&
the opinion of the Initiat.es above indicated. As
Goudapada was Sankaracharya's Guru's guru, his
date entirely depends on Sankara's date ; and there
is every reason to suppose that he lived before
Buddha.

QuESTION

VI.-" HisTORICAL

DIFFICULTY " -

Wuv?

It is asked whether there may not be "some confusion" in the letter quoted ou p. 62 of ''Esoteric
lluddhism" regarding" old Greeks and Romans said
to have been Atlanteans.'' The answer is-None
whatever. The word "Atlantean" was a generic
name. The objection to have it applied to the old
Greeks and Romans on the grouud that they were
Aryans, "their language being intermediate between
San11krit and modem European dialects,'' is worthless. With equal reason might a future 6th Race
scholar, who had never heard of the (possible) submergence of a portion of European Turkey, object
to Turks from the Bosphorus being referred to as a
remnant of the Europeans. " The Turks are surely
Semites," he might say 12,000 years hence,

. ...
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and "their language is intermediate between
Arabic and our modem 6th Race dialects." *
The "historical difficulty 1 ' arises from a certain
authoritative statement made by Orientalists on
philological grounds. Professor Max MUller bas brilJiantly demonstrated that Sanskrit was the " elder
sister "-by no means the mother-of all the
modem languages. As to that "mother/' it is
conjectured by himself and colleagues to be a " now
e:r:tinct tongue, spoken probably by the nascent
Aryan race." When asked what was this language,
the \Yestern voice answers : " Who can tell ? "
When, " during what geological periods did this
nascent race flourish?" the same impressive voice
replies : " In prehistoric ages, the duration of
'vbich no one can now determine." Yet it must
have been Sanskrit, however barbarous and unpolished, since "the ancestors of the Greeks, the
Italians, Slavonians, Germans and Kelts" were
living within " the same precincts " with that
nascent race, and the testimony borne by language
has enabled the philologist to trace the '' language
of the gods " in the speech of every Aryan nation.
Meanwhile it is affirmed by these same Orientalists
that classical Sanskrit bas its origin at the very
threshold of the Christian ern; while Vedic Sanskrit is allowed an antiquity of hardly J,OOO years
(if so much) before that time.
• TI•is is not to be conatnted to mean that 1:!,000 yeal'll hence
there will be yet any man of the 6th Race, or that the ·sth will be
eubmerged. The figures are given simply for tho sake of a better
comparison with the present objection in the c:aae cf the Greeks aud
.Atlantis.
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Now, Atlantis, on the statement of the "Adepts,"
Rank over 9,ooo yean before the Christian era.*
How then can one maintain that the "old Greeks
and Romans" were Atlanteans? How can that be,
since both nations are Aryans, and the genesis of
their languages is Sanskrit? Moreover, the Western
scholars I."'Mu• that the Greek and Latin languages
were formed within historical periods, the Greeks
and Latins themselves having no existence as nations
I r,ooo n.c.
Surely they who advance such a

* The position recently taken up by Mr. Gerald Masaey iu Ligld
that the story of Atlantis is not a geological event but an ancient
llltronomicul myth, is 1rather imprudent. Mr. Masaey, notwith•tanding his rare intuitional faculties and great learning, is one of
those writers in whom the intensity of research bent into one direction baa biassed his otherwise clear understanding. Because Hercules
is now a constellation it does not follow thnt there never was a hero
of this nnme. Because the Noachian Uni.,ersal Deluge is now
proved a fiction bnsed upon geological nnd geographical ignorance.
it does not. therefore, appear thnt there were not mauy local deluges
in prehistoric ages. The ancients connected every terrestrial event
wit.h the celestial bodies. They traced the history of their great
deified heroes nnd memorialized it iu stellar configurations as often as
tl.ey pen;onified pure myths, anthropomorphizing objects in Nature.
One baa to learn the difference botween the two modes before attempting to clasaify them under one nomenclature. An earthquake
has ju•t engulfed over 80,000 people (87,903) in Sunda Strait..
These were mostly Malaya, savages with whom but few hnd relations,
and the dire event will be soon forgotten. Had a portion of Great
llritnin been thus swept away instead, the whole world would hnve been
in commotion, and yet, a few thousand years hence, even such an
event would have passed out of man's memory ; and a future Gerald
MUSI!y might be found speculating upon the astronomical chsracter
and signification of the Isles of Wight, Jersey, ot Man, arguing,
perhaps, that this latter island had not contained a real living race
of men but "belonged to aatronowical mythology," was a "Man
submerged in celestial waters." If the legend of the lost Atlantis
is only "like those of AiryanR· Va~jo and Jambu-dvipa," it is terrea·
trial enough, and therefore " the mythological origin of the Deluge
legend" is so far nn open question. We claim that it is •ot
"indubitably deu:onstrated," however clever the theoretical demon·
atration.
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proposition do not realize how very unscientijic is
their statement I
Such are the criticisms passed, such the " historical difficulty." The culprits arraigned are fully
alive to their perilous situation ; nevertheless, they
maintain the statement. The only thing which may
perhaps here be objected to is, that the names of
.the two nations are incorrectly used. It may be
argued that to refer to the remote ancestors and
their descendants equally as " Greeks and Romans,"
is an anachronism as marked as would be the calling
of the ancient Keltic Gauls, or the Insubres, Frenchmen. As a matter of fact this is true. But, besides
the very plausible excuse that the names used were
embodied in a private letter, written as usual in
great haste, and which was hardly worthy of the
honour of being quoted verbatim with all its imperfections, there may perhaps exist still weightier objections to calling the said people by any other
. name. One misnomer is as good as another ; and
to refer to old Greeks and Romans in a private
letter as the old Hellenes from Hellas or Magna
Grtecia, and the Latins as from Latium, would have
been, besides looking pedantic, just as incorrect as
the use of the appellation noted, thongh it may
have sounded, perchance, more '' lustoncal.'' The
truth is that, like the ancestors of nenrly all the
lndc-Europeans (or shall we say Indo-Germanic Japhetidte?), the Greek and Roman sub-races mentioned
have to be traced much farther back. Their origin
must be carried far into the 111ists of that " prehistoric" period, that mythical age which inspires the
modern historian with such a feeling of squeamish-
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ness that anything creeping out of its abysmal
depths is sure to be instantly dismissed as a deceptive
phantom, the mythoa of an idle tale, or a later fable
unworthy of serious notice. The Atlantean u old
Greeks 11 could not be designated even as the Autochthones-a convenient term used to dispose of the
origin of any people whose ancestry cannot be
traced, and which, at any rate with the Hellenes,
meant certainly more than simply " soil-born," or
primitive aborigines ; and yet the so-called fahle of
Denkalion and Pyrrha is surely no more incredible
or marvellous than that of Adam and Eve--a fable
that hardly a hundred years ago no one would
have dared or even thought to question. And in
its esoteric significance the Greek tradition is possibly more truly historical than many a so-oalled
historical event during the period of the Olympiades, though both Hesiod and Homer may have
failed to record the former in their epics. Nor
could the Romans be referred tons the Umbro-Sabbellians, nor even as the !tali. Peradventure, had
the historians learnt something more than they have
of the Italian "Autochthones"-the Iapygiana-one might have given the "old Romans" the latter
name. But then there would be again that other
difficulty : history knows that the Latin invaders
drove before them, and finally cooped up, this
my11terious and miserable race among the clefts of
the Calabrian rocks, thus showing the absence of
any race affinity between the two. Moreover,
Western archreologists keep to their own counsel,
and will accept of no other but their own conjectures. And since they have failed to make anything
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out of the undecipherable inscriptions in an unknown tongue and mysterious characters on the
Iapygian monuments, and so for years have pronounced them unguessable, be who would presume
to medclle where the doctors muddle would be
likely to be reminded of the Arab proverb about
proffered advice. Thus, it seems hardly possible
to designate " the old Greeks and Romans " by their
legitimate, true name, so as to at once satisfy the
" historians" and keep on the fair side of truth and
fact. However, since in the Replies that precede
Science had to be repeatedly shocked by most unscientific propositions, and that before this series
is closed many a difficulty, philological and archreological as well as historical, will have to be unavoidably created-it may be just as wise to uncover
the occult batteries at once and have it over with.
Well, then, the ~'Adepts" deny most emphatically
to w·estern science any knowledge whatever of the
growth and development of the Indo-Aryan race
which, "at the very dawn of history," they have
espied in its "patriarchal simplicity " on the banks.
of the Oxus. Before our proposition concerning
" the old Greeks and Romans " can be repudiated
or even controverted, Western Orientalists will have
to know more than they do about the antiquity of
that race and the Aryan language ; and they will
have to account for those numberless gaps in
history which no hypotheses of theirs seem able to
fill .up. Notwithstanding their present profound
ignorance with regard to the early ancestry of the
Indo-European nations, and though no historian
has yet ventured to assign even a remotely approxi-
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mate date to the separation of the Aryan nations
and the origines of the Sanskrit language, they
hardly show the modesty that might, under these
circumstances, be expected from them. Placing as
they do that great separation of the races at
the first "dawn of traditional history," with the
Vedic age as " the background of the whole Indian
world" [of which confessedly they know nothing],
they will, nevertheless, calmly assign a modern date
to any of the Rik-vedic oldest songs, on its "internal evidence; " and in doing this, they show as
little hesitation as Mr. Fergusson when ascribing a
post-Christian age to the most ancient rock-cut
temple in India, merely on its "external form."
As for their unseemly quarrels, mutual recriminations, and personalities over questions of scholarship,
the less said the better.
'' The evidence of language is irrefragable," as
the great Oxford Sansk.ritist says. To which be is
answered-" provided it does not clash with historical facts and ethnology." It may be-no doubt it
is, as far as l1ia knowledge goes-" the only evidence
worth listening to with regard to ante-historical
periods;" but when something of these alleged
" prehistorical periods " comes to be known, and
when what we think we know of certain supposed
prehistoric nations is found diametrically opposed
to hia " evidence of language," the " Adepts " may
be, perhaps, permitted to keep to their own views
and opinions, even though they differ with those
of the greatest living philologist. The study of
language is but a part-though, we admit, a fun.
damental part-of true philology. To be complete,
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the latter has, as correctly argued by Bockt, to be
almost synonymous with history. We gladly concede the right to the Western philologist, who has
to work in the total absence of any historical data,
to rely upon comparative grammar, and take the
identification of roots lying at the foundation of
words of those languages he is familiar with, or may
know of~ and put it forward as the result of his
study, and the only available evidence. But we
would like to see the same right conceded by him
to the student of other races ; even though
these be inferior to the European races, in the
opinion of the paramount West : for it is barely
possible that, proceeding on other lines, and having
reduced his knowledge to a system which precludes
hypothesis and simple affirmation, the Eastern
student has preserved a perfectly authentic record
(for him) of those periods which his opponent
regards as ante-historical. The bare fact that,
while Western men of science are referred to as
" scholars " and scholiasts-native Sanskritists and
archreologists are often spoken of as « Calcutta "
and "Indian aciolists"-atfords no proof or' their
real inferiority, but rather of the wisdom of the
Chinese proverb that « self-conceit is rarely companion to politeness."
The "Adept" therefore has little, if anything, to
do with difficulties presented by Western history.
To his knowledge-based on documentary records
from which, as said, hypothesis is excluded, and as
regards which even psychology is called to play a
very secondary part-the history of his and other
nations extends immeasurably beyond that hardly
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discernible point that stands on the far-away horizon
of the Western world as a landmark of the commencement of its history. Records made throughout a serietS of ages, based on astronomical chronology and zodiacal calculations, cannot err. [This
new •• difficulty "-palreographical, this time-that.
may be possibly suggested by the mention of the
Zodiac in India and Central Asia before the
Christian era, is disposed of in a subsequent article.]
Hence, the main question at issue is to decide
which-the Orientalist or the " Oriental "-is most
likely to err. The "English F.T.S." has choice
of two sources of information, two groups of teachers.
One group is composed of Western historians with
their suite of learned Ethnologists, Philologists,
Anthropologists, Archreologists and Orientalists in
general. The other consists of unknown Asiatics
belonging to a race which, notwithstanding Mr.
Max Muller's assertion that the same ''blood is
running in the veins (of the English soldier) and
in the veins of the dark Bengalf'.se,'' is generally
regarded by many a cultured Western as " inferior."
A handful of men can hardly hope to be listened to,
specially when their history, religion, language,origin
and sciences, having been seized upon by the conqueror, are now disfigured and mutilated beyond
recognition, and who have lived to see the Western
scholar claim a monopoly beyond appeal or protest of
deciding the correct meaning, chronological date, and
historical value of the monumental and paleographic
relics of his motherland. It has little, if ever,
entered the mind of the Western public that their
scholars have, until very lately, worked in a narrow
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pathway obstructed with the ruins of an ecclesiastical,
dogmatic Past ; that they have been cramped on aU
sides by limitations of "revealed" events coming
from God, " with whom a thousand years are but as
one day," and who have thus felt bound to cram
millenniums into centuries and hundreds into units,
giving at the utmost an age of 1,000 to what is
10,000 years old. All this to save the threatened
authority of their religion and their own respectability and good name in cultured society. And
even that, when free themselves from preconceptions,
they have had to protect the honour of the Jewish
divine chronology assailed by stubborn facts ; and
thus have become (often unconsciously) the slaves
of an artificial history made to fit into the narrow
frame of a dogmatic religion. No proper thought
has been given to this purely psychological but very
significant trifle. Yet we all know how, rather than
admit any relation between Sanskrit and the Gothic,
Keltic, Greek; Latin and old Persian, facts have
been tampered with, old texts purloined from
libraries, and philological discoveries vehemently
denied. And we have also heard from our retreats,
how Dugald Stewart and his colleagues, upon seeing
that the discovery would also involve ethnological
affinities, and damage the prestige of those sires of
the world races-Shem, Ham and Japhet-denied
in the face of fact that " Sanskrit had ever been a
living, spoken language," supporting the theory that
' 1 it was an invention of the Brahmins, who had
constructed their Sanskrit on the model of the
Greek and Latin." And again we know, holding
the proof of the same, how the majority of Orient-
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alists are prone to go out of their way to prevent
any Indian antiquity (whether MSS. or inscribed
monument, whether art or science) from being
declared pre- Christian. As the origin and history
of the Gentile world is made to move in the narrow
circuit of a few centuries "n.c.," within that fecund
epoch when mother earth, recuperated from her
arduous labours of the Stone age, begat, it seems
without transition, so many highly civilized nations
and false pretences, so the enchanted circle of
Indian archreology lies between the (to them unknown) year of the Samvat era, and the tenth
century of the Western chronology.
Having to dispose of an "historical difficulty"
of such a serious character, the defendants charged
with it can but repeat what they have already
stated ; all depends upon the past history and antiquity allowed to the Indo-Aryan nation. The first
step to take i" to ascertain how much History herself knows of that almost prehistoric period when
the soil of Europe had not been trodden yet by the
primitive Aryan tribes. From the latest Encyclopredia
down to Professor Max Muller and other Orientalists, we gather what follows; they acknowledge
that at some immensely remote period, before the
Aryan nations got divided from the parent stock
(with the ~erms of Indo-Germanic language~~ in
them) ; and before they rushed asunder to scatter
over Europe and Asia in search of new homes, there
stood a " single barbaric (?) people as physical and
political repre~~entative of the nascent Aryan race."
'l'his people spoke " a noto extinct Aryan language,"
from which by a series of modification" (surely
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requiring more thousands of years than our difficulty-makers are willing to concede) there arose
gradually all the subsequent languages now spoken
by the Caucasian races.
That is about all Western history knows of its
genesis. Like Ravana's brother, Kumbhakarna,
-the Hindu Rip van Winkle-it slept for a long
series of ages a dreamless, heavy sleep. And when
at last it awoke to consciousness, it was but to find
the "nascent Aryan race" grown into score11 of
nations, peoples and races, most of them effete and
crippled with age, many irretrievably extinct, while
the true origin of the younger ones it was utterly
unable to account for . So much for the " youngest
brother!' As for "the eldest brother, the Hindu,"
who, Professor 1\Iax Miiller tells us, "was the last
to leave the central home of the Aryan family,"
and whose history this eminent philologist has now
kindly undertaken to impart to him,-he, the
Hindu, claims that while his Indo-European relative
was soundly sleeping under the protecting shadow
of Noah's ark, he kept watch and did not miss seeing
one event from his high Himalayan fastnesses; and
that he has recorded the history thereof, in a
language which, though as incomprehensible as the
Iapygian inscriptions to the Indo-European immigrant, is quite clear to the writers. For this
erime he now stands condemned as a falsifier of the
records of his forefathers. A place has been hitherto
purposely left open for India " to be filled up when
the pure metal of history should have been extracted
from tbe ore of Brahmanic exaggeration and superstition." Unable, however, to meet this programme,
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the Orientalist has since persuaded himself that
there was nothing in that " ore" but dross. He
did more. He applied himself to contrast Brahmanic " superstition '' and " exaggeration " with
Mosaic revelation and its chronology. The Veda
was confronted with Genesia. Its absurd claims to
antiquity were forthwith dwarfed to their proper
dimensions by the 4,004 years B.c. measure cf the
world's age; and the Brahmanic "superstition and
fables '' about the longevity of the Aryan Riahia,
were belittled and exposed by the sober historical
evidence furnished in "The genealogy and age of
the Patriarchs from Adam to Noah," whose respective days were 930 and 950 years; without
mentioning Methuselah, who died at the premature
age of nine hundred and sixty-nine.
In view of such experience, the Hindu has a
certain right to decline the offers made to correct
his annals by Western history and chronology. On
the contrary, he would respectfully advise the
Western scholar, before he denies point-blank any
statement made by the Asiatics with reference to
what is preltistoric ages to Europeans, to show that
the latter have themselves anything like trustworthy
data as regards their own racial history. And that
settled, he may have the leisure and capacity to
help his ethnic neighbours to prune their genealo·
gical trees. Our Rajputs, among others, have per.
fectly trustworthy family records of an unbroken
lineal descent through 2,ooo years "B.c.'' and
more, as proved by Colonel Tod; records which
are accepted by the British Government in its
official dealings with them. It is not enough to
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have studied stray fragments of Sanskrit literature
-even though their number should amount to
I o,ooo texts, as boasted of-allowed to fall into
foreign hands, to speak so confidently of the" Aryan
first settlers in India," and assert that, '' left to themselves, in a world of their own, without a past and
without a future (!) before them, they had nothing
but themselves to ponder upon," and therefore could
know absolutely nothing of other nations. To comprehend correctly and make out the inner meaning
of molft of them, one has to read these texts with
the help of the esoteric light, and after having
mastered the language of the Brahmanic Secret Code
-branded generally as" theological twaddle.'' Nor
is it sufficient-if one would judge correctly of what
the archaic Aryans did or did not know; whether
or not they cultivated the social and political virtues;
cared or riot for history-to claim proficiency in both
Vedic and classical Sanskrit, as well as in Prwit
and Arya Bhasha. To comprehend the esoterie
meaning of ancient Brahmanicalliterature, one hss,
as just remarked, to be in possession of the key to
the Brahmanical Code. To master the conventional
terms used in the Puranas, the Aranyakas and
Upanishads is a science in itself, and one far more
difficult than even the study of the 3,996 aphoris·
tical rules of Pi\nini, or his algebraicalsymbols. Very
true, most of the Brahmans themselves have now
forgotten the correct interpretations of their sacred
texts. Yet they know enough of the dual meaning
in their scriptures to be justified in feeling amused
at the strenuous efforts of the European Orientalist
to protect the supremacy of his own national records
y
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and the dignity of his science by interpreting the
Hindu hieratic text after a peremptory fashion quite
unique. Disrespectful though it may seem, we call
on the philologist to prove in some more convincing
manner than usual, that he is better qualified than
even the average Hindu Sanskrit pundit to judge of
the antiquity of the " language of the gods; " that
he has been really in a position to trace unerringly
along the lines of countless generations the course
of the " now extinct Aryan tongue" in its many
and various transformations in the West, and its
primitive evolution into first the Vedic, and then
the classical Sanskrit in the East; and that from
the moment when the mother-stream began deviating into its new ethnographical beds, he has followed
it up. Finally that, while he, the Orientalist, can,
O\ving to speculative interpretations of what he
thinks he hils learnt from fragments of Sanskrit
literature, judge of the nature of all that he knon
nothing about-i.e., to speculate upon the past
history of a great nation he has lost sight of from
its "nascent 11tate/' and caught up again but at the
period of its last degeneration-the native student
never knew, nor can ever know, anything of that
history. Until the Orientalist has proved ali this,
he can be accorded but small justification for assuming that air of authority and supreme contempt
which is found in almost every work upon India and
its Past. Having no knowledge himself whatever
of those incalculable ages that lie between the
Aryan Brahman in Central Asia, and the Brahman
at the threshold of Buddhism, he has no right to
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maintafn that the initiated Indo-Aryan can never
know as much of them as the foreigner. Those
periods being an utter blank to him, he is little
qualified to declare that the Aryan, having had no
political history "of his own . • • ." his only
sphere was "religion and philosophy . . . • in solitude and contemplation."
A happy thought
suggested, no doubt, by the active life, incessant
wars, triumphs, and defeats portrayed in the oldest
songs of the Rik-Veda. Nor can he with the
smallest show of logic affirm that " India had no
place in the political history of the world," or that
" there are no synchronisms between the history of
the Brahmans and that of other nations before the
date of the origin of Buddhism in India;" for he
knows no more of the prehistoric history of those
"other nations" than of that of the Brahman. All
his inferences, conjectures and systematic arrangements of hypotheses begin very little earlier than
200 " B.c.," if even so much, on anything like
really historical grounds. He ha~ to prove all
this before he can command our attention. Otherwise, however " irrefragable the evidence of language," the presence of Sanskrit roots in all the
European languages will be insufficient to prove,
either that (a) before the Aryan invaders descended
toward the seven rivera they had never left their
northern regwna; or (b) why the ''eldest brother,
the Hindu,'' should have been cc the last to leave
the central home of the Aryan family." To the
philologist such a supposition may seem cc quite
natural." Yet the Brahman i'J no less justified in
y

2
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his ever-growing suspicion that there may be at the
bottom some occult reason for such a programme.
That in the interest of his theory the Orientalist
was forced to make " the eldest brother " tarry so
suspiciously long on the Oxus, or wherever " the
youngest " may have placed him in his " nascent
state " after the latter "saw his brothers all depart
towards the setting sun."
We find reasons to
believe that the chief motive for alleging such a
procrastination is the necessity to bring the race
closer to the Christian era. To show the " brother"
inactive and unconcerned, " with nothing but
himself to ponder on," lest his antiquity and
" fables of empty idolatry," and perhaps his traditions of other people's doings, should interfere
with the chronology by which it is determined to
try him. The suspicion is strengthened when one
finds in the book from which we have been so
largely quoting-a work of a purely scientific and
philological character-such frequent remarks and
even prophecies as : " History seems to teach that
the whole human race required a gradual education
before, in the fnlness of time, it could be admitted
to the truths of Christianity." Or, again : " The
ancient religions of the world were but the milk of
Nature, which was in due time to be succeeded by
the bread of life ; " and such broad sentiments expressed as that ''there is so-me trutl' in Buddhism,
as there is in every one of the false religions of tlie
world, but .•.•*
~rbe atmosphere of Cambridge and Oxford seems
decidedly unpropitious to the recognition of either
• Max Miilier'a " Hiatory of Ancient Salll!krit Literature."
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Indian antiquity, or the merit of the philosophies
sprung from its soil I *
LEAFLETS PROM EsoTERIC HrsTORY.

The foregoing-a long, yet necessary digression
-will show that the Asiatic scholar is justified in
genera1ly withholding what he may knew. That it is
not merely on historical facta that hangs the
" historical difficulty " at issue ; but rather on its
degree of interference with time-honoured, longestablished conjectures, often raised to the eminence
of an unapproachable historical axiom. That no
statement coming from our quarters can ever hope
to be given consideration so long as it has to be
supported on the ruins of reigning hobbies, whether
• And bow one· sided and biassed most of the Weskrn Orientalieta
are may be seen by reading carefully "The Hj,tory of Indian Liter-.t·
tare, by Albrecht Weber-a Sanskrit scholiut classed with the bigheet
authoritie.. 'fha incess11nt harping upon tho one special string of
Christianity, and the ill·conccalctl efforts to pass it off aa the key· note
of all other religio118, is painfully pre·emineut ia hi$ work. Christian
influences are shown to have affected not only the growth of Buddhism
and Krishna worship, but even that of the Siva·cult and its legends;
it is openly stated thnt " it is not at all a far· fetched hypothesis that
tllcy have reference to scattered Christian missionaries ! " The emi·
nent Orientalist evidently forgets that, notwithstanding his efforts,
none of the Vedic, Sntrm or Buddhist periods can be possibly crammed
into this Cbristian period-their universal tank of all ancient creeds,
and of which some Oricntalists would fain make a poor.house for all
decayed archaic rnligions and philos~pby. Even Tibet, in his opinion,
has not escaped" Western influence." Let us hope to the contrary.
It can be proved that Buddhi~t missionaries were as numerous in
Palestine, Alexandria, Persia, nnd even Greece, two centuries before
the Christian era, as the Padru are now in Asia. That the Gn011tic
doctrines (ns he is obliged to confu•) are permeated with Buddhism.
Basilides, Valentinian, Bardesnnes, and especially Manes were simply
Aw~tical Buddhide, "the formula of nbjuration of these doctrines in
the case of the latter, specifying ('xpres~~ly Buddha (Bodda) by name.''
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of an alleged historical or religious character. Yet
pleasant it is, after the brainless assaults to which
occult sciences have hitherto been subjected-assaults
in which abuse has been substituted for argument,
and flat denial for calm inquiry-to find that there
remain in the West some men who will come into
the field like philosophers, and soberly and fairly
discuss the claims of our hoary doctrines to the
rt>spect due to a truth and the dignity demanded
for a science. Those alone whose sole. desire is to
ascertain the truth, not to maintain foregone conclusions, have a right to expect undisguised facts.
Reverting to our subject, so far as allowable, we will
now, for the sake of that minority, give them.
The records of the Occultists make no difference
between the " Atlantean " ancestors of the old
Greeks and Romans. Partially corroborated and
in turn contradicted by licensed or recognized
history, their records teach that of the ancient
Latini of classic legend called !tali ; of that people,
in short, which, crot~sing the Apennines (as their
Indo-Aryan brothers-let this be known-had
crossed before them the Hindoo-Koosh) entered
from the. north the peninsula-there survived at a
period long before the days of Romulus hut the
name, and a nascent language.
Profane history
informs us that the Latins of the " mythical era "
got so Hellenized amidst the rich colonies of
Magna Grcecia that there remained nothing in them
of their primitive Latin nationality. It is the
L11tins proper, it says, those pre-Roman Italians
who by settling in Latium had from the first kept
themselves free from the Greek influence,· who
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were the ancestors of the Romans. Contradicting
exoteric history, the Occult records affirm that if,
owing to circumstances too long and complicated to
be related here, the settlers of Latium preserved
their primitive nationality a little longer than their
brothers who had first entered the peninsula with
them after leaving the East (which was Mt their
original home), they lost it very soon, for other
reasons. Free from the Samnites during the first
period, they did not remain free from other invaders.
While the Western historian pnts together the
mutilated, incomplete records of various nations and
people, and makes them into a clever mosaic according to the best and most probable plan and rejects
entirely traditional fables, the Occultist pays not
the slightest attention to the vain self-glorification of
alleged conquerors or their lithic inscriptions. Nor
does he follow the stray bits of so-called historical
in(ormation, often concocted by interested parties
and found scattered hither and thither in the fragments of classical writers, whose original texts themselves have not seldom been tampered with. The
Occultist follows the ethnological affinities and their
divergences in the various nationalities, races and
sub-races, in a more easy way ; and he is guided in
this as surely as the student who examines a geographical map. AB the latter can easily trace by
their differently coloured outlines the boundaries
of the many countries and their possessions; their
geographical superficies and their separations by
seas, rivers and mountains ; so the Occultist can by
following the (to him) well distinguishable and defined auric 1hadea and gradationJI of colour in the
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inner-man unerringly pronounce to which of the
several distinct human families, as also to what
special group, and even small sub-group of the
latter, belongs any particular people, tribe, or mao.
This will appear hazy and incomprehensible to
the many who know nothing of ethnic varieties
of nerve-aura and disbelieve in any " inner-man "
theory, t~cientific but to the few. The whole
question hangs upon the reality or unreality of
the existence of this inner-man whom clairvoyance has discovered, and whose odyle or nerveemanations Von Reichenbach proves. If one admits such a presence and realizet~ intuitionally that
being closer related to the one invisible Reality, the
inner type must be still more pronounced than the
outer physical type, then it will be a matter of
little, if any, difficulty to conceive our meaning.
For, indeed, if even the respective physical idiosyncrasies and special characteristics of any given
person make his nationality usually distinguishable
by the physical eye of the ordinary observer-let
alone the experienced ethnologist : the Englishman
being commonly recognizable at a glance from the
Frenchman, the German from the Italian, not to
speak of the typical differences between human rootfamilies* in their anthropological division-there
• Properly speaking, these ought to be called " Geological Races,"
as to be en~ily distin~tuished fr<>m their subsequent evolutions-the
root-race•. The Occult doctrine has nothing to do with the BibliCAl
divition of Shem, Ham and J ~phet, and admires, without accepting it,
the latest Huxlcyau phJsiological division of the human raoot into
their quintuple groupto of Australioids, Negroids, Mongoloids, Xanthechroica, and the llfth variety of MelanochroiC!. Yet it says that the
tripu division of tho blunderinl!' J ewe i• closer to the truth. It kno•u
bot of three entirely di1tinct primeval ract'S whose evolution, fonna10
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seems little difficulty in conceiving that the same,
though far more pronounced, difference of type and
characteristics should exist between the inner races
that inhabit these "fleshly tabernacles." Besides this
easily discernible psychological and astral differences, there are the documentary records in their
unbroken series of chronological tables, and the
history of the gradual branching off of races and
suh-races from the three geological primeval Races,
the work of the Initiates of all the archaic and
ancient temples up to date, collected in our " Book
of Numbers," and other volumes.
Hence, and on this double testimony (which the
Westerns are quite welcome to reject if so pleased)
it is affirmed that, owing to the great amalgamation
of various sub-races, such as the Iapygian, Etruscan,
Pelasgic, and later-the strong admixture of the
Hellenic and Kelto-Gaulic element in the veins of
the primitive I tali of Latium-there remained in the
tribes gathered by Romulus on the banks of the
Tiber about as much Latinism as there is now in
the Romanic people of Wallachia. Of course if the
historical foundation of the fable of the twins of the
Vestal Silvia is entirely rejected, together with that
of the foundation of Alba Longa by the son of
JEneas, then it stands to reason that the whole of
the statements made must be likewise a modern
invention built upon the utterly worthless fables of
the " legendary mythical age." For those who now
tion 11nd den•lopment went pari ptUIU and on parallel lines with tl•e
evolntion, formation, and development or three geological etrata;
n11mely, tbe Bw.cx, the RBD·YELLOW, and tbe BBOW~·WlltTE

IUCEI.
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give these statements, however, there is more of
actual truth in such fables than there is in the
alleged historical Regal period of the earliest Romans.
It is to be deplored that the present 11tatement
should clash with the authoritative conclusion of
Mommsen and others. Yet, stating but that which
to the tt Adepts" is fact, it must be understood at
once that all (but the fanciful chronological date
for the foundation of Rome-April, 753 " B.c.")
that i11 given in old traditions in relation to the
Pcemerium, and the triple alliance of the Ramnians,
Luceres and Tities, of the so-called Romuleian
legeni, is indeed far nearer truth than what external
history accepts as facts during the Punic and Ma·
cedonian wars up to, through, and down the Roman
Empire to its fall. The founders of Rome were
decidedly a mongrel people, made up of various scraps
and remnants of the many primitive tribes; only
a few really Latin families, the descendants of the
distinct sub-race that came along with the U mbroSabellians from the East remaining. And, while
the latter preserved their distinct colour down to
~he Middle Ages through the Sabine element, left
unmixed in its mountainous regions, the blood of
the true Roman was Hellenic blood from its beginning. The famous Latin league is no fable, but
history. The succession of kings descended from
the Trojan .A!jneu is a fact ; and the idea that
Romulus is to be regarded as simply the symbolical
representative of a people, as .A!jolus, Dorius, and
Ion were once, instead of a living man, is as unwarranted as it is arbitrary. It could only have
been entertained by a class of historiographers bent
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upon condoning their sia in supporting the dogma
that Shem, Ham and Japhet were the historical
once living ancestors of mankind, by making a
burnt-offering of every really historical but nonJewish tradition, legend, or record which might
presume to a place on the same level with these
three privileged archaic mariners, instead oi humbly
grovelling at their feet as " absurd myths " and old
wives' tales and superstitions.
It will thus appear that the objectionable statement:~ on pp. 56 and 6 2 of" Esoteric Buddhism," which
are alleged to create an "historical difficulty," were
not made by Mr. Sinnett's correspondent to bolster
a Western theory, but in loyalty to historical facts.
Whether they can or cannot be accepted in those
particular localities where criticism seems based
upon mere conjecture (though honoured with the
uame of scientific hypothesis), is something which
concerns the present writers as little as any casual
traveller's unfavourable comments upon the timescarred visage of the Sphinx can affect the designer
of that sublime symbol.
The sentences, " the
Greeks and Romans were small sub-races of our
own Caucasian stock" (p. 56), and they were "the
remnants of the Atlanteans (the modern belong to
the fifth race)" (p. 6z), show the real meaning on
their face. By the old Greeks, " remnants of the
Atlanteans" the eponymoWJ ancestors (as they are
called by Europeans) of the LEolian~, Dorians and
Iouians, are meant. By the connection together of
the old Greeks and Romans without distinction, was
meant that the primitive Latins were swallowed by
Magna GJ'a'Cia. And by" the modern" belonging
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" to the fifth race ''-both these small branchlets
from whose veins had been strained out the last
drop of the Atlantean blood-it was implied that
the Mongoloid 4th race blood had already been
eliminated. Occultists make a distinction between
the races intermediate between any two root-races:
the Westerns do not. The " old Romans " were
Hellenes in a new ethnological disguise ; and the still
older Greeks the real blood ancestors of the future
Romans. In direct relation to this, attention
is drawn to the following fact-one of the many
in close historical bearing upon the " mythical "
age to which Atlantis belongs. It is a fable and
may be charged to the account of historical difficulties. It is well calculated, however, to throw
all the old ethnological and genealogical divisions
into confusion.
Asking the reader to bear in mind that Atlantis,
like modern Europe, comprised many nations and
many dialects (issues from the three primeval rootlanguages of the ISt, ::nd, and srd Races), we may
return to Poseidonis, its last surviving remnant of
12,000 years ago.
As the chief element in the
languages of the 5th race is the Aryan-Sanskrit of
the "Brown-white" geological stock or race, so the
predominating element in Atlantis was a language
which has now survived but in the dialects of some
American Red-Indian tribes, and in the Chinese speech
of tl1e inland Chinamen, the mountainous tribes of
Kivang-ze- a language which was an admixture of the
agglutinate and the monosyllabic, as it would be
called by modern philologists. It was, in short, the
language of the '' Red-yellow" sec~nid or middle
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geological stock [we maintain the term " geological "] . A strong percentage of the Mongoloid or
4th Root-race was, of course, to be found in the
Aryans of the 5th. But this did not prevent in the
least the presence at the same time of unalloyed,
pure Aryan races in it. A number of small islands
scattered around Poseidonis had been vacated, in
consequence of earthquakes, long before the final
catastrophe, which has alone remained in the
memory of men-thanks to some written records.
Tradition says that one of the small tribes (the
.£olians) who had become islanders after emigrating from far northern countries, had to leave their
home again for fear of a deluge. If, in spite of
the Orientalists and the conjecture of M. F. Lenormant--who invented a name for a people whose
shadowy outline he dimly perceived in the faraway Past as preceding the Babylonians-we say
that this Aryan race that came from Central Asia,
the cradle of the 5th race Humanity, belonged to
the " Akkadian " tribes, there will be a new historicoethnological difficulty created. Yet it is maintained
that these " Ak.kads " were no more a " Turanian "
· race than any of the modern British people are the
mythical ten tribes of Israel, so conspicuously present
in the Bible, and absent from history. With such
remarkable pacta conventa between modern exact (?)
and ancient Occult sciences, we may proceed with
the fable. Belonging virtually, through their original
connection with the Aryan, Central Asian stock, to
the 5th race, the old iEolians yet were Atlanteans,
not only in virtue of their long residence in the
now submerged continent, covering some thousands
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of years, but by the free intermingling of blood, by
intermarriage with them. Perhaps in this connection Mr. Huxley's disposition to account for his
Melanochroi (the Oreeks being included under this
classification or type)-as themselves "the result of
crossing between the Xanthochroi and the Australioids," among whom he places the Southern
India lower clasi!Cs and the Egyptians to some extent
-is not far off from fact. Anyhow the JEolians
of Atlantis were Aryans on the whole, as much as
the Basques-Dr. Pritchard's Allophylians-are now
southern Europeans, although originally belonging
to the South Indian Dravidian stock [their progenitor!! having never been the aborigines of Europe'
prior to the first Aryan emigration, as supposed].
Frightened by the frequent earthquakes and the
visible approach of the cataclysm, this tribe is said
to have filled a flotilla of arks, to have sailed from
beyond the Pillars of Hercules, and, sailing along
the coasts, after several years of travel to have landed
on the shores of the JEgeau Sea in the land of
Pyrrha (now Thessaly), to which they gave the name
of JEolia. Thence they proceeded on business with
the gods to Mount Olympus. It may be stated
here, at the risk of creating a " geographical difficulty," that in that mythical age Greece, Crete,
Sicily, Sardinia, and many other islands of the
Mediterranean, were simply the far-away possessions,
or colonies, of Atlantis. Hence, the "fable" proceeds
to state that all along the coasts of Spain, France,
and Italy the JEolians often halted, and the memory
of their " magical feats" still survives among the
descendants of the old Massilians, of the tribet of
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the later Carthago-Nova, and the seaports ofEtruria
and Syracuse. And here again it would not be a
bad idea, perchance, even at this late hour, for the
archreologists to trace, with the permission of the
anthropological societies, the origin of the various autochthones through their folk-lore and fables, as they
may prove both more suggestive and reliable than
their " undecipherable" monuments. History catches
a misty glimpse of these particular autochthones
thousands of years only after they had been settled
in old Greece-namely, at the moment when the
Epireans cross the Pindns bent on expelling the
black magicians from their home to Dreotia. But
history never listened to the popular legends which
speak of the "accursed sorcerers" who departed,
leaving as an inheritance behind them more than
one secret of their infernal arts, the fame of
which crossing the ages has now passed into history--or, classical Greek and Roman fable, if so
preferred. To this day a popular tradition narrates
how the ancient forefathers of the Thessalonians, so
renowned for their magicians, had come from behind
the Pillars, asking for help and refuge from the
great Zeus, and imploring the father of the gods to
eave them from the deluge. But the " Father"
expelled them from the Olympus, allowing their tribe
to settle only at the foot of the. mountain, in the
valleys, and by the shores of the 1Egean Sea.
· Such ie the oldest fable of the ancient Thessalonians. And now, what was the language spoken
by the Atlantean 1Eoliane ? History cannot answer
us. Nevertheless, the reader has only to be reminded of some of the accepted and a few of the u
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yet unknown facts, to cause the light to enter any
intuitional brain. It is now proved that man was
universally conceived in antiquity as horn of the
earth. Such is now the profane explanation of the
term autochthones. In nearly every vulgarized
popular fable, from the Sanskrit Arya " born of the
earth," or Lord of the Soil in one sense ; the
Erechtheus of the archaic Greeks, worshipped in the
earliest days of the Akropolis and shown by Homer
as "he whom the earth bore , (Il. ii. 548) ; down
to Adam fashioned of "red earth," the genetical
story has a deep occult meaning, and an indirect
connection with the origin of man and of the sub.
sequent races. Thus, the fables of Helen, the son
of Pyrrha the red-the oldest name of Thessaly;
and of Mannus, the reputed ancestor of the Germans,
himself the son of Tuisco, "the red son of the earth,"
have not only a direct bearing upon our Atlantis
fable, but they explllin moreover the divisioa of
mankind into geological groups as made by the
Occultists. It is only this, their division, that is
able to explain to Western teachers the apparently
strange, if not absurd, coincidence of the Semitic
Adam-a divinely revealed personage-being con·
nected with red earth, in company with the Aryan
Pyrrha, Tuisco, &c.-the mythical heroes of "fool.
ish" fables. Nor will that division made by the
Eastern Occultists, who call the sth race people
" the Brown-white," and the 4th race the " Redyellow," Root-races-connecting them with geological strata-appear at all fantastic to those who
understood verse iii. 34-9 of the Veda and its
occult meaning, and another verse in which the
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Daayus are called "Yellow." Hatvi Dasyun pra
dryam varanam avat is said of Indra who, by killing the Dasyus, protected the colour of the Aryans;
and again, Indra " unveiled the light for the Aryas
and the Dasyu was left on the left hand " (ii. I I,
I 8).
Let the student of Occultism bear in mind
that the Greek Noah, Deukalion, the husband of
Pyrrha, was the reputed son of Prometheus who
robbed Heaven of its fire (i.e., of secret Wisdom "of
. the right hand," or occult knowledge) ; that Prometheus is the brother of Atlas ; that he is also the
son of Asia and of the Titan Iapetus-the antetype
from which the Jews hon·owed their J aphet for the
exigencies of their own popular legend to mask its
kabalistic, Chaldean meaning ; and that he is also
the antetype of Deukalion. Prometheus is the
creator of man out of earth and water,* who after
stealing fire from Olympus-a mountain in Greeceis chained on a mount in the far-off Caucasus. From
Olympus to Mount Kazbek there is a considerable
distance. The Occultists say that while the 4th race
was generated and developed on the Atlantean continent-our Antipodes in a certain sense-the 5th
was generated and developed in Asia. [The ancient
Greek geographer Strabo, for one, calls by the
name of Ariana, the land of the Aryas, the whole
country between the Indian Ocean in the south, the
Hindu Kush and Parapamisis in the north, the
Indus on the east, and the Caspian Gates, Karamania and the mouth of the Persian Gulf, on the
west.] The fable of Prometheus relates to the ex• Behold Moeea saying that it requirea earth and -ter to make a
living man.

z
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tinction of the civilized portions of the 4th race,
whom Zeus, in order to create a new race, would
destroy entirely, and Prometheua \who had the
sacred fire of knowledge) saved partially "for future
seed." But the origin of the fable antecedes the
destruction of Poseidonis by more than seventy
thousand years, however incredible it may seem.
The seven great continents of the world, spoken of
in the Vuhnu Purana (B. II., cap. 2) include
Atlantis, though, of coune, under another name.
Da and Ira are synonymous Sanskrit terms (see
Amarakosha), and both mean earth or native soil;
and Ilavrita is a portion of Ila, the central point of
India (Jambud,ipa), the latter being itself the centre
of the seven great continents before the submenion
of the great continent of Atlantis, of which Poseidonis was but an insignificant remnant. And now,
while every Brahmin will understand the meaning,
we may help the Europeans with a few more explanations.
If, in that generally tabooed work, "Isis Unveiled,"
the "English F.T.S." turns to page 589, vol. i.,
he may find therein narrated another old Eastern
legend. An island .••. (where now the Gobi
desert lies) was inhabited by the last remnants of
th" race that preceded ours: a handful of" Adepts"
-the " sons of God," now referred to as the
Brahman Pitru ; called by another yet synonymous name in the Chaldean Kabala. "Isis Unveiled"
may appear very puzzling and contradictory to
those who know nothing of Occult Sciences. To
the Occultist it is correct, and while perhaps left
purposely sinning (for it was the first cautious
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attempt to let into the West a faint streak of
Eastern esoteric light), it reveals more facts than
were ever given before its appearance. Let any
one read these pages and he may comprehend.
The " six such races" in Manu refer to the sub.
races of the fQUrth race (p. 590). In addition to
this the reader must turn to the paper on "The
Septenary Principle in Esotericism" (p. 18 7 ante),
study the list of the " Manus " of our fourth Round
(p. 254), and between this and "Isis" light may,
perchance, be focussed.
On pages 590-6 of
the work mentioned above, he will find that
Atlantis is mentioned in the " Secret Books of
the East " (as yet virgin of Western spoliating
hand) under another name in the sacred hieratic
or sacerdotal language. And then it will be shown
to him that Atlantis was not merely the name of
one island but that of a whole continent, of
whose isles and islets many have to this day
survived. The remotest ancestors of some of the
inhabitants of the now miserable fisherman's hovel
" Aclo " (once Atlan), near the gulf of U raha, were
allied at one time as closely with the old Greeks and
Romans as they were with the " true inland Chinaman," mentioned on p. 57 of ''Esoteric Buddhism."
Until the appearance of a map, published at Basle
in 1522, wherein the name of America appears for
the first time, the IaUer was believed to he part of
India ; and strange to him who does not follow the
mysterious working of the human mind and its
unconscious approximations to hidden truthseven the aborigines of the new continent, the Redskinned tribes, the " Mongoloids" of Mr. Huxley,
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were named Indians. Names now attributed to
chance: elastic word that! Strange coincidence,
indeed, to him who does not know--science refusing yet to sanction the wild hypothesis-that
there was a time when the Indian peninsula was at
one end of the line, and South America at the
other, connected by a belt of islands and continents. The India of the prehistoric ages was not
only within the region at the sources of the Oxua
and J axartes, but there was even in the days of
history, and within its memory, an upper, a lower,
and a western India : and still earlier it was
doubly connected with the two Americas. The
lands of the ancestors of those whom Ammianus
Marcellinus calls the "Brahmans of Upper India"
stretched from Kashmir far into the (now) deserts
of Schamo. A pedestrian from the north might
then have reached-hardly wetting his feet-the
Alaskan Peninsula, through Manchooria, across the
future Gulf of Tartary, the Kurile and Aleutian
Islands; while another traveller, furnished with a
canoe and starting from the south, could have
walked over from Siam, crossed the Polynesian
Islands and trudged into any part of the continent
of South America. On pp. 592-3 of" Isis," vol. i.,
the Thevetatas-the evil, mischievous gods that
have survived in the Etruscan Pantheon-are mentioned, along with the '' sons of God '' or Brahman
Pitrilil, The Involute, the hidden or shrouded gods,
the Consentes, Complices, and Novensiles, are all
disguised relics of the AtlantP.ans; while the Etruscan arts of soothsaying their Disciplina revealed by
Tages comes direct and in undisguised form from
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the Atlantean king Thevetat, the " invisible"
Dragon, whose name survives to this day among
the Siamese and Burmese, as also, in the J ataka
allegorical stories of the Buddhists as the opposing
power under the name of Devadat. And Tages
was the son of Thevetat, before be became the
grandson of the Etruscan Jupiter-Tinia. Have the
Western Orientalists tried to find ont the connection
between all these Dragons aml Serpents; between
the " powers of Evil " in the cycles of epic legends,
the Persian and the Indian, the Greek and the
Jewish; between the contests of lndra and the
giant ; the Aryan N agas and the Iranian Aji
Dahaka; the Guatemalian Dragon and the Serpent
of Genesis-&c. &c. &c.?
Professor Max Miiller
discredits the connection.
So be it. But the
fourth race of men, "men" whose sight was unlimited and who knew all things at once, the
bidden as the unrevealed, is mentioned in the PopolVuh, the sacred books of the Guatemalians; and
the Babylonian Xisuthrus, the far later Jewish
Noah, the Hindu Vaivaswata, and the Greek
Deukalion, are all identical with the great Father of
the Thlinkithians, of Popol- Vuh who, like the rest
of these allegorical (not mythical) Patriarcht~,
escaped in his turn and in his days, iu a large boat
at the time of the last great Deluge-the submersion of AtlantiA.
To have been an Indo-Aryan, Vaivaswata had
not, of necessity, to meet with his Saviour (Vishnu,
under the form of a fish) within the precincts of the
present India, or even anywhere on the Asian continent ; nor is it necessary to concede that he was
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the seventh great Manu himself (see catalogue of
the Manus, in the paper on " The Septenary Principle in Esotericism" cited above), but simply that
the Hindu Noah belonged to the clan of Vaivan·ata
and typifies the fifth race. Now the last of the
Atlantean islands perished some I I ,ooo years ago ;
and the fifth race headed by the Aryans began its
evolution, to the certain knowledge of the " Adepts"
nearer one million than goo,ooo years ago. But
the historian and the anthropologist with their
utmost stretch of liberality are unable to give more
than from twenty to one hundred thousand years
for all our human evolution. Hence we put it to
them as a fair question : at what point during their
own conjectural lakh of years do they fix the rootgerm of the ancestral line of the " old Greeks and
Romans? " Who were they ? What is known or
even u conjectured" about their territorial habitat
after the division of the Aryan nations? And
where were the ancestors of the Semitic and Turanian races? It is not enough for purposes of
refutation of other peoples' statements to say that
the latter lived separate from the former, and then
come to a full stop--a fresh hiatus in the ethnological history of mankind. Since Asia is sometimes
called the Cradle of Humanity, and it is an ascer·
tained fact that Central Asia was likewise the cradle
of the Semitic and Turanian races (for thus it is
taught in Gen~sis), and we find the Turans agreeably to the theory evolved by the Assyriologists
preceding the Babylonian Semitists, where, at what
spot of the globe, did these Semito-Turanian nations
break away from the parent stock, and what has
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become of the latter? It cannot be the small
Jewish tribe of Patriarchs; and unless it can be
shown that the garden of Eden was also on the
Oxus or the Euphrates, fenced off from the soil
inhabited by the children of Cain, philologists who
undertake to fill in the gap11 in Universal History
with their made-up conjectures, may be regarded
as ignorant of this detail as those they would enlighten.
Logically, if the ancestors of these various groups
had been at that remote period massed together,
then the self-same roots of a. parent common stock
would have been equally traceable in their perfected
languages as they are in those of the Indo-Europeans. And so, since whichever way one turns, one
is met with the same troubled sea of speculation,
margined by the treacherous quicksands of hypothesis, and every horizon bounded by inferential
landmarks inscribed with imaginary dates. Again,
the '' Adepts" ask why should any one be awed
into accepting as final criterion that which passes
for science of high authority in Europe ? For
all this is known to the Asiatic scholar-in
every case save the purely mathematical and physical i!Ciences-as little better than a secret league
for mutual support, and, perhaps, admiration. He
bows with profound respect before the Royal
Societies of Physicists, Chemists, and, to a degree,
even of Naturalists. He refuses to pay the slightest attention to the merely speculative and conjectural so-called " sciences" of the modern Physiologist, Ethnologist, Philologist, &c., and the mob of
self-styling <Edipuses to whom it is not given to un-
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riddle the Sphynx of Nature, and who therefore
throttle her.
With an eye to the above, as also with a certain
prevision of the future, the defendants in the c-.ases
under examination believe that the " historical
difficulty" with reference .to the non-historical
statement, necessitated more than a simple reaffirmation of the fact. They knew that with no better
claims to a hearing than may be accorded by the
confidence of a few, and in view of the decided
antagonism of the many, it would never do for
them to say " we maintain'' while Western pro·
fessors maintained to the contrary. For a body of,
so to say, unlicensed preachers and students of
unauthorized and unrecognized sciences to offer to
fight an august body of universally recognized
oracles, would be an unprecedented piece of imper·
tinence. Hence their respective claims had to be
examined on however small a scale to begin with
(in this as in all other cases) on other than pRychological grounds. The "Adepts'' in Occult Arts
had better keep silence when confronted with the
11 A. C. S.'s"-Adepts in Conjectural Sciencea--unless they could show, partially at least, how weak
is the authority of the latter and on what foundations of shifting sands their scientific dicta are
often built. They may thus make it a thinkable
conjecture that the former may be right after all.
Absolute silence, moreover, as at present advised,
would have been fatal. Besides risking to be con·
strued into inability to answer, it_ might h_ave given
rise to new complaints among the faithful few, and
lead to fresh charges of selfishness against the
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writers. Therefore have the " Adepts 11 agreed to
smooth in part at least a few of the most glaring
difficulties and showing a highway to avoid them
in future by studying the non-historical but actual.
instead of the historical but mythical, portions of
Universal History. And this they have achieved,
they believe (at any rate with a few of their querists),
by simply showing, or rather reminding them, that
since no historical fact can stand as such against the
"assumption" of the "Adepts"-historians being
confessedly ignorant of pre-Roman and Greek origins
beyond the ghostly shadows of the Etruscans and
Pelasgians-no real historical difficulty can be possibly involved in their statement. From objectors
outside the Society, the writers neither demand nor
do they expect mercy. The "Adept" has no favours
ask at the hands of conjectural science, nor does
he exact from any member of the " London Lodge ''
blind faith: it being his cardinal maxim that faith
should only follow inquiry. The "Adept" is more
than content to be allowed to remain silent, keeping what he may know to himself, unless worthy
seekers wish to share it. He has so done for ages,
and cau do so for a little longer. Moreover, he
would rather not " arrest attention '' or " command
respect '' at present. Thus he leaves his audience
to first verify his statements in every case by the
brilliant though rather wavering light of modem
science : after . which his facts may be either
accepted or rejected, at the option of the willing
student. In short, the "Adept "-if one indeedhas to remain utterly unconcerned with, and un·
moved by, the issue.
He imparts that which it
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is lawful for him to give out, and deals but with
facts.
The philological and arch100logical " difficulties "
next demand attention.

PHILOLOGICAL AND Aaca.soLOGICAL "DIFFICULTIEs!'

Two questions are blended into one. Having shown
the reasons why the A.~iatic student is prompted to
decline the guidance of Western History, it remains
to explain his contumacious obstinacy in the ~ame
direction with regard to philology and archreology.
While expressing the sincerest admiration for the
clever modern methods of reading the past histories of
nations now mostly extinct, and following the progress and evolution of their respective languages, now
dead, the student of Eastern occultism, and even the
profane Hindu scholar acquainted with his national
literature, can hardly be made to share the confidence felt by Western philologists in these conglutinative methods, when practically applied to his
own country and Sanskrit literature. Three facts,
at least, out of many are well calculated to undermine his faith in these Western methods :I. Of some dozens of eminent Orientalists, no
two agree, even in their verbatim translation of
Sanskrit texts. Nor is there more harmony shown
in their interpretation of the pouible meaning of
doubtful passages.
·
2. Though Numismatics is a Jess conjectural
branch of science, and when l!tarting from wellestablished basic dates, so to say, an exact one (since
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it can. hardly fail to yield correct chronological data,
in our case, namely, Indian antiquities); archreologists have hitherto failed to obtain any such position.
On their.own confession, they are hardly justified in
accepting the Samvat and Salivahana eras as their
guiding lights, the real initial points of both being
beyond the power of the European Orientalists to
verify; yet all the same, the respective dates " of
57 B.c. and 78 A.D." are accepted implicitly, and
fanciful ages thereupon ascribed to archreological
remains.
3· The greatest authorities upon Indian archreology and architecture-General Cunningham and
Mr. Fergusson-represent in their conclusions the
two opposite poles. The province of archreology is
to provide trustworthy canons of criticism, and not,
it should seem, to perplex or puzzle. The Western
critic is invited to point to one single relic of the
past in India, whether written record or inscribed
or nninscribed monument, the age of which is not
disputed. No sooner has one archreologist determined a date-say the first century-than another
tries to pull it forward to the I oth or perhaps the
I 4th century of the Christian era. While General
Cunningham ascribes the construction of the present
Buddha Gay a temple to the I st century after
Christ-the opinion of Mr. Fergusson is that its
external form belongs to the I 4th century; and so
the unfortunate outsider is as wise as ever. Noticing this discrepancy in a " Report on the Archreological Survey of India " (vol. viii. p. 6o), the conscientious and capable Buddha-Gaya Chief Engineer,
Mr. J. D. Beglar, observes that "notwithstanding
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his (Fergusson's) high authority, this opinion must
be unhesitatingly set aside," and forthwith assigns
the building under notice to the 6th century.
While the conjectures of one arcbreologist are
termed by another " hopelessly wrong," the identifications of Buddhist reli<'S by this other are in
their turn denounced as "quite untenable." And so
in the case of every relic of whatever age.
When the" recognized, authorities agree--among
themselves at least-then will it be time to show
them collectively in the wrong. Until then, since
their respective conjectures can lay no claim to the
character of history, the " Adepts" have neither the
leisure nor the disposition to leave weightier business to combat empty speculations, in number as
many as there are pretended authorities. Let the
blind lead the blind, if they will not accept the light. •
As in the "historical," so in this new 11 archreological difficulty," namely, the apparent anachronism
as to the date of our Lord's birth, the point at
issue is again concerned with the " old Greeks and
Romans." Less ancient than our Atlantean friends,
they seem more dangerous inasmuch as they have
become the direct allies of philologists in our dispute over Buddhist annals. We are notified by
Prof. Max Muller, by sympathy the most fair of
Sanskritists as well as the most learned-and with
whom, for a wonder, most of his rivals are found
siding in this particular question-that 1' everything
in Indian chronology depends on the date of Chan-

* However, it will be shown elaewhere thnt General Cunningbam's lateilt conclusions about the dute of Buddha's death are not
all &upported by the inscriptions newly diecovered.-T. StrBB.l Row.
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dragupta,"-the Greek Sandracottua. " Either of
theee dates (in the Chinese and Ceylonese chronology) ia impossible, because it does not agree with
the chronology of Greece." (I' Hist. of the Sans.
Lit.," p. 2 7 5.) It is then by the clear light of this
new Alexandrian Pharos shed upon a few synchronisms casually furnished lty the Greek and Roman
classical writers, that the "extraordinary'' statements
of the" Adepts" have .now to be cautiously examined.
For Western Orientalists the historical existence of
Buddhism begins with Asoka, though, even with
the help of Greek spectacles, they are unable to see
beyond Chandragupta. Therefore, "before that
time Buddhist chronology is traditional and full of
absurdities." Furthermore, nothing is said in the
Brahmartas of the Bauddhas-ergo, there were none
before " Sandracottus," nor have the Buddhists or
Brahmans any right to a history of their own, save
the one evoluted by the Western mind. As though
the Muse of History had turned her back while
events were gliding by, the "historian'' confesses
his inability to close the immense lacuna: between
the Indo-Aryan supposed immigration en masse
across the Hindoo Kush, and the reign of Asoka.
Having nothing more solid, he uses contradictory
inferences and speculations. But the Asiatic occultisu, whose forefathers had her tablets in their
keeping, and even some learned native Pundits-believe they can. The claim, however, is pronounced
unworthy of attention. Of the. late Smriti (traditional history) which, for those who know how to
interpret its allegories, is full of unimpeachable
hialorical records, an Ariadne's thread through the
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tortuous labyrinth of the Past-has come to be
nnanimonsly regarded as a tissue of exaggerations,
.monstrous fables, " Clumsy forgeries of the first centuries A.D ." It is now openly declared as worthless not only for exact chronological but even for
general historical. purposes.
Thua by dint of
arbitrary condem~U~otions, 1tased on absurd interpretations (too often the· direct outcome of sectarian
prejudice), the Orientalist has raised himself to the
eminence of a philological mantic. His learned
vagaries are fast superseding, even in the minds of
many a Europeanized Hindu, the important historical facts that lie concealed under the exoteric phraseology of the ·Puranas and other Smritic literature.
At the outset, therefore, the Eastern Initiate declares
the evidence of those Orientalists who, abusing their
unmerited authority, play ducks and drakes with
his most sacred relics, ruled out of court ; and before
giving Ilia facts be would suggest to the learned European Sanskritist and archreologist that, in the matter
of chronology, the difference in the sum of their
series of conjectural historical events, proves them
to be mistaken from A to Z. They know that one
single wrong figure in an arithmetical progression
will always throw the whole calculation into inextricable confusion : the multiplication yielding,
generally, in such a case, instead of the correct sum
something entirely unexpected. A fair proof of this ·
may, perhaps, he found in something already alluded
to-namely, the adoption of the dates of certain
Hindu eras as the basis of their chronological
assumptions. In assigning a date to text or monument they have, of course, to be guided by one f>f
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the pre-Christian Indian eras, whether inferentially,
or otherwise. And yet-in one case, at least-they
complain repeatedly that they are utterly ignorant
as to the correct starting-point of the most important of these. The positive date of Vikramaditya,
for instance, who11e reign forms the starting point
of the Samvat era, is in reality unknown to them.
With some, Vikramaditya flourished "B.c." s6;
with others, 86 ; with others again, in the 6th century of the Christian era ; while Mr. Fergusson will
not allow the Samvat era any beginning before the
" 1oth century A.D." In short, and in the words
of Dr. ,,. eber,* they "have absolutely no authentic
evidence to show whether the era of Vikramaditya
dates from the year of his birth, from some achievement, or from the year of his death, or whether, in·
fine, it may not have been simply introduced by
him for astronomical reasons." There were several
Vikramadityas and Vikramas in Indian history, for
it is not a name, but an honorary title, as the Orientalists have now come to learn. How then can any
chronological deduction from such a shifting premise
be anything but untrustworthy, especially when, as
in the instance of the Samvat, the basic date is
made to travel along, at the personal fancy of
Orientalists, between the I st and the I oth century?
Thus it appears to be pretty well proved that in
ascribing chronological dates to Indian antiqUities,
Anglo-Indian as well as European archreologists are
often guilty of the most ridiculous anachronisms.
That, in fine, they have been hitherto furnishing
• "The History of Indian Literature," Triibner's Series, 1882,
p.%02·
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History with an arithmetical mean, while ignorant,
in nearly every case, of its first term! Nevertheless, the Asiatic student is invited to verify and
correct his dates by the flickering light of this chronological will-o'-the-wisp. Nay, nay. Surely •: An
English F.T.S." would never expect us in matters·
demanding the minutest exactness to trust to such
Western beacons I And he will, perhaps, permit us
to hold to our own views, since we know that our
dates are neither conjectural nor liable to modifications. Where even such veteran archreologists as
General Cunningham do not seem above suspicion,
and are openly denounced by their colleagues,
palreography seems to hardly deserve the name of
exac~ science.
This busy antiquarian has been
repeatedly denounced by Prof. Weber and others
for his indiscriminate acceptance of that Samvat era.
Nor have the other Orientalists been more lenient;
especially those who, perchance under the inspiration
of early sympathies for biblical chronology, prefer
in matters connected with Indian dates to give head
to their own emotional but unscientific intuitions.
Some would have us believe that the Samvat era
" is not demonstrable for times anteceding the
Christian era at all." Kern makes efforts to prove
that the Indian astronomers began to employ this
era " only after the year of grace I ooo." Prof.
Weber, referring sarcastically to ·General Cunningham, observes that " others, on the contrary, have
no hesitation in at once referring, wherever possible,
every Samvat or Samvatsare-dated inscription to
the Samvat era." Thus, e.g., Cunningham (in his
"Arch. Survey of India," iii. 3 I, 39) directly assigns
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an inscription dated Samvat 5 to the year

tt

B.C·

52," &c., and winds up the statement with the
following plaint: tt For the present, therefore,
unfortunately, where there is nothing else (but that
unknown era) to guide us, it must generally remain
an open question, which era we have to do with in a
particular inscription, and what date consequently
the inscription hears." •
The confession is significant. It is pleasant to
find such a ring of sincerity in -a European Orientalist, though it does seem quite ominous for Indian
archreology. The initiated Brahmans know the
positive dates of their eras and remain therefore
unconcerned. What the " Adepts" have Qnce said,
they maintain; and no new discoveries or modified
conjectures of accepted authorities can exert any
pressure upon their data. Even if Western archreologists or numismatists took it into their heads to
change the date of our Lord and Glorified Deliverer
from the 7th century " B.c." to the 7th century
" A.D.," we would but the more admire such a
remarkable gift for knocking about dates and eras,
as though they were so many lawn-tennis balls.
Meanwhile, to all sincere and inquiring Theosophists, we will say plainly, it is useless for any one
to speculate about the date. of our Lord Sanggyas's
birth, while rejecting a priori all the Brahmanical,
Ceylonese, Chinese, and Tibetan dates. The pretext
that these do not agree with the chronology of a
handful of Greeks who visited the country 300 years
after the event in question, is too fallacious and
bold. Greece was never concerned with Buddhism,
• Op. cit., P•
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and besides the fact that the classics furnish their
few synchronistic dates simply npon the hearsay of
their respective anthon-a few Greeks, who themselves lived centuries before the writers quoted-their
chronology is itself too defective, and their lristorical
records, when it was a question of national triumphs,
too bombastic and often too diametrically oppoeed
to fact, to inspire with confidence any one less prejudiced than the average European Orientalist. To
seek to establish the true dates in Indian history by
connecting its events with the mythical " invasion,"
while confessing that " one would look in vain in
the literature of the Brahmans or Buddhists for any
allusion to Alexander's conquest, and although it is
impossible to identify any of the historical events
related by Alexander's companions 'vith the historical
tradition of Indi&," amounts to something more
than a mere exhibition of incompetence in this
direction : were not Prof. Max Muller the party
eoncerned-we might say that it appears almost like
predetermined dishonesty.
These are harsh words to say, and calculated no
doubt to shock many a European mind trained to
look np to what is termed ''scientific authority"
with a feeling akin to that of the savage for his
family fetich. They are well deserved, nevertheless,
as a few examples will show. To such intellects as
Prof. Weber's-whom we take as the leader of the
German Orientalists of the type of Christophileacertainly the word " obtuseness " cannot be applied.
Upon seeing how chronology is deliberately and
maliciously perverted in favour of'' Greek influence,"
Christian interests and his O\Vn predetermined
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theories-another, and even a stronger term should
be applied. What expression is too severe to signify
one's feelings upon reading such an unwitting confession of disingenuous scholarship as Weber re~
p~atcdly makes ('' Hist. Ind. Lit.") when urging the
nece~rity of admitting that a passage "has been
touched up by later interpellation," or forcing fanciful chronological places for texts admittedly very
ancient-as otherwise the dates would be brought
down too far or too near I " And this is the keynote of his entire policy: fiat hypothesis, ruat cd!lum!
On the other hand Prof. Max Muller, enthusiastic
lndophile as he seems, crams centuries into his
chronological thimble without the smallest apparent
compunction. • • . .
ThP.se two Orientalists are instances, because they
are accepted beacons of philology and Indian
palreography. Our national monumcntl! are dated and
our ancestral history perverted to suit their Ofinions;
the pernicious evil has ensued, that as a result
History is now recording for the misguidance of
posterity the false annals and distorted facts which,
upon their evidence, will be accepted without appeal
as the outcome of the fairest and ablest critical
analysis. While Prof. Max Mi.iller will hear of no
other than a Greek criterion for Indian chronology,
Prof. Weber (op. cit.) finds Greek influence-his
universal solvent-in the development of India's
religion, philosophy, literature, IL!Itronomy, medicine,
architecture, &c. To support this fallacy the most
tortuous sophistry, the most absurd etymological
deductions are resorted to. If one fact more than
another has been set at rest by comparative myth~
A A 2
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logy, it is that their fundamental religious ideas,
and most of their gods, were derived by the Greeks
from religions flourishing in ihe north~west of India,
the cradle of the main Hellenic stock. This is
now entirely disregarded, because a disturbing
element in the harmony of the critical spheres.
And though nothing is more reasonable than the
inference that the Grecian astronomical terms were
inherited equally from the parent stock, Prof.
Weber would have us· believe that "it was Greek
influence that just infused a real life into Indian
astronomy" (p. 251). In fine, the hoary ancestors
of the Hindus borrowed their astronomical terminology and learnt the art of star gazing and even
their zodiac from the Hellenic infant ! This proof
engenders another: the relative antiquity of the
astronomical texts shall be henceforth determined
upon the presence or absence in them of asterisms
and zo1iacal signs, the former being undisguisedly
Greek m their names, the latter are " designated by
their Sanskrit names which are translated from the
Greek" (p. 255). Thus" Mann's law being unacquainted with the planets," is considered as more
ancient than Yajnavalkya's Code, which "inculcates
their worship," and so on. But there is still another
and a better test found out by the Sanskritists for
determining with "infallible accuracy" the age of
the texts, apart from asterisms and zodiacal sig!ls :
any casual mention in them of the name "Yavana," taken in every instance to designate the
" Greeks." This, apart " from an internal chronology based on the character of the works themselves,
and on the quotations, &c., therein contained, is the
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()nly one possible,'' we are told. As a result tbe
absurd statement that " the Indian astronomers
regularly speak of the Yavanas as their teachers''
{p. 252). Ergo, their teachers were Greeks. For
with Weber and others " Yavana" and " Greek "
are convertible terms.
But it so happens that Yavanacharya was the
Indian title of a single Greek-Pythagoras; as
Sankaracharya was the title of a single Hindu philosopher ; and the ancient Aryan astronomical
writers cited his opinions to criticize and compare
them with the teachings of their own astronomical
science, long before him perfected and derived from
their ancestors. The honorific title of Acharya
(master) was applied to him as to every other
learned astronomer or mystic ; and it certainly did
not mean that Pythagoras or any other Greek
'' Master" was neces11arily the master of the Brahmans. The word " Yavana" was a generic term
employed ages before the " Greeks of Alexander "
projected "their influence" upon Jambudvipa,
to designate people of a younger race, the word
meaning Yuvan "young," or younger. They knew
()f Yavanas of the north, west, south and east; and
the Greek strangers received this appellation as the
Persians, Indo-Scythians and others had before
them. An exact parallel is afforded in our present
day. To the Tibetans every foreigner whatsoever
is known as a Peling ; the Chinese designate Europeans as" red-haired devils;" and the Mussalmans
eall every one outside of Islam a Kaffir. The W ebers
()£the future, following the example now set them,
may perhaps, after 1 o,ooo years, affirm, upon the
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authority of scraps of Moslem literature then extant,
that the Bible was written, and the English, French,
Russians and Germans who possessed and translated
or " invented " it, lived in Kaffiristan shortly before
their era under "Moslem influence." Because the
l uga Purana of the Gargi Sanhita speaks of an
expedition of the Yavanas "as far as Pataliputra,"
therefore, either the Macedonians or the Seleucitk
had conquered all India I But our Western critic
is ignorant, of course, of the fact that Ayodhya or
Sake/a of Rama was for two millenniums repelling
inroads of various Mongolian and other Turanian
tribes, besides the lndo-Scythians, from beyond
Nepaul and the Himalayas. Prof. Weber seems
finally himself frightened at the Y avana spectre he
has raised, for he 'lueries :-" Whether by the
Yavanas it is really the Greeks who are meant
• • • . or possibly merely their Indo-Scythian or
other successors, to whom the name was afterwards
transferred." This wholesome doubt ought to have
modified his dogmatic tone in many other such
cases.
But, drive out prejudice with a pitch fork it
will ever return. The eminent scholar, though
staggered by his own glimpse of the truth, returns
to the charge with new vigour. We are startled
by the fresh discovery that Asuramaya:* the
earliest astronomer, mentioned repeatedly in the
• Dr. Weber ia not probably aware of the fact that tbia distinguished astronomer's name was simply Maya; the pr~fix " Aaura"
wu often added to it by ancient Hindu writers to show that he wu
K Rakabaea.
In the opinion of the llrahmana he was an "AtlaDtean " and one of tho greatest aatronome1a ond occultiats of the JOlt
Atlantis.
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Indian epics, "is identical with ' Ptolema'ios ' of
the Greeks." The reason for it given is, that
" this latter name, aJt we see from the inscriptions
of PiyadaJti, became in Indian ' Turamaya,' out of
which the name ' Asuramaya ' might very eaJtily
grow; and since, by the later tradition, this 'Maya'
is distinctly aJtsigned to Romaka-pura in the West."
Had the " Piyadasi inscription " been found on the
site of ancient Babylonia, one might suspect the
word " Turamaya" as derived from " Turanomaya,"
or rather mania. Since, however, the Piyadasi
inscriptions belong distinctly to India, and the title
was home but by two kings-Chandragupta and
Dharmasoka-what bas "' Ptolema1os' of the
Greeks " to do with " Turamaya " or the latter
with " Asuramaya," except, indeed, to use it as
a fresh . pretext to drag the Indian astronomer
under the stupefying " Greek influence " of the
U pas Tree of Western Philology ? Then we learn
that, because "Panini once mentions the Yavanas,
i.e., •.•• Greeks, and explains the formation of
the word ' l"avanani,' to which, according to the
Varttika, the word lipi, 'writing,' must be supplied,"
therefore the word signifies " the writing of the
Yavanas" of the Greeks and none other. Would
the German philologists (who have so long and
eo fruitlessly attempted to explain this word) be
very much surprised if told that they are yet as
far as possible from the truth? That-Yavandni
does not mean " Greek writing " at all, but any
foreign writing whatsoever? That the absence
of the word " writing " in the old texts, except in
connection with the names of foreigners, does not
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in the least imply that none but Greek writing was
known to them, or that they had none of their
own, being ignorant of the ·art of reading and
writing until the days of Panini? (theory of Prof.
Max Muller). For Devanagari is as old as the
Vedas, and held so sacred that the Brahmans, first
under penalty of death, and later on of eternal
ostracism, were not even allowed to mention it to
profane ears, much less to make known the existence of their secret temple libraries. So that
by the word Yavanani, "to which, according to the
Varttilca, the word lipi, 'writing/ must be supplied,"
the writing of foreigners in general, whether Phmnician, Roman, or Greek, is always meant. As to
the preposterous hypothesis of Prof. Max MUller
that writing " was not used for literary purposes in
India" before Panini's time (again upon Greek
authority) that matter has been disposed of elsewhere.
Equally unknown are those certain other and
most important facts, fable though they seem.
First, that the Aryan "Great War," the Mababbarata, and the Trojan War of Homer-both
mythical as to personal biographies and fabulous
supernumeraries, yet perfectly historical in the main
-belong to the same cycle of events. For the
occurrences of many centuries, among them the
separation of sundry peoples and races, erroneously
traced to Central Asia alone, were in these immortal epics compressed within the scope of single
dramas made to occupy but a few years. Secondly,
that in this immense antiquity the forefathers of
the Aryan Greeks -and the Aryan Brahmans were
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as closely united and intermixed as are now the
Aryans and the so-called Dravidians. Thirdly, that
before the days of the historical Rama, from whom
in unbroken genealogical descent the Oodeypore
sovereigns trace their lineage, Rajpootana was as
full of direct post-Atlantean "Greeks/' as the postTrojan, subjacent Cumrea and other settlements of
pre-Magna Gra:cia were of the fast Hellenizing sires
of the modem Rajpoot. One acquainted with the
real meaning of the ancient epics cannot refrain
from asking himself whether these intuitional
Orientalists prefer being called deceivers or deceived, and in charity give them the benefit of
the doubt.* What can be thought of Prof. Weber's
• Further on, Prof. Weber indolges in the following piece of chronological sleight of hand. In his arduous endeavour "to determine
accurately" the place in hiatory of "the Romantic Legend of Sakya
Buddha" (translation by Beale), he thinks "the special pointa of
relation here found to Christian legends are very striking. The
question which party waa the borrower Beale properly leaves unde·
termined. Yet in alllikelihocxl (!!)we have here simply a aimilar
case to that of the appropriation of Christittn legend by the wonhip·
pen of Krisbntt" (p. 300). Now it is this tbot every Hindu and
Buddhist bas the right to brand os "dishonesty," whether conscioua
or nnconscious. Legends origim\te earlier than history and die out
upon being sit\ed. Neither of the fabulous events in connection with
Buddha's birth, taken esoterically, neceSRitated a great geni01 to
narrate them, nor wos the intell~tual copacity of the Hindua e'rer
proved 110 inferior to that of the Jewish and Greek mob thot they
should borrow from them even fables inspired by religion. Ho''" their
fablea, evolved between the aecond and third centuries nfter Buddha's
death, when the fever of proselytism ond the ndoration of his memory
were nt their height, could be bON'O-d and then appropriated from
the Chriation legends written during the first century of the Western
l'rB, can only be explained by a Uermnn Orientaliat.
Mr. T. W.
Rhys Davids (Jatoka Book) shows the contrary to hRVe been true.
It may be remarked in thia connection that, while the finot" miracles"
of both Krishna and Christ are raid to have happened at a Mathura,
the L1tter city esi•ta to this day in India-the antiquity of ita name
being fully proved-while the Matbura, or Matures in Egypt, of tho
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endeavour when, "to determine more accurately the
position of Ramayana (called by him the ' artificial
epic') in literary history/' he ends with an assumption that "it rests upon an acquaintanc.e with
the Trojan cycle of legend • . • . the conclusion
there arrived at is that the date of its composition
is to be placed at the commencement of the Christian era, .•.• in an epoch when the operation· of
the Greek influence upon India had already set
in I" (p. I 94.) The case is hopeless. If the "internal chronology " and external fitness of things,
we may add presented in the triple Indian epic,
did not open the eyes of the hypercritical professors
to the many historical facts enshrined in their
striking allegories; if the significant mention of
"black Yavanas," and "white Yavanas," indicating
totally different peoples, could so completely escape
their notice;* and the enumeration of a host of
tribes, nations, races, clans, under their separate
Sanskrit designations in the Mahbhiirata, had not
stimulated them to try to trace their ethnic evolution and identify them with their now living
European descendants, there is little to hope from
their scholarship except a mosaic of learned guesswork. The latter scientific mode of critical analysis
may yet end some day in a consensus of opinion
that Buddhism is due wholesale to the "Life of
Barlaam and Josaphat," written by St. John of
Damascus ; or that our religion was plagiarized
"Goepel of Infnncy," where Jesna is alleged to have produeed his lint
miracle, waa sought to be identified, centuries ago, by the stump of
nn old tree in the desert, and is represented by an empty spot !
• See Twelfth Book of Mababbarata, Krishna'• fight with .K61a-

yanna.
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from that famous Roman Catholic legend of the
eighth century in which our Lord Gautama is made
to figure as a Christian Saint, better still, that
the Vedas were written at Athens under the auspices of St. George, the tutelary successor of
Theseus. For fear that anything might be lacking to prove the complete obsession of J ambudvlpa
by the demon of " Greek influence," Dr. Weber
vindictively casts a last insult into the face of
India by remarking that if "European Western
steeples owe their origin to an imitation of the
Buddhist topes* . . . • on the other hand in the
most ancient Hindu edifices the presence of Greek
influence is unmistakable" (p. 274). Well may
Dr. Rajendralala Mitra tt hold out particularly
against the idea of any Greek influence whatever
on the development of Indian architecture." If
his ancestral literature must be attributed to
u Greek influence," the temples, at least, might
have been spared. One can understand how the
Egyptian Hall in London reflects the influence of
the ruined temples on the Nile; but it is a more
difficult feat, even for a German professor, to
prove the archaic structure of old Aryavarta a
foreshadowing of the genius of the late lamented
Sir Christopher Wren I The outcome of this
palreographic spoliation is that there is not a tittle
left for India to call her own. Even medicine is
due to the same Hellenic influence. We are told
-this once by Roth-that " only a comparison of
the principles of Indian with those of Greek medicine can enable us to judge of the origin, age

* Of Hindu Li"!JarM, rather.
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and value of the former j ,, • • • • and " a propos of
Charaka's injunctions as to the duties of the physician to his patient," adds Dr. Weber, "be cites
some remarkably coincident e:rpresrions from the
oath of the Asklepiads." It is then settled. India
is Hellenized from bead to foot, and even bad no
physic until the Greek doctors came.
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SAKYA MUNI'S PLACE IN HISTORY.
No Orientalist, save perhaps, the same wise, not to
say deep, Prof. Weber, opposes more vehemently
than Prof. Max Muller Hindu and Buddhist chronology. Evidently if an Iodophile he is no~ a
Buddhophile, and General Cunningham, however independent otherwise in his archreological researches,
agrees with him more than would seem strictly
prudent in view of possible future discoveries.*
We have then to refute iu our turn this great
Oxford professor's speculations.
To the evidence furnished by the Puranas and
Mahavansa, which he also finds hopeleBSly entangled and contradictory (tl1ough the perfect accuracy of that Sinhalese history is most warmly
acknowledged by Sir Emerson Tennant, the historian), he opposes the Greek classics and their chronology. With him, it is always" Alexander's in• Notwithstanding Prof. :\f. Muller's regrettable efforts to invalidate O\'cry Buddhist evidence, pe ~~eems to have ill-succeeded in proving his case, if we can judge from the openly expressed opinion of his
own Gennan confr~re•. In the portion beaded "Tradition as to
Buddha's Age" (pp. 283-288) in his "Hist. oflnd. Lit.,'' Prof. Weber
very aptly remarka, "Nothing like positive certainty, tberefol't!, is for
tho preeent nttainable. Nor have the subsequent discussions of this
topic by Max Muller (1859) (" Hiat. A.S.L." p. 264 ff), by Westergaard (186o), "Ueber Buddha's Todeajahr,'' and by "Kern Over de
Jurtelling der Zuidel Buddhisteu" so far yielded any definite
retnltl." Nor are tbeJlikely to.
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vasion " and '' Conquest,'' and " the ambassador of
Selencns Nicator-Megasthenes," while even the
faintest record of such " conquest '' is conspicuously
absent from Brahmanic record ; and although in
an inscription of Piyadasi are mentioned the names
of Antiochus, Ptolemy, Magus, Antigonus, and evtll
of the great Alexa11der himself, as vassals of the
king Piyadasi, the Macedonian is yet called the
" Conqueror of India." In other words, while any
casual mention of Indian affairs by a Greek writer
of no great note must be accepted unchallenged, no
record of the Indians, literary or monumental, is
entitled to the smallest consideration. Until
rubbed against the touch-!ttone of Hellenic infal·
libility it must be set down, in the words of Pro·
fessor Weber, as'' of course mere empty boasting."
Oh, rare Western sense of justice ! *
Occult records show differently. They saychalleng(ng proof to the contrary-that Alexander
never penetrated into India farther than Tazila;
which is not even quite the modern Attock. The
murmuring of the Macedonian's troops began at
the same place, and not ntJ given out, on the
banks of the Hyphasis. For having never gone
to the Hydaapes or Jhelum, he could not have
been on the Sutlej. Nor did Alexander ever
found satrapies or plant any Greek colonies in
• No Philaryart would pretend for a moment on the strength or
the Piylldnsi imcriptions that ~lexander of Macedonia, or either of tbe
other sovereigns mentioned, wu claimed u All actual " ,_\" of
Cnaudragupta. They did not even pay trjbute, bnt only a kind ol
quit-rent annually for lands eeded in the north : aa tbe grant-tablets
could ahow. But tho inscription, however misinterpreted, shows
moat clearly that Alexander ,.,ns never the conq!leror of India.
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the Punjab. The only colonies be left behind him
that the Brahmans ever knew of, amounted to a
few dozens of disabled soldiers, scattered hither and
thither on the frontiers ; who with their native
raped wives settled around the deserts of Karmania
and Drangaria-the then natural boundaries of
India. And unless history regards as colonists
the many thousands of dead men and those who
settled for ever under the hot sands of Gedrosia,
there were no other, save in the fertile imagination
of the Greek llutorianf. The boasted u invasion of
India '' was confined to the regions between Karmania and Attock, east and west; and Beloochistan and the Hindu Kush, south and north: countries which were all India for the Greek of those
days. His building a fleet on the Hydaspes is a
fiction ; and his '' victorious march through the
fighting armies of India," another. However, it is
not with the 11 world conqueror" that we have now
to deal, but rather with the supposed accuracy and
even casual veracity of his captains and countrymen,
whose hazy reminiscences on the testimony of the
classical writers have now been raised to unimpeach·
able evidence in everything that may affect the
cnronology of early Buddhism and India.
Foremost among the evidence of classical writers,
that of Flavius Arrianus is brought forward against
the Buddhist and Chinese chronologies. No one
should impeach the. personal testimony of this conIICientious author had he been ·himself an eye-witness
mstead of Megasthenes. But when a man comes
to know that he wrote his accounts upon the now
lost works of Aristobulus and Ptolemy ; and that
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the latter aeacribed their data from texts prepared
by authors who had never set their eyes upon one
line written hy either Megasthenes or Nearchus himself; and that knowing so much one is informed
by W estem historians that among the works of
Arrian, Book VII. of the " Anabasis of Alexander,"
is ' 1 the chief authority on the subject of the Indian
invasion-a book unfortunately with a gap in its
twelfth chapter "--one may well conceive upon
what a broken reed Western authority leans for its
Indian chronology. Arrian lived over 6oo years
after Buddha's death; Strabo, soo (S 5 "B.c.");
Diodorus Siculus-quite a trustworthy compiler!about the first century; Plutarch over 700 anno
Buddluv, and Quintus Curti us over 1 ,ooo years I
And when, to crown this army of witnesses against
the Buddhist annals, the reader is informed by our
Olympian critics that the works of the last-named
author--than whom no more blundering (~co
graphically, chronologically, and historically) writer
ever lived-form along with the ·Greek history of
Arrian the most valuable source of informaLion
re11pecting the military career of Alexander the
Great-then the only wonder is that the great
conqueror was not made by his biographers to have
-Leonidas-like-defended the Thermopylean passes
in the Hindu Kush against the invasion of the
first Y~tlic :Rrl\hmins "from the Oxus." Withal the
Buddhist dates are either rejected or only accepted
pro tempore.
Well may the Hindu resent the
preference shown to the testimony of Greeks-of
whom some, at least, are better remembered in Indian
history as the importers into Jambudvipa of every
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Greek and Roman vice known and unknown to
their day-against his own national records and
history. "Greek influence" was felt, indeed, in
India, in this, and only in this, one particular.
Greek damsels mentioned as an article of great
traffic for India-Persian and Greek Yavanis-'
~..... ~ ;_,,'were the fore-mothers of the modern nq_utch-girls,~ J I
who had till then remained pure virgins- of the
inner temples. Alliances with the Antiochuses and
the Seleucus Nicators bore no better fruit than
the rotten apple of Sodom. Pataliputra, as prophesied by Gautama Buddha, found its fat.e in the
waters of the Ganges, having been twice before
nearly destroyed, again like Sodom, by the fire of
heaven.
'
Reverting to the main subject, the "contradictions" between the Ceylonese and Chino-Tibetan
chronologies actually prove nothing. If the Chinese
annalists of Sau·i in accepting the prophecy of our
Lord that " a thousand years after He bad reached
Nirvana, His doctrines would reach the north" fell
into the mistake of applying it ' to China, whereas
Tibet was meant, the error was corrected after the
eleventh century of the Tzin era in most of the temple
chronologies. Besides which, it may now refer to
other events relating to Buddhism, of which Europe
knows nothing, China or Tzina dates its present
name only from the year 296 of the Buddhist era*
(vulgar chronology having assumed it from the
first Hoang of the Tzin dynasty): therefore the
• The reference to c.\inaAuii<IA (Chinese and Huns) in the P"18lma
of the Mahabharata is evidently a later ioterpol11tion, aa it
doea not occur in the old MSS. existing in Southern India.
Part:~a
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Tatb&gata could not have indicated it by this name
in his well-known prophecy. If misunderstood
even by several of the Buddhist commentators, it
is yet preserved in its true sense by his own immediate Arbats. The Glorified One meant tite
country thai stretches far off from the Lake
Mansorowara; far beyond that region of the
Himavltt, where dwelt from time immemorial the
great " teachers of the Snowy Range." These
were the great Sraman-achilryas who preceded Him,
and were His teachers, their humble successors
trying to this day to perpetuate their and His
doctrines. The prophecy came out true to the very
day, and it ill corroborated both by the mathe·
mntical and historical chronology of Tibet-quite
as accurate as that of the Chinese. ArhAt Kasyapa,
of the dynasty of M6ryas, founded by one of the
Chandraguptas near P!taliputra, left the convent of
P!nch-Kukkutarama, in consequence of a vision of
our Lord, for missionary purpose in the year 68 3
of the Tzin era (436 Western era) anci had reached
the great Lake of Bod-Yul in the same year. It
is at that period that expired the millennium
prophesied. 'l'be Arhl\t carrying with him the
fifth statue of Sakya Muni out of the sevE'n gold
statues made after his bodily death by order of the
first Council, planted it in the soil on that very
spot where seven years later was built the first
ouNPA (monastery), where the earliest Buddhist
lamas dwelt. And though the conversion of the
whole country did not take place before the beginning of the seventh century (Western era), the
good law had, neverthelest~, reached the North at
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the time prophesied, and no earlier. For, the first
of the golden statues had been plundered from
Bhikshu Sali Suka by the Hiong-un robbers and
melted, during the days of Dharmas6ka, who had
sent missionaries beyond N epaul. The second had
a like fate, at Ghar-zha, even before it had reached
the boundari~s of Bod-Yul. The third was rescued
from a barbarous tribe of Bhons by a Chinese
military chief who h~d pursued them into the
dest>rts of Schamo about 42 3 Buddhist era (I 20
6 ' n.c.")
The fourth was sunk in the third century
of the Christian era, together with the ship that
carried it from Magadha toward the hills of
Ghangs-chhen-dzo-nga (Chitagong). The fifth arriving in the nick of time reached its destination
with Arhat Kasyapa. So did the last two* •••.
• No doubt, since the history of these seven statues is not in the
l1and3 of the Orientnlists, it will be treated as a "groundles! fable."
Nevertheless such is their origin nnd history. They date from tho
'first Synod, that of Rttjagriha, held in the senson cf war following the
death of Buddha, i.e., one year nfter his death. Wero thia Rl\iagriha
Coam·il hold 100 years after, as maintained by some, it could not
have been presided over by 1\fnhtlkaayapa, the friend and brother
Arhat of S11kyamuni, as he would have been 200 years old. The second
.COuncil or Synod, that of Vaisali, was held 120, not 100 or 110 years
u some would have it, after the Nir11ana, for tho latter took place at
n time a little over 20 yCllrs before the physical death of TatMgata.
It was held at the great Snptaparna cave (Mahavansa's Sattapamsi),
11car tho Mount Baibhilr (the WebhAra of the PiUi Manuscripts), that
waa in Rajagriha, the old capital of 1\lagadha. Memoirs exist, containing the record of bis daily life, made by the nephew of king
Aj~taslltrn, a fd\·ouritc Bikshu of the Muhocllllrya. These texta have
~er been in the JlOII'ICSSion of the superiors of the first Lamasery built
by ArhAt Kaayapa in Bod-Ynl, most of whose Chohllna were the de~dants of the dynasty of the Moryaa, there being up to thia dllJ
three of the members of thia once royal family living in India. The
old text in question ia a document written in .d.~ttulrwta Magadha
~baracters. [We deny that these or any other ehllrscters-whethet
Devanagari, Pali, or Dravidian-ever need in India, are variations of,
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On the other hand, the Southern Buddhists,
headed by the Ceylonese, open their annals with
the following event:They claim according to their native chronolo!JY
that ViJaya, the son of Sinhabahu, the 11overeign
of Lala, a small kingdom or Raj ou the Ganda.k.i
or derivative~~ from, the Phamician.J To revert to the texts it is
therein stated that the Sattapanni cave, then called "Sarnswati" and
" Bamboo·caVe," ~ot its latter name in this wise. When our Lord
first Mt in it for Dh9ana, it was a lar~e six·chambered natural o\\·e,
50 to 6o feet wide by 33 deep. One day, while teaching tlaemendicants outside, our Lord compared man to a Saptaparna (sevcn·leaved)
plant, showing them how after the loss of its first leaf e\·ery other
could be easily detached, but tbe seventh leaf-directly connected with
the stem. "Mer.dicant.," He said," there are seven Buddhas in every
Buddha, and there are siz Bikshus and but one lluddha in t>acb
mendiCRnt. What are the seven ? The seven branches of complete
knowledge. What are the aix? The six organs of sense. What
arc the five? The five clements of illusive being. And the O:!fX
'~hich is alao ten? He is a true Buddha wlao develops in him the
ten forms of holiness and subjects them all to the one-• the silent
voice' (meaning Avolokiteswara). After thnt, causing thll rock to
be mo,·ed at His command, the TntMgata mode it dividol itself into
a seventh additional chnmber, remarking that a rock too was sep·
tcnary, an:l had seveustages of development. Prom that time it wu
called the Sattapanni or tho Saptaparna cave. After the first Synod
was held, seven gold statnes of the Bhaj[llvat were cast by order of
tho king, and each of them was placed in Olltl of the seven compart.
menta." 'l'hese in after times, when the good law had to make room
to more congenial because more sensual creeds, were taken in cba~
by various VihaniS and then disposed of as explained. Thus when
l\i r.Turnour states on the authorityof the sacred traditions of Southern
Daddhists that the cave received ita uame from tho Sattapanni
plant, he states what is correct. In the "ArclueologiCRI Survey of
Jndia," we find that Gen. Cunningham identifies this cave with one
not far away from it nnd in the snme Baibhnr range, but which is
most decidooly not our Saptsparna cave. At the same time the Chief
Engineer of lluddt.a Gaya, Mr. Deglar, describing the Clletv csve,
mentioned by :Fn.hian, thinks it is the Saptaparna cave, and he is
right. For th11t, as well 011 the Pippa! nnd the other cavewmentioned
in our texts, are too sacred in their associations-both having been
used for centuries by generations of Bhikkhus, unto the very time of
their lcnvir.g India-to have their sites so easily forgotten.
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river in Magadha, was exiled by his father for acts
of turbulence and immorality. Sent adrift on the
ocean with his companions after having their headiJ
shaved, Buddbist-Bhikshn fashion, as a sign of
penitence, he was carried to the shores of Lanka.
Once landed, he and his companions conquered
and easily took possession of an island inhabited by
uncivilized tribes, generically called the Yakshas.
This-at whatever epoch and year it may have
happened-is an historical fact, and the Ceylonese
records, independent of Buddhist chronology, give
it out as having taken place 382 years before
Dushtagamani (i.e., in 543 before the Christian
era). Now, the Buddhist Sacred Annals record
certain words of our Lord pronounced by Him
shortly before His death. In Mahavansa He is
made to have addressed them to Sakra, in the
midst of a great assembly of Devatas (Dhyan
Chohans), and while already cc in the exalted unchangeable Nirvana, seated on the throne on which
Nirvana is achieved.'' In our texts Tathl'Lgata addresses them to his assembled Arh!ts and Bhikkhus
a few days before his final liberation :-" One
Vijaya, the son of Sinhabahu, king of the land of
Lata, together with 700 attendants, has just landed
on Lanka. Lord of Dhyan Buddhas (Devas)! my
doctrine wHI be established on Lanka. Protect
him and Lanka I " This is the sentence pronouncecl
which, as proved later, was a prophecy. The now
familiar phenomenon of clairvoyant prevision,
amply furnishing a natural explanation of the
prophetic utterance without any unscientific theory
of miracle, the laugh of certaiu Orientalish seems
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uncalled for. Such parallels of poetico-religious
embelliahments as found in Mahavansa exist iu the
written records of every religion-as much in
Christianity as anywhere else. An unbiassed
mind would first endeavour to reach the correct
aud very superficially hidden meaning before throwjog ridicule and contemptuous discredit upon them.
Moreover, the Tibetans possess a more sober record
of this prophecy in the Notes, already alluded to,
reverentially taken down by King Ajiltasatru's
nephew. They are, as said above, in the possession
of the Lamas of the convent built by Arhli.t
Kasyapa-the Maryas and their descendants being
of a more direct descent than the Rajput Gautamas,
the Chiefs of Nagara-the village identified with
Kapilavastu-are the best entitled of all to their
possession. And we know they are historical to a
word. For the Esoteric Buddhist they yet vibrate
in space; and these prophetic words, together with
the true picture of the Sugata who pronounced
them, are present in the aura of every atom of His
relics. This, we hasten to say, is no proof but for
the psychologist. But there is other and historical
evidence : the cumulative testimony of our religious
chronicles. The philologist has not seen these;
but this is no proof of their non-existence.
The mistake of the Southern Buddhists lies in
dating the Nirvana of Sanggyas Pan-chhen from
the actual day of his death, whereas, as above
stated, He had reached it over twenty years
previous to his disincarnation.
Chronologically,
the Southerners are right, both in dating His death
in 543 "B.c.," and one of the great Councils at
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years after the latter event. But the Tibetan
Chohans, who poesess all the documents relating
to the last twenty-four years of His e:ctemal and
internal life-of which no philologist knows anything-can show that there is no real discrepancy
between the Tibetan and the Ceylonese chronologies as stated by the Western Orientalists.* For
the profane, the Exalted One was born in the sixtyeighth year of the Burmese Eealzana era, established by Eeatzana (Aojana), King of Dewaha; for
the initialed-in the forty-eighth year of that era,
on a Friday of the waxing moon, of May. And
it was in 56 3 before the Christian chronology that
Tathll.gata reached his full Nirvana, dying, as correctly stated by Mahbana-in 543, on the very
day when Vijaya landed with his companions in
Ceylon-as prophesied by Loka-riitha, our Buddha.
Professor Max Mi.iller seems to greatly scoff at
this prophecy. In his chapter (" Hist. S. L.n) upon
Buddhism (the "false'' religion), the eminent
scholar speaks as though he resented such au unprecedented claim. "We are asked to beiieve"he writes-" that the Ceylonese historians placed
the founder of the Vijyan dynasty of Ceylon in the
year 5 43 in accordance with their sacred chronology I" (i.e., Buddha's prophecy), "while we (the
philologists) are not told, however, through what
channel the Ceylonese could have received their
information as to the exact date of Buddha's
• Bishop Bigandet, after enmining nll the Burmese authorities
acce.ible to him, frankly confesses that "the history of Buddh11 oft'era
an almoet complete blank aa to \\·bat regards his doings and preachinga duriDg a period of nearly twenty·thret~ yean." (Vol. i. p. 26o.)
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death." Two points may he noticed in these
sarcastic phrases: (a) the implication of a false
prophecy by onr Lord ; and (h) a dishonest tampering -with chronological records, reminding one of
those of Eusebius, the famous Bishop of Cresarea,
who stands accused in history of "perverting every
Egyptian chronological table for the sake of synchronisms." With reference to charge one, he may
be asked why our Sakyasinha's prophecies should
not be as much entitled to his respect as those of
hia Saviour would be to ours-were we to ever
write the true history of the " Galilean , Arhllt.
With regard to ~barge two, the distinguished philologist is reminded of the glass house be and all
Christian chronologists are themselves living in.
Their inability to vindicate the adoption of December 25 as the actual day of the Nativity, and hence
to determine the age and the year of their Avatar's
death-even before their own people-is far greater
than is ours to demonstrate the year of Buddha to
other nations. Their utter failure to establish on
any other hut traditional evidence the, to them,
historically u11proved, if probable, fact of his existence at all-ought to engender a fairer spirit.
When Christian historians can, upon undeniable
historical authority, justify biblical and ecclesiastical
chronology, then, perchance, they may be better
equipped than at present for the congenial work of
rending heathen chronologies into shreds.
The "channel, the Ceylonese received their
information through, was two Bikshus who had left
Magadha to follow their disgraced brethren into
exile. The capacity of Siddhartha Buddha's Arhllts
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for transmitting intelligence by psychic currents
may, perhaps, be conceded without any great 11tretch
of imagination to have been equal to, if not greater
than, that of the prophet Elijah, who is credited
with the power of having known from any distance
all that happened in the king's bedchamber. No
Orientalist bas the right to reject the testimony
of other people's Scriptures, while professing belief
in the far more contradictory and entangled
evidence of his own upon tbe self-same . theory of
proof. If Professor Muller is a sceptic at heart, then
let him fearlessly declare himself; only a sceptic
who impartially acts the iconoclast bas the right to
assume such a tone of contempt towards any nonChristian religion. And for the instruction of the
impartial inquirer only, shall it be thought worth
while to collate the evidence afforded by historicalnot psychological-data. Meanwhile, by analyzing
some objections and e:tpo!iing the dangerous logic of
our critic, we may give the theosophists a few more
facts connected with the subject under discussion.
Now that we have seen Professor Max Muller's
opinions in general about this, so to say, the
Prologue to the Buddhist Drama with Vijaya as the
hero-what bas be to say &s to the details of its plot?
What weapon does be use to weaken this foundation-stone of a chronology upon which are built
and on wbich depend all other Buddhist dates ?
What is the fulcrum for the critical lever be uses
aguinst the Asiatic records? Three of his main
points may be stated seriatim with answers appended .
He begins by premising that-
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nt.-" If the starting-point of the Northern
Buddhist chronology tUI'D8 out to be merely
hypothetical, based as it is on a prophecy of
Buddha, it will be difficult to avoid the same con·
elusion with regard to the date assigned to Buddha's
death by the Buddhists of Ceylon and of Burmah ''
(p. 266). "The Mahavansa begins with relating
three miraculous visits which Buddha paid to
Ceylon.'' Vijaya, the name of the founder of the
first dynasty (in Ceylon), means conquest, " and,
therefore, such a person most likely never existed "
(p. 268). This he believes invalidates the whole
Buddhist chronology.
To which the following pendant may be
offered:William I., King of England, is commonly called
the Conqueror; he was, moreover, the illegitimate
son of Robert, Duke of Normandy, surnamed le
Diahle. An opera, we hear, was invented on this
subject, and full of miraculous events, called
"Robert the Devil," showing its traditional
character. Therefore shall we be also justified in
11aying that Edward the Confessor, Saxons and all,
up to the time of the union of the houses of York
and Lancaster under Henry VII.-the new historical period in English history-are all " fabulous
tradition" and "such a person as William the
Conqueror most likely never e:cisted l"
2nd.-In the Chinese chronology-continues the
dissecting critic-" the list of the thirty-three
Buddhist patriarchs .••• is of a doubtful character. For Western history the exact Ceylonese
chronology begins with 1 6 I B.c." Extending
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beyond that date there exists but '' a traditional
native chronology. Therefore •••• what goes
before • • •. is but fabulous tradition."
The chronology of the Apostles and their
existence has never been proved historically. 'fhe
history of the Papacy is confessedly "obscure."
Enuodius of Pavia (fifth century) was the first one
to address the Roman Bishop (Symmochus), who
comes fifty-first in the Apostolic succession, as
" Pope." Thus, if we were to write the history of
Christianity, and indulge in remarks upon its
chronology, we might say that since there were no
antecedent Popes, and since the Apostolic line
began with Symmochus (498 A.n.), all Christian
records beginning with the Nativity and up to
the sixth century are therefore "fabulous traditions," and all Christian chronology is " purely
hypothetical."
3rd.-Two discrepant dates in Buddhist chronology are scornfully pointed out by the Oxford
Professor. If the landing of Vijaya, in Lanka-he
says-on the same day that Buddha reached
Nirvana (died) is iu fulfilment of Buddha's prophecy,
then "if Buddha was a true prophet, the Ceylonese
argue quite rightly that he mwt have died in the
year of the CQflquest, or 543 B.c." (p. 270). On
the other hand, the Chinese have a Buddhist
chronology of their own; and it does not agree
with the Ceylonese. "'l'he lifetime of Buddha
from 1029 to 950 rests on his own prophecy that
a millennium would elapse from his death to the
conversion of China. If, therefore, Buddha was a
true prophet, he mwt have lived about 1ooo B.c."
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(p. 266). But the date does not agree with the
Ceylonese chronology-ergo, Buddha was a false
prophet. As to that other cc the first and most
important link" in the Ceylonese as well as in the
Chinese chronology," it is extremely weak." •.••
In the Ceylonese " a miraculous genealo!J!I had to he
prodded for Vijaya," and, cc a prophecy was therefore invented" (p. 269).
On these same lines of argument it may be
argued thatSince no genealogy of Jesus, "exact or inexact,"
is found in any of the world's records save those
entitled the Gospels of SS. Mathew (i. 1-1 7),
and Luke (iii. 2 3-3 8) ; and, since these radically
disagree-although this personage is the most
conspicuous in Western history, and the nicest
accuracy might have been expected in his case;
therefore, agreeably with Professor Max Muller's
sarcastic logic, if Jesus "was a true prophet, he
must have descended from David through Joseph
(Matthew's Gospel) ; and" if he was a true prophet,"
again, then the Christians "argue quite rightly
that he must have" descended from David through
Mary (Luke's Gospel). Furthermore, since the two
genealogies are obviously discrepant and prophecies
were, in this instance, truly "invented" by the postapostolic theologians [or, if preferred, old prophecies
of Isaiah and other Old Testament prophets, irrelevant to Jesus, were adapted to suit his case-as
recent English commentators (in Holy Orders), the
Bible revisers, now concede]; and since, moreoveralways following the Professor's argument, in the
cases of Buddhist and Brahmanical chronologies-
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Biblical chronology and genealogy are found to be
"traditional and full of absurditieR . . . . every
attempt to bring them into harmony having proved
a failure" (p. 266): have we or have we not a
certain right to retort, that if Gautama Buddha is
shown on these lines a false prophet, then Jesus
must be likewise " a false prophet ? " And if
J e~us was a true prophet despite existing confusion
of authorities, why on the same linet~ may not
Buddha have been one? Discredit the Buddhist
prophecies and the Christian ones must go along
with them.
The utterances of the ancient pythoness now but
provoke the scientific smile : but no tripod ever
mounted by the prophetess of old was so shaky as
the chronological trinity of points upon which this
Orientalist stands to delh·er his oracles. Moreover,
his arguments are double-edged, as shown. If the
citadel of Buddhism can be undermined by Professor
Max Miiller's critical engineering, then pari passu
that of Christianity must crumble in the same
ruins. Or have the Christians alone the monopoly
of absurd religious " inventions " and the right of
being jealous of any infringement of their patent
rights?
To conclude, we say, that the year of Buddha's
death is correctly stated by Mr. Sinnett, "Esoteric
Buddhism" having to give its chronological dates
according to esoteric reckoning. And this reckoning would alone, if explained, make away with
every objection urged, from Professor Max Muller's
"Sanskrit Literature" down to the latest'( evidence"
-the proofs in the " Reports of the Archa:ological
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Survey of India." The Ceylonese era, as given in
MahAvansa, is correct in everything, withholding
but the above given fact of Nirvana, the great
mystery of Samma-Samhuddha and Ahhidina remaining to this day unknown to the outsider ; and
though certainly known to Bikshu MahldmaKing Dhlltusena's uncle-it could not be explained
in a work like the Mahbansa. Moreover, the
Singhalese chronology agrees in every particular
with the Burmese chronology. Independent of the
religious era dating from Buddha's death, called
u Nirvanic Era," there existed, as now shown bv
Bishop Bigandet (" Life of Guadama"), two historic,j
eras. One lasted I 362 years, its last year corresponding with I I 56 of the Christian era : the other,
broken in two small eras, the last, succ~eding
immediately the other, exists to the present day.
The beginning of the first, which lasted 562 years,
coincides with the year 79 A.D. and the Indian
Saka era. Consequentlv, the learned Bishop, who
surely can never be suspected of partiality to
Buddhism, accepts the year 543 of Buddha's
Nirvana. So do Mr. Turnour, Professor Lassen,
and others.
The alleged discrepancies between the fourteen
various dates of Nirvana collected by Csoma Corosi,
do not relate to the Nyr-Nyang in the least. They
are calculations concerning the Nirvana of the precurso~, the Boddhisatwas and previous incarnations
of Sanggyas that the Hungarian fonnd in various
works and wrongly applied to the last Buddha.
Europeans ·must not forget that this enthusiast
acted under protest of the Lamas during the time
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or his stay with them : and that, moreover, he had
learned more about the doctrines of the heretical
Dugpas than of the orthodox Gelugpas. The statement of this "great authority (!) on Tibetan Buddhism," as he is called, to the effect that Gautama bad
three wives whom be name~~-and then contradicts
himself by showing ("Tibetan Grammar," p. 162,
see note) that the first two wives "are one and the
same,'' shows how little be can be regarded as an
"authority." He had not even learned that
" Gopa, Yasodhara and U tpala Varna " are the
three names for three mystical powers. So with
the " discrepancies " of the dates.
Out of the
sixty.four mentioned by him but two relate to Sakya
Muni-namely, the years 576 and 546-and these
two err in their transcription; for when corrected
they must stand 564 and 543· As for the rest
they concern the seven ku-sum, or triple form of
the Nirvanic state and their respective duration,
and relate to doctrines of which Orientalists know
absolutely nothing.
Consequently from the Northern Buddhists, who,
as confessed by Professor Weber, "1\lone possess
these (Buddhist) Scriptures complete," and have
" preserved more authentic information regarding
the circumstances of their redaction " - the
Orientalists have up to this time learned next to
nothing. The Tibetans say that TathB.gata became
a full Buddha-t.e., reached absolute Nirvana-in
2544 of the Kali era (according to Souramana),
and thus lived indeed but eighty years, as no
Nirvanee of the seventh degree can be reckoned
among the living (i.e., existing) men. It is no
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better than loose conjecture to argue that it would
have entered as little into the· thoughts of the
Brahmans to note the day of Buddha's birth "as
the Romans or even the Jews {would have) thought
of preserving the date of the birth of Jesus before
he had become the founder of a religion." (Max
Muller's " Hist. S. L.") For, while the Jews had
been from the first rejecting the claim of Messiahship set up by the Chelas of the Jewish prophet
and were not expecting their Messiah at that time,
the Brahmans (the initiates, at any rate) knew of
the coming of him whom they regarded as an incarnation of Divine wisdom, and therefore were well
aware of the astrological date of his birth. If, in
after times, in their impotent rage they destroyed
every accessible vestige of the birth, life and death
of Him, who in his boundless mercy to all creatures
had revealed their carefully concealed mysteries
and doctrines in order to check the ecclesia!ltical
torrent of ever-growing superstitions, yet there l1ad
been a time when he was met by them as an
Avatar. And, though they destroyed, others preserved.
The thousand and one speculations and the
torturing of exoteric texts by Archreologist or
Paheographer will ill repay the time lost in their
study.
The Indian annals specify King Ajatasatru as a
contemporary of Buddha, and another Ajatasatru
helped to prepare the council 1 oo years after his
death. These princes were sovereigns of Magadha
and have naught to do with Ajatasatru of the
Brihad-Aranyaka and the Kaushitaki- Upanishad,
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who was a sovereign of the Kasis; though Bhadrasena, u the son of Ajatasatru " cursed by Aruni,
may have more to do with his namesake the 11 heir
of Chandragupta " than is generally known, Professor Max Muller objects to two Asokas. He rejectA
Kalasoka and accepts but Dharmasoka-in accordance with " Greek " and in utter conflict with
Buddhist chronology. He knows not-or perhaps
prefers to ignore-that besides the two Asokas there
were several personages named Chandragupta and
Chandramasa. Plutarch is set aside as conflicting
with the more welcome theory, and the evidence of
J nstin alone is accepted. There was Kalasoka,
called by some Chandramasa and by others Chandragupta, whose son Nanda was succeeded by hi::
cousin the Chandragupta of Seleucus, and under
whom the Council of Vaisali took place "supported
by King Nanda '' as correctly stated by Taranatha.
[None of them were ~udras, and this is a pure invention of the Brahmans.] Then there was the
last of the Chandraguptas who assumed the name
of Vikrama ; he commenced the new era called the
Vikramaditya or Samvat and began the new dynasty
at Pataliputra, 3 I 8 (s.c.)-according tQ some European " authorities; '' after him his son Bindusara or
Bhadraaena-also Chandragupta, who was followed
by Dharmaaoka Chandragupta. And there were
two Piyadasis-the " Sandracottus " Chandragupta
and Asoka. And if controverted, thr: Orientalists
will have to account for this strange inconsistency. If Asoka was the only "Piyada.<~i" and the
builder of the monuments, and maker of the rockinscriptions of this name; and if his inauguration
c c
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occurred as conjectured by Professor Max Miiller
about 2 59 B.c., in other words, if be reigned sixty or
seventy years later thnn any of the Greek kings
named ou the Piyadasian monuments, what bad be
to do with their vassalage or non-vassalage, or how
was be concerned with them at all ? Their dealings
had been with his ~randfather some seventy year11
earlier-if he became a Buddhist only after ten
years occu.-ncy of the throne. And finally, three
well-known Bhadrasenas can be proved, whose names
spelt loosely and phonetically, according to each
writer's dialect and nationality, now yield a variety
of names, from Bindusara, Bimbisara, and Viodusara, down to Bhaclraseua and Bhadrasara, as be is
called in the Vayu Purana. These are all synonymous. However easy, at first sight, it may seem
to be to brush out of history a real personage, it
becomes more difficult to prove the non-existeuce
of Kalasoka by culling him i' false," while the
second Asoka is termed " the real," in the face of
the evidence of the Puranas, written by the bitterest
enemies of the Buddhists, the Brahmans of the
period. The Vagu and Malaga Puranas mention
both in their lists of their reigning sovereigns of
the Nanda and the M6rya dynasties. And, though
they connect Chandragupta with a Sudra Nanda,
they do not deny existence to Kalasoka, for the
sake of invalidating Buddhist chronology. However
falsified the now extant texts of both the Vayu and
Mataya Puranas, even accepted as they at present
stand " in their true mer.ning," which Professor
Max Muller (notwithstanding his confidence) fails
to seize, they are not "at variance with Bnddhist
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chronology before Chandragupta." Not, at any
rate, when the real Chandragupta instead of the
false Sandrocottus of the Greeks is recognized and
introduced. Quite independently of the Buddhist
version, there exists the historical fact recorded in
the Brahmanical as well as in the Burmese and
Tibetan versions, that in the year 63 of Buddha,
Susinago of Benares was chosen king by the people
of Plltaliputra, who made away with •Ajatasatru's
dynasty. Susinago· removed the capital of Magadha
from Rajagriha to Vaiaali, while his successor Kalasoka removed it in his turn to Pataliputra. It was
during the reign of the latter that the prophecy of
Buddha concerning PAtalibat or PAtaliputra-a
small village during His time-was realized. (See
Mahdparinihbdna Sutta).
It will be easy enough, when the time comes, to
answer all denying Orientalists and face them with
proof and document in hand. They speak of the
extravagant, wild exaggerations of the Buddhists
and Brahmans. The latter answer : " The wildest
theorists of all are they who, to evade a self-evident
fact, assume moral, anti-national impossibilities,
entirely opposed to the most conspicuous traits of
the Brahmanical Indian character-namely, borrowing from, or imitating in anything, other nations.
From their comments on Rig Veda, down to the
annals of Cey Ion, from Pllnini to Matouan-lin, every
page of their learned scholia appears, to one ac·
quainted with the subject, like a monstrous jumble
of unwarranted and insane speculations. Therefore, notwithstanding Greek chronology and Chandragupta-whose date is represented as " the sheetcc2
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anchor of Indian chronology " ihat " nothing will
ever shake "-it is to be feared that as regards
India, the chronological ship of the Sanskritists has
already broken from her moorings and gone adrift
with all her precious freight of conjectures and
hypotheses. She is drifting into danger. We are
at the end of a cycle-geological and other-and
at the beginning of another. Cataclysm is to
follow cataclysm. The pent-up forces are bursting
out iu many quarters ; and not only will men be
swallowed up or slain by thousands, "new'' land
appear and "old '' subside, volcanic eruptions and
tidal waves appal; but secrets of an unsuspected
past will be uncovered to the dismay of Western
theorists and the humiliation of an imperious
science. This drifting ship, if watched, may be
seen to ground upon the upheaved vestiges of ancient civilizations, and fall to pieces. We arc not
emulous of the prophet's honours : but still, let
this stand as a prophecy.
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INSCRIPTIONS DISCOVERED BY GENERAL
A. CUNNINGHAM.
WE have carefully examined the new inscription
discovered by General A. Cunningham on the
strength of which the date assigned to Buddha's
death by Buddhist writers has been declared to be
incorrect; and we are of opinion that the said inscription confirms the truth of the Buddhist traditions instead of proving . them to be erroneous.
The above-mentioned archreologist writes as follows
regarding the inscription under consideration in inc
first volume of his reports :-" The most interesting
inscription (at Gaya) is a long and perfect one
dated in the era of the Nirvana or death of Buddha.
I read the date as follows :-Bllagavati Parinirvritte Samvat I 8 I 9 Karttike badi I Budhi-that is,
'in the year 1819 of the Emancipation of Bhagavata on Wednesday, the first day of the waning
moon of Kartik.' If the era here used is the same
as that of the Buddhists of Ceylon and Burmah,
which began in 543 B.c., the date of this inscription
will be 1819- 543=A.D. 1276. The style of the
letters is in keeping with this date, but is quite
incompatible with that derivable from the Chinese
date of the era. The Chinese place the death of
Buddha upwards of 1000 years before Christ,so that
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according to them the date of this inscription would
be about A.D. 8oo, a period much too early for
the style of character used in the inscription. But
aa the day of the week is here fortunately added, the
date can be verified by calculation. According to
my calculation, the date of the inscription corresponds with Wednesday, the I 7th of September,
A D.
1342.
This would place the Nirvana of
Buddha in 477 B.c ., which ia the very year that
was first proposed by myself as the most probable
date of that event. Thia corrected date has since
been adopted by Professor Max Muller."
The rPasons assigned by some Orientalists for
considering this so-called " corrected date " as the
real · date of Buddha's death have already been
noticed and criticized in ·the preceding paper; and
now we have only to consider whether the inscription in question disproves the old date.
Major-General Cunningham evidently seems to
take it for granted, aa far as his present calculation
is concerned, that the number of days in a year is
counted in the Magadha country and by Buddhist
writers in general on the same basis on which the
number of days in a current English year is
couuted ; and thia wrong assumption baa vitiated
his calculation and led him to a wrong conclusion.
Three different methods of calculation were in use
in India at the time when Buddha lived, and they
are still in use in different parts of the country.
These methods are known as Soura111anam, Chandramanam and Barhaapatyamanam. According to
the Hindu works on astronomy a Souramanam
year consists of 365 days I 5 ghadias and 31 vig-
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hadias; a Chandramanam year has 360 days, and
a year on the basis of Barhaspatyamanam has 36 I
days and I 1 ghadias nearly. Such being the case,
General Cunningham ought to have taken the trouble
of ascertaining before he made his calculation the
particular manam (measure) employed by the writers
of Magadha and Ceylon in giving the date of
Buddha's ueath and the manam used in calculating
the years of the Buddhist era mentioned in the inscription above quoted. Instead of placing himself
in the position of the writer of the said inscription
and making the required calculation from that standpoint, he made the calculation on the same basis on
which an English gentleman of the nineteenth
century would calculate time according to his own
calendar.
If the calculation were correctly made, it would
have shown him that the inscription in question is
perfectly consistent with the statement that Buddha
died in the year 543 B.c. according to Barhaspatyamanam (the only manmn used in Magadha and
by Pali writers in general). The correctness of
this assertion will be clearly seen on examining the
following calculation.
543 years according to Barhaspatyamanam are
equivalent to 536 years and 8 months (nearly) according to Souramanam.
Similarly, I 8 I 9 years according to the former
manam are equivalent to 1798 years (nearly) according to the latter manam.
As the Christian era commenced on the 31 02nd
year of Kaliyuga (according to Souramanam),
Buddha died in the year 2 56 5 of Kaliyuga and
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the inscription was written in the year 4362 of
Kaliyuga (according to Souramanam). An,d now
the question is whether according to the Hindu
almanack, the first day of the waning moon of
Kartik coincided with a Wednesday.
According to Suryasiddhanta the number of
days from the beginning of Kaliyuga up to midnight on the I 5th day of increasing moon of
Aswina is I,593,072 (the number of Adhikamasansas (extra months) during the interval being
I6o8 and the number of Kshayathithis 25,323.
If we divide this number by 7 the remainder
would be 5. As Kaliyuga commenced with Friday,
the period of time above defined closed with
Tuesday, as according to Suryasiddhanta a weekday is counted from midnight to midnight.
It is to be noticed that in places where Barhaspatyamanam is in use Krishnapaksham (or the
fortnight of waning moon) commences first and is
followed by Suklapaksham (period of waxing moon).
Consequently, the next day after the I 5th day
of the waxing moon of Aswina will be the I st day
of the waning moon of Kartika to those who are
guided by the Barhaspatyamanam calendar. And
therefore the latter date, which is the date
mentioned in the inscription, was Wednesday in the
year 4362 of Kaliyuga.
The geocentric longtitude of the sun at the time
of his meridian passage on the said date being
174° 20' 16" and the moon's longitude being
7° 5 I' 42" (according to Suryasiddhanta) it can
be easily seen that at Gaya there was Padyamitithi (first day of waning moon) for nearly 7
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so

ghadias and
vighadias from the time of sunrise.
It is clear from the foregoing calculation that
" Kartik I Badi " coincided with Wednesday in
the year 4362 of Kaliyuga or the year 126I of
the Christian era, and that from the standpoint of
the person who wrote the inscription the said year
was the I 8 19th year of the Buddhist era. And
consequently this new inscription confirms the
correctness of the date assigned to Buddha's death
by Buddhist writers. It would have been better
if Major-General Cunningham had carefully examined the basis of his calculation before proclaiming to the world at large that the Buddhist accounts
were untrustworthy.
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DISCRIMINATION OF SPIRIT AND
NOT-SPIRIT.
(Tramlatedjrom the original Sanakrit of Sa:nkaro. Acharya.)

BY MoRINI 1\f. CBATTK&JI.
[An apology is scarcely needed for undertaking a translation of Sankara Acharya's celebrated Synopsis of Vedanti~m
entitled "Atmanatma Vivekah." This little treatise, within
a small compau, fully seta forth the scope and purpose of
the Vedanta philosophy. It has been a matter of no little
wonder, considering the authorship of this pamphlet and its
own intrinsic merits, that a translation of it baa not already
been executed by some competent scholar. 'l'he present
translation, though pretending to no scholarship, is dutifnlly
literal, exc~:~pting, however, the omission of a few linea relating to the etymology of the words Sarira and Deha., and
one or two other things which, though interesting in them·
selves, have no direct bearing on the main subject of trentment.-'l'R.]

NoTHING is Spirit which can be the object of
consciousness.
To one possessed of right discrimination, the Spirit is the subject of knowledge.
This right discrimination of Spirit and Not-spirit
is aet forth in millions of treatises.
This discrimination of Spirit and Not-spirit is
given below : Q. Whence comes pain to the Spirit?
A. By reason of its taking a body. It ia said
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in the Sruti :* "Not in this (state of existence) is
there cessation of pleasure and pain of a living
thing po88essed of a body."
Q. By what is produced this taking of a body ?
A. By Karma. t
.
Q. Why does it become so by Karma ?
A. By desire and the rest (i.e., the passions).
Q. By what are desire and the rest produced ?
A. By egotism.
Q. By what again is egotism produced ?
A. By want of right discrimination.
Q. By what is this want of right discrimination produced ?
.A. By ignorance.
Q. Is ignorance produced by anything ?
.A. No, by nothing.
Ignorance is without
beginning and ineffable by reason of its being the
intermingling of the real (sat) o.nd the unreal
(aaat.)t It is a something embodying the three
qualities§ and is said to be opposed to Wisdom,
inasmuch as it produces the concept " I am
ignorant." The Sruti says, " (Ignorance) is the
power of the Deity and is enshrouded by its own
qualities." II
The origin of pain can thns be traced to igno• Chandogya Upaniahad.
Tbia word it ia impoaible to tranalate. It means the doing
of a thing for the attainment of an object of worldly desire.
! Tbia word, u ll8ed in V~ntic works, i• generally miannderatood. It does not mean the negation of everything ; it menna
•• that which does not exhibit the truth," the "illusory.''
§ Eat"tJ (goodn-), :&zju (foulness), and TallltJI (darkneaa) are
the three qualities; pleasure, pain and indift'erence eonaidered u
objective principles.
II Chandogya Upaniabad.

t
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ranee and it will not cease until ignorance is
entirely dispelled, which will be only when the
identity of the Self with Brahma (the Universal
Spirit) ilf fully realized.* Anticipating the contention that the eternal acts (i.e., those enjoined by
the Vfldas) are proper, and would therefore lead to
the destruction of ignorance, it is said that ignorance cannot he dispelled by Karma (religions
exercises).
Q. Why is it so?
A. By reason of the absence of logical opposition
between ignorance and act. Therefore it is clear
that Ignorance can only be removed by Wisdom.
Q. How can this Wisdom be acquired ?
A. By discussion-by discussing the nature of
Spirit and Non-Spirit.
Q. Who are worthy of engaging in such discussion?
A. Those who have acquired the four qualifications.
Q. What are the four qualifications ?
A. ( I) True discrimination of permanent and
impermanent things. (2) Indifference to the enjoyment of the fruits of one's actions both here and
hereaftflr. ( 3) Possession of Sama and the other
five qualities. (4) An intense desire of becoming
liberated (from conditional existence).
(I.) Q. What is the right discrimination of
permanent and impermanent things?
A. Certainty as to the Material U nivene being
false and illusive, and Brahman being the only
reality.
• This portion has been eontlent4ld from tbe original,

I..._
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(2.) Inditrerence to the enjoyp:tent of the fruits
of one's actions in this world is to have the same
amount of disinclination for the enjoyment of
worldly objects of desire (such as garland of flowers,
sandal-wood paste, women and the like) beyond those
absolutely necessary fur. the preservation of life, as
one h11.8 for vomited food, &c. The same amount
of disinclination to enjoyment in the society of
Rambha, Urvasi, and other celestial nymphs in the
higher spheres of life beginning with Svarga loka
and ending with Brahma loka. •
(3.) Q. What are the six qualities beginning
with Sama?
.A. Sama, dama, uparati, titikshU, samadha11a
and sraddha.
Sama is the repression of the inward sense called
Manas-i.e., not allowing it to engage in any other
thing but Sravana (listening to what the sages say
about the Spirit), Manana (reflecting on it),
Nididhycisana (meditating on the same). Dama is
the repression of the external senses.
Q. What are the external senses?
A. The five organs of perception and the five
bodily organs for the performance of external acts.
Restraining these from all other thiugs but sravana
and the rest, is dama.
Uparati is the abstaining on principle from engaging in any of the acts and ceremonies enjoined
by the shastras. Otherwise, it is the state of the
mind which is always engaged in Sravana and the
rest, without ever diYerging from them.

*

Tb- include the whole range of B•pa loka (the world ot
forma} iD Boddbiltic .oteric phil010phy.
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Titikahtl (literally the desire to leave) is the
bearing with indifference all opposites (such as
pleasure and pain, heat and cold, .&c.) . Otherwise,
it is the showing of forbearance to a person one is
capable of punishing.
Whenever a mind, engaged in Sravana and the
reat, wanders to any worldly object of desire, and,
finding it worthless, returns to the performance
of the three exercises-such returning is called
samadhclna.
Sraddha is an intensely strong faith in the utterances of one's guru and of the Vedanta philosophy.
(4.) An intense desire for liberation is called
mumukshatva.
Those who possess these four qualifications, are
worthy of engaging in discussions as to the nature
of Spirit and Not-Spirit, and, like Brahmacharins,
they have no other duty (but such discussion). It
is not, however, at all improper for householders to
engage in such discussions; but, on the contrary,
such a course is highly meritorious. .For it is
said-Whoever, with due reverence, engages in
the discussion of subjects treated of in Vedanta
philosophy and does proper service to his guru,
reaps happy fruits. Discussion as to the nature of
Spirit and Not-Spirit is therefore a duty.
Q. What is Spirit?
.A. It is that principle which enters into the
composition of man and is not included in the
three bodies, and which is distinct from the five
sheaths (Koshaa), being sat (existence),* chit (con• Thit ataods for Pvrt~~Aa.
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scionsneas),* and ananda (bliss),t and witness of
the three slates.
Q. What are the three bodies ?
A. The gross (sthula), the subtile (suksl1ma), and
the causal (kdrana).
Q. What is the gross body 1
A. That which is the effect of the Makahhutas
(primordial subtile elements) differentiated into the
five gross ones (Panckikrita),t is born of Karma
and subject to the six changes beginning with
birth.§ It is said:What is produced by the (subtile) elements
differentiated into the five gross ones, is acquired
by Karma, and is the measure of pleasure and pain,
is called the body (sarira) par excellence.
Q. What is the subtile body ?
A. It is the effect of the elements not differentiated into five and having seventeen characteristic marks (lingas).
Q. What are the seventeen?
A. The five channels of knowledge (Jnanendriyas), the five organs of action, the five vital airs,
beginning with prana, and manas and huddhi.
• This stands for Pralrriti, cosmic matter, irrespective of the state
we perceive it to be in.
.
t Bliss is Md!Jd or Sakti, it is the crentive energy producing
changes of atate in Prakriti. Says the Sruti (Taittiriy" Upcmifhad) :
"Verily from Bliss nre all these bhuta• (elements) born, and being
born by it they live, and they return and enter into Bliss.''
! The five subtile clements thus prod nee the gross ones :-each of
the five ia divided into eight parts, four of those part• and one part
of each of the othen enter into combination, and the result is the
gross element corresponding with the subtile element, 'vbose parts
predominate in the composition.
·
§ These six changes ~tre :-birth, de~tth, existence in time, growth,
decay, and undergoing change of subetance ( pa,.indm) as milk ia
changed into whey.
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What are the Jnandendriyas?
[Spiritual] Ear, skin, eye, tongue and nose.
What is the ear ?
That channel of knowledge which transcends
the [physical] ear, is limited by the auricular orifice,
on which the akaa depends, and which is capable of
taking cognisance of 110und.
Q. The akin?
A. That which transcends the skin, on which
the skin depends, and which extends from bead to
foot, and bas the power of perceiving heat and cold.
Q. The eye?
A. That which transcends the ocular orb, on
which the orb depends, which is situated to the
front of the black iris and has the power of
cognising forms.
Q. The tongue?
A. That which transcends the tongue, and can
perceive taste.
Q. The nose?
A. That which transcends the nose, and baa
the power of smelling.
Q. Wbo.t arc the organa of action ?
A. The organ of speech (vach), bands, feet, &c.
Q. What is vach 1
A. That which transcends speech, in which
speech resides, and which is located in eight different
centres * and has the power of speech.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

• The IC!Cret COfllntftioriu any ~even; for it doee not eeparate the
lips into the '' upper " and " nether " lips. And, it adde to the leYeD
centres the •e11en paaaages in the he~~d connected with, and atrec:ted
by, tuich-namely, tbe mouth, the two eyes, the two nostrils lllld the
two ears. "The let\ Mr, eye and nostril being the m-gera of
tu right .UU of tu Mad; the right ear, eye and 1101tril, thole of
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Q. What are the eight centres !
A. Breast, throat, head, upper and nether lips,

palate ligature (frrenum), binding the tongue to the
lower jaw and tongue.
Q. What is the organ of the hands ?
A. That which transcends the hands, on which
the palms depend, and which has the power of
giving and taking. • • . (The other organs are
similarly described.)
Q. What is the antahkarana 1 *
A. Manas, buddhi, chitta and ahankara form it.
The seat of the manas is the root of the throat, of
buddlti the face, of chitta the umbilicus, and of
ahankara the breast. The functions of these four
components of antahkarana are respectively doubt,
certainty, retention and egotism.
Q. How are the five vital airs, t beginning with
prana, named ?
A. Prana, apana, vyana, udana and samana.
Their locations are said to be :-ofprana the breast,
tlu." left aide." Now thia i8 purely acientif\c. The latest diliCOveries
and couclusiona of modern physiology have shown that tho power or
tho faculty of human speech is locate:l in the third frontal cavity of
the left hemuphere of the bntin. On the other h1nd, it is a well.
known fact tlutt the nerve tissues inter-erose e11ch other (decu-te)
in the brain in such a way that the motions of our left extremities arll
governed by the right hemisphere, while the motions of our right
limbs 11re subject to the len hemisphere of the brain.
A ftood of light will be thrown on the text by the note of a
learned occultist, who say• :-"Anta.U-araiiiJ i8 the path of com.
munication between soul and body, entirely dilconnected with tho
fonner, exilting with, belonging to, and dying with the body." This
path it well traced in the text.
t These vitale ain and eub-ain are forces which harmonixe tho
interior man with his eurroundingt, by adjusting the relatione of the
body to external object.. They are tho five allotropic modification•
of lift~.

*
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of apdna the fund amen tum, of sanuina the umbilicus,
of udat~a the throat, and vy.dna is spread all over
the body. Functions of these are :-prdna goes out,
apdna descends, uddna ascends, samdna reduces the
food eaten into an undiatinguishable state, and
vyana circulates all over the body. Of these five
vital airs there are five sub-airs-namely, naga,
kurma, krikara, devadatta and dhananjaya. Functions of these are :-eructations produced by naga,
lcurma opens the eye, dhananjaya usimilatea food,
devadatta causes yawning, and krikara produces
appetite-this is said by those versed in Yoga . .
The presiding powers (or macrocosmic analogues)
of the five channels of knowledge and the others
are dik (akas) and the rest. Dik, vata (air), arlca
(sun), pracheta (water), Aswini, halmi (fire), Indra,
Upendra, Mrityu (death), Cha,dra (moon), Brahma,
Rudra, and Kshetrojnesvara,* which is the great
Creator and cause of everything. These are the
presiding powers of ear, and the others in the
order in which they occur.
All these taken together form the linga sarira.t
It is also said in the Shaslras :The five vital airs, manas, huddhi, and the ten
organs form the subtile body, which arises from the
subtile elements, undifferentiated into the five groes
ones, and which is the means of the perception of
pleasure and pain.
Q. What is the KO.rana sarira 1
• The principle of intellect (Buddhi) in the mterOCOilll. For
further explanation of this term, see Sankara'a commentaries oa the
BraAIIIG 8utrtU.

t

Liltga means that which cooveya m('aning, characteristic mark.
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A. It is ignorance [of different monads] (avidga),
which is the cause of the other two bodies, and
which is without beginning [in the present manvantara], * ineffable, reflection [of Brahma] and
productive of the concept of non-identity between
self and Brahma. It is also said : ., Without a beginning, ineffable avidga is called
the uptldhi (vehicle)-Mrana (cause). Know the
Spirit to be truly different from the three upadhia
-i.e., bodies."
Q. What is Not-Spirit 1
.A. It is the three bodies [described above],
which are impermanent, inanimate (jada), essentially painful and subject to congregation and segregation.

* It must not be suppoeed that al>idya is here confounded wit.h
prakriti. What is meant by at>idya being without beginning, is that
it forms no link in the Karmic chain leading to sueeeasion of birth1
and deaths, it is evolved by R law embodied in prakriti itself.
.dt>idya ia ignorance or mRtter as related to distinct monads, whereu the ignorance mentioned before il eoemie ignomnce, or maya·
.J.vidya begin~ and ends with this maneantara. Maya is eternal.
The VedRnta philoeopby of the Mlbool of Sankara regards the
universe u consisting of one substance, Brahman (the one ego, the
highest abstraction of anbjectivity from our standpoint), having an
infinity of attributes, or modes of manifestation from which it is only
logically .eparable. These attributes or modes in their collectivity
form Prakriti (tho abstmct objectivity). It is evident that Brahman per •e doe~~ not admit of Roy description other than " I
am that I am." Whereaa Prakriti is eompo.ed of Rn infinite
number of differentiations of it.elf. In the univer.e, therefore, the
only principle which ia indifferentiable is this " I am that I am,"
and the manifold modea of wanifeatation can only uiat in re·
ference to it. The eternal ignorance consists in this, that u there
ia but one aubstantive, but numberleu adjectivca, each adjective ia
capable of designating the All. Viewed in time the moat permanent
object or mood of the great· knower at any moment repreaents the
knowet", and in a .en.e binda it with limitation.. In fact, time itt«:)(
il one of these infinite moods, and 10 ia space. The only progrin Nature ia the realizati >n of mooda unrealiscd before.
D D 2
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Q. What is impennanent?
A. That which does not exist in one and the

same state in the three divisions of time [namely,
present, past and future.]
Q. What is inanimate (jada)?
A. That which cannot distinguish between the:
objects of its own cognition and the objects of the
cognition of others. . . . .
Q. What are the three states (mentioned above
as those of which the Spirit is witness) ?
A. Wakefulness (jagrata), dreaming (svapna),
and the state of dreamless slumber (sushupti).
Q. What is the state of wakefulness .2
A. That in which objects are known through the
avenue of (physical] senses.
Q. Of dreaming ?
A. That in which objects are perceived by
reason of desires resulting from impressions produced during wakefulness.
Q. What is the state of dreamless slumber ?
A. That in which there is an utter absence of
the perception of objects.
The indwelling of the notion of " I " in the
gross body during wakefulness is viava (world of
objects),~' in subtile body during dreaming is taijaa
{magnetic fire), and in the causal body during
dreamless slumber is prajna (One Life).
Q. What are the five sheaths?
A. Annamaya, Pranamaya, Manomaya, Vijnat~a
maya, and Anandamaya.
Annamaya is related to annat (food), Prtinamaya
• • That ie to eay, by mistaking the groa body for lelf, th11. con·
aeiousneu of external objeetl is produced.
t This word abo means the earth in Sanskrit.
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of prana (life), Manomaya of manaa, Vijnanamoga
.of vijnana (tinite perception), Anandamaya of ananda
(illusive bliss).
Q. What is the Annamaya sheath ?
A. The gross body.
Q. Why?
A. The food eaten by father and mother is
tran11formed into semen and blood, the combination
·of \vhich is transformed into the shape of a l>ody.
It wraps up like a sheath and hence so called. It
is the transformation of food and wraps up the
spirit like a sheath-it shows the spirit wh~ch is
infinite as finite, which is without the six changes,
beginning with birth as subject to those changes,
which is without the three kinds of pain* as liable
to them. It conceals the spirit as the sheath con·
ceals the sword, the husk the grain, or the womb
the fretns.
Q. What is the next sheath ?
A. The combination of the five organs of action,
and the five vital airs form the Pran.umaya sheath.
By the manifestation of prana, the spirit which
is speechless appears as the speaker, which is never
the giver as the giver, which never moves as iu
motion, which is devoid of hunger aud thirst as
hungry and thirsty.
Q. What is the third sheath ?
A. It is the five (subtile) organs of sense
(jnanendriyaj and manaa.
• The three kinds of pain are : .J.dllibllaatika, i.e., from external object., e.s., from thieve~, wild
animals, &c•
.J.dlaidaieilta, i.e., from E'lements, e.s., thunder, &c•
.J.dlayatmllta, i.e., from within one's SE'If, e.s., head·acht>, &c. See
&llklaya Karika, Oaudapa:la"s 1:ommentary on the opening Sloka.
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ny the manifestation of this sheath (t:ikara) the
spirit which is devoid of doubt appears as doubting,
devoid of grief and delusion as grieved and deluded,
devoid of sight as seeing.
Q. What is the Vij1uinamaya sheath ?
A. [The essence of] the five organs of sense form
this sheath in combination with huddl1i.
Q. Why is this sheath called the jiva (personal
~o), which by reason of its thinking itself the
actor, enjoyer, &c., goes to the other loka and comes
back to thia ?*
A. It wraps up and shows the spirit which never
acts as the actor, which never cognises as conscious,
which has no concept of certainty as being certain,
which is never evil or inanimate as being both.
Q. What is the Anandamaya sheath?
A. It is the antahkarana, wherein ignorance predominates, and which produces gratification, enjoyment, &c. It wraps up and shows the spirit, which
is void of desire, enjoyment and fruition , as having
them, which has no conditioned happiness as being
possessed thereof.
Q. Why is the spirit said to be different from
the three bodies ?
A . That which is truth cannot be untruth,
knowledge ignorance, bliss misery, or vice t:erad.
Q. Why is it calle~ the witness of the three states?
A. Being the master of the three states, it is the
knowledge of the three states, as existing in the
present, past and future.t

*

That is to say, ftita from birth to birth.

t It ia the stable basil upon "·hich the thn-e statu erne end

diaap~r.
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Q. How is the spirit different from the five
sheaths?
A. This is being illustrated by an example:"This is my cow," "this is my calf," "this is
my son or daughter," "this is my wife," this is my
anandamaya sheath," and so on*-the spirit can
never be connected with these concepts ; it is dift'e.
rent from and witness of them all. For it is said
in the Upanishad :-[The spirit is] "naught of
sonnd, of touch, of form, or colour, of taste, or of
smell ; it is everlarsting, having no beginning or
end, superior [in order of subjectivity] to Prakriti
(differentiated matter); whoever correctly understands it as such attains mukti (liberation).'' The
spirit has also been called (above) sat, chit, and
ananda.
Q. What is meant by its being sat (presence)?
A. Existing unchanged in the three divisions of
time and uninfluenced by anything else.
Q. What by being chit (consciousness)?
.A. Manifesting itself without depending upon
anything else, and containing the germ of everything in itself.
Q. What by being ananda (bliss) ?
.A. The ne plus ultra of bliss.
Whoever knows without doubt and apprehension
of its being otherwise, the self as being one with
Brahma or spirit, which is eternal, non-dual and
unconditioned, attains mok•ha (liberation from conditioned existence.)

*

The " heresy of individuality," or attao&da of the Buddbiate.
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WAS WRITING KNOWN BEFORE PANINI?
I AM entrusted with the task of putting together
some facts which would support the view that the
art of writing was known in India before the time
of our grammarian-the Siva-taught PA.nini.
Professor Max Muller has maintained the contrary
opinion ever since 1 8 56, and has the approbation
of other illul'trious Western scholars. Stated briefly,
their position is that the entire absence of any
mention of " writing, reading, paper, or pen" in
the Vedas, or during the whole of the Brahman&
period, and the almost, if not quite, as complete
silence as to them throughout the Sutra period,
"lead us to suppose that even then [the Sutra
period], though the art of writing began to be
known, the whole literature of India was prese"ed
by oral tradition only.'' (" Hist. Sans. Lit.,"
p. 501.) To support this theory, be expands the
mnemonic faculty of onr respected ancestors to
such a phenomenal degree that, like the hull's
hide of Queen Dido, it is made to embrace the
whole ground needed for the proposed city of
refuge, to which discomfited savants may flee when
hard pressed. Considering that Professor Webera gentleman who, we observe, likes to distil the
essence of Aryan reons down into an attar of no
greater volume than the capacity of the Biblical
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period-admits that Europe now possesses 1 o,ooo
of our Sauscrit texts ; and considering that we
have, or have had, many other tens of thousands
.which the parsimony of Karma has hitherto withheld from the museums and libraries of Europe,
what a memory must have been theirs !
Under correction, •I venture to assume that
PAnini, who was ranked among the Rishis, waa the
greatest known grammarian in India, than whom
there is no higher in history, whether ancient or
modern; further, that contemporary scholars agree
that the Sanskrit is the most perfect of languages.
Therefore, when Prof. Muller affirms that "there is
not a single word in PAnini's terminology which
presupposes the existence of writing" (op. cit.
507), we become a little shaken in our loyal deference to Western opinion. For it is very hard to
conceive how one so pre-eminently great as PAnini
should have been incapable of inventing characters
to preserve his grammatical system-supposing that
none had previously extsted-if his genius was
equal to the invention of classical Sanskrit. The
mention of the word Grantha, the equivalent for a
written or bound book in the later literature of
India-though applied by PAnini (in B. i. 3, 7 5) to
the Veda; (in B. iv. 3, 87) to any work; (in B. iv.
3, I I 6) to the work of any individual author; and
(in B. iv. 3, 79) to any work that is studied, do not
stagger Prof. Muller at all. Grantha he takes
to mean simply a composition, and this may be
handed down to posterity by oral communication.
Hence, we must believe that PAnini was illiterate; ·
but yet composed the most elaborate and scientific
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11ystem of grammar ever known ; recorded its
3,996 rules only upon the molecular quicksands
of his '' cerebral cineritious matter," aud handed
them over to his disciples by atmospheric vibration,
i.e., oral teaching! Of course, nothing could be
clearer; it commends itself to the simple.~t intellect as a thing most probable I And in the pre11ence of such a perfect hypothesis, it seems a pity
that its author should (op. cit. 52 3) confess that
" it is possible " that he " may have overlooked
some words in the .Brnhmanas and Sutras, which
would prove the existence of written books
previous to Pl\nini." That looks like the military
strategy of our old wariors, who delivered their
attack boldly, but nevertheless tried to keep their
rear opep. for retreat if compelled. The precaution was necessary : written books did exist many
centuries before the age in which this radiant sun
of Aryan thought rose to shine upon his age.
They existed, but the Orientalist may 11earch in
vain for the proof amid the exoteric words in our
earlier literature.
As the Egyptian hierophants
had their private code of hieratic symbols, and
even the founder of Christianity spoke to the
vulgar in parables whose mystical meaning was
known only to the chosen few, so the Brahmans
had from the first (and still have) a mystical terminology couched behind ordinary expressions,
arranged in certain sequences and mutual relations,
which none but the initiate would observe. That
few living Brahmans possess this key but proves
that, as in other archaic religious and philosot,hical
systems, the soul of Hinduism has fled (to ita
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primal imparters-the initiates), and only the
decrepit body remains with a spiritually degenerate
posterity.* I fully perceive the difficulty of satisfying European philologists of a fact which, upon
my own statement, they are debarred from verifying. We know that from the present mental
condition of our Brahmans. But I hope to be
able to group together a few admitted circumstances which will aid, at least, to show the
Western theory untenable, if not to make a base
upon which to rest our claim for the antiquity of
Sanskrit writing. Three good reasons may be
adduced in support of the claim-though they will
be regarded as circumstantial evidence by our
opponents.
I.-It can be shown that writing was known
in Phamicia from the date of the acquaintance
of Western history with her first settlements;
and this may be dated, according to European
figures, 2 760 B.c., ~he age of the Tyrian settlement.
II.-Our opponents confess to ignorance of the
source whence the Phamicians themselves got their
alphabet.
111.-lt can be proved that before the final
division and classification of languages, there existed
two languages in every nation: (a) the profAne or popular language of the masses; (h) the
sacerdotal or secret language of the initiates of the
• Not only nre the Upanidad• a secret doctrine, but in <lozens of
other works as, for inatanee, in the ~iiartya ~raa9alca, it ie
plainly espreaed that they contain •ecnt doclri11U, that are not to
bel imparted to any one but a Dwija (twiee·bom, initiated) Brahman.
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temples and mysteries-the laJter being one alltl
universal. Or, in other, words, every great people
had, like the Egyptians, its Demotic and ita
Hieratic writing and language, which had resulted
first in a pictonal writing or the hieroglyphics, and
later on in a phonetic alphabet. Now it requires
a stretch of prejudice, indeed, to assert upon no
evidence whatever that the Brahman Aryanamystics and metaphysicians above everything-were
the only ones who had never bad any knowledge of
either the sacerdotal language or the characters in
which it was recorded. To contradict this gratuitous assumption, we can furnish a whole array of
prooftJ. It can he demonstrated that the Aryans
no more borrowed their writing from the Hellene:s,
or from the Pbrenicians, than they were indebted
to the influence of the former for all their arts and
sciences. (Even if we accept Mr. Cunningham's
" Indo-Grecian Period," for it lasted only from
2 5o-57 B.c. , as be states it.)
The direct
progenitor of the Vedic Sanskrit was the sacerdotal language (which has a distinct name among
the initiates). The V!cb-its alter ego or the
•• mystic self," the sacerdotal speech of the initiated
Brahman-became in time the mystery language of
the inner temple, studied by the initiates of Egypt
and Chaldea ; of the Phrenicians and the Etruscans ; of the Pelasgi and Palanquans ; in short,
of the whole globe. The appellation DEVANAo.uu
is the synonym of, and identical with, the Hermetic
and Hieratic NETER-KBARI (divine speech) of the
·
Egyptians.
As the discussion divides naturally into two
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parts as to treatment-though a general synthesis
must be the final result-we will proceed to
examine the first part-namely, the charge that the
Sanskrit alphabet is derived from the Phrenicians.
When a Western philologer asserts that writing
did not exist before a certain period, we assume
that he has some approximate certitude as to its
real invention. But so far is this frow the truth,
that admittedly no one knows whence the
Phrenicians learned the characters, now alleged (by
Gesenius first) to be the source from which modern
alphabets were directly derived. De Rouge's investigations make it extremely probable that " they
were borrowed, or rather adapted from certain
archaic hieroglyphics of Egypt:" a theory which
the Pria3e Papyrus, " the oldest in existence,''
strongly supports by its " striking similarities with
the Phrenician characters.'' But the 11ame
authority traces it back one step farther. He says
that the ascription (by the myth-makers) of the art
of writing to Thoth, or to Kadmos, "only denotes
their belief in its being brought from the East
(Kedem), or being perhaps primeval." There is
not even a certainty whether, primevally or
archaically," there were se,·eral original alphabetical
systems, or whether one is to be assumed as having
given rise to the various modes of writing in use.''
So, if conjecture has the field, it is no great
disloyalty to declare one's rebellion against the
eminent Western gentlemen who are learnedly
guessing at the origin of things. Some affirm that
the Phrenicians derived their so-called Kadmean
or Phamician writing-characters from the Pelas-
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gians, held also to have been the inventors, or at
least the improvers, of the so-called Kadmean characters. But, at the same tithe, this is not proven,
they confess, and they only know that the latter
were in possession of the art of writing " before
the dawn of history." Let us see what is known
of both Phcenicians and Pelasgians.
If we inquire who were the Phcenicians, we
learn as follows :-From having been regarded as
Hamites on Bible testimony, they suddenly became
Semites-on geographical and philological evidence (?). Their origin begins, it is said, on the
shores of the Erythrian Sea ; and that sea extendtd
from the eastern shores of Egypt to the western
shores of India. The Phcenicians were the most
maritime nation in the world. That they kne\f
perfectly the art of writing no one would deny.
'l'he historical period of Sidon begins I 500 B.c. Aud
it is well ascertained that in I 2 5o Sanchoniathon
had already compiled from annals and State documents, which filled the archives of every Phcenician
city, the full records of their religion. Sanchoniathon wrote in the Phcenician language, and was mistranslated later on into Greek by Philo of Byblus,
and annihilated bodily-as to his works--except
one small fragment preserved by Eusebius, the
literary Siva, the Destroyer of nearly all heatluA
documents that fell in his way. · To see the direc~
bearing of the alleged superior knowledge of the
Phceniciaus upon the alleged ignorance of tbe
Aryan Brahmans, one has but to turn to " European
Univenal History," meagre' though its details and
possible knowledge, yet I a-o.tppose no one would
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contradict the historical · facts given. Some fragments of Dius, the Phrenician who wrote the history
of Tyre, are preserved in Josephus; and Tyre's
activity begins I I oo B.c., in the earlier part of
the third period of Phrenician history, so called.
And in that period, as we are told, they had
already reached the height of their power; their
ships covered all seas, their commerce embraced
the whole earth, and their colonies flourished
far and near. Even on Biblical testimony they
are known to have come to the Indies by the Red
Sea, while trading on Solomon's account about a
millennium before the Western era. TheMe data
no man of science can deny. Leaving entirely
aside the thousand-and-one documentary proof:t
that could be given on the evidence of our most
ancient texts on Occult Sciences, of inscribed
tablets, &c., those historical events that are accepted
by the Western world are alone here given. Turning
to the Mahabharata, the date of which-on the
sole authority of the fancy lore drawn from the
inner conciousness of German scholars, who
perceive in the great epic poem proofs of its
modern fabrication in the words " Yavana , and
others-has been changed from 3 300 years to the
first centuries after Christ (I !), we find : (I) ample
evidence that the ancient Hindus had navigated (before the establishment of the caste system) the open
seas to the regions of the Arctic Ocean and held
communication with Europe ; and ( 2) that the
Pandus bad acquired universal dominion and taught
the sacrificial mysteries to other races (see Mahabharata, book xiv. ). With such proofs of internationnl
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communicatioB, and more than proved relations
between the Indian Aryans and the Phrenicians,
Egyptians and other literate people, it is rather
startling to be told that our forefathers of the Brahmanic period knew nothing of writing.
Admitting, for the argument only, that the Phrenicians were the sole custodians of the glorious art of
wliting, and that as merchants they traded with
India, what commodity, I ask, could they have
offered to- a people led by the Brahmans so precious
and marketable as this art of arts, by who11e help
the priceless lore of the Rishis might be preserved
against the accidents of imperfect oral transmission?
And even if the Aryans learned from Phrenicia how
to write-to every educated Hindu an absurditythey must have possessed the art 2,000 or at least
I ,oco years earlier than the period supposed by
Western critics. Negative proof, perhaps? Granted:
yet no more so than their own, and most suggestive.
And now we may turn to the Pelasgians. Notwithstanding the rebuke of Niebuhr, who, speaking of
the historian in general, shows him as hating " the
spurious philology, out of which the pretences to
knowledge on the subject of 8UCh extinct peo-ple arisfl,"
the origin of the Pelasgians is conjectured to
have been from-{a) swarthy Asiatics (PeUasici) ;
or from some (h) mariners-from the Greek P(lagos, the sea; or again to 1be sought for in the (c)
Biblical Peleg I The only divinity of their Pantheon
well known to Western history is Orpheus, also the
"swarthy," the "dark.skinned;" represented for
the Pelasgians by Xoanon, their "Divine Image.''
Now if the Pelasgians were Asiatics, they must have

•
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been Turanians, Semites or Aryans. That they could
not have been either of the tw<;> first, and must have
been the last named, is shown on Herodotus' testimony, who declared them the forefathers of the
Greeks-though they spoke, as he says, " a most
barbarous language." Further, unerring philology
shows that the vast number of roots common both to
Greek and Latin, are easily explained by the assumption of a common Pelasgic linguistic and ethnical
stock in both nationalities. But then how about
the Sanskrit roots traced in the Greek and Latin
languages? The same roots must have been present
in the Pelasgian tongues? We who place the origin
of the Pelasgi far beyond the Biblical ditch of
historic chronology, have reasons to believe that the
" barbarous language " mentioned by Herodotus was
simply "the primitive and now extinct Aryan
tongue" that preceded the Vedic Sanskrit. Who
could they be, these Pelasgians ? They are described
generally on the meagre data in hand as a highly
intellectual, receptive, active and simple people,
chiefly occupied with agriculture; warlike when
necessary, though preferring peace. We are told
that they built canals, subterranean water-works,
dams, and walls of astounding strength and most
excellent construction. And their religion and
worship originally consisted in a mystic service of
those natural powers-the sun, wind, water, and
air (our Surya, Maruts, Varuna, and Vayu), whose
influence is visible in the growth of the fruits of the
earth; moreover, some of their tribes were ruled hy
prieata, while others stood under the patriarchal rule
of the head of the clan or family. All thts reminds
EE
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one of the nomads, the Brahmanic Aryaa of old
under the away of their Rishis, to whom were 1mbject
every distinct family or clan. While the Pelasgians
were acquainted with the art of writing, and had
thua " a vall ~k>ment of culture in their possesswn
before the dawn of history," we are told (by the
same philologists) that our ancestors knew of no
writing until the dawn of Christianity I
Thus the Pelasgianic language, that " most barbarous language" spoken by this mysterious people,
what was it but Aryan; or rather, which of the
Aryan languages could it have been ? Certainly it
must have been a language with the same and even
Rtronger San11krit roots in it than the Greek. Let
us bear in mind that the JEolic waa neither the
language of .1Eschylus, nor the Attic, nor even the
old speech of Homer. A~t the Oscan of the "barbarous" Sabines waa not quite the Italian of Dante
nor even the Latin of Virgil. Or baa the IndoAryan to come to the sad conclusion that the
average Western Orientalist will rather incur the
blame of ignorance when detected than admit the
antiquity of the Vedic Sanskrit and the immense
period which separated this comparatively rough ~~ond
unpolished language, compared with the classical
Sanskrit, and the palmy days of the " extinct Aryan
tongue? " The Latium .Antiquum of Pliny and the
LEolic of the Autochthones of Greece present the
closest kinship, we nre told. They had a common
ancestor-the Pelasgian. What, then, was the
parent tongue of the latter unless it was the language " spoken at o11e time by all the nations of
Europe-before their separation ? " In the absence
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of all proofs, it is unreasonable that the Rik:Brabmanas, the MahAbharata and every Nirukti
should be treated as flippantly as they now are. It
is admitted that, however inferior to the clauical
Sanskrit of PA.nini, the language of the oldest
portions of Rig Veda, notwithstanding the antiquity
of its grammatical forms, is the same as that of the
latest texts. Every one sees-cannot fail to see and
to know-that for a language so old and so perfect
as the Sanskrit to have survived alone, among all
languages, it must have had ita cycles of perfection
and its cycles of degeneration. And, if one had any
intuition, he might have seen that what they call a
"dead language" being an anomaly, a useless thing in
Nature, it would not have survived, eveu as a "dead"
tongue, had it not its special purpose in the reign
of immutable cyclic laws; nnd that Sanskrit, which
came to be nearly lost to the world, is now 11lowly
spreading in Europe, and will one day have the
extension it bad thousands upon thousands of years
back-that of a universal language. The same as to
the Greek and the Latin : there will be a time when
the GreP.k of JEschylus (and more perfect still in
its future form) will be spoken by all in Southern
Europe, while Sanskrit will be resting in its periodical pralaya ; and the Attic will be followed later by
the Latin of Virgil. Something ought to have
whispered to us that there was also a time-before
the original Aryan settlers among the Dravidian and
other aborigines, admitted within the fold of Brahmanical initiation, marred the purity of the sacred
Sanskrit& Bbasha-when Sanskrit was spoken in
all its unalloyed subsequent purity, and tLerefoJ;e
EE2
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must have bad more than once its rise and fall.
The reason for it is simply this : classical Sanskrit
was only reatored, if in some things perfected, by
PAnini. PAnini, Katyayaua or Patanjali did not
create it ; it has existed throughout cycles, and will
paRS through other cycles still.
Professor Max ~Hiller is willing to admit that a
tribe of Semitic nomads-fourteen centuries before
the year 1 of the Westerns-knew well the art of
writing, and had their hiatorically and acientijicallg
proven 11 book of the covenant and the tables ' with
the u:riting of God upon them."' Yet the same
authority tells us that the Aryans could neither
read nor write until the very close of the Brahmanic
period. "No trace of writing can be discovered
(by the philologists) in the Brahmanical literature
before the days of PAnini.'' Very well, and now
what was the period during which this Siva-taught
sa~e is allow<'d to have flourished? One Orientalist
(llohtlingk) refers us to 3 50 n.c., while less lenient
ones, like Professor Weber, land the grammarian
right in the middle of the second century of the
Christian era ! Only, after fixing Panini's period
with such a remarkable agreement of chronology
(other calculations ranging variously between 400
B.c. and 460 A.D.), the Orientalists place themselves
inextricably between the horns of a ·dilemma. For
whether PAnini flourished 3 50 B.c. or I 8o A.D., be
could not have been illiterate; for firstly, in the
Lalita Vistara, a canonical book recognized by the
Sanskritists, attributed by Max Muller to the third
Buddhist council (and translated into Tibetan), our
Lord Buddha is shown as studying, besides Devanagari,sixty-tbree other alphabets specified in it as being

.
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used in various parts oflndia; and secondly, though
:Megasthenes and N earcbus do say that in their
time the laws of Manu were not (popularly) reduced
to writing (Straho, xv. 66 and 7 3) yet Nearchus
describes the Indian art of making paper from cotton.
He adds that the Indians wrote letters on cotton
twisted together (Straho, xv. 53 aud 67) . This
woulcl be late in the Sutra period, no doubt, according to Professor Muller's reasoning.
Can the
learned gentleman cite any record within that comparatively recent period showing the name of the
inventor of that cotton-paper, and the date of his discovery ? Surely so important a fact as that, a
noYelty .so transcendently memorable, would 11ot
have passed withput remark. One would seem
compelled, in the absence of any such chronicle,
to accept the alternative theory-known to us
Aryan students as a fact-that writing and writingmaterials were, as al>ove remarked, known to the
Brahmans in an antiquity inconceivably remotemany centuries before the epoch made illustrious
by Panini.
Attention has been asked above to the"interesting
fact that the god Orpheus, of "Thracia" (?) is
called the "dark-skinned." Has it escaped notice
that he is" supposed to he the Vedic Rihhu or Abrhu,
an epithet both of lndra and the Sun." * And if he
was "the inventor of letters," and is "placed anterior
to both Homer and Hesiod," then what folJO\Vll?
That Indra taught writing to the Thracian Pelasgians
under the guise ofOrpheus,t bnt left his own spokes• "Cbamber'a Encyclopedin," vii. 127.
t Aeoording to Herodotus the :Mysteries wore actually brought
from India by Orpheus.
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men and vehicles, the Brahmans, illiterate until
" the dawn of Christianity?" Or, that the gentlemen of the West are better at intuitional chronology
than conspicuous for impartial research ? Orpheus
was-in Greece-the son of Apollo or Helios, the
sun-god, according to corrected mythology, and from
him received the phorminx or lyre of sn;en strings,
i e.-according to occult phraseology-the sevenfold mystery of the Initiation. Now Indra is the
ruler of the bright firmament, the disperser of clouds,
"the restorer of the sun to the sky." He is identified with Arjuna in the Samhita Satapatha Brahmana (although Prof. Weber denies the existence of
any such person as Arjuna, yet there was indeed
one), and Arunja was the Chief of the Pandavas; *
and though Pandu the white passes for his father,
he is yet considered the son of Indra. As throughout India all ancient cyclopean structures are even
now attributed to the Pandavas, so all similar structures in the West were anciently ascribed to the
Pelasgians. Moreover, as 11hown well by Pococke
• Another proof of the fact thst the Pandavas were, though
Ar,yans, not Brahmans, and belonged to an Indian tribe that pre·
ceded the Brahmans, and were later on Bra4maniud, and theu out·
c:uted and called MlecMa8, Yaoana.t (i.e., foreign to the Brahmam),
is afforded in the following : Paodu hu ttoo wives; nnd "it is not
Kunti, his lawful wife, but Madri, his most beloved wife," who is
bumt with the old king when dead, as well remarked by Prof. Max
Muller, who seems utonished at it without comprehending the true
reason. As stated by Herodotus (v. 5), it was a custom amongst the
Tbraciana to allow the moat beloved of a man's wives to be aacri6ced
upon bit tomb; and Herodotua (iv. 17) aaserta a similar fact
of the Scythians, and Pausanias (iv. 2) of the Greeks. (" Hiat.
Sans. Lit." p. 48). Tho Pnndavas and the Kauravu are called
e..,terically counJU in the Epic poem because they were two distinct yet Aryan tribes, nnd represent two peoples, not simply two
familiee.
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--laughed at because too intuitional and too fair
though, perchance lesa, philologically learned-the
Pandavas were in Greece, where many traces of
them can be shown. In the Mahll.bharata, Arjuna
is taught the occult philosophy by Krishna (personification of the universal Divine Principle) ; and the
less mythological view of Orpheus presents him to
us as " a divine bard or priest in the service of
Zagreus . . . • founder of the Mysteries • • . • the
inventor of everything, in fact, that was supposed to
have contributed to the civilization and initiation
into a more humane worship of the deity." Are
not these striking parallels ; aud is it not significant that, in the cases of both Arjuna and Orpheus,
the sublimer aspects of religion should have been
imparted along with the occult methods of attaining
it by masters of the mysteries ? Real Devanagarinon-phonetic characters-meant formerly the outward symbols, so to say, the signa used in the intercommunication between gods and initiated mortals.
Hence their great sacrednesa and the silence maintained throughout the Vedic and the Brahmanical
periods about any object concerned with, or referring to, reading and writing. It was the language
of the gods. If our Western critics can only
understand what the Ancient Hindu writers meant
by Rhutaliai, so often mentioned in their mystical
writings, they will be in a position to ascertain the
source from which the Hindus first derived their .
knowledge of writing.
A secret language, common to all schools of occult
science once prevailed throughout the world. Hence
Orpheus learnt " letters " in the course of hia
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initiation. He is identified with Indra; according
to Herodotus he brought the art of writing from
India ; his complexion swarthier than that of the
Thracians points to his Indo-Aryan nationalitysupposing him to have been " a bard and priest,"
and not a god ; the Pelasgians are said to have been
born in Thracia; they are believed (in the West) to
have first possessed the art of writing, and taught
the Phc:enicians; from the latter all modern alphabets proceed. I submit, then, with all these coincidences and sequences, whether the balance of
proof is on the side of the theory that the Aryans
transmitted the art of writing to the people of the
West; or on the side which maintains that they,
with their caste of scholarly Brahmans, their noble
sacerdotal tongue, dating from high antiquity, their
redundant and splendid literature, their acquaintance
with the most wonderful and recondite potentialities
of the human spirit, were illiterate until the era of
Pl\nini, the grammarian and last of the Risbis.
When the famous theorists of the Western colleges
can show us a river running from its mouth back to
its source in the feeble mountain spring, then may
we be asked to believe in their theory of Aryan
illiteracy. The history of human intellectnal developlnent shows that humanity always passes
through the stage of ideography or pictography
before attaining that of cursive writing. It therefore remains with the Western critics who oppose
the antiquity of Aryan Scriptures to show us the
pictographic proofs which support their position.
As these are notoriously absent, it appears they
would have us believe that our ancestors passed
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immediately from illiteracy to the Devanagari
characters of PAnini's time.
Let the Orientalists bear in mind the conclusions
drawn from a careful study of the MahAbharata by
Muir in his "Sanskrit Texts" (vol. i. pp. 390,480
and 482). It may be conclusively proven on the
authority of the MaMbharata that the Yavanaa ~of
whom India, as alleged, knew nothing before the
days of Alexander !) belong to those tribes of Kshntriyas who, in consequence of their non-communication with, and in some cases rejection by, the Brahmins, had become from twice-hom, " Vrishalas,"
-i.e., outcasts (Mahahharata Anusaaanaparvam,
vv. 2103 F.): "Sakah Yavana-Kamhojaa taatah
kahattriga jatagah Vriahalatvam parigatah Brahmananam adaraana. Dravidaa . cha Kalindaa cha
Pulindaa chapg Uainarah Kaliaarpa Mahiahakas
taatah kshattriga jatayah," &c. &c. The same
reference may be found in verses 2 I sB-9. Th~
Mahllbharata shows the Yavanaa descended from
Turvasu-once upon a time Kshatriya, subsequently degraded into Vriahala.
Harivamsu
shows when and how the Yavanas were excommunicated. It may be inferred from the account therein
contained of the expedition against Ayodhya by the
Yavan as, and the subsequent proceedings of Sagara,
that the Yavanas were, previous to the date of the
expedition, Kshatriyas subject to the government
of the powerful monarchs who reigned at Ayodhya.
But on account of their having rebelled against
their sovereign, and attackecl his capital, they were
excommunicated by Sagara who successfully drove
them out of Ayodhya, at the suggestion ofVasiahtha
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who was the chief minister and guru of Sagara's
father. The only trouble in connecting the Pelasgians with, and tracing their origin to, the Kshatriyas
of Rajputana, is created by the Orientalist who
constructs a fanciful chronology, based on no proof,
and showing only unfamiliarity with the world's
real history, and with Indian ~tory even within
historical periods.
The value of that chronology-which places
virtually the " primitive Indo-Germanic-period,,
before the ancient Vedic period (I)-may, in conclusion, be illustrated by an example. Rough as may
be the calculations offered, it is imp088ible to go
deeper into any subject of this class within the
narrow limits prescribed, and without recourse to
data not generally accessible. In the words of Prof.
Max .Muller:-" The Code of Manu is almost the
only work in Sanskrit literature which, as yet, has
not been asMailed by those who doubt the antiquity
of everything Indian. No historian bas disputed its
claim to that early date whicb had from the first
been assigned to it by Sir William Jones'' (" Hist.
Sans. Lit." p. 61 ). And now, pray, what is this
extremely "early date?'' "From 88o to 1200 B.c.,"
we are told. We will then, for the present
purpose, accept this authoritative conclusion.
Several facts, easily verifiable, have to be first of all
noticed :-(I) Manu in his many enumerations of
Indian races, kingdoms' and places, never once
mentions Bengal; the Aryan Brahmans bad not
yet reached, in the days when his Code was compiled, the banks of the Ganges nor the plains of
Bengal. It was Arjuna who went first to &mga
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(Bengal) with hi.<~ sacrificial horse. [Yavanas are
mentioned in Rajdharma AnlUasanika Parva as
part of the tribes peopling it.] (2) In the Ayun
a list of the Hindu kings of Bengal is given.
Though the date of the first king who reigned
over Banga cannot be ascertained, owing to the
great gaps between the various dynasties ; it is yet
known that Bengal ceased to be au independent
Hindu kingdom from 1203 after Christ. Now
if, disregarding these gaps, which are wide and
many, we ml\ke up the sum of only those chronological periods of the reign of the several dynasties
that are preserved by history, we find the following:24 Kehatriya familiea of kings reigned for a period of 2,4I8 years.
9 Kaiata kings
.,
.,
2
II OftbeAdi~t~rfamiUea
.,
,.
714 .,
10 Oftbe Bhopal family
.,
,,
689 .,
10 Of the Pala dyoaaty ((rom 8SS to I040 .&..D.)
ISS
IO The Vllidya Rajaba reigned for a period of
137
,

so ,

Years • • • • 4-393

If we deduct from this sum 1,203, we have 3,190
years B.c. of successive reigns. If it can be shown
on the unimpeachable evidence of the Sanskrit
texts that some of the reigns happened limultaneowly,
and the line cannot therefore be shown as successive
(as was already tried), well and good. Against an
arbitrary chronology set tip with a predetermined
purpose and theory in view, there will remain but
little to be said. But if this attempt at reconciliation of figures and the surrounding circumstances
are maintained simply upon " critical, internal
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el'idence," then, in the presence of these 3,190
years of an unbroken line of powerful and mighty
Hindu kings, the Orientaliats will have to show
a very good reason why the authors of the Code
of Manu seem entirely ignorant even of the existence of Bengal-if its date bas to be accepted as
not earlier tbo.n 1280 B.c.! A scientific rule which
is good enough to apply to the case of Pi\nini
ought to be valid in other chronological speculations. Or, perhaps, this is one of those poor rules
which will not tt work both ways?"
A CHELA.
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WHAT IS THEOSOPHY?
AccoRDING to lexicographers, the term theosophia
is composed of two Greek words--theos " god,"
and sophas " wise." So far, correct. But the
explanations that follow are far from giving a
clear idea of Theosophy. Webster defines it most
originally as " a supposed intercourse with God and
superior spirits, and consequent attainment of superhuman knowledge by physical processes, as by the
theurgic operations of some ancient P.latonists, or
by the chemical processes of the German fire-philosophers."
'fhis, to say the least, is a poor and flippant
explanation. To attribute such ideas to men like
Ammonius Saccas, Plotinus, Jamblichus, Porphyry,
Proclus, shows either intentional misrepresentation, or ignorance of the philosophy and motives of
the greatest geniuses of the later Alexandrian
School. To impute to those, whom their contemporaries as well as posterity styled tc theodidaktoi," god-taught, a purpose to develop their
psychological, spiritual perceptions by cc physical
processes," is to describe them as materialists. As
to the concluding fling at the fire-philosophers, it
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rebounds from them upon some of the most
eminent leaders of modem science j those in whose
mouths the Rev. James Martineau places the
following boast : " Matter is all we want ; give us
atoms alone, and we will explain the universe.''
Vaughan offers a far better, more philosophical
definition. " A Theosophist," he says, " is one
who gives you a theory of God or the works of God,
which bas not revelation, but inspiration of his
own for its basis." In this view every great thinker
and philosopher, especially.every founder of a new
religion, school of philosophy, or sect, is necessarily
a Theosophist. Hence, Theosophy and 'l'heosophists
have existed ever since the first glimmering of
nascent thought made man seek instinctively for
the means of expressing his own independent
opinions.
There were Theosophists before the Christian
era, notwithstanding that the Christian writers
ascribe the development of the Eclectic Theosophical
system to the early part of the third century· of
their era. Diogenes Laertius traces Theosophy to
an epoch antedating the dynasty of the Ptolemies;
and names as its founder an Egyptian Hierophant
called Pot-Amun, the name being Coptic, and
signifying a priest consecrated to Amun, the god
of Wisdom. But hist.ory shows its revival by Ammonius Sa~cas, the founder of the Neo-Platonic
School. · He and his disciples called themselves
'' Philaletheians "-Ioven of the truth ; wbile others
termed them the " Analogists,'' on account of their
method of interpreting all sacred legends, symbolical
myths, and mysteries, by a rule of analogy or cor-
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respondence, so that events which had occurred in
the external world were regarded as expressing
operations and experiences of the human soul. It
was the aim and purpose of Ammonius to reconcile
all sects, peoples, and nations under one common
faith-a belief in one Supreme, Eternal, Unknown,
and Unnamed Power, governing the universe by
immutable and eternal laws. His object was to
prove a primitive system of Theosophy, which, at
the beginning, was essentially alike in all countries:
to induce all men to lay aside their strifes and
quarrels, and unite in purpose and thought as the
children of one common mother; to purify the
ancient religions, by degrees corrupted and obscured,
from all dross of human element, by uniting and
expounding them upon pure philosophical principles.
Hence, the Buddhistic, Vedantic and Magian, or
Zoroastrian systems were taught in the Eclectic
Theosophical School along with all the philosophies
of Greece. Hence also, that pre-eminently Buddhistic and Indian feature among the ancient Theosophists of Alexandria, of due reverence for parents
and aged persons, a fraternal affection for the
whole human race, and a compassionate feeling
for even the dumb animals. While seeking to
establish a system of moral discipline which enforced
upon people the duty to live according to the laws
of their t·espective countries, to exalt their minds
by the research and contemplation of the one
.Absolute Truth; his chief object, in order, as he
believed, to achieve all others, was to extract frorn
the various religious teachings, as from a manychorded instrument, one full and hafDlonious me-
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lody, which would find response in every truthloving heart. •
Theosophy is, then, the archaic Wisdom-Religion,
the esoteric doctrine once known in every ancient
country having claims to civilization. This "Wisdom " all the old w~inga show us as an emanation
of the Divine Principle; and the clear comprehension of it is typified in such names as the Indian
Buddh, the Babylonian Nebo, the Thoth of :Memphis, the Hermes of Greece; in the appellations,
also, of some goddesses-Metis, Neitha, Athena,
the Gnostic Sopltia ; and, finally, the Vedas, from
the word "to know." Under this designation, all
the ancient philosophers of the East and West, the
Hierophants of old Egypt, the Rishis of Aryavart,
the Tbeodidaktoi of Greece, included all knowledge
of things occult and essentially diyine. The Mercaval~ of the Hebrew Rabbis, the secular and popular
series, were thus designated as only the vehicle, the
outward shell, which contained the higher esoteric
know ledges. The )lagi of Zoroaster received instruction and were initiated in the caves and secret
lodges of Bactria ; the Egyptian and Grecian hierophauts had their appon·lleta, or secret discourses,
during which the Mysta became an Epopta-a
Seer.
The central idea of the Eclectic Theosophy was
that of a single Supreme Essence, Unknown and
Unknowable ; for " How could one know the
knower? " as inquires Brihadaranyaka Upani$had.
Their system was characterized by three distinct
featurt:s, the theory of the above-named EsSC?nce :
the doctrine of the human soul; an emanation
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irom the latter, hence of the same nature; and its
theurgy. It is this last science which has led the
Neo-Platonists to be so misrepresented in our era
of materialistic science. Theurgy being essentially
the art of applying the divine powers of man to the
subordination of the blind forces of Nature, its
votaries were first decisively termed magicians-a
corruption of the word " Magh," signifying a wise
or learned man. Sceptics of a century ago would
have been as wide of the mark if they had laughed
at the idea of a phonograph or telegraph. The ridiculed and the "infidels" of one generation generally become the wise men and saints of the next.
As regards the Divine Essence and the nature
of the soul and spirit, modem Theosophy believes
now as ancient Theosophy did. The popular Dev
of the Aryan nations was identical with the lao of
the Chaldeans, and ~ven 1tith the Jupiter of the
less learned and philosophical among the Romans ;
and it was just as identical with the Jalwe of the
Samaritans, the Tiu or "Tiusco" of the North men,
the Duw of the Britons, and the Zeus of the Thracians. As to the Absolute E!l$Cnce, the One and
All, whether we accept the Greek Pythagorean,
the Chaldean Kabalistic, or the Aryan philosophy
in regard to it, it will all lead to one and the same
result. The Primeval Monad of the Pythagorean
system, which retires into darkness and is itself
Darkness (for human intellect), was made the basis
of all things ; and we can find the idea in all its
integrity in the philosophical systems of Leibnitz
and Spinoza. Therefore, whether a Theo~tophist
agrees with the Kabala which, spe11king of En-Soph,
p p
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propounds the query: "Who, then, can comprehend
It, since It is formless, and non-existent ? " or,
remembering that magnificent hymn from the Rig
Veda (Hymn I 29, Book x.), inquires:
"Who knows from whence this great creation sprang P
Whether his will created or was mute.
He knows it-or perchance even He knows not."

Or, again, he accepts the Vedantic conception of
Brahma, who, in the Upanishads, is represented as
"without life, without mind, pure," unconscious,
for Brahma is " Absolute Consciousness." Or,
even finally, siding with the SvabUvikas of Nepaul,
maintains that nothing exists but" Svabhll.vat" (substance or nature) which exists by itself without any
creator-be is the true follower of pure and absolute Theosophy. That Theosophy which prompted
snch men as Hegel, Ficltte and Spiuoza to take up
the labours of the old Gt'ecian philosophers and
speculate upon the One Substance-the Deity, the
Divine All proceeding from the Divine Wisdom
-incomprehensible, unknown and unnamed by
any ancient or modern religious philosophy, with
the exception of Judaism, including Christianity
and Mohammedanism. Every Theosophist, then,
holding to a theory of the Deity ''which has
not revelation but an inspiration of his own for its
bas~s," may accept any of the above definitions or
belong to any of these religions, and yet remain
strictly within the bout~daries of Theosophy. For
the latter is belief in the Deity as the ALL, the
source of all existence, the infinite that cannot be
either comprehended or known, the universe alone
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revealing It, or, as some prefer it, Him, thus giving a
sex to that, to anthropomorphize which i11 hlaspMmy.
True Theosophy shrinks from brutal materialization ; it prefers believing that, from eternity retired
within itself, the Spirit of the Deity neither wills
nor creates ; but from the infinite effulgence
everywhere going forth from the Great Centre, that
which produces all visible and invisible things is
but a ray containing in itself the generative and
ronceptive power, which, in its turn, produces that
which the Greeks c.alled Macrocosm, the Kabalists
Tikkun or Adam Kadmon, the archetypal man,
and the Aryans Purusha, the manifested Brahm, or
the Divine Male. Theosophy believes also in the
Anastasia, or continued existence, and in tral!smigration (evolution) or a series of changes of the
personal ego, which can be defended and explained on
iltrict philosophical principles by making a distinction
between ParamdtmtJ. (transcendental, supreme spirit)
and Jh·dtmlt (individual spirit) of the Vedantins.
To fully define Theosophy, we must consider it
under all its aspects. The interior world has not
been hidden from all by impenetrable darkness. Hy
that higher intuition acquired by Theosophia, or
God-knowledge, which carries the mind from the
world of form into that of formless spirit, man has
been sometimes enabled, in every age and every
eountry, to perceive things in the interior or invisible
world. Hence, the " Samadhi," or Dhyan Yog Samadhi, of the Hindu ascetics ; the " Daimonlonphoti," or spiritual illumination of the Neo-Platonists ; the " sidereal confabulation of soul," of
the Rosicrucians or Fire-philosophers; and, el'en the
1' F 2
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ecstatic trance of mystics and of the modern mesmt>rists and spiritualists, are identical iu nature,
though various as to manifestation. The search
after man's diviner " self," so often and so erroneously interpreted as individual communion with
a personal God, was the object of every mystic; and
belief in its possibility seems to have been coeval
with the genesis of humanity, each people giving
it another name. Thus Plato and Plotinus call
''Noetic work" that which the Yogi and the
Shrotriya term Vidya. " By reflection, self-knowledge and intellectual discipline, the soul can be
raised to the vision of eternal truth, goodness, and
beauty-that is, to the Vision of God. This is the
epopteia," said the Greeks. "To unite one's soul
to the Universal Soul/' says Porphyry, "requires
but a perfectly pure mind. Through self. contemplation, perfect chastity, and purity of body, we may
approach nearer to It, and receive, in that state,
true knowledge and wonderful insight.'' And Swami
Da~·anund Saraswati, who has read neither Porphyry
nor other Greek authors, but who is a thorough
Vedic scholar, says in his " Veda Bhashya 11 ( opasna
prakaru ank. 9)-" To obtain DiksM. (highest initiation) and Yog, one has to practise according to the
rules. . . . • The soul in the human body can perform the greatest wonders by knowing the Universal
Spirit (or God) and acquainting itself· with the
properties and qualities (occult) of all the things in
the universe. A human being (a Dikshit or initiate)
can thus acquire a power of seeing and hearing at
great distance9.''
Finally, Alfred R. Wallace,
F.R.S., n spirituiLlist and yet a confessedly great
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· naturalist, says, with brave candour: " It is 'spil'it'
that alone feels, and perceives, and thinks, that
acquires knowledge, and reasons and aspires. • • • .
There not unfrequently occur individuals so constituted that the spirit can perceive independently
of the corporeal organs of sense, or can, perhaps,
wholly or partially qui.t the body for a time aucl
return to it agaiu ; the spirit communicates with
spirit easier than with matter." We can now see
how, after thousands of years have intervenecl
between the age of the Gymnosophists* and our
own highly civilized· era, notwithstanding, or, perhaps, just because of such an enlightenment which
pours its radiant light upon the psychological as
well as upon the physical realms of Nature, over
twenty millions of people to-day believe, under a
different form, in those same spiritual powers that
were believed in by the Yogis and the Pythagoreaus,
nearly 3,000 years ago. Thus, while the Aryan
mystic claimed for himself the power of solving all
the problems of life and death, when he had once
obtained the power of acting independently of his
body, through the Alman, "self," or "soul;" and
the old Greeks went in search of Alntu, the Hidden
one, or the God-Soul of man, with the symbolical
mirror of the Thesmophorian mysteries; so the
spiritualists of to-day believe in the capacity of the
llpirits, or the souls of the disembodied persons, to
communicate visibly and tangibly with those they
loved on earth. And all these, Aryan Yogis, Greek
• The reality of the Yog-power was affirmed by many Greek and
Ron•an writers, who call the Yogis lndinn Gymnoeophi•ts-by
Strabo, Lucan, Plutarch, C;t·ero (1'111Mllum), Pliny (vii, 2), &c.
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philosophers, and modem spiritualists, affirm that
pot'sibility on the ground that the embodied soul
p.nd its never embodied spirit-the real self-are
not separated from either the Universal Sonl or
other spirits by space, but merely by the differentia·
tion of their qualities, as in the boundless expanse
of the universe there can be no limitation. And
that when this difference is once removed-according to the Greeks and Aryans by abstract contemplation, producing the temporary liberation of
the imprisoned soul, and according to spiritualists,
through mefliumsbip-such a union between embodied and disembodied spirits becomes possible.
Thus was it that Patanjali's Yogis, and, following in
their steps, Plotinus, Porphyry and other Neo-Platonists, maintained that in their hours of ecstasy,
tlwy had been united to, or rather become as one
.witb, God several times during the course of their
lives. This idea, erroneous as it may seem in its
application to the Universal Spirit, was, and is,
claimed by too many great philosophers to be put
aside as entirely chi~erical. In the case of the
Tbeodidaktoi, the only controvertible point, the dark
spot on this philosophy of extreme mysticism, was
its claim to include that which is simply ecstatic
illumination, under the head of sensuous perception.
In the caHe of the Yogis, who maintained their
ability to see Iswara "face to face," this claim was
successfully overthrown by the stern logic of the
followers of Kapila, the founder of the Sankhya
philosophy. As to the similar assumption made for
their Greek followers, for a long array of Christian
ecstatics, and, finally, for the laat two claimants to
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God~seeing" within theselut hundred years-Jacob

Bohme and Swedenborg-this pretension would and
have been philosophically and logically questioned, if a few of our great men of science, who
are spiritualists, had had wore interest in the
philosophy than in the mere phenomenalism of
spiritualism.
The Alexandrian Theosophists were divided into
neophytes, initiates and masters, or hierophants ; and
their rules were copied from the ancient Mysteries
of Orpheus, who, according to Herodotus, brought
them from India. Ammonius obligated his disciples
by oath not to divulge his higher doctrines, except
to those who were proved thoroughly worthy aud
initiated, and who l1ad learned to regard the gods,
the angels, and the demonM of other peoples, according to the esoteric hyponia, or under-meaning. "The
gods exist, but they are not what the hoi polloi, the
uneducated multitude, suppose them to be," says
Epicurns. " He is not an atheist who denies the
existence of the gods, whom the multitude worship,
but he is such who futens on these gods the opinions
of the multitude.'' In his turn, Aristotle declareJ
that of the "Divine Essence pervading the whole
world of Nature, what are styled the gods are simply
the first principles."
Plotinus, the pupil of the "God-taught" Ammonius, tells us that the secret gnoais or the knowledge of T·heosophy, has three degrees-opinion,
science, and illumination. " The means or instrument of the first is sense, or perception ; of the
second, dialectics; of the third, intuition. To the
last, reason is subordinate ; it is absolute knowledge,
.~hould
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founded on the identification of the mind with the
object known." Theosophy is the exact science of
psychology, so to say; it stands in relation to
natural, uncultivated mediumship, as the knowledge
of a Tynda1lstands to that of a school-boy in physics.
It develops in man a direct beholding; that which
Schelling denominates " a realization of the identity
of subject and object in the individual ; " so that
under the iufluence and knowledge of hyponia man
thinks divine thoughts, views all things as they
really are, and, finally, " becomes recipient of the
Soul of the World," to use one of the finest expressions of Emerson. " I, the imperfect, adore my
own Perfect," he says in his superb " Essay on the
Oversoul." Besides this psychological, or soul state,
/ 4_1heosophy cultivated every branch of sciences and
. arts. It was thoroughly familiar with what is now
commonly known as mesmerism. Practical theurgy
or " ceremonial magic," so often resorted to in their
exorcisms by the Roman Catholic clergy, was dis, carded by the Theosophists. It is but Jamblichus
alone who, transcending the other Eclecties, added
to Theosophy the doctrine of Theurgy. When
ignorant of the true meaning of the esoteric divine
symbols of Nature, man is apt to miscalculate the
powers of his soul, and, instead of communing
spiritually and mentally with the higher celestial
beings, the good spirits (the gods of the theurgists
of the Platonic school), he will unconsciously call
forth the el•il, dark powers which lurk around
humanity, the undying, grim creations of human
crimes and vices, and thus fall from theurgia (white
magic) into goetia (or black magic, sorceryj. Yet,
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neither white nor black magic are what popular
superstition understands by the terms. The possibility of " raising spirits," according to the key of
Solomon, is the height of superstition and ignorance.
Purity of deed and thought can alone raise us to an
intercourse " with the gods " and attain for us the
goal we desire. Alchemy, believed by so many to
have been a spiritual philosophy as well as a physical
science, belonged to the teachings of the Theosophical School.
/
It is a noticeable fact that neither Zoroaster,
Buddha, Orpheus, Pythagoras, Confucius, Socrates,
nor Ammonius Saccas, committed anything to
writing. The reason for it is obvious. Theosophy
is a double-edged weapon and unfit for the ignorant or the selfish. Like every ancient philosophy it has its votaries among the moderns; but,
until late in our own days, its disciples were few
in numbers, and of the most various sects and
opm1ons. " Entirely speculative, and founding no
schools, they have still exercised a silent influence
upon philosophy; and no doubt, when the time
arrives, many ideas thus silently propounded may
yet give new directions to human thought," remarks Mr. Kenneth R. H. 'Mackenzie, himself
a mystic and a Theosophist, in his large and
valuable work, " The Royal Masonic Cyclopredia"
(articles "Theosophical Society of New York," and
"Thf'osopby,'' p. 731) .* Since the days of the fire• "The Royal Masonic Cy~lopmdia of History, Rites, Symbolism,
nnd Biography." Edited by Kenneth R. H. llackenzie IX0 • (Cryp·
tonymus) Ron. Member of the Canongate Kilwinning Lodge, No. 2,
Scotland. :Sew York J. W. Bouton, 7o6, Broadway. 1877.
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philosophers, they had never formed themselves
inu; societies, for, tracked like wild beasts by the
Christian clergy, to be known as a Theosophist
often amounted, hardly a century ago, to a deathwarrant. The statistics show that, during a period
of I 50 years, no less than 90,000 men and women
were burned in Europe for alleged witchcraft. In
Great Britain only, from A.D. I 640 to I 66o, but
twenty years, J,ooo persons were put to death for
compact with the "Devil." 'It was but late in the
present century-in I 8 75-that some progressed
mystics and spiritualists, unsatisfied with the theories
and explanations of Spiritualism started by its
votaries, and finding that they were far from covering the whole ground of the wide range of phenomena, formed at New York, America, an association
which is now widely k~own as the Theosophical
Society.
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HOW A" CHELA" J.'OUND HIS "GURU."
[Being Extracts from a private letter to Damodar K.
1\Iavalankar, Joint-Recording Secretary of the Theosophical
Society.]

. • • • When we met last at Bombay I told you
what had happened to me at Tinnevelly. My
health having been disturbed by official work and
worry, I applied for leave on medical certificate and
it was duly granted. One day in September last,
w bile I was reading in my room, I was ordered by
the audible voice of my blessed Guru, M-Maharsi, to leave all and proceed immediately to
Bombay, whence I was to go .in search of Madame
Blavatsky wherever I could find her and follow her
wherever she went. Without losing a moment, I
closed up all my affairs and left the station. For
the tones of that voice are to me the divinest sound
in Nature, its commands imperative. I travelled
in my ascetic robes. Arrived at Bombay, I found
Madame .Blavatsky gone, and learned through you
that she had left a few days before ; that she was
very ill ; and that, beyond the fact that she had
left the place very suddenly with a Chela, you knew
nothing of her whereabouts. And now, I must
tell you what happened to me after I had left you.
Really not knowing whither I had best go, I
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took a through ticket to Calcutta; but, on reaching
Allal1abad, l heard the same well-known voice
directing me to go to Berhampore. At Azimgunge,
in the train, I met, most providentially I may say,
with some Bengali gentlemen (I did not then know
they were also Theosophists, since I bad never seen
any of them), who were also in search of Madame
Blavatsky. Some had traced her to Dinapore, but
lost her track and went back to Berbampore. They
knew, they said, she was going to Tibet and wanted
to throw themselves at the feet of the Mabstmas to
permit them to accompany her. At last,. as I was
told, they received from her a note, permitting
them to come if tl1ey so desired it, but saying that
she herself was prohibited from going to Tibet just
now. She was to remain, she said, in the vicinity
of Darjiling and would see the Mahatma on the
Sikkhim Territory, where they would not be allowed
to follow her . . .• Brother Nobin K. Baunerji,
the !>resident of the Adhi Bhoutic Bhratru Theosophical Society, would not tell me where Madame
Blavatsl>y was, or perhaps did not then know
himself. Yet be and others had risked all in the
hope of seeing the Mahatmas. On the 2 3rd, at
last he brought me from Calcutta to Chandernagore,
where I found Madame BJavatsky, ready to start
A tall, dark-looking
by train in five minutes.
hairy Chela (not Chunder Cusho), but a Tibetan
I suppose by his dress, whom I met after I bad
crossed the river Hugli with her in a hoat, told me
that I l1ad come too late, that Madame Blavatsky had
already seeu the Mahatmas and that he had brought
her back. He would not listen to my supplications
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to take me with him, saying he had no other orders
than what he had already executed-namely, to take
be;' about twenty-five miles beyond a certain place
he named to me, and that he was now going to see
her safe to the station and return. The Bengali
brother-Theosophists had also traced ,and followed
her, arriving at the station half an hour later.
They crossed the river from Chandernagore to a
small railway station on the opposite side. When
the train arrived, she got into the carriage, upon
entering which I found the Cl1ela I And, lltlfore
even her own things could be placed in the van, the
train, against all regulations and before the bell was
rung, started off, leaving the Bengali gentlemen
and her servant behind, only one of them and
the wife and daughter of another-all Theosophists
and candidates for Chelasllip-having had time
to get in. I myself had barely the time to jump
into the last carriage. All her things, with the
exception of her box containing Theosophical correspondence, were left behind with her servant.
Yet, even the persons that went by the same
Babu
train with her did not reach Darjiling.
Nobin Banerjee, with the servant, arrived five
days later ; and those who had time to take their
seats, were left five or six stations behind, owing to
another unforeseen accident(?), reaching _Darjiling
also a few days later. . It required no great stretch
of imagination to conclude that Madame Blavatsky
was, perhaps, being again taken to the Mahatmas,
who, for some good reasons best known to them,
did not want us to be -following and watching her.
Two of the Mahatmas, I had learned for a
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certainty, were in the neighbourhood of British
territory ; and one of them was seen aud- recognized, by a person I need not name here, d a
high Chutuktu of Tibet. 0
The first days of her arrival Madame Blavatsky
was living at the house of a Bengali gentleman,
1J. Theosophi;t, refusing to see any one, and preparing, as 1 thought, to go again somewhere ou
the borders of Tibet. To all our importunities we
could get only this answer from her : that we had
no business to stick to and follow her, that she did
not want us, and that she had no right to disturb
the 1\fa},atmas with all f!Orts of questions that concerned only the questioners, for they knew their
own business best. In despair, I dettrmined, come
what might, to cross the frontier, which is about a
dozen miles from here, and find the Mahatmas or
-DIE. 1 never stopped to think. that what I wns
going to u ndertakc would be regarded as the rash act
of a .lunatic. I bad no permission, no " pass''
from the Sikkhim Rajah, and was yet decided to
penetrate into the heart of a semi-independent
State where, if anything happened, the Anglo! ndian officials would not-if even they couldprotect me, since I should have crossed 0\·er
without their permission. But I never even ga,·e
that a thought, but was bent upon one engrost.ing idea-to find and see my Guru. Without
breathing a word of my intentions to any one, one
morning, namely, October 5, I set out in search of
the Mahatma. I l1ad an umbrella and a pilgrim':~
staff for sole weapons, with a few rupees in my
purse. I wore the yellow garb and cap. When-
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ever 1 was tired on the road, my costume easily procured for me for a small sum a pony to ride. The
same afternoon I reached the banks of the Rungit
River, which forms the boundary between British
and Sikkhimese territories. I tried to cross it
by the aerial suspension bridge constructed ()f canes,
but it swayed to and fro to such an e~tent that
I, who have never known in my life what hardship
was, could not stand it. I crossed the river by
the ferry-boat, and this even not without much
danger and difficulty. That whole afternoon I
travelled on foot, penetrating further and further
into the heart of Sikkhim, along a narrow footpath. I cannot now say how many miles I
travelled before dusk, but I am sure it was not
Jess than twenty or twenty-five miles. Throughout,
I .saw nothing but impenetrable jungles and forests
on all sides of me, relieved at very long intervals
by solitary huts belonging to the mountain population. At dusk I began to search around me for
a place to rest in at night. I meton the road, in
the afternoon, a leopard and a wild cat ; and I am
astonished now to think how I should have felt no
fear then nor tried to run away. Throughout, some
secret in6uence supported me. Fear or anxiety
never once entered my mind. Perhaps in my
heart there was room for no other feeling but an
intense anxiety to find my Guru. When it was
just getting dark, I espied a solitary hut a few
yards from the roadside. To it I directed my steps
in the hope of finding a lodging. The rude door
was locked. The cabin was untenanted at the
time. . I examined it o~ all sides and found an
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aperture on the western side. It was small indeed,
but sufficient for me to jump through. It had a
small shutter and a wooden bolt. By a strange
coincidence of circumstances the hillman had forgotten to fasten it on the inside when he locked
the door. Of course, after what has subsequently
transpired, I now, through the eye of faith, see the
protecting hand of my Guru everywhere around
me. Upon getting inside I found the room communicated, by a sma11 doorway, with another
apartment, the two occupying the whole space of
this ~ylvan mansion. I laid down, concentrating
every thought upon my Guru as usual, and soon
fell into a profound sleep. Before I went to rest,
I had secured the door of the other room and the
single wiDilow. It may have been between ten and
eleven, or perhaps a little later, that I awoke and
heard sounds of footsteps in the adjoining room.
I could plainly distinguish two or three people
talking together in a dialect unknown to me.
Now, I cannot recall the same without a shudder.
At any moment they might have entered from the
other room and murdered me for my money. Had
they mistaken me for a burglar the same fate
awaited me. These and similar thoughts crowded
into my brain in an inconceivably short period.
But my heart did not palpitate with fear, nor did
I for one moment think of the possibly tragical
chances of the moment. I know not what secret
influence held me fast, but nothing could put me
out or make me fear ; I was perfectly calm.
Although I lay awake staring into the darkness
for upwards of two hours, and even paced the
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room softly and slowly without making any noise,
to see if I conld make my escape, in case of
need, back to the forest by the same way I bad
effected my entrance into the but-no fear, I
repeat, or any such feeling ever entered my heart.
I recomposed myself to rest. After a sound sleep,
undisturbed by any dream, I awoke at daybreak.
Then I hastily put on my boots, and cautiously
got out of the hut through the same window.
I could hear the snoring of the owners of the
hut in the other room. But I lost no time, and
gained the path to Sikkhim (the city) and held
on my way with unflagging zeal. From the inmost
recesaes of my heart I thanked my revered Guru for
the protection he had vouchsafed me during the
night. What prevented the owners of the hut from
penetrating to the second room ? What kept me in
the same serene and calm spirit, M if I were in a
room of my own house ? What could possibly
make me sleep so soundly under such circumstances,
-enormous, dark forests on all sides abounding in
wild beasts, and a party of cut-throats-as most of
the Sikkhimese are said to be-in the next room,
with an easy and rude door between them and me?
When it became quite light, I wended my way
on through hills and dales. Riding or walking,
the journey WM not a pleasant one for any man
not as deeply engrossed in thought as I was then
myself, and quite oblivious to anything affecting
the body. I have cultivated the power of mental
concentration to such a degree of late that, on
many an occasion, I have been able to make
myself quite unconscious of anything around me
OG
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when my mind was wholly bent upon the one
object of my life, as several of my friends will
testify; but never to such an extent as in this
instance.
~- It was, I think, between eight and nine A.M.
I was following the road to the town of Sikkhim:
: whence, I was assured by the people I met on the
road, I could cross over to Tibet easily in my pilgrim's garb, when I suddenly saw a solitary horseman galloping towards me from the opposite
direction.
From his tall stature and 11kill in
horsemanship, I thought he was some military
officer of the Sikkhim Rajah. Now, I thought, I
am caught ! He will ask me for my pass and
1 what business I have in the independent territory
' of Sikkhim, and, perhaps, have me arrested and
sent back, if not worse. But, as he approached
me, he reined up. I looked at and recognized him
instantly. . . . . I was in the awful presence of
him, of the same Mahatma, my own revered Guru,
· whom I had seen before in his astral body on the
lhalcony of the Theosophical Headquarters. It was
he, the" Himalayan Brother" of the ever-memorable
night of December last, who had so kindly dropped
a letter in answer to one I had given but an hour
or so before in a sealed envelope to Madame
Blavatsky, whom I had never lost sight of for one
moment during the interval. The very same instant
saw me prostrated on the ground at his feet. I
arose at his command, and, leisurely looking into
his face, forgot myself entirely in the contemplation of the image I knew so well, having seen his
portrait (the one iu Colonel Olcott's pos.<~ession)

:
1
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times out of number. I knew not what to say : joy
and reverence tied my tongue. The majesty of his
countenance, which seemed to me to be the imper.
sonation of power and thought, held me rapt in
awe. I was at last face to face with " the Mahatma of the Himavat," and he was no myth, no
" creation of the imagination of a medium," as some
sceptics had suggested. It was no dream of the
night ; it was between nine and ten o'clock of the
forenoon. There was the sun shining and silently
witnessing the scene from above. I see him before
me in flesh and blood, and he speaks to me in
accents of kindness and gentleness. What more
could I want? My excess of happiness made me
dumb. Nor was it until some time had elapsed
that I was able to utter a few words, encouraged
by his gentle tone and speech. His complexion is
not as fair as that of Mahatma Koothoomi ; but
never have I seen a countenance so handsome,
a stature so tall and so majestic. As in his portrait,
he wears a short black beard, and long black hair
hanging down to his breast ; only his dress was
different. Instead of a white, loose robe he wore
a yellow mantle lined with fur, and on his head,
instead of the turban, a yellow Tibetan felt cap, as
I have seen some Bhootanese wear in this country.
When the first moments of rapture and surprise
were over, and I calmly comprehended the situation, I had a long talk with him. He told me to
go no further, for I should come to grief. He
.said I should wait patiently if I wanted to become
an accepted Chela; that many were those who
offered themselves as candidates, but that only e
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very few were found worthy ; none were rejected,
but all of them tried, and most found to fail
signally, as for example-- and--. Some,
instead of being accepted and pledged this
year, were now thrown oft' for a year. The
Mahatma, I found, speaks very little Englishor at least it so seemed to me-and spoke to
me in my mother-tongue-Tamil. He told me
that if the Chohan permitted Madame Blavatsky
to visit Parijong next year, then I could come
with her. The Bengali Theosophists who followed
the" Upasika" {Madame Blavatsky) would see that
she was right in trying to dissuade them from
following her now. I asked the blessed Mahatma
whether I could tell what I saw and heard to
othen. He replied in the affirmative, and that
moreover I would do well to write to you and
describe all.
I must impress upon your mind the whole situation, and ask you to 'keep well in view that what I
saw was not the mere" appearance" only, the astral
body of the Mahatma, as we saw him at Bombay,
but the living man, in hill own physical body. He
was pleased to say when I offered my farewell
namaskarams (prostration) that he approached the
British territory to see the U pasika.
Before he
left me, two more men came on horseback, his
attendants I suppose, probably Chelas, for they
were dressed like lama-gylungs, and both, like himself, with long hair streaming down their backs.
They followed the Mahatma, when he left, at a
gentle trot. For over an hour I stood gazing at the
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place that be bad just quitted, and then I slowly
retraced my steps. Now it was that I found for
the first time that my long boots had pinched
my leg in several places, that I had eaten nothing
since the day before, and that I was too weak to
walk further. My whole body was aching in every
limb. At a little distance I saw petty traders with
country ponies, carrying burdens. I hired one of
these animals. In the afternoon I came to the
Rungit River and crossed it. A bath in its cool
waters revived me. I purchased some fruit in the
only bazaar there and ate heartily. I took
another horse immediately and reached Darjiling
late in the evening. I could neither eat, nor sit,
nor stand. Every part of my body was aching.
My absence had seemingly alarmed Madame Blavatsky. She scolded me for my rash and mad
attempt to try to go to Tibet after that fashion.
When I entered the house I found with Madame
Blavatsky, Babu Parbati Churn Roy, Deputy
Collector of Settlements and Superintendent of
Dearah Survey, and his assistant, Babu Kanty
Bhushau Sen, both members of our Society. At
their prnyer and Madame Blavatsky's command, I
recounted all that had happened to me, reserving
of course my private conversation with the
Mahatma. They were all, to say the least,
Mtonnded. After all, she will not go this year
to Tibet; for wbich I am sure she does not care,
since she has seen our Masters and thus gained her
only object. But we, unfortunate people I we
lose our only chance of going and offering our
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worship to the "Himalayan Brothers," who, I
know, will not BOon cross over to British territory,
if ever, again.
And now that I have seen the Mahatma in the
flesh, and heard his living voice, let no one dare
say to me that the Brothers do not exist. Come
now whatever will, death has no fear for me, nor
the vengeance of enemies; for what I know, I
kuow I
S. R.,uu.swAMIER, F.T.S.
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THE SAGES OF THE HIMAVAT.
WHILE
on my tour with Col. Olcott several
phenomena occurred, in his presence as well as
in his absence, such as immediate answefl! to
questions in my Master's handwriting, and over
his signature, put by a number of our Fellows.
These occurrences took place before we reached
Lahore, where we expected to meet in the body
my Master. There I waa visited by him in
the body, f()'f' three nights consecutively, for about
three hours every time, wltile ! myself retained full
consciousness, and, in one case, even went to meet
him outside the house. To my knowledge there is
no case on the Spiritualist records of a medium
remaining perfectly conscious, and meeting, by
previous arrangement, his spirit-visitor in the compound, re-entering the house with him, offering him
a seat, and then holding a long conver3e with the
" disembodied spirit" in a way to give him the
impression that he is in personal contact with an
embodied entity. Moreover, him whom I saw in
person at Lahore was the same I had seen in astral
form at the Headquarters of the Theosophical
Society, anti again, the same whom I had seen in
visions and trances at his honse, thousands of
miles off, which I reached in my astral Ego by his
direct help and protection. In those instances, with
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my psychic powers hardly yet developed, I had
always seen him as a rather hazy form, although
his features were perfectly distinct and their remembrance was profoundly graven on my soul's
eye and memory, while now at Lahore, Jummoo,
and elsewhere, the impression was utterly different.
In the former c&~~e~~, when making Pranam (salutation) my hands passed through his form, while on
the latter occasions they met solid garments and
flesh. Here I saw a living man before me, the
original of the portraits in Madame Blavatsky's
possession and in Mr. Sinnett's, though far more
imposing in his general appearance and bearing. I
shall not here dwell upon the fact of his having
been corporeally seen by both Col. Olcott and
Mr. Brown separately for two nights at Lahore,
as they can do so better, each for himself, if they
l!o choose. At J ummoo again, where we proceeded from Lahore, Mr. Brown saw him on the
evening of the third day of our arrival there, and
from him received a letter in his familiar handwriting, not to speak of his visits to me almost
every day. And what happened the next rooming
almost every one in Jummoo is aware of. The fact
is, that I had the good fortune of being sent for,
and permitted to visit a sacred Ashrum, where I
remained for a few days in the blessed company
of several of the Mahatmas of Himavat ana their
disciples. There I met not only my beloved
Gurudeva and Col. Olcott's master, but several
others of th~ fraternity, including one of the
highest. I regret the extremely personal nature
of my visit to those thrice bl~ssed regions preventa
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my saying more about it. Suffice it that the place
I was permitted to visit is in the Himalayas, not in
any fanciful Summer Land, and that I saw him in
my own sthula sarira (physical body) and found my
Master identical with the form I had seen in the
earlier days of my Chelasbip. Thus, I saw my
beloved Guru not only as a living man, but actually
as a young one in comparison with some other Sadhus
of tl1e blessed company, only far kinder, and not
above a merry remark and conversation at times.
the second day of my arrival, after the
Thus
meal hour, I was permitted to bold an intercourse
for over an hour with my Master. Asked by him
smilingly what it was that made me look at him
so perplexed, I asked in my turn:-" How is it,
Master, that some of the members of our Society
have taken into their beads a notion that you were
'an elderly man,' and that they have even seen you
clairvoyantly looking an old man past sixty ? "
To which be pleasantly smiled and said that this
latest misconception was due to the reports of a
certain Brahmachari, a pupil of a Vedantic Swami
in the Punjab,* who had met last year in Tibet
the chief of a sect, an elderly Lama, who was his
(my Master's) travelling companion at that time.
The said Brahmachari, having spoken of the encounter in India, had led several persons to mistake
the Lama for himself. As to his being perceived
clairvoyantly as an ''elderly man/' that could never
be, he added, as real clairvoyance could lead no one
into such mistaken notions ; and then he kindly

on

*

See iNfra.

Rajani Kanta Brahmachari'• "Interview with a

MahatiJIII."
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reprimanded me for giving any importance to the
age of a Guru, adding that appearances were often
false, &c., and explaining other points.
These are all stern facts, and uo third course is
open to the reader. What I assert is either true or
false. In the former case, no Spiritualistic hypothesis can hold good, and it will have to be admitted that the Himalayan Brothers are living men,
and neither disembodied spirits nor creations of
the over-heated imagination of fanatics. Of course
I am fully aware that many will discredit my account;
but I write only for the benefit of those few who
know me well enough to see in me neither a hallucinated medium, nor attribute to me any bad motive,
and who have ever been true and loyal to their
convictions and to the cause they have so nobly
espoused. As for the majority who laugh at and
ridicule what they have neither the inclination nor
the ·capacity to understand, I hold them in very
small account. If these few lines will help to
stimulate even one of my brother-Fellows in the
Society, or one right-thinking man outside of it, to
promote the cause of Truth and Humanity, I shall
consider that I have properly performed my duty.
DAMODAR

K.

'MAVALANKAR.
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THE HIMALAYAN BROTHERS-DO '£HEY
EXIST?
"AsK and it shall be given unto you; knock and it
shall be opened," this is an accurate representation of the position of the earnest inquirer as to the
existence of the Mahatmas. 1 know of none who
took up this inquiry in right earnest an:i were not
rewarded for their labours with knowledge, certainty.
In spite of all this there are plenty of people who
carp and cavil but will not take the trouble of
proving the thing for themselves. Both by Europeans and a section of our own countrymen-the
too Europeanized graduates of Universities-the
existence of the Mahatmas is looked upon with
incredulity and distrust, to give it no harder name.
The position of the .Europeans is easily intelligible, for these things are so far removed from
their intellectual horizon, and their self-sufficiency
is so great, that they are almost impervious to
these new ideaP. But it ia much more difficult
to conceive why the people of India, who are
born and brought up in an atmosphere redolent
with the traditions of these things, should affect
such scepticism. It would have been more
natural for them, on the other hand, to hail such
proofs as those I am now laying before the public
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with the same satisfaction as an astronomer feels
when a new star, whose elements he has calculated,
swims within his ken. I myself was a thoroughgoing disbeliever only two years back. In the first
place I had never witnessed any occult phenomena
myself, nor did I find any one who had done so in
that small ring of our countrymen for whom only
I was taught to have any respect-the "educated
classes." It was only in the month of October,
I 882, that I really devoted any time and attention
to this mattf:r, and the result is that I hue as
little doubt with respect to the existence of the Mahatmas as of mine own. I now lcrww that they
exist. But for a long time the proofs that I had
received were not all of an objective character.
Many things which are very satisfactory proofs to
me would not be so to the reader. On the other
hand, I have no right to speak of the unimpeachable
evidence I now possess. Therefore I must do the
best I can with the little I am permitted to give.
In the present paper I have brought forward such
evidence as would be perfectly !!atisfactory to all
capable of measuring its probative force.
The evidence now laid before the public was
collected by me during the months of October and
November, 1882, and was at the time placed before
some of the leading members of the Theosophical
Society, Mr. Sinnett among others. The account
of Bro. Ramaswamier's interview with his Guru
in Sikkhim being then ready for publication, there
was no necessity, in their opinion, for the present
paper being brought to light. But since au attempt
has been made in some qua~rs to minimize the
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effect of Mr. Ramaswamier's evidence by calling it
most absurdly "the hallucinations of a half-frozen
strolling Registrar," I think something might be
gained by the publication of perfectly independent
testimony of, perhaps, equal, if not greater, value,
though of quite a different character. With these
words of ex planation as to the delay in its publication, I resign this paper to the criticism of our
sceptical friends. Let them calmly consider and
pronounce upon the evidence of the Tibetan pedlar
at Darjiling, supported and strengthened by the
independent testimony of the young Brahmachari
at Dehradun. Those who were present when
the statements of these persons were taken, all
occupy very respectable positions in life-some in
fact belonging to the front ranks of Hindu Society,
and several in no way connected with the Theosophical movement, but, on the contrary, quite unfriendiy to it. In those days I again say 1 was
rather sceptical myself. It is only since 1 collected
the following evidence antl received more than one
proof of the actual existence of my venerated
master, Mahatma Koothoomi, whose presencequite independently of Madame Blavatsky, Colonel
Olcott or any " alleged" Chela-was made evident
to me in a variety of ways, that I have given up the
folly of doubting any longer. Now I believe no
more-l KNOW; and knowing, I would help otbera
to obtain the same knowledge.
During my visit to Darjiling I lived in the same
house with several Theosophists, all as ardent
aspirants for the higher life, and most of them
as doubtful with regard to the Himalayan Mahat-
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mas as I was myself at that time. I met at Darjiling persons who claimed to be Chela8 of the
Himalayan Brothers and to have seen and lived
with them for years. They laughed ·at our perplexity. One of them showed us an admirably
executed portrait of a man who appeared to be an
eminently holy person, and who, I was told, was
the Mahatma Koothoomi (now my revered master),
to whom Mr. Sinnett's "Occult World" is dedicated.
A few days after my arrival, a 'fibetan pedlar of the
name of Sundook accidentally came to our house to
sell his things. Sundook was for years well-known
in Darjiliug and the neighbourhood as an itinerant
trader in 'fibetan knick-knacks, who visited tl1e
country every year in the exercise of his profession.
He came to the house several times during our
stay there, and seemed to us, from his simplicity.
dignity of bearing and pleasant manners, to be one
of Nature's own gentlemen. No man could discover in him any trait of character even remotely
allied to the uncivilized savages, as the Tibetans are
held in the estimation of Europeans. He might
very well have passed for a trained courtier, only
that he was too good to be one. He came to the
house while I was there. On the first occasion he
was accompanied by a Goorkha youth, named
Sundar Lall, an empl.oye in the Darjiling News
office, who acted as interpreter. But we soon found
out that the peculiar dialect of Hindi which he
spoke was intelligible to some of us without any
interpreter, and so there was none needed on subsequent occasions. On the first day we put him
some general questions about Tibet and the Gelugpa
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sect, to which be said he belonged, and his answers
corroborated the statements of Bogle, Turnour and
other travellers. On the second day we asked him
if he bad heard of any persons in Tibet who
possessed extraordinary powers besides the great
lamas. He said there were such men ; that they
were not regular lamas, but far higher than they,
and generally lived in the mountains beyond Tchigatze and also near the city of Lhassa. These men,
be said, produce many and very wonderful phenomena or " miracles," and some of their Ckelas, or
Lotoos, as they are called in Tibet, cure the sick
by giving them to eat the rice which they crush out
of the paddy with their hands, &c. Then one of us
had a glorious idea. Without saying one word, thP.
above-mentioned portrait of the Mahatma Koothoomi
was shown to him. He looked at it for a few sccondta,
and then, as though suddenly recognizing it, he
made !lo profound re,·erence to the portrait, and said
it was the likeness of a Chohan (Mahatma) whom
he had seen. Then he began rapidly to describe
the Mahatma's dress and naked arms ; then suiting
the action to the word, he took off his outer cloak,
and baring his arms to the shoulder, made the
nearest approach to the figure in the portrait, in the
adjustment of his dress.
He said he had seen the Mahatma in question
accompanied by a numerous body of G.11lungs, about
that time of the previous year (beginning of October
I 8 81) at a place called Giansi, two days' journey
southward of Tchigatze, whither the narrator
had gone to make purchases for his trade. On
being asked the name of the Mahatma, h~ said
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to our unbounded surprise, " Theg are called
Koothum-pa." Being cross-examined and asked
what he meant by "they," and whether he was
naming one man or many, he replied that the
Koothum-pas were many, but there was only one
man or chief over them of that name; the disciples
being always called after the names of their guru.
Hence the name of the latter being Koot-hum, that
of his disciples was " Koot- hum-p&.." Light was shed
upon this explanation by a Tibetan dictionary, where
we found that · the word " p8." means " man; ''
"Bod-pa" is a " man of Bod or Thibet," &c.
Similarly Koothum-pa means man or disciple of
Koothoom or Koothoomi. At Giansi, the pedlar
said, the richest merchant of the place went to the
Mahatma, who bad stopped to rest in the midst of
an extensive field; and asked him to bless him by
coming to his house. The Mahatma replied, he was
better where he was, as he had to bless the whole
world, and not any particular man. The people, and
among them our friend Sundook, took their offerings
to the Mahatma, but he ordered them to be distributed among the poor. Snndook was exhorted
by the Mahatma to pursue his trade in such a way
as to injure no one, and warned that such was the
only right way to prosperity. On being told that
people in India refused to believe that there were
such men as the Brothers in Tibet, Sundook offered
to take any voluntary witness to that couutry,
and convince us, through him, as to the genuineness
of their existence, and remarked that if there were
no such men in Tibet, he would like to know where
they were to be found. It being suggested to him
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that some peoplP- refused to believe that such men
existed at all, he got very angry. Tucking up the
sleeve of his coat and shirt, and disclosing a strong
muscular arm, he declared that he would fight any
man who would suggest that he had said anything
but the truth.
On being shown a peculiar rosary of beads
belonging to Madame Bla.vatsky, the pedlar said
that such things could only be got by those to
whom the Tesshu Lama presented them, as they
could be got for no amount of money elsewhere.
When the Chela who was with us put on his sleeveless coat and asked him whether he recognized the
latter's profession by his dress, the pedlar answered
that he was a Gylung and then bowing down to
him took the whole thing as a matter of course.
The witnesses in this case were Babu Nobin Krishna
Bannerji, deputy magistrate, Berhampore, ~L R.
Ry. Ramaswamiyer Avergal, district registrar,
Madura (Madras), the uoorkha gentleman spoken
of before, all the family of the first-named gentleman, and the writer.
Now for the other piece of corroborative evidence.
This time it came most accidentally iuto my pos.
session. A young Bengali Brahmachari, who had
only a short time previous to our meeting returned
from Tibet and who was residing then at Dehradun,
in the North-Western Provinces of India, at the
house of my grandfather-in-law, the venerable Babu
Devendra Nath Tagore of the Brahmo Samaj, gave
most unexpectedly, in the presence of a number cf
respectable witnesses, the following account :On the 15th of the Bengali month of Asar last
Hll
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(I 882). being the I 2th day of the waxing moon, he
met somP- Tibetans, called the Koothoompas, and their
guru in a field near Taklakhar, a place about a day's
journey from the Lake of Manasarawara. The
guru and most of his disciples, who were called
gylungs, wore sleeveless coats over under-garments
of red. The complexion of the guru was very fait·,
and his hair; which was not parted but combed back,
streamed down his shoulders. When the Brahmachari first saw the Mahatma he was reading iu
a book, which the Brahmachari was informed by one
of the gylungs was the Rig Veda.
The guru saluted him, and asked him where he
was coming from. On finding the latter had not
had anything to eat, the guru commanded that he
should be given some. ground gram (Sattoo) and tea.
As the Brabmachari could not get any fire to cook
food with, the guru asked for, and kindled a cake
of dry cow-dung-the fuel used in that cou~try ae
well as in this-by simply blowing upon it, and gave
it to our Brahmachari. The latter assured us that
he had often witnessed the same phenomenon, produced by another guru or chohan, as they are called
in Tibet, at Gauri, a place about a day's journey
from the cave of Tarchin, on the northern side of
Mount Kailas. The keeper of a flock, who was
suffering from rheumatic fever came to the guru, who
gave him a few grains of rice, crushed out of paddy,
which the guru had in his hand, and the sick man
was cured then and there.
Before he parted company with the Koothumptu
and their guru, the Brabmachari found that they
were going to attend a festival held on the banb of
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the Lake of Manasarawara, and that thence they
intended to proceed to the Kallas mountains.
The above statement was on several occasions
repeated by the Brahmachari in the presence (among
others) of Babu Dwijender Nath Tagore of Jorasanko, Calcutta; Babu Cally Mohan Ohose of the
Trigonometrical Survey of India, Dehradun ; Babu
Cally Cnmar Chatterij of the same place; Babu
Gopi Mohan Ghosh of Dacca; Babu Priya Nath
Sastri, clerk to Babu Devender Nath Tagore, and the
writer. Comments would here seem almost superfluous, and the facts might very well have been left
to speak for themselves to a fair and intelligent
jury. But the averseness of people to enlarge their
field of experience and the wilful misrepresentation
of designing persons know no bounds. The nature
of the evidence here adduced is of an unexceptional
character.
Both witnesses were met quite accidentally. Even if it be granted, which we certainly do not for a moment grant, that the Tibetan
pedlar, Sundook, had been interviewed by some
interested person, and induced to tell an untruth,
what can be conceived to have been the motive of
the Brahmachari, one belonging to a religious body
noted for their truthfulness, and having no id.,.a as
to the intei'Cl't the writer took in such things, in
inventing a romance, and how could he make it fit
exactly with the statements of the Tibetan pedlar at
the other end of the country ? Uneducated persons
are no doubt liable to deceive themselves in many
matters, but these statements dealt only with such
disunited facts as fell within the range of the
narrator's eyes and ears, and had nothing to do with
H II 2
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his judgment or opinion. Thus, when the pedlar's
statement is coupled with that of the Dehradun
Brahmachari, there i11, indeed, no room left for any
doubt as to the truthfulness of either. It may here
be mentioned that the statement of the Brahmachari
was not the result of a series of leading questions,
but formed part of the account he voluntarily gave
of his travels during the year, and that he is almost
entirely ignorant of the English language, and had,
to the best of my knowledge, information and belief,
never even so much as heard of the name of Theosophy. Now, if any one refuses to accept the
mutualJy corroborative but independent testimonies
of the Tibetan pedlar of Darjiling and the Brahmachari . of Dehradun on the ground that they
support the genuineness of facts not ordinarily falling
within the domain of one's experience, all I can say
is that it is the very miracle of folly. lt is, on the
other hand, most unshakably established upon the
evidence of several of his Chelas, that the Mahatma
Koothoomi is a living person like any of us, and
that moreover he was seen by two persons on two
different occasions. This will, it is to be hoped,
settle for ever the doubts of those who believe in
the genuineness of occult phenomena, but put
them down to the agency of '' spirits." Mark one
circumstance. It may be argued that during the
pedlar's stay at Darjiling, Madame Blavatsky was
also there, and, who knows, she might have bribed
him (!I) into saying what he said. But no such
thing can be urged in the case of the Dehradun
Brahmachari. He knew neither the pedlar nor
Madame Blavatsky, had never h~ard of Colonel
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Olcott, having just returned from his prolonged
journey, and had uo idea that I was a Fellow of
the Society. His testimony was entirely voluntary.
Some others, who admit that Mahatmas exist, but
that there is no proof of their connection with the
Theosophical Society, will be pleased to see that
there is no a priori impoBBibility in those great
souls taking an interest in such a benevolent Society
as ours. Consequently it is a gratuitous insult to
a number of self-sacrificing men and women to
reject their testimony without a fair hearing.
I purposely leave aside all proofs which are
already before the public. Each set of proofs is
conclush·e in itself, and the cumulative effect of all
is simply irresistible.
)loann .M. CHATTERJI.
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INTERVIEW WITH A MAHATMA.
AT the time I left home for the Himalayas in
search of the Supreme Being, having adopted Brahmncharyashrama (religious mendicancy), I was quite
ignorant of the fact that there was any such
philosophical sect as the 1'heosophists existing in
India, who believed in the existence of the Mahatmas or " superior persons." This and other facts
connected with my journey are perfectly correct as
already published, and so need not be repeated or
contradicted. Now I beg to give a fuller account
of my interview with the Mahatmas.
Before and after I met the so-called Mahatma
Koothum-pa, I had the good fortune of seeing in·
person several other Mahatmas of note, a detailed
account of whom, I hope, should time allow, to
write to you by-and-by. Here I wish to say
something about Koothum-pa only.
·when I was on my wny to Almora from Mansarowar and Kailas, one day I had nothing with me
to eat. I was quite at a loss how to get on without
food. There being no human habitation in that
part of the country, I could expect no help, but
pray to God, and take my way patiently on. Between Mansarowar and Taklakhal, by the side
of a road, I observed a tent pitched and several
Sadhus (holy men), called ChohaM, sitting outside
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it who numbered about seventeen in all. As to their
dress, &c., what Babu M. M. Chatterji says is
quite correct. When I went to them they entertained me very kindly, and saluted me by uttering, tt Ram Ram." Returning their salutations, I
sat down with them, and they entered upon conversation with me on different subjects, asking me
first the place I was coming from and whither I
was going. There was a chief of them sitting inside
the tent, and engaged in reading a book. I inquired
about his name and the book he was reading from,
one of his Chelas, who answered me in rather a
serious tone, saying that his name was Guru
Koothum-pa, and the book he was reading was Rig
Veda. Long before, I had been told by some Pundits
of Bengal that the Tibetan Lamas were wellacquainted with the Rig Veda. This proved what
they had told me. After a short time, when his reading was over, he called me in by one of his Chelas,
and I went to him. He, also bidding me " Ram
Ram," received me very gently and courteously, and
began to talk with me mildly in pure Hindi. He
addressed me in words such as follows:-" You
should remain here for some time and see the fair
at Mansarowar, which is to come off shortly. Here
you will have plenty of time and suitable retreats
for meditation, &c. I will help you in whatever I
can." He spoke as above for some time, and 1
replied that what he said was right, and that I
would gladly have stayed, but there was some
reason which prevented me. He understood my
object immediately, and then, having given me
· some private advice as to my spiritual progress, bade
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me farewell. Before this he had come to know
that I was hungry, and so wished me to take
some food. He ordered one of his Chelas to supply
me with food, which he did immediately. In order
to get bot water ready for my ablutions, he prepared
fire by blowing into a cow-dung cake, which burst
into flames at oncE!. This is a common practice
among the Himalayan Lamas. It is also fully
explained by M. M. Cbatterji, and so need not be
repeated.
As long as I wM there with the said Lama, he
never persuaded me to accept Buddhism or any
other religion, but only said, "Hinduism is the best
religion ; you should believe in the Lord Mahadeva
-he w1ll do good to you. You are still quite a
young man-(lo not be enticed away by the necromancy of anybody." Having had a conversation
with the Mahatma as described above for about three
hours, I at last took leave and resumed my journey.
I am neither a Theosophist nor a sectarian, but
am the worshipper of the only Om. As regards
the Mahatma I personally saw, I dare say that he
is a great Mahatma. By the fulfilment of certain
of his prophecies, I am quite convinced of his excellence. Of all the Himalayan Mahatmas with
whom I had an interview, I never met a better
Hindi speaker than he. As to his birth-place and
the place of his residence, I did not ask him any
question. Neither can I say if he is the Mahatma
of the Theosophists. As to the age of the Mahatma
Koothum-pa, as I told Babu M. M. Chatterji and
others, he was an elderly looking man.
RAJANI KANT BRAHIUCBARJ.
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THE SECRET DOCTRINE.
FEw experiences lying about the tbreshhold of
occult stuuies are more perplexing and tormenting
than those which have to do with the policy of the
Brothers as to what shall, and what shall not, be
revealed to the outer world. In fact, it is only by
students at the same time tenacious and patientcontinuously anxious to get at the truths of occult
philosophy, but cool enough to bide their time
when obstacles come in the way-that what looks, at
first sight, like a grudging and miserly policy in
this matter on the part of our illustrious teachers
can be endured. Most men persist in judging all
situations by the light of their own knowledge and
conceptions, and certainly by reference to standards
of right and wrong with which modern civilization
is familiar a pungent indictment may be framed
against the holders of philosophical truth. They are
regarded Ly their critics as keeping guard over their
intellectual po~sessions; declaring, " We have won
this knowledge with strenuous effort and at the cost
of sacrifice and suffering; we will not make a
pre!!ent of it to luxurious idlers who have done
nothing to deserve it." Most critics of the Theosophical Society and its publications have fastened
on this obvious idea, and have denounced the policy
of the Brothers as " selfish " and " unreasonable."
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It has been argued that, as regards occult power•, the
necessity for keeping back all secrets which would
enable unconscientious people to do mischief, might
be granted, but that no corresponding motives
could dictate the reservation of occult philosophical
truth.
I have lately come to perceive certain considerations on this subject which have generally been
overlooked ; and it seems desirable to put them forward at once ; especially as a very considerable
body of occult philosophical teaching is now before
the world, and as those who appreciate its value
best, will sometimes be inclined to protest all the
more emphatically against the tardiness with which
it has been served out, and the curious precautions
with which its further develcpme,~t is even now
surrounded.
In a nutshell, the explanation of the timid
policy displayed is that the Brothers are fully
assured that the disclosure of that actual truth
(which constitutes the secret doctrine) about the
origin of the World and of Humanity--of the
laws which govern their existence, and the destinies
to which they are moving on-is calculated to have a
very momentous effect on the welfare of mankind.
Great results ensue from small beginnings, and the
seeds of knowledge now being sown in the world
may ultimately bear prodigious harvest. We, who
are present merely at the sowing, may not realize the
magnitude and importance of the impulse we are
concerned iri giving, but that impulse will roll on,
and a few generations hence will be productive of
tremendous consequences one way or the other.
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For occult philosophy is no shadowy system of
speculation like any of the hundred philosophies
with which the minds of men have been overwhelmed; it is the positive Truth, and by the time
enough of it is let out, it will be seen to be so by
thousands of the greatest men who may then be
living in the world.
What will be the consequence? The first effect on the minds of all who
come to understand it, is terribly iconoclastic. It
drives out before it everything else in the shape of
religious belief. It leaves no room for any conceptions belonging even to the groundwork or
foundation of ordinary religions faith. And what
becomes then of aU rules of right and wrong,
of all sanctions for morality ? Most assuredly
there are rules of right and wrong thrilling
through every fibre of occult philosophy really
higher than any which commonplace theologies can
teach ; far more cogent sanctions for morality than
can be derived at second-hand from the distorted
doctrines of exoteric religiom ; but a complete
transfer of the sanction will be a process involving
the greatest possible danger for mankind at the
time. Bigots of all denominations will laugh t.t
the idea of such a transfer being seriously considered. The orthodox Christian-confident in the
thousand of churches overshadowing all western
lands, of the enormous force engaged in the maintenance and propagation of the faith, with the
Pope and the Protestant hierarchy in alliance for
this broad purpose, wit.h the countless clergy of all
&ects, and the fiery Salvation Army bringing
up the rear-will think that the earth itself is
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more likely to crumble into ruin than the irresistible authority of Religion to be driven back.
They are all counting, however, without the progress
of enlightenment. The most absurd religions die
hard; but when the inteUectual classes definitively
reject them, they die, with throes of terrible agony,
may be, and, perhaps, like Samson in the Temple,
but they cannot permanently outlive a conviction
that they are false in the leading minds of the
age. Just what has been said of Christianity may
be said of Mahomedanism and Brahminism. Little
or no risk is run while occult literature aims merely
at putting a reasonable construction on perverted
tenets-in showing people that truth may lurk
behind even the strangest theologic fictions. And
the lover of orthodoxy, in either of the cases
instanced, may welcome the explanation with complacency. For him also, as for the Christian, the
faith which he professes-sanctioned by what looks
like a considerable antiquity to the very limited
vision of uninitiated historians, and supported by
the attachment of millions grown old in its service
and careful to educate their children in the convictions that have l!erved their turn-is founded 9n a
rock which has its base in the foundations of the
world. Fragmentary teachings of occult philosophy
seem at first to be· no more than annotations on
the canonical doctrine. They may even embelli&h
it with graceful interpretations of its symbolism,
parts of which may have seemed to require apology,
when ignorantly taken at the foot of the letter.
But this is merely the beginning of the attack. If
occult philosophy gets before the world with any-
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• thing resembling completeness, it will so command
the assent of earnest students that for them nothing
else of that nature will remain standing. And the
earnest students in such cases must multiply. They
are multiplying now even, merely on the strength
of the little that has been revealed. True, as yetfor some time to come-the study will be, as it
were, the whim of a few; but tt those who know,"
know among other things that, give it fair-play, and
it must become the subject of enthusiasm with all
advanced thinkers. And what is to happen when
the world is divided into two camps-the whtle
forces of intellectu8.Iity and culture on the one side,
those of ignorance and superstitious fanaticism on
the other? With such a war as that impending,
the adepts, who will be conscious that they prepared
the lists and armed the combatants, will require
some better justification for their policy before their
own consciences than the reflection that, iu the beginning, people accused them of 11elfishness, and of
keeping a miserly guard over their knowledge, and so
goaded them with this taunt that they were induced to set the ball rolling.
There is no question, be it understood, as to the
relative merits of the moral sanctions that are
afforded by occult philosophy and those which are
distilled from the worn-out materials . of existing
creeds. If the world could conceivably be shunted
at one coup from the one code of morals to the
other, the world would be greatly the better for the
change. But the change cannot be made all at
once, and the transition is most dangerous. On
the other hand, it is no less dangerous to take no
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steps in the direction of that transition. For though
existing religions O:ay be a great power-the Pope
ruling still over millions of consciences if not over
towns and States, the name of the Prophet being
still a word to conjure with in war, the forces of
Brahmanical custom holding countless millions in
willing subjection-in spite of all this, the old
religions are sapped and past their prime. They are
in process of decay, for they are losing their hold
on the educated minority; it is still the case that
in all countries the camps of orthodoxy include
large numbers of men distinguished by intellect and
culture, but one by one their numbers are diminishing. Five-and-twenty years only, in Europe, have
made a prodigious change. Books are written now
that pass almost as matters of course which would
have been impossible no further back than tllat.
No further back, books thrilled society with surpnse
and excitement, which the intellectual world would
now ignore as embodying the feeblest commonplaces. The old creeds, in fact, are slowly losing
their hold upon mankind-more slowly in the
more deliberately moving East than Europe, but
even here by degrees also-and a time will come,
whether occult philosophy is given out to take their
place or not, when they will no longer afford even
such faulty sanctions for moral conduct and right
as they have supplied in times gone by. Therefore
it is plain that ~omething mf.Uit be given out to
take their place, and henoe the determinations of
which this movement in which we are engaged is
one of the undulations-these very words some of
the foremost froth upon the advancing wave.
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But surely, when something which must be done
is yet very dangerous in the doing, the persons who
control the operations in progress may be excused
for exercising the utmost caution. Readers of
TheosophicalliterRturc will be aware how bitterly our
adept Brothers have been criticized for choosing
to take their own time and methods in the task of
partially communicating their knowledge to the
world. Here in India these criticisms have been
indignantly resented by the passionate loyalty to the
Mahatmas that is so widely spread among Hindus
-resented more by instinct than reason in some
cases perhaps, though in others, no doubt, as a con·
sequence of a full appreciation of all that is being now
explained, and of other considerations beside. But
in Eurc.pe such criticism'S will have seemed hard to
answer. The answer is really embodied, however
imperfectly, in the views of the situation now set
forth. We ordinary mortals in the world work as
men travelling by the light of a lantern in an
unknown country. We see but a little way to the
right and left, only a little way behind even. Bnt
the adepts work as men travelling by daylight, with
the further advantage of being able at will to get
up in a balloon and survey vast expanses of lake
and plain and forest.
The choice of time and methods for communicating occult knowledge to the world necell88rily
includes the choice of intermediary agent. Hence
the double set of misconceptions in India and
Europe, each adapted to the land of its origin. In
India, where knowledge of the Brothers' existence
and reverence for their attributes is widely diffu!led,
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1t ts natural that persons who may be chosen for
their serviceability rather than for their merits, as
the recipients of their direct teaching, should be
regarded with a feeling resembling jealousy. In
Europe, the difficulty of getting into any sort of
relations with the fountain-head of Eastern philosophy is regarded as due to an exasperating
exclusiveness on the part of the adepts in that
philosophy, which renders it practically worth no
man's while to devote himself to the task of soliciting their instruction.
But neither feeling is
reasonable when considered in the light of the
explanations now put forwarcl
The Brothers can
consider none but public intcrcsttt, in the largest
sense of the words, in throwing out the first
experimental flashes of occult revelation into the
world. They can only employ agents on whom
they can rely for doing the work as they may wish
it done-or, at all events, in no manner which may
be widely otherwise. Or they can only protect the
task on which they are concerned in another way.
They may consent sometimes to a very much more
direct mode of instruction than that provided
through intermediary agents for the world at large,
in the cases of organized societies solemnly pledged
to secrecy, for the time being at all events, in
regard to the teaching to be conveyed to them. In
reference to such societies, the Brothers need not be
on the watch to see that the teaching is not worked
up for the service of the world in a way they would
consider, for any reasons of their own, likely to be
injurious to final results or aangerou.s. Different
men will assimilate the philosophy to be unfolded
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in ditferent ways: for some it will be too iconoclastic altogether, and its further pursuit, after a
certain point is reached, unwelcome. Such persons,
entering too hastily on the path of exploration, will be
able to drop off from the undertaking whenever
they like, if thoroughly pledged to secrecy in the
fint instance, without being a sourc" of embarrassment afterwards, as regards the steady prosecution
of the work in hand by other more resolute, or less
sensitive, labourers. It may be that in some such
societies, if any should be formed in which occult
philosophy may be secretly studied, some of the
members will be as well fitted as, or better than, any
other persons employed elsewhere to put the teachings in shape for publication, but in that case it is
to be presumed that special qualifications will
eventually make themselves apparent. The meaning and good sense of the restrictions, provisionally
imposed meanwhile, will be plain enough to any
impartial person on reflection, even though their
novelty and ~:~trangeness may be a little resented at
the first glance.
LAY CHELA,

1 J
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THE PURAN AS ON THE DYNASTY OF THE
:MORYAS AND ON KOOTHOOMI.
IT is stated iu Mataya Puran, chapter cclxxii., that
ten Moryas would reign over India, and would be
succeeded by the Shoonga!', and that Shata Dhanva
will be the first of these ten Maureyas (or Moryas).
lu Vishnu Purana (Book IV. chapter iv.) it is
stated that there was in the Soorya dynasty a king
called Moru, who through the power of devotion
(Yoga) is said to be still living in the village called
Katapn, in the Himalayas (vide vol. iii. p. I 9i,
by Wilson), and who, in a future age, will be the
re11torer of the Kshatriya race, in the Solar dynasty,
that is, many thousands of years hence. In another
part of the same Purana (Book IV. chapter xxiv.) it
is stated that, "upon the cessation of the race of
Nanda, the Moryas• will possess the earth, for
Kautilya will place Chandragupta on the throne.''
Col. Tod considers Morya, or Maurya, a corruption
of Mori, the name of a Rajput tribe. The Com• The particulars of this legend are rerorded iD tbe Attbata
katbA of the Uttaravibiro prietta.
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mentary on the Mahavanso thinks that the princes
of the town Mori were thence called :Mauryas.
Vachaspattya, a Sanskrit Encyclopredia, places the
village of Katapa on the northern side of the llima.
layas-bence in Tibet. The same is stated in
chapter xii. (Skanda) of Bhagavat, vol. iii. p. 325.
The Vayu Purana seems to declare that Moru will
re.establish the Kshatriyas in the nineteenth coming
Yuga. In cltapter vi. Book III. of Vishnu Purana,
a Rishi called Koothoomi is mentioned. Will any
of our Brothers tell U!l bow our Mahatmas stand to
these revered personages ?
R. RAGOONATH Row.
EDITOR'S NOTE.
In the Buddhist Mahavanso, Chandagatto, or Chandragupta, Asoka's grandfather, is called a prince of the Moryan
dynasty as be certninly was-or rather-as they were, for
there were several Chandraguptas. This dynat~ty, as said in
the same book, began with certain Kshatriyas (warriors) of
the Sakya line closely related to Gautama Buddha, who
crossing the Himavanto (Himalayas) "discovered a delight·
fnl location, well watered, and situated in the midst of a
forest of lofty bo and other trees. There they founded a
town, which was called by its Sakya lords, Morya-:Nagara."
Prof. Max Miiller would see in this legend a made-up story
for two reasons: (1) A desirt'l on the part of Duddhists to
connect tbeir king Asoka, "the beloved of gods," with
Buddha, and thns nullify the slanders set up by the Brah•
manical opponents of Buddhism to the effect that Asoka and
Chandragnpta were Sudrus; and (2) because this document
does not dovetail with his owu theories aut! chronology based
on tl1e far.ciful stories of the Greek Megasthenes and others.
It was not the princes of Morya-Nagara who recetved their
name from the Rajput tribe of Mori, but the latter that
became so well known as being composed of the descendanttl
J J 2
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of the Moryan sovereign of Morya-Nagara. Some light ia
thrown on the subsequent destiny ofthatdynaaty in" Replies
to an English F.T.S." (See ante.) The name of Riahi
~~ Koothoomi is mentioned in more than one Purmut, and his
Code is among the eighteen Codes written by various Rishis,
and preserved at Calcutta in the library of the Asiatic
i , Society. But we have not been told whether there is any
- connection between our Mahatma of that name and the
Risbi, and we do not feel justified in speculating upon the
subject. All we know i11, that both are Northern Brahmans,
while the 1\loryaa are Kshatriyaa. If any of our Brothers
know more, or can discover anything relating to the subject
in the Sacred Books, we shall bear of it with pleasure. The
words: "The Moryas will possess tbe earth, for Kantilya will
place Cbandragnpta on the throne," have in our occult phi·
losophy a dual meaning. In one sense they relate to the
days of early Buddhism, when a Chandragnpta (Morya) was
the king "of Hll the earth," i.e., of Brahmans, wbo believed
themselves the highest and only representatives of humanity
for whom earth was evolved. The second meaning is p11rely
esoteric. Every adept or genuine Mahatma is said to "possess
the e"rtb," by the power of his occult knowledge. Hence, a
11eries of ten Moryas, all initiated adepts, would be regarded
by the occultists, and referred to aa '' posRessing al! the
earth," or all its knowledge. The names of "Chandragupta ''
and " Kautilya" have also an esoteric significance. Let our
Brother ponder over their Sanskrit meaning, and he will
perhaps see what bearing the phrase-"for Kantilya will
place Chandragupta11p<m the throne"-has upon the Morya.s
possessing the earth. We would also remind our Brother
that the word ltiluua, ordinarily translated as "history,"
is defined by Sanskrit authorities to be the narrative of the
lives of some august personages, conveying at the same time
meanings of the highest moral and occult importance.
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THE THEORY OF CYCLES.
IT is now some time since this theory-which was
first propounded in the oldest religion of the world,
Vedaism-has been gradually coming into prominence again. It was taught by various Greek philosophers, and afterwards defended by the Theosophists of
the Middle Ages, but came to be flatly denied by the
wise men of the West, the world of negations. Contrary to the rule, it is the men of science themselves
who have revived this theory. Statistics of event"
of the most varied nature are fast being collected
and collated with the seriousness demanded by important scientific questions. Statistics of wars and
of the periods (or cycles) of the appearance of great
men-at least those who have been recognized ai
such by their contemporaries; statistics of the periods
of development and progress of large commercial
centres ; of the rise and fall of arts and sciences ; of
cataclysms, such as earthquakes, epidemics; period~
of extraordinary cold and heat; cycles of revolutions,
and of the rise and fa1l of empires, &c. : all these
are subjected in tum to the analysis of the minutest
mathematical calculations. Finally, even the occult
significance of numbers in names of persons ancl
cities, in events, and like matters, receives unwonted attention. If, on the one hand, a great
portion of the educated public is running into
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atheism and scepticism, on the other hand, we find
an evident current of mysticism forcing its way into
science. It is the sign of an irrepressible need in
humllnity to assure itself that there is a power paramount over matter; an occult and my~Stetious law
"hich governs the world, and which we should
rather study and closely watC'h, trying to adapt
ourselves to it, than blindly deny, and dash ourselves
vainly against the rock of destiny. More than one
thoughtful mind, while studying the fortunt>s and
reverses of nations and great empires, has Leen
struck by one identical feature in their historynamely, the inevitable recurrence of similar events,
and after equal periods of time. This relation between events is found to be substantially constant,
though differences in the outward form of details
no doubt occur. Thus the bel.icf of the ancients in
their astrologers, soothsayers and prophets might
have been warranted by the Terification of many of
their most important predictions, without these prognosticatious of future events implying of necessity
anything very miraculous. The soothsayers and
augurs having occupied in days of the old civilizations the very same position now occupied by our
historiantt, astronomers and meteorologists, there
was nothing more wonderful in the fact of the
former predicting the downfall of an empire or the
loss of u. battle, than in the latter predicting the
return of a comet, a change of temperature, or
perhaps the final conquest of Afghanistan. Both
studied exact sciences; for, if the astronomer of
to-day draws his observations from mathematical
calculations, the astrologer of old also based his
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prognostication upon. no less acute. and mathematically correct observations of the ever-recurring
(''\'Cles. And, because the secret of· this ancient
science is now being lost, does that give any warrant
for saying that it never existed, or that to believe
in it; one must be ready to swallow •; magic,"
" miracles " and the like? " If, in view of the
eminence to which modern science has reached, the
claim to prophesy future events must be regarded as
either child's play or a deliberate deception," says
a writer in the N01Joye Vremja, " then we can
point at science which, in its turn, has now taken
up and placed on record the question, whether
there is or is not in the constant repetition of
events a certain periodicity ; in other words,
whether these events recur after a fixed and determined period of years with every nation ; and if a
periodicity there be, whether this periodicity is due
to blind chance, or depends on the same natural
laws which govern the phenomena of human life."
Undoubtedly the latter. And the writer has the
best mathematical proof of it in the timely appearance of such works as that of. Dr. E. Zasse, and
others. Several learned works treating upon this
mystical subject have appeared of late, and to some
of these works and calculations we shall presently
refer. A very suggestive work by a well-known
German scientist, E. Zasse, appears in the Prussian
Journal of Statistics, powerfully corroborating the
ancient theory of cycles. These periods which
bring around ever-recurring events, begin from the
infinitesimally small-say of ten years-rotat10n,
and reach to cycles which require 250, 500, 700,
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and I ooo yean to effect their revolutions around
themselves, and within one another. All are contained · within the Maha- Yug, the "Great Age,
or Cycle of Manu's calculation, which itself revolves between two eternities-the "Pralayaa" or
Nights of Brahma. As, in the objective world of
matter, or the system of effects, the minor constellations and planets gravitate each and all around
the sun, so in the world of the subjective, or the
system of causes, these innumerable cycles all gravitate between that which the finite intellect of the
ordinary mortal regards as eternity, and the still
finite, but more profound, intuition of the sage and
philosopher views as but an eternity within Tuz
ETERNITY.
"As above, so it is below," runs the
old Hermetic maxim. As an experiment in this
direction, Dr. Zasse selected the statistical investigations of all the wan recorded in history, as a
subject which lends itself more easily to scientific
verification than any other. To illustrate his subject
in the simplest and most easily comprehensible
manner, Dr. Zasse represents the periods of war and
the periods of peacq in the shape of small and large
wave-lines running over the area of the Old World.
The idea is not a new one, for the image was -used
for similar illustrations by more than one ancient
and medireval mystic, whether in words or pictures
-by Henry Kunrath, for example. But it serves
well its purpose, and gives us the facts we now
want. Before he treats, however, of the cycles of
wars, the author brings in the record of the rise
and fall of the world's great empires, and shows the
degree of activity they have played in the Univenal
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History. He points out the fact that if we divide
the map of the Old World into six parts-iuto
Eastern, Central, and Western Asia, Eastern and
Western Europe, and Egypt-then we shall easily
perceive that every 2 So years an enormous wave
passes over these areas, bringing to each in its
turn the events it has brought to the one next
preceding. This wave we may call " the historical
wave" of the 250 years' cycle.
The first of these waves began in China 2000
yeal"S B.c., in the " golden age" of this empire, the
age of philosophy, of.discoveries, of reforms. "In
I 7 so B.c. the Mongolians of Central Asia establish
a powerful empire. In I soo, Egypt rises from itR
temporary degradation and extends its sway over
many parts of Europe and Asia; and about 1 2 So,
the historical wave reaches and crosses over to
Eastern Europe, filling it with the spirit of the
Argonautic Expedition, and dies out in 1 ooo B.c.
at the Siege of Troy."
The second historical wave appears about that
time in Central Asia. " The Scythians leave her
steppes, and inundate towards the year 7 so B.c.
the adjoining countries, directing themselves
towards the south and west; about the year 500,
in Western Asia begins an epoch of 11plendour for
ancient Persia; and the wave moves l)n to the east
of Europe, where, about 2 so R.c., Greece reaches
her highest state of culture and civilization-ann
further on to the west, where, at the birth of
Christ, the Roman Empire finds itself at its apogee
of power and greatness."
Again, at this period we find the rising of a third
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historical wave at the far East. After prolonged
revolutions, about this time, China forms once more
a powerful empire, and its arts, sciences and commerce flourish again. Then 2 So years later, we
find the Huns appearing frorq the depths of Central
Asia ; in the year S09 A.D., a new and powerful
PePian kingdom is formed; in 7 So-in Eastern
F.urope-the Byzantine empire; and in the year
I ooo--on its western side-springs up the second
Roman Power, the Empire of the Papacy, which
soou reaches an extraordinary development of
wealth and brilliancy.
·
At the same time the fourth wave approaches
from the Orient. China is again flourishing; in
I 2 so, the Mongolian wave from Central Asia has
overflowed and covered an enormous area of land,
including Russia. About I soo, in Westen1 Asia
the Ott<'mau Empire rises in all its might, and
· conquers the Balkan peninsula ; but at the same
time, in Eastern Europe, Russia throws oft' the
Tartar yoke; and about I 7 so, during the reign of
Empress Catherine, rises to an unexpected grandeur,
and covers itself with glory. The wave ceaselessly
moves further on to the West; and beginning with
the middle of the past century, Europe is living
over an epoch of re,olutions and reforms, and,
according to the author, "if it is permissible to
prophesy, then about the year 2000, Western
Europe will have lived through one of those periods
of culture and progress so rare in history." 1'he
Russian press taking the cue believes, that " towards
those days the Eastern Question will be finally
settled, the national dissensions of the European
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peoples will come to an end, and the dawn of the
new millennium will witness the abolition of
armies and an alliance between all the European
t-mpires." The signs of regeneration are also fast
111ultiplying in Japan and China, as if pointing to
the rise of a new historical wave in the extreme
East.
If from the cycle of two-and-a-half centuries
we descend to that which leaves its impress every
century, and, grouping together the events of
ancient history, mark the development and ri!e of
empires, then we shall find that, beginning from
the year ;oo B.c., the centennial wave pushes forward, bringing into prominence the following
uations, each in its turn-the Assyrians, the
:Medea, the Babylonians, the Persians, the Gre(ks,
the Macedon ian~, the Carthagenians, the Romans,
and the Teutons.
The striking periodicity of the wars in Europe is
also noticed .by Dr. E. Zasse. Beginning with
1 ;oo A.D., every ten years have been signalized
by either n war or a revolution. The period::s of
the strengthening and weakening of the warlike
excitement of the European :t:tations represent a
wave strikingly regular in its periodicity, flowing
incessantly, as if propelled onward by some fixed inscrutable law. This same mysterious law seems
also to connect these events with the astronomical
wuve or cycle, which governs the periodicity of
solar spots.
The periods when the European
powers have shown the most destructive ener~y.
are marked by a cycle of fifty years' duration. It
would be too long and tedious to enumerate them
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from the beginning of history. We may, therefore. limit our study to the cycle beginning with
the year I 7 I 2, when all the European nations
were fighting each other in the Northern, and the
Turkish wars, and the war for "the throne of Spain.
About I 76 I, the "Seven Years' War" ; in I 8 I o,
the wars of Napoleon I. Towards I86I, the wave
has been a little deflected from its regular course ;
but, as if to compensate for it, or propellffi, perhaps,
with unusual force, the years directly }'receding,
as \f'ell as those which followed it, left in history
the records of the most fierce and bloody wars-the
Crimean War in the former, and the American
Civil War in the latter period. The periodicity
in the wat'll between Russia and Turkey appears
peculiarly striking, and represents a very characteristic wave. At first the intervals between the
cycles of thirty years' duration- I 7 I o, I 7 40, I 7 70 ;
then tl1esc intervals diminish, and we have a cycle
of twenty years-I790, I8Io, I829.130; then the
intervals widen again- I 8 53 and I 8 7 8. But if
we take note of the whole duration of the in-flowing tide of the ws.rlike cycle, then we shall have at
the centre of it-from I 768 to 181 2-three wars
of seven years' duration each, and at both ende,
wars of two years.
Finally, the author comes to the conclusion tlaat,
in view of facts, it becomes thoroughly impossible
to deny the presence of a regular periodicity in
the excitement of both mental and physical forces
in the nations of the world. He proves that in
tl1e history of all the peoples and empires of the
Old World, the cycles marking the millenniums, the

...
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centennials RS well as the minor ones of fifty and ten
years' duration, are the most important, inasmuch
as neither of them has ever yet failed to bring in
its train some more or less marked event in the
history of the nation swept over by these historical
waves.
The history of India is oue which, of all
histories, is the most ngue and least satisfactory.
Yet were its consecutive great events noted down,
and ibl annals well searched, the law of cycles
would be found to have asserted itself here as
plainly as in every other country in respect of its
wal'll, famines, political exigencies, and other
matters.
In France, a meteorologist of Paris went to the
trouble of compiling the statistics of the coldest
seasons, and discovered that those years which had
the figure 9 in them had been marked by the
severest winters. His figures run thus :-in
8 59 A.D., the northern part of the Adriatic Sea
was frozen, and wall covered for three months
with ice. In I I 79, in the most moderate zones,
the earth was covered with several fe::lt of snow.
In I 209, in France the depth of snow and the
bitter cold caused such a scarcity of fodder that
most of the cattle perished in that country. In
1 249, the Baltic Sea between Russia, Norway and
Sweden remained frozen for many months, and
communication was kept up by sleighs. ln I 339,
there was such a terrific winter in England, that
vast numbers of people died of starvation and
exposure. In 1409, the river Danube was frozen
from its sources to its mouth in the Black Sea.
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In I 469, all the vineyards and orchards perished
in consequence of t}le frost. In I 609, in Fran~,
Switzerland and Upper Italy, people had to thaw
their bread and provisions before they could use
them. In I639, the Harbour of Marseilles was
covered with ice to a great distance. In I659, all
the rivers in Italy were frozen. In I 699, the
winter in France and Italy proved the severest and
longest of all. The price11 for articles of food were
so much raised that half of the population died of
starvation. In I 709, the wintt>r was no less
terrible. The ground was frozen in France, Italy
and Switzerland to the depth or several feet ; and
the sen, south as \veil as north, was covered "it.h
one compact and thick crust of ice, many feet
deep, and for a considerable distance in the
usually open sea. Numbers of wild beasts, driveu
out by the cold from their dens in the forest.. ,
sought refuge in villages and even cities ; aud the
birds fell dead to the ground by huudred11. lu
I 729, I 7 49 and I 769 (cycles or twenty years' duration), all the rivers and streams were ice-bound all
over France for many weeks, and all the fruit trees
perished. In I 7 89, France wa.'l again visited by a
very severe winter. In Paris, the thermometer
stood at nineteen degrees of froRt. But the severest
of all winters proved that of I 829. For fifty-four
consecutive days all the roads in France were
covered with snow several feet deep, and all the
rivers were frozen. Famine and misery reached
their climax in the country in that year. In
I 8 39, there was again in France a most terrific
and trying cCild !!cason. And the winter of 1 8 i9
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has assertecl its statistical rights, and proved true
to the fatal influence of the figure 9· The
meteorologists of other countries are invited to
follow suit, and make their investigations likewise,
for the subject is certainly most fascinating as well
as most instructive.
Euough has been shown, however, to prove that
neither the ideas of Pythagoras on the mysterious
influence of numbets, nqr the theoriett of the
ancient world-religions and philosophies are as
shallow and meaningless as some too forward
thinkers would have had the world to believe.
H. P. B.
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ODORIGEN AND JIVA.
of Stuttgart has made a very
interesting study of the sense of smell. He starts
from the fact well known in medical jurisprudence,
that the blood of an animal when treated by
sulphuric, or indeed by any other decomposing
acid, smells like the animal itself to which it belongs.
'l'his holds good even after the blood has been long
dried.
Let us state before all what is to be understood
by the smell of a certain animal. There is the
pure, specific smell of the animal, inherent iu its
flesh, or, as we shall see hereafter, in certain
portions of its flesh. 'fhis smell is best perceived when the flesh is gently boiling in water.
The broth thereby obtained contains the specific
taste and smell of the animal-! call it specific,
because every species, nay ev~ry variety of species,
has its own peculiar taste and smell. Think of
mutton broth, chicken broth, fish broth, &c. &:c.
I shall call this smell, the specific scent of the
animaL I need not say that the scent of an
animal is quite different from all such odours as are
generated within its organism, along with its various
Pa:>FEMSOR YAEGER
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~Secretions and excretions : bile, gastric juice, sweat,
&c. 'rhese odours are again different in the
different species and varieties of animals. The
cutaneous exhalation of the goat, the sheep, the
donkey, widely differ from each other; and a similar
difference prevails with regard to all the other
efHuvia of these animals.
In fact, as far as
olfactory experience goes, we may say that the
odour of each secretion and excretion of a certain
species of animals is peculiar to itself, and characteristically different in the similar products of
another species.
By altering the food of an animal we may considerably alter all the above-mentioned odours,
scents, as well as smells ; yet essentially they will
always retain their specific odoriferous type. All
this is matter of strict experience.
Strongly diffusive as all these odorous substances
are, they permeate the whole organism, and each of
them contributes its share to what in the aggregate
constitutes the smell of the living animal. It is
altogether an excrementitious smell tempered by the
scent of the animal. That excrementitious smell we
shall henceforth simply r.all the smelJ, in contradistinction to the scent of the animal.
To return after this not very pleasant, but
nevertheless necessary digression, to our subject.
Professor Yaeger found that blood, treated by an
acid, may emit the scent or the smell of the animal,
according as the acid is weak or strong. A strong
acid, rapidly disintegrating the blood, brings out the
animal's smell; a weak acid, the animal's scent.
We see, then, that in every drop of blood of a
J[J[
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certain species of animal, and we may as well
say, in each of its blood corpuscles, and in the last
instance, in each of its molecules, the respective
animal species is fully represented, as to its odorant
speciality, under both aspects of scent and smell.
We have, then, on the one side, the fact before ua
that wherever we meet in the animal kingdom with
difference of shape, form, and construction, so
different as to constitute a class, a genus, or a
family of its own, there we meet at the same time
with a distinct and specific scent and smell. On
the other hand, we know that these specific odours
are invariably interblended with the very life-blood
of the animal. And lastly, we know that these
specific odours cannot be accounted for by any
agents taken up in the shape of food from the
outer world. ·we are, then, drhen to the conclusion that they are properties of the inner
animal; that tl1ey, in other words, pertain to the
s}lflcific protoplasm of the animal concerned.
And thus our conclusion attains almOf!t certainty,
when we remember that it stands the crucial test
of experiment-that we need only decompose the
blood in order to find there what we contend to be
an essential ingredient of it.
I must now say a few words in explanation of the
term protoplasm. Protoplat~m is a soft, gelatinous
substance, transparent and homogeneous, easily seen
in large plant-cells ; it may be compared to the
white of an egg. When at rest all sorts of
vibratory, quivering and trembling movements can
be obsen·ed within its mass. It forms the living
material in all vegetable and animal cells ; iu fact,
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it is that component of the body which really does
the vital work. It is the formative agent of all
living tissues. Vital activity, in the broadest sense
of the term, manifests itself in the development of
the germ into the complete organism, repeating
the type of its parents, and in the subsequent
maintenance of that organism in its integrity ;
and both these functions are exclusively carried on
by the protoplasm. Of course, there is a good deal
of chemical and mechanical work done iu the
organi!m, but protoplasm is the formative agent of
nll the tissues and structures.
Of tissues and structures alr!!ady formed, we may
fairly say that they have passed out of the realms
of vitality, as they are destined to gradual disintegration and decay in the course of lire ; it is
they that are on the wsy of being cast out of the
organism, when they have once run through the
scale of reh·ograde metamorphosis ; and it is they
that give rise to what we have called the smell of the
animal. What lives in them is the protoplasm.
In the shape of food the outer world supplies the
organism with all the materials necessary for the
building up of the constantly wasting organic structures; and, in the shape of heat, there comes from
the cuter world that other element necessary for
structural changes, development and growth-the
element of force. But the task of directing all the
outward materials to the de\'elopment anti maintenance of the organism-in other words, the task
of the director-general of the organic economy falls
to the protoplasm.
No\v this \vonderful substance, clJCmically nnd
K K 'Z
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physically the same in the highest animal and in
the lowest plant, bas been all along the puzzle of
the biologist. How is it that iu man protoplasm
works out human structure; in fowl, fowl structure,
&c. &c., while the protoplasm itself appears to be
everywhere the same? To Professor Yaeger belongs ·the great merit of having shown us that the
protoplasms of the various species of plants and
animals are not the same ; that each of them
contains, moreover, imbedded in its molecules,
odorant substances peculiar to the one species and
not to the other.
That, on the other band, those odorous substances
are by no means inactive bodies, may be inferred from
their great volatility, known as it is in physical
science that volatility is owing to a state of atomic
activity. Prevost bas described two phenomena
that are presented by odorous substances. One is
that, when placed on water, they begin to move; and
the other is, that a thin layer of water, extended ou
a perfectly dean glass plate, retracts when such au
odorous substance as camphor is placed upon it.
Monsieur Ligeois has further shown that the
particles of an odorous body, placed on water,
undergo a rapid division, and that the movements
of camphor, or of benzoic acid, . are inhibited, or
altogether arrested, if an odorous substance be
brought into contact with the water in which they
ar\} moving.
Seeing, then, that odorous substances, when
coming in contact with liquid bodies, assume a
peculiar motion, and impart at the same time
motion to the liquid body, we may fairly conclude
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that the specific formative capacity of the protoplasm is owing, not to the protoplasm itself, since
it is everywhere alike, but to the inherent, specitic,
odoriferous substances.
I shall only. add that Professor Yaeger's theory
may be carried farther yet. Each metal has also
a certain taste and odour peculiar to itself; in other
words, they are also endowed with oderiferous substances. And this may help us to explain the fact
that each metal, when crystallizing out of a. liquid
solution, invariably assumes a distinct geometrir.al
form, by which it may be distinguished from any
other. Common salt, for instance, invariably
crystallizes in cubes, alum in octohedra, and so ou.
Professor Yaeger's theory explains further to us
that other great mystery of Nature-the transmission from parent to offspring of the morphological speciality. This is another puzzle of the
biologist. What is there in the embryonal germ
that evolves out of the materials stored up therein
a frame similar to the parents? In other words,
what is there that presides over the preservation of
the species, 'vorking out the miniature duplicate of
the parents' configuration and character? It is tl1c
protoplasm, no doubt ; and the female ovum contains protoplasm in abundance. But neither the
physicist nor the chemist can detect any difference
between the primordial germ, say of the fowl, aud
that of a female of the human race.
Iu answer to this question-a question before
which science stands pcrplexed-,ve need only
remember what has been said before about the protoplasmic scent. W c have spoken before of the
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specific scent of the animal as a whole. We know,
however, that evf!ry organ and tissue in a given
animal has again its peculiar scent and taste. The
scent and taste of the liver, splr!en, brain, &c., are
quite different in the same animal. .
And if our theory is correct, then it could not be
otherwise. Each of these organs is differently constructed, and as variety of organic structure is
supposed to be dependent upon variety of scent,
there must necessarily be a specific cerebral scent,
a specific splenetic scent, a specific hepatic scent,
&c. &c. What we call, then, the specific scent of the
living animal must, therefore, be considered as the
aggregate of all the different scents of its organs.
When we see that a weak solution of sulphuric
acid is capable of disengaging from the blood the
scent of the animal, we shall then bear in mind that
this odorous emanation contains particles of all the
seen ts peculiar to each tissue and organ of the
animal. When we further say that each organ in
a living animal draws by selective affinity from the
blood those materials which are necessary for its
sustenance, we must not forget that each organ
draws at the same time by a similar selective
affinity the specific odorous substances requisite for
its constructive requirements.
We have now only to suppose that the embryonal
germ contains, Hke the blood itself, all the odorous
substances pertaining to the various tissues and
organs of tbe parent, and we shall understand which
is the moving principle in the germ that evolves an
offspring, shaped in the image and after the likeness of the parents.
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In plants it is the blossom which is entrusted
with the function of reproduction, and the odorous
emanations accompanying that process are well
known. There is strong reason to believe that
something similar prevails in the case of animals,
as may be seen from an examination of what embryologhlt.'l call the aura semina/is.
Let us now inquire what the effects are of odours
generated in the outer world on animals. The
odorous impressions produced may be pleasant or
unpleasant, pleasant to one and unpleasant to
another animal. What is it that constitutes this
sensation of pleasure or displeasure ? Professor
Yaeger answers, It is harmony or disharmony which
makes all the difference. The olfactory organs of
each animal are impregnated by its own specific
scent. Whenever the odorous waves of a substance harmonize in their vibration with the
odorous waves emanating from the animal ; in other
words, whenever they fall in and agree with each
other, an agreeable sensation is produced ; whenever the reverse takes places, the sensation is disagreeable. In this way it is that the odour regulates the choice of the food on the part of the animal.
In a similar way the sympathies and antipathies
between the various animals are regulated. For
>!very individual has not only its specific but also
its individual scent. The selection between the
sexes, or what, in the case of the human race, is
called love, has its mainspring in the odorous harmony subsisting in the two individuals concerned.
This individual scent-a variation of the specific
odorous type-alters (within the limits of its
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speciality) with age, with the particular mode of
occupation, with the sex, with certain physiological
conditions and functions during life, with the state
of health, and last, but not least, with the state of
our mind.
It is to be remembered that every time protoplasm
undergoes disintegration, specific odours are set free.
We have seen how sulphuric acid, or heat, when
boiling or roasting meat, brings out the specific
animal odour. But it is an established fact in
science, that every physical or mental operation
is accompanied by disintegration of tissue ; consequently we are entitled to say that with every
emotion odours are being disengaged. It can be
shown that the quality of those odours differ with
the nature of the emotion. The prescribed limits
prevent further pursuit of the subject; I shall, therefore, content myself by drawing some conclusions
from Professor Yaeger's theory in the light of the
Esoteric Doctrine.
The phenomena of mesmeric cures find their
full explanation in the theory just enunciated. For
since the construction and preservation of the
organism, and of every organ in particular, is
owing to specific scents, we may fairly look
upon disease in general as a disturbance of the
specific scent of the organism, and upon disease of a
particular organ of the body, as a disturbance of
the 11pecific scent pertaining to that particular
organ. We have been hitherto in the habit of
holding the protoplasm responsible for all phenomena of disease. We have now come to leam that
what nets in the protoplasm are the scents ; we
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shall, therefore, have to look to them as the
ultimate cause of morbid phenomena. I have
mentioned before the experiment of Mons. Ligeois,
showing that odoriferous substances, when brought
in contact with water, move; and that the motion
of one odoriferous substance may be inhibited, or
arrested altogether, by the presence of another
odoriferous substance. Epidemic diseases, and the
zymotic diseases in particular, have, then, most likely
their origin in some local odours which inhibit the
action of our specific organic odours. In the case
of hereditary diseases, it is most likely the transmission of morbid specific . odours from parent to
offspring that is the cause of the evil, knowing, as
we do, that in disease the natural specific odonr is
altered, and must, therefore, have been altered in
the diseased parent.
Now comes the mesmeriser. He approaches the
sick with the strong determination to cure him.
This determination, or effort of the will, is absolutely
necessary, according to the agreement of all mesmerisers, for hi11 curative success. Now an effort of
the will is a mental operation, and is, therefore,
accompanied by tissue disintegration. The effort
being purely mental, we may say it is accompanied
by disintegration of cerebral and nervous tissue. But
disintegration of organic tissue means, as we have
seen before, disengagemt1nt of specific scents ; the
mesmt>ri~er emits, then, during his operation, scents
from his own body. And as the patient's sufferings
are supposed to originate from a deficiency or alteration of his own specific scent, we can wt:ll see how
the mesmeriser, by his mesmeric or odoriferous
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emanations, may effect a cure. He may snpJIIY
the want of certain odoriferous substances in the
patient, or he may correct others by his own
emanations, knowing, as we do, from the experiment of Mona. Ligeois, that odorant matter does
act on odorant matter.
One remark more and I have done. By the
Esoteric Doctrine we are told that the living body
is divided into two parts:I. The physical body, composed wholly of matter
in its grossest and most tangible form.
2. The vital principle (or J£va), a form of force
indestructible, and, when disconnected with one
set of atoms, becoming attracted immediately by
otht>rs.
Now this division, generally speaking, fully agrees
with the teachings of science. I need only remind
you of what I have said before with regard to the
formed tissues and structures of the body and its
formative agent the protoplasm. Formed structure
is considered as material · which has already passed
out of the realms of life ; what lives in it is the
protoplasm. So far the esoteric conception fully
agrees with the result of the latest investigations of
modern science.
But when we are told by the Esoteric Doctrine
that the vital principle is indestructible, we feel we
move on occult, incomprehensible ground, for we
know that protoplasm is, lifter aU, as destructible
as the body itself. It lives as long as life lasts,
and, it may be said, it is the only material in the
body that does live as long as life lasts. But it dies
with the cessation of life. It is true it is capable
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of a sort of resuscitation. For that very dead protoplasm, be it animal or vegetable, serves again as
our food, and as the food of all the animal world,
and thus helps to repair our comstautly wasting
economy. But for all that it could hardly be said
to be indestructible ; it is assimilable-that is
to say,•capable of re·entering the domain of life,
through its being taken up by a living body. But
such an eventual chance does by no means confer
upon it the attribute of indel!tructibility ; for we
need only lenve the dead animal or plant containing
the protoplasm alone, and it will rot and decayorgans, tissues, and protoplasm altogether.
To our further perplexity the Esoteric Doctrine
tells us that the vital principle is not only inde~;tructible, but it is a form of force, which, when
disconnected with one set of atoms, becomes attracted
immediately by others. The vital princtple to the
Esoteric Doctrine would then appear to be a Aort
of abstract force, not a force inherent in the living
protoplasm-this is the scientific conception-but
a force per se, independent altogether of the material
with which it is COUnf'Cted,
Now I must confess this is a doctrine which puzzles
one greatly, although one may have. no difficulty in
accepting the spirit of man as an entity, for the
phenomena of ratiocination are altogether so widely
different from all physical phenomena that they can
hardly be explained by any of the physical forces
known to us. The materialist, who tells us that consciousness, sensation, thought, and the spontaneous
power of the will, so peculiar to man and to the higher
animals, are altogether so many outcomes of certain
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conditions of matter and nothing else, makes at best
merely a subjective statement. He cannot help
acknowledging that spontaneity is not a quality of
matter. He is then driven to the contention that
what we believe to be spontaneous in us, is, after all,
an unconscious result of external impulses only.
His contention rests then on the basis of his own
inner experience, or what he believes to be such.
This contention of his is, however, disputed by many,
wl1o no less appeal to their own inner experience,
or what they believe to be their experience. It is
then a question of inner experience of the one party
versu8 inner experience of the other. And such
being the case, the scientific materialist is driven to
admit that his theory, however correct it may be,
rests, after all, on subjective experience, and can, as
such, not claim the rank of positive knowledge.
There is then no difficulty in accepting the entity of
the spirit in man, the materialistic assertion to the
contrary notwithstanding. But the vital force is
exclusively concerned with the construction of
matter. Here we have a right to expect that physical
and chemical forces should hold the whole ground
of an explanation, if an explanation is possibie at
all. Now, physical and chemical forcea are no
entities; they are invariably connected with matter.
In fact, they are so intimately connected with
matter that they can never be dissevered from it
altogethr.r. The energy of matter may be latent or
patent, and, when patent, it may manifE'st itself in
one form or the other, according to the condition
of its surroundings; it may manifest itself in the
shape of light, heat, electricity, magnetism, or
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vitality ; but in one form or the other energy
constantly inheres in matter. The correlation of
forces is now a well-established, Rcientific fact, and
it is more than plausible that what is called the
vital principle, or the vital force, forms a link in the
chain of the other known physical forces, and is,
therefore, transmutable into any of them ; granted
even that there is such a thing as a distinct vital
force. The tendency of modern Biology is then to
discard the notion of a vital entity altogether. If
vital force is to be indestructible, then so are also
indestructible heat, light, electricity, &c. ; they are
inde3tructible in this sense, that whenever their
respective manifestation is suspended or arrested,
they make their appearance in some other form of
force; and in this very same sense vital force may
be loo)ted upon as indestructible : whenever vitl:c.l
manifestation is arrested, what had heen acting as
vital force is transformed into chemical, electrical
force!!, &c., taking its place.
But the Esoteric Doctrine appears to teach
something quite different from what I have just
explained, and what is, as far as I understand, a
fair representation of the scientific conception of
the subject. The Esoteric Doctrine tells us that
the vital principle is indestructible, and, when disconnected with one set of atoms, becomes attracted
by others. He then evidently holds that, what
constitutes the vital principle is a principle or form
of force per se, a form of force which can leave
one set of atoms and go over as such to another
set, without leaving any substitute force behind.
This, it must be said, is simply irreconcileable with
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the scientific view on the subject as hitherto understood.
By the aid ·of Professor Yn.eger's theory this
difficulty can be explained, I am happy to say, in
a moat satisfactory way.
The seat of the vital principle, according to Professor Yaeger's tlteory, is not the protoplasm, but
the odorant matter imbedded in it. And such being
the case, the vital principle, as far as it can be
reached by the breaking up of its animated protoplasm, is really indestructible. You destroy the
protoplasm by .burning it, by treating it with sulphuric acid, or any other decomposing agent-the
odoriferous substances, far from being destroyed,
become only so much the more manifest; they escape
the moment protoplasmic destruction or decomposition begins, carrying along with them the vital
principle, or what has been acting as such in the
protoplasm. And as they are volatile, they must
soon meet with other protoplasms congenial to
their nature, and set up there the same kind of
vital activity as they have done in their former
habitat. They are, as the Esoteric Doctrine rightly
teaches, indestructible, and when disconnected with
one set of atoms, they immediately become attracted
by others.
L. SALZER, M.D.
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TH!RE is a well-known Sanskrit treatise, where
most of the deductions of Dr. Yaeger are anticipated and practically applied to sexual selection in
the human species. The subject of aura seminalis
finds a pretty full treatment there. The connection
between what Dr. Yaeger calls "odorigen" and
jiva or prana, as it is differently called in different
systems of Indian philosophy, has been well tracerl.
But his remarks on this subject, able as they no
doubt are, call for a few observations from the
point of view of occult philosophy. Jiva has been
described by a trustworthy authority as a "form of
force indestructible, and, when disconnected with
one set of atoms, is immediately attracted by
another set." Dr. Salzer concludes from this that
occult philosophy looks upon it as an abstract force
or force per se. But surely this is bending too
much to the Procrustean phraseology of modern
science, and if not properly guarded will lead to
some misapprehension. Matter in occult philosophy means existence in the widest sense of that
word. However much the various forms of existence, such as physical, vital, mental, spiritual, &c.,
differ from each other, they are mutually related
as being parts of the ONE UNIVERSAL ExiSTENCE,
the Parabrahma of the V edantist. Force is the
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inherent power or capacity ofParabrabma, or the
"matter" of occultism, to assume different forms.
This power or capacity is not a separate entity, but
is the ·thing itself in which it inheres, just as the
three-angled character of a triangle is nothing separate from the triaugle itself. From this it will be
abundantly clear that, accepting the nomenclature
of occult science, one cannot speak of an abstract
force without being guilty of a palpable absurdity.
What is meant by Jiva being a " form of force," &c.,
is that it is matter in a state in which it exhibits
certain phenomena, not produced by it in ib
sensuous state; or, in other words, it is a property
of matter in a particular state, corresponding with
properties called, under ordinary circumstances, beat,
electricity, &c., by modern science, but at the same
time without any correlation to them. It might
here be objected that if Jiva was not a force per •e,
in the sense which modern science would attach to
the phrMe, then how can it survive unchanged the
graucl change called death, which the protoplasms
it inheres in undergo? nnd even granting that Jiva
is matter in a particular state, in what part of the
body shall we locate it, in the teeth of the fact that
the most careful examination has not been succeslful in detecting it? Jiva, as has already been
stated, is subtle supcrsensuous matter, permeating
the entire physical structure of the living being,
and when it is separated from such structure life is
said to become extinct. It is not reasonable therefore to expect it to be subject to detection by the
surgeon's knife. A particular set of conditions
is necessary for its connection with an animal
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structure, and when those conditions are disturbed,
it is attracted by other bodies, presenting suitable
conditions. Dr. Yaegar's ' 1 odorigen , is not Jiva
it.~lf, but is one of the links which connects it with
the physical body; it seems to be matter standing
between Sthula Sarira (gross body) and Jiva.
DBARANIDAB KAUTBUMI.
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SoHE interesting experiments have recently been
tried by Mr. F. W. H. Myers and his colleagues
of the Psychic Research Society of London, which,
if properly examined, are cat>able of yielding highly
important results. With the details of these we
are not at present concerned : it will suffice for our
purpose to state, for the benefit of readers unacquainted with the experiments, that in a very large
majority of cases, too numerous to be the result of
mere chance, it was found that the thought-reading
sensitive obtained but an inverted mental . picture
of the object given him to read. A piece of paper,
containing the representation of an arrow, was held
before a carefully blindfolded thought-reader, who
was requested to mentally see the arrow as it was
turned round. In these circumstances it was found
that when the arrow-head pointed to the right, it
was read off as pointing to the left, and so on.
This led some to imagine that there was a mirage
in the inner as well as on the outer plane of optical
sensation. But the real explanation of the phe!:lOmenon lies deeper.
It is well known that an objeet as seen by us
and its image on the retina of the eye, are not
exactly the same in position, but quite the reverse.
How the image of an object on the retina ill in·
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verted in sensation, is a mystery whh:h physical
science is admittedly incapable of solving. Western
metaphysics, too, with regard to this point, hardly
fares any better; there are as many theories as
there are metaphysicians. The only philosopher
who has obtained a glimpse of the truth is the
idealist Berkeley, who says that a child does really
see a thing inverted from our stand-point; to touch
its head it stretches out its hands in the same
direction of its body as we do of ours to reach onr
feet. Repeated failures give experience and lead to
the correction of the notions born of one sense by
those derived through another; the sensations of
distance and solidity are produced in the same
wa~.

The application of this knowledge to the above
mentioned experiments of the Psychic Research
Society will lead to very suggestive results. If the
trained adept is a person who has devt>loped all his
interior faculties, and is on the psychic plane in the
full possession of his senses, the individual, who
accidentally, that is, without occult training, gains
the inner sight, is in the position of a helpless child
- a sport of the freaks of one isolated inner sense.
Such was the case with the sensitives with whom
Mr. Myers and his colleagues experimented.
There are instances, however, when the correction
of one sense by another takes place involuntarily
and accurate results are brought out. When the
sensitive reads ~he thoughts in a man's mind, this
correction is not required, for the will of the
thinker shoots the thoughts, as it "ere, straight
into the mind of the sensitive. The introversion
L L 2
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under notice will, morever, be found to take place
only in the instance of such images which cannot be
corrected by the already acquired sense-experience
of the sensitive. A difficulty may here suggest itself with regard to the names of persons or the
words thought of for the sensitive's reading. But
allowance must in such cases be made for the operation of the thinker's will, which forces the thought
into the sensitive's mind, and thereby obviates introversion. It is abundantly clear from this that
the best way of studying these phenomena is when
only one set of inner faculties, that of the sensitive,
is in play. This takes place always when the
object the sensitive has to abnormally perceive is
independent of the will of any other person, a.'i' in
the case of its being represented on paper.
Applying the same law to dreams, we can find
the rationale of the popular superstition that facts
are generally inverted in dreams. To dream of
something good is generally taken to be the precursor of something evil. In the exceptional cases
in which dreams have been found to be prophetic,
the dreamer was either affected by another's will
or under the operation of some disturbing forces,
which cannot be calculated except for each particular case.
In this connection another very important
psychic phenomenon may be noticed. Instances
are too numerous and too well authenticated to be
amenable to dispute, in which an occurrence at a
distance-for instance, the death of a person-has
pictured itself to the mental vision of one interested
in the occurrence. Iu such cases the double of the
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dying man appears even at a great distance, nnd
becomes visible usually to his friend only, but
instances are not rare when the double is seeu by
a number of persons. The former case comes within the class of cases under consideration, as the
concentrated thought of the dying man is clairvoyantly seen by the friend, and the incidents correctly reproduced by the operation of the dying
man's will-energy, while the latter is the appearance of the genuine mayat•irupa, and therefore not
governed by the law under discussion.
:MoHINI

)f.

CHATTERJI.
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Or all phenomena produced by occult agency in
connection with our Society, none have been witnessed by a more extended circle of spectators, or
more widely known and commented on through
recent Theosophical publications, than the mysterious production of letters. The phenomenon itself
has been so well described in the " Occult World"
and elsewhere, that it would be useless to repeat
the description herP.. Our present purpose is more
connected with the process than the phenomenon
of the mysterioWI formation of letters. Mr. Sinnett
sought for an explanation of the process, and elicited
the following reply from the revered Mahatma, who
corresponds with him :-". . • • Bear in mind these
letters are not toritten, but impressed, or precipitated,
and then all mistakes corrected • • • • I have to
think it over, to photograph every word and sentence
carefully in my brain, before it can he repeated by
precipitation. As the fixing on chemically-prepared
surfaces of the images f()rmed hy the camera requires
a previous arrangement within the focus of the ohjecl
to he represented, for, otherwise-as rften f(Jund in
bad photographs-the legs of the sitter might appear
out of all proportion with the head, and so on-so we
have to first arrange our sentences, and impress every
letter to appear c,n paper in ou1· minds, before it
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becomes fit to be read. For the present, it is all 1
can tell you."
Since the above was written, the Masters have
been pleased to permit the veil to be drawn aside
a little more, and the modJU operandi can thus be
explained now more fully to the outsider.
Those having even a superficial knowledge of
the science of mesmerism know how the thoughts
of the mesmeriaer, though silently formulated in
his mind, are instantly transferred to that of the
subject. It is not necessary for the operator, if he
is sufficiently powerful, to be present near the subject to produce the above result. Some celebrated
practitioners in this science are known to have
been able to put their subjects to sleep even from
a distance of several days' journey. 'l,his known
fact will serve us as a guide in comprehending the
comparatively unknown subject now under discussion. The work of writing the letters in question
is carried on by a sort of psychic telegraphy ;
the Mahatmas very rarely write their letters in the
ordinary way. An electro-magnetic connection, so
to say, exisb on the psychic plane between a
Mahatma and his chelas, one of whom acts as his
amanuensis. When the Master wants a letter
to be written in this way, he very often draws the
attention of the chela, whom he selects for the task,
by causing an astral bell (heard by so many of our
Fellows and others) to be rung near him, just as
the . despatching telegraph office signals to the
receiving office before wiring the message. The
thoughts arising in the mind of the Mahatma are
then clothed in words, pronounced mentally, and
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forced along currents in the as~ral light impinge on
the brain of the pupil. Thence they are home by
the nerve-currents to the palms of his hands and
the tips of his fingers, which rest on a piece of
magnetically-prepared paper.
As the thought
waves are. thus impressed on the tissue, materials
are drawn to it from the ocean of akaa (permeating
~very atom of the sensuous universe} by an occult
process, out of place here to describe, and permanent marks are left.
From this it is abundantly clear that the .success
of such writing, as above described, depends chiefly
upon. two conditions:-( 1) The force and clearness with which the thoughts are propelled; and
(2) the freedom t''f the receiving brain from disturbance of every description. The case with the
ordinary electric telegraph is exactly the same. If,
for some reason or other, the battery supplying the
electric power falls below the requisite strength on
any telegraph line, or there is some derangement in
the receiving apparatus, the message transmitted
becomes either mutilated or otherwise imperfectly
legible. Inaccuracies, in fact, do very often arise,
as may be gathered from what the Mahatma says
in the above extract. " Bear in mind," says he,
" that these letters are not written, but impre11ed,
or precipitated, and then all mistakes correct8d."
To turn to the sources of error in the precipitation.
Remembering the circumstances under
which blunders arise in telegrams, we see that if
a Mahatma somehow becomes exhausted, or allows
his thoughts to wandl!r during the process, or fails
to command the requisite intensity in the astral
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currents along which his thoughts are projected,
or the distracted attention of the pupil produces
disturbances in his brain and nerve-centres, the
success of the process is Yery much interfered with.
It is to be regretted that illustrations of the
above general principles are not permitted to be
published. Enough, however, bas been disclosed
to ·give the . public a Clue to many apparent
mysteries in regard to precipitated letters, and
to draw all earnest and sincere inquirers strongly
to. the path of spiritual progress, which alone can
lead to the comprehension of occult phenomena.
ANON.
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" HOW SHALL WE SLEEP? "
IT appears that the opinion of Mr. Seeta Nath
Ghosc and of Baron Von Reichenbach are in direct
conflict on the subject of this paper, the latter
recommending the bead of the sleeper to be northward, the former entirely condemning that position.
It is my bumble opinion that both writers are
right, each from his own standpoint, as I shall try
to show. What is the reason that our position in
sleep should be of any consequence ? Because our
body must be in a position at harmony with the
main magnetic currents of the earth ; lmt as these
currents are not the same in all parts of the world
the positions of the sleeper must, therefore, vary.
'l'here are three main magnetic currents on our
earth-viz., in the northern hemisphere, from nonh
pole towards the equator; in the southern hemisphere, from south pole towards the equator ; these
two currents meeting in the torrid zone continue
their combined course from east to west. So the
position of the sleeper must vary according as he
finds himself to the north or south of the torrid
zone or within it.
In the north frigid or temperate zone, be has to
lie with his head northward; in the southern, southward; in the torrid zone, eastward-in order that
the magnetic current may pass through him from
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head to foot without disturbance, as this is the
natural position for magnetization.
The following diagram may give a clearer
view of the case, and thus help us to answer the
second part of the question, whether and when we
ought to lie on the right or the left side, on the
stomach or on the back:-

N.+

+ Poeitive.
- N!!iative.

Head.

R;ght hand;.A;,.Left hand"
R1ght ft.

~~~Left ft.

!=""

J ?Vk=
Psr' ~

W.+

l

11

?+

E.-

+

lJar:t+~·u lll~!1I ~

·pa11q lJarJ+

-pa'8q 11{9!11
-

+

S.The able writer of" How Shall we Sleep?" shows,
in his cross diagram, that he thinks the head to be
entirely positive and both feet negative. I think
1hat this is not the case, but that the right side of
the head and the left foot are positive, and the left
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side of the head .and the right foot negative, and
similarly the right hand is negative and the left
hand is positive.
As the north pole is positive and the left side of
the head negative, the natural position in sleep for
those living within the northern zones would be on
the right side, head northward; and it is obvious
that in the southern zones the position must be
exactly the reverse. As to those who live under the
tropics, lying on the stomach seems to me to be the
most 11atural position, since the left:, or negative
side of the head, iR turned· to the north or posilit•e
current, and t•ice t·erad.
For many years I and my family have been
sleeping with our heads either to the north or
the west (the right position in our hemisphere, in
my opinion), and we had no occasion to regret it ;
for from that time forward the physician bas become a rare visitor in our house.
Mr. SEeta N ath Ghose says, in his interesting
paper on '' Medical Magnetism," that Mandrtlies
(metallic cells) are worn to great advantag~ in India.
on diseased parts of the body. The curative properties of these cells I have seen ''erified in authentic instances. When, years ago (I believe about
1 8 52), cholera was devastating sorue parts of
Europe, it was remarked at Munich !Bavaria) that
among the thousands of its victims there was not
a single coppersmith.
Hence, it was tecommendecl by the medical authorities of that town to
wear disks of thin copperplate (of about 2i inch
diameter) on a string, on the pit of the stomach.
and they proved to be a powerful preventive of
cholera. Again, in I 86 7, cholera visited Odessa.
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I and my whole family wore these copper disks ;
and while all around there were numerou~ cases of
cholera and dysentery, not one of us was at.tacked~
I propose that serious experiments should be
made in this direction, and specially in those
countries which are periodically devastated by that
disease : as India, for iqstance. It is my conviction that one disk oC copper on the stomach,
and another of zinc on the spine, opposite the
former, will be of still better service, the more
so if the disks are joined by a thin copper
chain.
GusTAVE ZoaN.
In the first place it is necessary to say that the
rules laid down by Garga, Markandeya and others
on the above subject, refer to the inhabitants of the
plains only, and not to dwellers on mountains.
The rule is that on retiring a man should fiht lie
"n his right side for the period of 11ixteen breatbings, then turn on his left for double that tim~,
and after that be can sleep in any position.
Further, that a man must not sleep on the ground,
on silken or woollen cloth, under a solitary tree,
where cross-roads meet, on mountains, or on the
sky (whatever that may mean). Nor is he to sleep
with damp clothes, wet feet, or in a naked state;
and, unless an initiate, should not sleep on Kusha
grass or its varieties. There are many more such
rules. I may here notice that in Sanskrit the
right hand or side and south are signified by the
same term. So also the front and north have one
and the same name. The sun is the great and chief
source of life and magnetism in the solar system.
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Hence to the world the eaat is positive as the
source of light and magnetism. For the same
reason, to the northern hemisphere the south (the
equator and not the north) is positive. Under the
laws of dynamics the resultant of these two forcea
will be a current in the di~cted from S.E. to
N. W. This, I think, is one of the real causes of
the prevailing south-e~t wind. At any rate, I do
not think the north pole to be positive, as there
would be no snow there in such a case. The
aurora cannot take vlace at the source of the
currents, but at their close. Hence the source
must be towards the equator or south. The course
of life, civilization, light, and almost everything
seems to be from E. toW. or S.E. to N.W. The
penalty for sleeping with the head to the west ia
said to be anxiety of mind, while sleeping with
the head to the north is considered fatal. I beg to
invite the attention of the Hindus to a similar
penalty of death incurred by any but an initiate
(Brahman) pronouncing the sacred Pranava <Om).
This does not pro,•e that Pranava is really a mischievous bad word, but that, with incompetent men,
it is fraught with danger. So also, in the case of
ordinary men of the plaint~, there may be unknown
dangers which it would not be prudent for them to
risk so long as they do not know how !o meet thew,
or so long as they are not under the guidance of
men who can protect them. In short, ordinary
men should move on in their beaten course, and
these rules are for them only.
As an instance of the infringement of the rule
the following anecdote is given :After Ganesha (Siva's son) waa born, all the
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Devas (gods) came to congratulate the family and
bless the child. Sani or Saturn, was the last to
come, and even then he came after he had been
t~everal times inquired after. When he went to sec
the infant, it appeared headless ! This at once
created a aensation, and all the Devas were at their
wits' end. At last Saturn himself approached
Mahadeva with folded hands and reminded him
that it was due to his presence, and the child
having been kept in a hed with its head to the
north. For such was the law. Then the Devas
consulted together and sent out messengers to find
ont who els~ was sleeping with the head to the
north. At last they discovered an elephant iu
that position. Its head was immediately cut off
and placed on the shoulders of Oanesha. It need
not be said that Ganesha became afterwards su
learned and wise that if he had not had au
elephant's head, a human head would never have
been sufficient to hold all he knew. This advantage he owed to the circumstance of his sleeping
with head to the north, and the blessing of the
Devas. To the elephant, the same position but
minus the blessing of the Devas proved absolute
death.
NosiN K. BANNEIUI.
Reading Mr. Seeta Nath Ghose's paper on
Medical Magnetism 11 and having studied long
ago Baron von Reichenbach's " Researches in
Magnetism/' I am so~ly puzzled, inasmuch as
these two authorities appear to clash with each
other most completely-the one asserting "head
to north never, under. no circumstances," the
u
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other " head · to north ever and under all cir~
cumstances." I have pursued the advice of the
latter, not knowing of the former for many
years, but have not found the effect on my health
which I had hoped for, and what is of more importance, I have not found a law of certain application
to humanity and bringing health to all. It seems
to me on carefully reading this article that a most
important point bas been omitted or passed overi.e., the position of the sleeper, whether on his face
or on his back? This is most important, for a
correct answer may go far to reconcile the two
theories, which, be it remembered, claim both to be
supported by experiment and by observation. I
cannot conceive that a one-sided position is a
natural one for man, and thus leave two alternatives. Is the proper position in sleep lying on
the back or on the stomach ? Not one word has
been said as to the position in which experiments
were tried on either side.
Now the one thing which seems clear in all this
is, that positive should lie toward negative and
negative toward positive. Let us then draw a
diagram and these positions will follow with
these results-taking the north as positive and
south as negative, east as negative and west as
positive.
Positio1~

I.-lAJing on the Back.
Accord in all.
5Discord-Head and foot.
l Accord-Hands.
C. Head to South
5Accord-Head and feet.
l Discord-Hands.
D. Head to West
Discord in all.

A. Head to East
B. Head to North
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· West Positive.

1

Negative feet.

g
g,

~

+l

Right hand _ _ _ ~I
Negative.

z __

4

w

Left hand
__;Positive.

~
I!.

:;!'.

~

l

Head Positive.

j
East Negative.
Polition II.-Lljing on the Stomach.
5Accord-in Head and feet.
A' Head t.o East
t Discord-in Hands.
Discord in all.
B' Head to North •
Accord in all.
C' Head to Sonth
{ Discord-Head and feet.
D' Head toWest
Accord-Hands.

Now, from this will come 11ome light, I think
on the apparently contradictory theories, if we
HM
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could ascertain ( 1) Which position did the renowned Garga and Markandeya contemplate as
the proper position for men to sleep in? (2) In
which position did those on whom Baron von
Reichenbach experimented lie?
This is a most important question for all who
value the gift of health, as well as for those who
would be wise. In my sojourn in southern
countries I have noti<'ed that the natives of the
lower classes at least always sleep on their stomachs,
with their back turned to the sun, and all animals
do the same, while sleeping on the back is most
dangerous, at least in the sun. Is not this a
guide or hint as to the true position ?
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TRANSMIGRATION OF THE LIFE-ATOMS.
IT is said that n for three thousand years at least
the 'mummy,' notwithstanding all the chemical
preparations, goes on throwing off to the last invisible atoms, which, from the hour of death, reentering the various vortices of being, go indeed
through every variety of organized life-forms. But
it is not the soul, the fifth, least of all the sixth
principle, but the life-atoms of the Jiva, the second
principle. At the end of the 3,000 years, sometimes
more, and sometimes less, after endless transmigrations, all these atoms are once more drawn together,
and are made to form the new outer clothing or the
body of the same monad (the real soul) which
they had already clothed two or three thousand
years before. Even in the worst case, that of
the annihilation of the conscious personal principle,
the monad or individual soul is ever the same, as
are also the atoms of the lower principles, which, regenerated and renewed in this ever-flowing river of
being, are magnetically drawn together owing to
their affinity, and are once more reincarnated
together."
This little passage is a new instalment of occult
teaching given to the public, and opens np a vast
field for thought. It suggests, in the first instance,
that the exoteric doctrine of the transmigration of
)1)12
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the soul through lower forms of existence-so
generally believed in by the Hindus, though incorrect as regards the soul (fifth principle)-has
some basis of truth when referred to the lower
principles.
It is stated further that the mummy goes on
throwing off invisible atoms, which go through
every variety of organized life-forms, and further
on it is stated that it is the life-atoms of the Jit:a,
the second principle, that go through these transmigrations.
According to the esoteric teaching, the Jiva " is
a form of force indestructible, and, when disconnected with one set of atoms, becoming attracted
immediately by others."
What, then, is meant by the life-atoms, and
their going through endless transmigrations?
The invisible atoms of the mummy would
mean the imperceptibly decaying atoms of the
physical body, and the life-atoms of the Jit•a
would be quite distinct from the atoms of the
mummy. Is it meant to imply that both the
invisible atoms of the physical ·body, as well as
the atoms of the Jiva, after going through various
life-forms, return again to re-form the physical
body, and the Jiva of the entity that has reached
the end of its Devachanic state and is ready to
be reincarnated again ?
It is taught, again, that even in the worst case
(the annihilation of the Personal Ego) the atoms
of the lower principles are the same as in the
previous birth. Here, does the term " lower
principles" include the Kama rupa also, or
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only the lower triad of body, Jiva, and Lingasarira? It seems the Kama rupa in that particular
case cannot be included, for in the instance of
the annihilation of the personal soul, the Kama
rupa would be in the eighth sphere.
Another question also suggests itself.
The
fourth principle (Kama rupa) and the lower
portion of the fifth, which cannot be assimilated
by the sixth, wander about as shells, and in time
disperse into the elements of which they are
made. Do the atoms of these principles also reunite, after going through various transmigrations,
to constitute over again the fourth and the lower
fifth of the next incarnation ?
N.D. K.
NOTE.
We would, to begin with, draw attention to the closing
sentence of the passage quoted above : " Such was the true
occult theory of the Egyptians," the word "true" being
used there in the sense of its being the doctrine they really
believed in, as distinct from both the tenets fathered upon
them by some Orientalists, and that which the modern
occultists may be now teaching. It does not stand to
reason that, outside those occult truths that w.,re known
to, and revealed by, the great Hierophu.nts during the
final initiation, we should accept all that either the Egyp·
tians or any other people may have regarded as true.
The Priests of Isis were the only true initiates, and their
occult teachings were still more veiled than those of the
Chaldeans. 'l'here was the true doctrine of the Hierophants of the innu 'femple; then the half-veiled Hieratic
tenet11 of the Priest of the outer Temple; and, finally, the
vulgar popular religion of the great body of the ib'llorant,
who were allowed to reverenctl animals as divine. As shown
eorrecf.ly by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, the initiated priests
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taught that "dissolution is only the cause of reproduction ••.. nothing perishes, which has once existed, but.
things which appear to be destroyed only change their
natnrt>s and pass into another form." In the present case,
however, the Egyptian doctrine of atoms coincides 'vith our
own occult teachings. In the above remarks the words,
"The lift!-atoms of the Jiva," are taken in u. strictly literal
sense. Without any doubt Jiva or P.rana is quite distinct
from the atoms it animates. The latter belong to the lowest
or grossest state of matter-the objectively conditioned; the
former, to a higher state-that state which the uninitiated,
ignorant of its na.ture, would call the ''objectively finite,"
bnt which, to avoid any future misunder~~tauding, we may,
perhaps, be permitted to call the subjectively eternal, though,
at-the same time and in one sense, the subsistent t>xistence,
however paradoxical and unscientific the term may appear.•
Life, the occultist says, is the eternal uncreated energy, and
it alone represents in the infinite universe, that which the
physiciSts ha7e agreed to na.me the principle, or the law of
continuity, though they apply it only to the endless development of the conditioned. But since modern science admits,
through her most learned professors, that "energy baa as
much claim to be regarded as an objective reality as matter
itself"t and as life, according to the occult doctrine, is
the one enern acting, Proteus-like, under the most varied
forms, the occultists havtl a certain right to use such
phraseology.. Life is ever present in the atom or matter,
whether organic or inorganic-a. difference that the occultists
do not accept. Their doctrine is that life is as much present
in the inorganic as in the organic matter: when life-energy
i11 active in the atom, that atom is organic; when dormant
or latent, then the atom is inorganic. Therefore, the
• Though tl1ere ia a distinct term for it in the language of the
adepts, how cnn one tranalate it into a Europesn language ? What
name can be given to that which is objectif)f! yet tlllfi«Jterial iu ita
6uit~ manifeatations, w.bjecti"e yet w.b1tanii11tl (though not in OIU'
aenae of w.bltance) in ita eternal exiatence? Having explained it;
the beat we can, we leave the tatk of finding a more appropriate
term f'or it to our learned English occultisb.
t "Unseen Unh·en!e."
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upreuion " life-atom," though apt in one sense to mislead
the reader, is not incorrect after all, since occultists do not
recognize that anything in Nature can be inorganic, and
know of no "dead atoms," whatever meauing science may
give to the adjective. The law of biogenesis, as ordinarily
understood, is the result of the ignorance of the man of science
of occult physics. It is accepted because the man of science is
unable to find the necessary means to awaken into activity
the cormant life inherent in what he terms an inorganic atom;
hence the fallacy thata living thing can only be produced from
a liviag thing, as though there ever was such a thing as dead
matter in Nature l At this rate, and to be consistent, a
mule ought to be also classed with inorganic matter, since it
is unable to reproduce itself and generate life. We dwell
10 mu~h upon the abovo as it meets at once all future
opposition to the idea that a mummy, several thousand years
old. can be throwing oft' a torus. Nevertheless, the sentence
would perhaps have gained in clearness if we had said, instead
of tho "life-atoma of Jiva," the atoms t• animated by dormant
Jiva or life-energy." Again, the definition of Jiva quoted
above, though quite correct on the whole, might be more fully,
if not more clearly, expressed. The" Jiva," or life. principle,
which animates man, beast, plant, and even a mineral, certainly il "a form of force indestructible,'' since this force is
the one lite, or anima mundi, the universal living soul, and
that the various modes in which objective things appear to
us in Nature in their atomic aggregations, such as minerals,
plants, animals, &c., are all the different forms or states in
which this force manifests itself. Were it to become-we will
not aay absent, for this is impossible, since it is omnipresentbut for one single instant inactive, l!ay in a stone, the particles of the latter would lose instantly their cohesive property,
and disintegrate as suddenly, though the force would still
remain in each of its particles, but in a dormant state. Then
the oontinuation of the definition, which states that when
this indestructible force is " disoonnected with one set of
atoms, it becomes attracted immediately by others," does
not imply that it abandons entirely the first set, but only
that it transfers its vii viva, or living power-the energy of
~notion-to another set. But because it manifesb itself in
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the next set as what is ealled kinetic energy, it does not
follow that the first set is deprived of it altogether; for it is
still in it, as potential energy, or life latent. • This is a
cardinal and basic truth of occultism, on the perfect know·
ledge of which depend11 the production of every phenomenon.
Unless we admit this point, we should have to give up all
the other truths of occultism. Thus what is" meant by the
life-atom going through endless transmigration" is simply
this: we regard and call, in our occult phraseology, tiloae
atoms that are moved by kinetic energy aa "life-atans,"
while those that are for the time being passive, containing
but imperceptible potential energy, we call" sleeping atoms;"
regarding, at the same time, these two forms of energy aa
produced by one and the same force or life.
Now to the Hindu doctrine of Metempsychosis. [t has
a basis of truth ; and, in fact, it is an axiomatic truth,
but only in referenco to hnman atoms and eman;s.tions,
and that not only after a man's death, but dnriag the
whole period of his life. The esoteric meaning of the Laws
of Manu (sec. XII. J, and XII. 54and5s), of the verses asserting that "every act, either mental, verbal or corporeal, beara
good or evil fruit (Karma)," that" the various transmigrations
of men (not souls) through the highest, middle and lowest
stages, are produced by their actions," and again that "a
Brahman-lciller enters the body of a dog, bear, aaa, camel,
goat, sheep, bird, &c.," bears no reference to the human
Ego, but only to the atoms of his body, his lower triad
and his fluidic emanati(lns. It is all very well for the
Brahmans to distort, in their own interest, the real meaning
eontair.ed in these laws, but the words as quoted never
meant what they were made to yield later on. The
Brahmans applied them selfishly to themselves, whereas by
• We feel constrained to make use of terms that have become
in modern ecienre-tbongh they do not always fuUy
espreea the idea to be conveyed-for want of better words, It il
uealeea to hope that the occult doctrine may be over thoroughly
understood, even the few tenets that can be nfely given to the
world at large, unless a gl01181lry of such words ie edited; aDd.
what is of a still greater importance, until the fnll and colt'IICt
meaning of the terms therein taught ie ~borougbly lll8ltered.
teehnie~~l
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"Brahman,'' man's seventh principle, his immortal monad
and the essence of the personal Ego were allegorically meant.
He who kills or extinguishes in himself the light of Para.brahm-i.e., severs his personal Ego from the Atman, and
thus kills the future Devacha.nee, becomes a " Brahman·
killer." Instead of facilitating, through a virtuous life
and spiritual aspirations, the union of the Buddhi and
the Manas, he conaemns, by his own evil acts, every atom
of his lower principles to become attracted and drawn in
virtue of the magnetic affinity, thus created by his pas·
sions, into tht~ bodies of lower animals. This is the real
meaning of the doctrine of Metempsychosis. It is not that
such amalgamation of human particles with animal or
even vegetable atoms can carry in it any idea of personal
punishment per ae, for of course it does not. But it is
a cause, the effects of which may manifest themselves
throughout succeeding re-births, unless the personality is
annihilated. Otherwise, from cause to effect, every effect
becoming in its turn a cause, they will run along the cycle
of re-births, the once given impnlse expending itself only at
the threshold of Pralaya. But of this anon. Notwith·
standing their esoteric meaning, even the words of the
grandest and noblest of all the adepts, Gantama Buddha,
are misnndarstood, distorted and ridiculed in the same way,
The Hina-yana, the lowest form of transmigration of the
Buddhist, is as litUe comprehended as the Malm-yana, its
highest form; and, because Sakya Mnni is shown to have
once remarked to his Bhikkhns, while pointing out to them a
broom, that "it had formerly been a novice who neglected
to S\veep oat" the Council-room, hence was re-born as
a broom (!), therefore, the wisest of all the world's sages
stands accused of idiotic superstition. Why not try and find
oat, before condemning, the true meaning of the figurative
statement P Why should we scoff before we understand P
Is or is not that which is called magnetic efB.uvium a something, a stuff, or a substance, invisible, and imponderable
though it be P If the learned authors of "'fho Unseen
Universe" object to light, heat and electricity being regardl'd
merely as imponderables, and show that each of these
phenomena has aa much claim to be recognized aa an objec·
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tive reality as matter itself, our right to regard the mesmeric or
magnetic fluid which emanates from man to man, or even from
man to what is termed an inanimate object, is far greater. It
is not enough to say that this tluid is a species of molecular
energy like heat, for in•tance, though of much greater potency.
Heat is produced whenever kinetic energy io transformed into
molecular energy, we are told, and it may be thrown out by
any material composed of sleeping atoms, or inorganic matter
as it is called; whereas the magnetic fluid projected by a
living human body u life iuelf. Indeed it is "life·atoms"
that a man in a blind passion throws off unconsciously,
though he dotla it quite as effectively as a mesmeriser who
transfers them from himself to any object consciously and
under the guidance of his will. Let any man give way to
, any intense fet"ling, such as anger, grief, &c., under or near
a tree, or in direct contact with a. stone, and after many
thousands of years any tolerable psychometer will see the man,
and perceive his feelings from one single fragment of that
tree or stone that he had touched. Hold any object in your
hand, and it will become impregnated with your life-atoms,
indrawn and outdrawn, changed and transferred in us at
every instant of our lives. Animal heat is but so many lifeatoms in molecular motion. It requires no adept knowledge,
but simply the natural gtft of a good clairvoyant subject ~
see them passing to and fro, from man to objects aud vice
vereu like a bluish lambent flame. Why, then, should not a
broom, made of a shrub, which grow most likely in the
vicinity of the building where the lazy novice lived, a shrub,
perhaps, repeatedly touched by him while in a state of anger
provoked by his laziness and distaste for his duty-why should
not a quantity of his life-atoms have passed into the
materials of the future besom, and therein have been recognized by Buddha, owing to his superhuman (not supernatural)
powers? The processes of Nature are acts of incessant
borrowing and giving back. The materialiHtic sceptic, however, will not take anything in any other way than in a literal,
dead-letter sense.
To conclude our too long answer, the "lower principles"
mentioned before arc the first, second and the third. They
~annot include the Kama rupa, for this "rnpa" belongs
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to the middle, not the lower principles. And, to our correspondent's further query, "Do the atoms of these (the fourth
and the fifth) also re-form, after going through various trans·
migrations, to constitute over again the fourth and the lower
fifth of the next incarnation P" we answer, " They do." The
reason why we have tried to explain the doctrine of the" life.
atoms" at such length, is precisely in connection with this
last question, and with the object of throwing out one more
fertile hint. We do not feel at liberty at present, however,
to give any further. details.

H. P.

BLAVATSKY.
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OM," AND ITS PRACTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE.

I SHALL begin with a definition of Om, as given by
the late Professor Theodore Goldstiicker : " Om is o. Sanskrit word which, on account of the mystical
notions tha.t even a.t a.n early date of Hindu civilization
were connected with it, a.cquired much importance in the
development of Hindu religion. Its original sense is that of
emphatic or solemn affirmation or assent. Thus, when in
the White Yajur Veda the sacrificer invites the gods to rejoice
in his sacrifice, the goddeu Snvitri assents to his summons
by saying, ' Om' (i.e., be it so); proceed!"

Or, when in the Drihadaranyaka-Upanishad, Prajapati, the father of gods, men and demons, asks the
gods whether they have understood his instructions,
he expresses his satisfaction with their affirmative
reply in these words, "Om, you have fully comprehended it ; " and in the same Upanishad, Pravahana answers the question of Swetaketu, as to
whether his father has instructed him, by uttering
the word " Om "-i.e., "forsooth {I am)."
A portion of the Rig Veda called the AitareyaBrahmana, where, describing a religious ceremony
at which verses from the Rig Veda, as well as songs
called Gathas, were recited by the priest called
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Hotri, and responses given by another priest, the
Adhwaryu, says: Om is the response of the Adhwaryu
to the Rig Veda verses (recited by the Hotri), and
likewise tathd (i.e., thus) his response to the Gathas,
for Om is (the term of assent) used by the gods,
whereas tatM. is (the term of assent) used by men
(the Rig Veda verses being, to the orthodox Hindu,
of divine and the Gathas of human authorsh.ip).
In this, the original sense of the word, it is little
doubtful that Om is but an older and contracted
form of the common Sanskrit word evam (" thus "),
which, coming from the pronominal base "a," in
some derivations changed to " e," may have at
one time occurred in the form avam, when, by the
elision of the vowel following v, for which there
are numerous analogies in Sanskrit, vum would
become aum, and hence, according to the ordinary
phonetic laws of the language, Om. This etymology
of the word, however, seems to have been lost even
at an early period of Sanskrit literature ; for another
is met with in the ancient grammarians, enabling us
to account for the mysticism which many religious
and theological works of ancient and medireval
India suppose to inhere in it. According to this
latter etymology, Om would come from a radical av ;
by means of an affix man, when Om would be a
curtailed form of avman or oman, and as av implies
the notion of " protect, preserve, save," Om would
be a term implying "protection or salvation," its
mystical properties and its sanctity being inferred
from its occurrence in the Vedic writings and in
connection with sacrificial acts, such as are alluded
to before.
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Hence O·m became the auspicious word with which
the spiritual teacher had to begin and the pupil to
end each lesson of his reading of the Veda. " Let
this syllable," the existing Prati-sakhya, or a grammar of the Rig Veda, enjoins, 11 be the head of the
reading of the Veda; for alike to the teacher and
the pupil it is the supreme Brahman, the gate of
heaven." And Manu ordains : " A Brahman at the
beginning and end (of a lesson on the Veda) must
always pronounce the syllable Om; for unless Om
precede, his learning will slip away from him ; and
unless it follows, nothing will be long retained!'
At the time when another class of writings
(the Pur!nas) were added to the inspired code of
Hinduism, for a similar reason Om is their introductory word.
That the mysterious power which, as the foregoing quotation from the Jaw-book of Manu shows,
was attributed to this word must have been the
subject of early speculation, is obvious enough. A
reason assigned for it is given by Manu himself.
" Brahma," be says, " extracted from the three
Vedas the letter a, the letter u, and the letter "'
(which combined result in Om), together with the·
(mysterious) words Bhuh (earth), Bhuva (sky), and
Swah (heaven) ; " and in another verse : " These
three great ·immutable words, preceded by the syllable Om, and (the sacred Rig Veda verse called)
G&yatri, consisting of three linea, must be considered
as the mouth (or entrance) ofBrabman (the Veda),"
or, as the commentators observe, the means of attaining final emancipation ; and " The syllable Om is the
supreme Brahman. (Three) regulated breathings,
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accompanied with the mental recitation of Om, the
three mysterious words Bhuh, Bhuvah, Swab and
the Gayatri, are the highest devotion."
" All rites ordained in the Veda, such as burnt
and other sacrifices, pass away, but the syllable Om
must be considered as imperishable; for it is (a
symbol of) Brahman (the supreme spirit) himself,
the Lord of Creation." In these speculations l\fanu
bears out, and is borne out by, several Upanishads.
In the Kat' ha- Upanishad, for instance, Yama, the
god of death, in replying to a question ofNachiketas,
says : "The word which all the Vedas record, which
all the modes of penance proclaim, desirous of which
religious students perform their duties, this word
I will briefly tell thee-it is Om. This syllable
means the (inferior) Brahman o.nd the supreme
(Brahman). Whoever knows this syllable obtams
whatever he wishes." And in the Pras'na-Upanishad, the saint Pippalti.da says to SatyakAma: "The
supreme and the inferior Brahman are both the word
Om ; hence the wise follow by this support the one
or the other of the two. If he meditates upon its
one letter (a) only, he is quickly born on the earth;
is carried by the verses of the Rig Veda to the world
of man; and, if he is devoted there to aUllterity, the
duties of a religious student and faith, he enjoys
greatness. But if he meditates in his mind on its
two letters (a and u), he is elevated by the verses of
the Yajur Veda to the intermediate region ; comes
to the world of the moon and, having enjoyed there
power, returns again (to the world of man). If,
however, he meditates on the supreme spirit by
means of ita th.ree letters (a, u, and m) he is produced
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in light in the sun ; as the snake is liberated from
its skin, so is be liberated from siu." According to
the Mandukya-Upaniehad the nature of the soul is
summarized in the three letters a, u, and m in their
isolated and combined form-a being Vaiftoanara,
or that form of Brahman which represents the soul
in its wak1ng condition ; u, Taijaaa, or that form of
Brahman which represents it in its dreaming state;
and m, Pidjna, or that form of Brahman which
represents it in its state of profound sleep (or that
state in which it is temporarily united with the
supreme spirit) ; while a, u, m combined (i.e., Om) 6
represent the fourth or highest condition of Brahman, " which is unaccountable, in which all manifestations have ceased, which is blissful and without
duality. Om, therefore, is soul, and by this soul,
he who knows it, enters into (the supreme) soul/'
P~tasages like these may be considered as the key to
the more enign~atic .expressions used; for instance,
by the author of the Yoga philosophy where, in three
short sentences, he says his (the supreme lord's)
name is Prauava (i.e., Om); its muttering (should
be made) and reflection on its signification ; thence
comes the knowledge of the transcendental spirit
and the absence of the obstacles " (such as sickness,
languor, doubt, &c., which obstruct the mind of an
ascetic). But they indicate, at the same time, the
further course which superstition took in enlarging
upon the mysticism of the doctrine of the Upanishads. For, as soon as every letter of which the
word Om consists was fancied to embody a separate
idea, it is intelligible that other sectarian explanations were grafted on them to serve special pnr-
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poses. Thus, while Sankara, the great theologian
and commentator on the Upanishads, is still contented with an etymological punning by means of
which he transforms d into an abbreviation of dpti
(pervading), since speech is pervaded by Vaiswanara; u into an abbreviation of utkarsha (superiority), since Taijaaa is superior to Vaiawanara; and
m into an abbreviation of miti (destruction}, Vaiswanara and Taijaaa, at the destruction and regeneration of the world, being, as it were, absorbed into
PrAjna-the Puranas make of a, a name of Vilshnu ;
of u, a name of his consort " Sri ;" and of m, a designation of their joint worshipper ; or they see in
a, u, m, the Triad-Brahm, Vishnu, and Siva; the
first being represented by a, the second by u, and
the third by m--each sect, of course, identifying
the combination of these letters, or Om with
their supreme deity. Thus, also, in the Bhagavadgita, which is devoted to the worship of Vishnu
in his incarnation as Krishna, though it is essentially
a poem of philosophical tendencies based on the
doctrine of the Yoga, Krishna in one passage says of
himself that he is Om ; while in another passage he
qualifies the latter as the supreme spirit. A common designation of the word Om-for instance, in
the last-named passages ot' the Bhagavadgita-is
the word Pranava, which comes from a so-called
radical nu, "praise," with the prefix pra amongst
other meanings implying emphasis, and, therefore,
literally means "eulogium, emphatic praise." Although Om, in its original sense as a word of solemn
or emphatic assent, is, properly apeakin~, restricted
NN
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to the~edic literature, it deserves notice that it is
now-a-days often used by the natives of India in
the sense of " yes," without, of course, any allusion
to the mystic properties which are ascribed to it in
the religious works. Monier Williams gives the
following account of the mystic syllable Om:
" When by means of repeating the syllable Om,
which originally seems to have meant ' thqt' or
' yes,' they had arrived at a certain degree of mental
tranquillity, the question arose what was meant by
this Om, and to this various answers were given
according as the mind was to be led up to higher
and higher objects. Thull, in one passage, we are told
at first that Om is the beginning of the Veda, or as
we have to deal with an Upanishad of the Shama
Veda, the beginning of the Shama VedR ; 80 that
he who meditates on Om may be supposed to be
meditating on the whole of the Shama Veda.
" Om is the essence of the Shama Veda which,
being almost entirely taken from the Rig Veda, may
itself be called the essence of the Rig Veda. The
Rig Veda stands for all speech, the Shama Veda for
all breath or life; so that Om may be conceived
again as the symbol of all speech and all life. Om
thus becomes the name not only of all our mental and
physical powers, but is especially that of the living
principle of the pran or spirit. This is explained
by the parable in the second chapter, while in the
third chapter that spirit within us is identified with
the spirit in the sun.
" He, therefore, who meditates on Om, meditate.
on the spirit in man as identical with the spirit
Nature or in the sun, and thus the lesson that ia

m
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meant to be taught in the beginning of the Khando!JYa Upanishad is really this : that none of the
Vedas, with their sacrifices and cerem~nies, could
ever secure the salvation of the wor3hippers. That
is, the sacred works performed, according to the
rules of the Vedas, are of no avail in the end, but
meditation on Om, or that knowledge of what is
meant by Om, alone can procure true salvation or
true immortality.
"Thus the pupil is led on step by step to what is
the highest object of the Upanishads-namely, the
recognition of the self in man as identical of the
highest soul.
"The lessons which are to lead up to that highest
conception of the universe, both subjective and
objective, are, no doubt, mixed up with much that
is superstitious and absurd. Still the main object
is never lost sight of. Thus, when we come to the
eighth chapter, the discussion, though it begins with
Om ends with the question of the origin of the
world, and the final answer-namely, that Om
means Aka3a, ether, and that ether is the origin of
all things."
Dr. Lake considers electricity as the akas, or the
fifth element of the Hindus.
I shall now give my own opinion on the mystic
syllable Om.
Breath consists of an inspiration termed puraka,
an interval termed kumbhaka, and an expiration
called rechaka. When the respiration is carried on
by the right nostril, it is called the pinJala; when it
is carried on by the two nostril<J, it is named the
N :-1 2
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susumna; and wher... it is carried on by the left nostril,
it is called ida.
The right respiration i" caJled the solar respiration, from its heating nature; while the left respirais termed the lunar respiration, from its cooling
~haracter.
The susumna respiration is called the
shambhu-nadi. During the intermediate respiration
the human. mind should be engaged in the contemplation of the supreme soul.
The breath takes its origin from the " indiscreet "
or unreflecting form, and the mind from the breath.
The orga.ns of sense and action are under the control ·of the mind. The Yogis restrain their mind
by the suspension of breath. Breath is the origin
of all speech. The word soham is pronounced
by a deep inspiration followed by expiration· carried
on by the nostrils. . . . . This word means, " God
is in us." There is another word called hangsha.
This is pronounced by a deep expiration followed by inspiration. Its meaning is "I am in
God."
The inspiration is sakti, or strength. The expiration is siva, or death. The internal or Kumhhaka
is a promoter of longevity. When the expiration
is not followed by inspiration death ensues. A
forcible expiration is always the sure and certain
11i~n of approaching dissolution or death.
Both
these words soham and hangsha cause the waste of
the animal economy, as they permit the oxygen
of the inspired air to enter the lungs where the
pulmonary changes of the blood occur.
According to Lavoissier, an adult Frenchman
inhales daily t 5,661 grains of oxygen from the
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atmosphere, at the rate of I o· 8 7 grains nearly per
minute.
The word Om is pronounced by the inspiration of
air through the mouth and the expiration of the
same by the nosttils.
When a man inspires through the mouth and
expires through the nostrils, the oxygen of the
inspired air does not enter the lungs where the
pulmonary changes of the blood take place. The
monosyllable Om thus acts as a substitute for the
suspension of the breath.
The waste of the body is proportionate to th~
quantity of oxy~en taken into the system by therespiration. The waste of a man who breathes quickly
is greater than that of one who breathes slowly.
While tranquillity of mind produces slow breathing,
and causes the retardation of the bodily waste, the
tranquil respiration has a tendency to produce calmness of mind. The Yogis attain to Nir~:ana by
suspending or holding the breath. The Vedantists
obtain moksha, or emancipation of the soul, by
holding the mind (mental abstraction). Thus Om
is the process of separating the soul from the body.
lt is the product of the gasping breath which precedes the dissolution of our body. The ancient
Hindus utilized the gasping breath of the dying man
by discovering the syllable Om.
The syllable Om protects man from premature
decay and death, preserve!! him from worldly temptations, and saves him from re-birth. It causes the
uuion of the human soul to the supreme soul.
Om has the proptrty of shortening the length of
reapiration.
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Siva is made to say in a work on cc Sharodaya"
(an excellent treatise on respiration) that the
normal length of the expiration is 9 inches.
During meals and speaking the length of the
expiration becomes I 3 · 5 inches. In ordinary walking the expiration is lengthened to I 8 inches.
Running lengthens the expiration to 2 5· 5 inches.
In sezual intercourse the extent of respiration
becomes 48 '7 5 inches. During sleep the respiration becomes 7 5 inches long. As sleep causes
a great waste of the body and invites disease,
premature decay and death, the Yogi tries to abstain from it. He lives upon the following dietary :
-rice, 6 ounces troy; milk, I 2 ounces troy. He
commmes daily: carbon, I 56·2 grains; nitrogen,
6 3· 8 grains.
Under this diet he is ever watchful, and spends
his time in the contemplation of Om. From the
small quantity of nitrogen contained in his diet he
is free from anger. The Yogi next subdues his
carnal desire or sexual appetite. He diminishes
day by day his food until it reaches the minimum
quantity on which existence is maintained. He passes
his life in prayer and meditation. He seeks retirement.
He lives in his little cell ; his couch is the skin of
tiger or stag; be regards gold, silver, and all precious
stones as rubbish. He abstains from flesh, fish, and
wine. He never touches salt, and lives entirely on
fruits and roots. I saw a female mendicant who
lived upon a seer of potatoes and a small quantity of
tamarind pulp daily. This woman reduced herself
to a skeleton. She led a pure, chaste life, and spent
her time in the mental ~ecitation of Om. One
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seer of potatoes contains 3,6oo grains of solid residue,
which is exactly 7! ounces tl'Qy.
The solid residue of one seer of potatoes consists
of the following ultimate ingredients :Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Salts .

1587"6 grains.
2o8•8
..
43.2
rs8o·4
r8o·o

"

36oo·o

I saw a Brahman (Brahmachari.> who consumed
daily one seer of milk, and took no other-food.
Analysis of One Seer of Cow's Milk by Boussinyault.
Water .
12,539"520 grain11. ·
Carbon
1,005"408
..
Hydrogen
164736
"
Nitrogen
74"88o
Oxygen
525"456
"
90.000
Salts .
14.400.000

Now, one seer of cow's milk requires for combustion within the animal economy 3:? 7 8 · 8 8 grains
of oxygen. The Brahmachari inhaled 2"27 grains
of oxygen per minute. This Brahmachari spent his
life in the contemplation of Om, and led a life of
continence. The }'rench adult, who is a fair specimen of well-developed sensuality, inhaled from the
ntmosphere 10'87 grains of oxygen every minute of
his existence:
A retired, abstemious, and austere life is essentially necessary for the pronunciation of Om, whicl1
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promotes the love of rigid virtue and a contempt of
impermanent sensuality. Siva says : " He who is
free from lust, anger, covetousness and ignorance is
qualified to obtain salvation, or molcsha," or the
Nirvana of the Buddhists. The solid residue of one
seer of cow's milk is I 860·48 grains. "In I 784
a student of physic at Edinburgh. confined himself
for a long space of time to n pint of milk and half
a pound of white bread."
The diet of this student contained I 4 87' 5 grains
of carbon and 8o· 1 8 7 5 grains of nitrogen. This
food required 4,30 5 grains of oxygen for the complete
combustion of its elements. He inspired 2'92 grains
of oxygen per minute. In this instance the intense
mental culture diminished the quantity of oxygen
inspired from the atmosphere. The early Christian
hermits, with a view to extinguish carnal desire and
overcome sleep, lived upon a daily allowance of 1 2
ounces of bread and water. They daily consumed
4063·084 grains of oxygen. They inhaled oxygen
at the rate of 2·82 I 5 grains per minute.
According to M. Andral, the great French pllysiologist, a French boy I o years old, before tbe
sexual appetite is developed, exhales 18 52 ·8 grains
of carbon in the twenty-four hours. He who wishes
to curb his lust should consume I 8 5 2·8 grains of
carbon in his daily diet.
Now, 6,500 grains of household bread contain
1 8 52 grains of carbon, according to Dr. Edward
Smith. This quantity of bread is equal to 14 ounces
avoirdupois and 3 7 5 grains, but the early Christian
hermits who lived upon I 2 oz. of bread (avoirdupois)
consumed daily I 496·2 5 grains of carbon. This
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quantity of carbon was less than that which the
French boy consumed daily by 3 56· 55 grains. The
French boy consumed 1 8 52· 8 grains of cnrbon in
his diet, but the Hindu female mendicant, who led
a life of continence, consumed in her daily ration of
potatoes 1 58 ;-6 grains of carbon. Hence it is
evident that the French boy consumed 2 6 5•2 grains
of carbon more than what was consumed by the
female Hindu Yogi. There lived in Brindavana a
Sannyasi, who died at the age of 109 years, and who
subsisted for forty years upon the daily diet of four
chuttacks of penda and four chuttacks of milk. His
diet contained 1,980 grains of carbon and 90·72
grains of nitrogen.
Abstemiousness shortens
the length of respiration, diminishes the waste of
the body, promotes longevity, and engenders purity
of heart. Abstemiousness cures vertigo, cephalalgia, tendency to apoplexy, dyspncea, gout, old
ulcers, impetigo, scrofula, herpes, and various other
maladies.
Cornaro, an Italian nobleman, who was given up
by all his physicians, regained health by living upon
1 2 ounces of bread and I 5 ounces of wuter, and lived
to a great age.
He consumed less than an ounce of flesh-formers
in his diet. According to Edward Smith 5 40 I· 2
grains of bread contain 1 ounce of flesh-formers.
He who wishes to lead a life of chastity, honesty,
meekness, and mercy, should consume daily one
ounce of flesh-formers in his diet. As an ounce of
nitrogenous matter contains 70 grains of nitrogen,
one should take such food as yields only 70 grains
of azote.
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Murder, theft, robbery, cruelty, covetousness, lust,
!tlander, anger, voluptuousness, revenge, lying, prostitution, and envy are sins which arise from a consumption of a large quantity of aliments containing
a higher percentage of azote.
He who intends to be free from every earthly
thought, desire and passion should abstain from fish,
flesh, woman, and wine, and live upon the most
innocent food.
The following table shows approximately the
quantities of various aliments furnishing 70 grains
of nitrogen:Wheat dried in vacuo
Oats
Barley "
"
"
Indian corn
"
Rye dried
Rice dried
Milk dried
Peas dried
White haricots dried
Horae beans dried
Cabbage dried
Carrots dried
Jerusalem artichokes
Turnips dried
Bread
Locust beans
Figs
Cow's milk fresh

3181·81 grains.
,,
3181'81
3465"34
3500
"
4117"64
5036
1750
1666·6
,,
1627·67
127272
1891 '89
,.
2916'66
4375
3181'81
5401'2
6110
7172'13
1346'2

Abstemiousness begets suspension of breath.
From the suspension of breath originates tranquillity of mind, which engenders supersensuous knowledge. From supersensuous knowledge originates
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ecstasy which is the Samadhi of the ancient Hindu
sages.
Instead of walking and running, which lengthen
the respiration, the devotees of Om should practise
the two tranquil postures termed the padmasana and siddhuana, described in my mystic tract
called" The Yoga Philosophy." According to Siva
the normal length of expiration is 9 inches. He
says that one can subdue his lust and desire by
shortening his expiration to 8 · 2 5 inches, whether by
the inaudible pronunciation of Om or by the
suspension of breath (Pranayama) ; that one can
enjoy ecstasy by diminishing the length of his
expiration to 7'50 inches.
One acquires the power of writing poetry by
reducing his expiration to 6·7 5 inches.
When one can reduce his expiration to 6 inches
long he acquires the power of foretelling future
events. When one reduces the length of his expiration to 5· 2 5 inches he is blessed with the divine eye.
He sees what is occurring in the distant worlds.
When the inaudible pronunciation of Om reduces
the length of the expiration to 4'50 inches it enables
its votary to travel to aerial regions. When the
length of expiration becomes 3·7 5 inches, the votary
of Om travels in the twinkling of an eye through
·
the whole world.
When by the inaudible muttering of Om a
man reduces his expiration to 3 inches, he acquires
ashta Siddhis or consummations (or superhuman
powers). When the expiration is reduced to 2'2 5
inches, the votary of Om can acquire the nine
precious jewels of the world (Nava nidhi). Such a
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man can attract the wealth of the world to him.*
When the expiration becomes I· 50 inches long from
the above practice, be sees the celestial sphere where
the Supreme Soul resides. When the inaudible
pronunciation of Om reduces the length of expiration to '7 5 inch, the votary becomes deified and
casts no shadow.
" Om Amitaya ! measure not with words
The immeasurable; nor sink the string of thought
Into the Fathomless ! Who asks doth err;
Who answers errs. Say nought! "
'' Om

llW ;ti

11adme lium.

Om the jewel in the lotus."

By the muttering of the above formula the Great
Buddha freed himself from selfishness, false faith,
doubt, hatred, lust, self-praise, error, pride, and
attained to Nirvana.
"And how man hath no fate except past deeds,
No Hell but what he makes, no Heaven too high
For those to reach whose passions sleeps subdued."

According to Siva a man acquires Nirvana when
his breathing becomes internal and does not come
out of the nostrils. When the breathing becomes
internal-that is, when it is contained within the
nostrils, the Yogi is free from fainting, hunger,
thirst, languor, disease and death. He becomes a
divine being, he feels not when he is brought into
contact with fire ; no air can dry him, no water can
putrefy him, no poisonous serpent can inflict a
mortal wound. His body exhales fragrant odours,

* Supposing he bad any care or uee for it.-ED. TAto..
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and can bear the abstinence from air, food, and
drink.
When the breathing becomes internal, the Yogi
is incapable of committing any sin in deed, thought,
and speech, and thereby inherits the Kingdom of
Heaven, which is open to sinless souls.

N.c. PAtrL.
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GLOSSARY.

Ab-e-Ilyat, Water of Life, supposed to give eternal youth.
Abhtiva, negation or non-being
of individual objects; the substance, the abstract ohjecti\·ity.
Adam Kadmon, the bi-sexual
Sephira of the Kabalists.
Adept, one who, through the developm.,nt of his spirit, ha~
nttamed to tmnscendental
knowledge and powers.
Adlu'bhautika, arising from external objects.
Atlhidaivika, arising from \he
gods, or accitlents.
Adhikama.anscu, extra months.
Aclhishthanum, basis; a principle in which some other
principle inheres.
Adhy6tmika, arising out of the
inner-self.
Advaiti, a follower of tho school
of Philosophy establiahed by
Sanltaracharya.
Ahankara, personality; egoism;
~~elf identity; the fifth principle.
Ahriman;tho Evil Principle of
the Universe ; so called by tho
Zoroastrians.
Ahum, the first three principles
of ll(,ptenary human constitn·
tion; the gross living body of
man according to tho Avesta.

A'kiUa, the subtle aupersensuou~
matter which pervades all
space.
Amulam .Jlulam (lit. "the
rootlc•s root"); Prakriti; tho
material of the universe.
A11altatachakram, the heart,
the scat of life.
A'nanda, bliss.
A'nanda-maJta-kQS!oa, the bli~s
ful; the fifth sheath of the soul
in the Vednnti« system; the
sixth principle.
Anastcui1, the continued existence of the soul.
A11ima .Mu11di, the soul of the
world.
Annamaya Kosha, the gross
body ; the first ~heath of the
divine monad (Vedantic).
Antahkarana, the internal instrument, the soul, formed by
the thinking principle and
egoism.
Anumtti, inference.
Aparok~ha, direct perception.
Apavarya, emancipation from
repented births.
Al'Porrlteta, secret discourses in
Egyptian and Grecian mysatCI·ies.
Araltats (lit. " the worthy
ones"), the initiated holy men
of the Buddhist nnd Jain
faiths.
Arcmyal:as, holy sages dwelling
in forest~.
·
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.ArdltanariBil'ara, (lit. "the bi~~exual Lord"); the unpolarized

state of co~mic energy ; the
bi-sexual Sephira, Adam Kad·
mon.
Arka, sun.
.Aryarmrta, the ancient name of
Northern India where the
Brahmanicnl invaders first
settled.
A'sana, the third stage of Hatha
Yoga; the posture for medita·
tion.
A&al, the un:-eal, Prakriti.
A'1Mb nn•ll.anglwn, ceremonies
for caijting cJUt e,·il spirits, so
called among the Kolarian
tribes.
A1ltta Siddltia, the eight consummations of Hatha Yoga.
A&oka ( Ki11g), a celebrated conqueror, monarch of a large
portion of India, who is called
"th•l Constantine of Budd·
hism,'' temp. circa 250 B.c.
A&tral Ligltt, subtle fnm1 of
existence forming the buis of
our material universe.
A&uramaya, an Atlantean astronomer, well known in Sanskrit
writings.
Awra&, a class of elementala
considered maleficent; <lemons.
A~tcini, the divine charioteers ;
mystically they corrupond to
Hermes, who is looked upon as
his equal. They r~p_re~ent the
interual or6an by wHich know·
ledge is conveyed from the
soul to the body.
Atltarva Veda, one of the four
most ancient and revered boob
ofthe ancient Brnhmans.
Atlantis, the continent that was
submer~:Cd in the Southern and
l'a~ific Ocean3.
Atmabotlha (lit. "self-knowledge"), the title of a V edantic
treatise by SankarB--chlirya.
Atman. &e Atmi.

.A'tmd, the spirit ; the divine
monad ; the seventh principle
of the septenary human con&ti·
tnt ion.
.A'ttar•ada, the sin of personality
(Pali).
.Aum, the sacred syllable in
Snnskrit representing
the
Trinity.
.dvalokiten•ara, manifested wisdom, or the Divine Spirit in mnn.
.AvtUtlW.., states, conditions, positions.
.dvatar, the incarnation of an
exalted being, so called among
the Hindus.
Avuta, the sacred books of the
Zoroastrian@.
At•yakta, the unrovealed cause.

Baddl•a, bound or conditioned;
the alnte of an ordit.ary human
being who has not attained
Nirvana.
Baliihpragna, the present state
of consciou>ness.
Bcotlluu, consciousness ; the fil\h
principle of man.
Barlta&patyamanam, a method of
calculating time prevalent
during the later Hindu period
in North--eastl'm India.
Bhadra•ena, a Buddhist king of
Magadha.
Bhapat• (or called &l/aa and
Snmatl' by the Hindus), one
who exorcises nn evil sptrit.
Bhagavad Gita (lit. the "Lord's
Song "), an episode of the
Maha-Hharata, the great "'Pic
poem of India. It contains a
dialogue betw~en Krishna and
AJ;iuna on Spiritual Philosophy.
Bhoo, ceremony of divination
among the Kolarian tribe~. of
Central India.
Bhd•hya, commentary.
B/aon, religion of the aborigioea
of Tibet.
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Bihhu, a religious mendicant
and ascetic who suppresses all
desire and is constantly
occupied in devotion ; a Budd·
bist monk.
Bodd1Wiatwa11, Egos evolving toward~ Bud<lhahnod.
Brahma, the Hindu Deity which
personifies the active cosmic
energy.
Brahmaclwri,
a
Dmhman
ascetic.
BrahtrUlynani, one posse88ed of
complete illuminatiOn.
Br6hma11, tho highest caste in
India; Brabnum, the absolute
of the VedantinR.
Brdhma11a period, one of tho
fonr periods into which the
Vedic literature has been di·
vided.
Brihadaranyaka
lfJJallisluul,
one of the sacred boOk.o! of the
BrahminR ; an Aranyaka is a
treatise appended to the Ve.
das, and considered the subject
of wpecial study by those who
have retired to the foreRt forpurJ>O"C& of religions meditation.
Buddha, the founder of Bndd·
hiam ; be WRR a royal prince,
by name Siddhnrtha, son of
Suddhodhann, king of the Sak·
yas. 110 Ary11n tribe.
Rudd!.i, the spiritual Ego.
Bunl Bonun, spirit of the hills
wonhippe•l by the Kolarian
tribes of Central India.
Caraarue, one of the llravidian
too~uea, spoken in Southern
lndua,
Chatulragupta, one of the kings
CJf MaglldbR, an ancient pro·
Tince of India.
Chandramanam, the method of
calculating time by the movementa of the moon.
Claaraka, the moat celebrated
writer on medicine among the
Hindus,

C/,,zturtlrua B.\uvanam, tho lourte~n lokl\s or states.
C/,e/a, a pupil of an adept in
occultism; a disciple.
CMchakti, the power w~icl1
generi\tes thought.
CMdag11iku11dum (lit. "the fire·
place in the lu:oarL "), the sent
of the force which extinguishes
all indivitlunl olesires.
Chiddkasam, the fie!J of con•
sciou•ness.
CT.inmatra, the germ of consciousness, abstract consciousness.
C!oit, the abstract consciousness.
Chittt~-uddhi ( Cloitta, mind, and
Suddi, purification), puri6ca.
tioo of the mind.
Chutuktu, the five chief Lamas
of Tibet.

Dremon, ibe incorruptible part of
man ; no us; rational soul.
Dae11am (lit. "knowledge"), the
fourth principle in man, accord·
ing to the Avesta.
Daimonlm•plwte, spiritual illu·
mination.
I>ailyas, demons, Titans.
Dama, restraint of the senses.
Darcuta, ceremonial
mapic
practised among the Kolanan
tribes of Central India.
/Jnrl•a, ancestral spirih of the
Kolarian tribeH ofCentral India.
Deona or ,lfati, one who exorcises
evil spirits (Kolarian).
Deva, God ; beings ot the subjective aide of ~ature.
Det·ac/&an, a blissful conditioro in
the after-life ; heavenly existence.
Devanagari, tho current Sanskrit
alphabet.
Dharma1oka, one of the kings of
Magadha.
Dhatu, the IM.'ven principal sub.
stances of the human bodychyle, flesh, blood, fat, bones,
marrow, semen.
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Dl,!/an, contrmplntion. There nre
BJX ~tRge• of Dh~an. ,·arying
in tho. d~grees of ab•tmction
of the Ego fo·om sensnona lilf..
Dhyan Chohan1, Devaa or Gods;
r.Ianetnry &pirits.

Dik,

~pace.

Dibha, initiation.
D01ha, fault.
Dra11idiam, n group of tribes
inhabiting Southern India.
Drallya, ~ubstRnce.
Dugpa., the " Red Caps,'' evil
magici11ns, belonging to the
),.ft.hnnil path of occultism,
so called in Tibet.
Dukkl.a. pain.
Dwija Bral•man, twice born ;
the inv~stitnre with the sacred
thread constitutes the aecond
Lirth.
ElementaZ., generic name for all
subj('cth·e beings other than
disembodied hum11n creatures.
Epcpta, Greek for seer.

Fakir, a l1111homedan recluse or
Yogi.
Fan, Bar-nallfJ, spAce, eternal
IRW.
Foh6.t, Til>etan for Rnkti: cosmic
force or energising power of the
universe.
Frava.hm~, absolute spirit.
Gmulapdda, a celebrated Brabmamcal t.!acber, the author of
commentaries on the Sankhya
Karika, Mundukya Upaniahad, &c.
Ga11atri, the holiest verse of the

Vedaa.
Gehl, Pani prayers.
Gelugpa~, "Yellow Caps," the
true l\111~i 11ud their school, so
called in 1'ibet.
Gndmakti, the power of true
knowledge, one of the six
forces.

01Jjaratl•i, the vemncnl11r diaIPCt of Gnjr~~t, a provincu of
'Vt-at em lmliu.
GUIUU' q IIAlii ies, rroperties.
(hmm·at, endowe< with qualities.
Guru, apiritual preceptor.

Ha, 11. magic syllable ueed in
BAcretl fonnul.e; tepreeents the
pnwer of Akasa Sakti.
Hanu•a, a mystic "yllable riand·
ing for evolution: it literally
m•AnR "I am be."
Ratlm Yog, n system of phy•i~al
tuining to obtain p~ycbie
JlOWl'r&, the chief feature of
this system being the regulation of breath.
H~ophauts, tho High Priests.
Hina11ana, lowest form of trans·
migration of the Buddhist.
Hiong. Thlat1g, the celebrated
Ch1neae traveller whoee writings contain the most interesting account of India of
the period.
RICU n, spirit ; tbe seventh principle in man (CMnue).

lkAir Banga, spirit of the deep
of the Kolarian trii.J<!a.
Indriya, or Deha &znyama, control over the senees.
"r,;," (" lsi• Unv(;iled "),book
written by M.dame Blavatlik1
on the Esoteric Doctrine.
l•Jcara, Personal God, Lord,
the Rpirit in man, the Divine
principle in its actiore natu,.,
or condition, one of the four
srnte• of Brahma.
ItcAa.akti, will power ; force of
desire; one of the &ix fo"-"el of
Nature.
ItcAr.Aa, will.
Ivabhavat, the one substance.
Jagrata, wakin,.
J agrata A. ca~t.ha, the walr:iuJt
state; one of the four Mpectao1
I'ranava.
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Kapil;~,

the founder of one ol
the six principlll systems of
Indian philosophy-viz., the
Sankhya.
Karam, grent festival of the
Kollirian tribes in honour of
the sun spirit.
X tirana Sarira, the causal body ;
A \-:idya; ignorance ; that which
is the cause of tbc evolntion of
a human ego.
KarTIUl, the law of ethical causation ; the effect or an act for
the attainment of an object of
personal desire, merit and domerit.
Karnum, nction; attributes of
Linga Sarira.
Kartika, the Indian god of war,
son or Siva and Parvati : he is
also the tiersouification ·or the
power of the Logos •
K<ui, another Mme for the
sacred city of Henares.
KeltUJUII, aerial form ; third
principle.
Kltanda period, a period of
Vedic hterature.
1\abala, ancient mystica)Jewiah Klti (lit. breath); the spiritual
ego; tha sixth princtple in
boob.
.
man ( C!&iMSe).
Kaliyii{Ja, the last of the fonr
ages in which theavolntionary K•rdtdrjuniya of Bltaravi, a
Sanskrit epic, celebrating tbe
period of man i~ divided. It
encounters nf A~juna, one of
began 3,000 years s.r.
the heroes of tbe 1\lababharata
Kfllpa, tho period of cosmic
with · the god Siva, disguised
Rctivity ; a day of Brahma,
as a forester.
4,320 million years.
KanUJ Loka, abode of desire, Kou, one oftbe tribes in Central
India.
the first condition through
Kriya1al:ti, the poweroCtbonght;
which a human entity pasaes
one of the six forces in Nature.
in its piiU&ge, after death, to ·
Devachan. It corresponds to K•l•atriya, the second of tbe
purgatory.
four castes into which the
Hindu nation was originally
KaTIUl, lust, desire, volition; the
divided.
Hindu Cupid.
KamaruFo the principle of K1~<etrajnuvara! embodie~ s11i·
nt, the con•ctous ego m ttl
desire m m11n ; the fourth prinhighest man:fcstation.
ciple.
JaiiU, a religious •ect in India
ciO&ely related to the Buddhists.
.!ambudcipa, one of the main
divisions of the world, including India, according to the
ancient Brahminical aystem.
Jmmka, Kiug of Yideha, a celebrated character in the Indian
epic of Ramayana. }[., \Va& a
great royal Mge.
.fmw:tu, gross form of matter.
.lapa, myatical practice of the
1 ogi, consiAting of the rcpeti·
tion of certain formulre.
.fevi&!t;,., will ; Karma Rupa ;
fourth principle .
.!iva or Karana l'farira, the
second principle of man ; Jif.,.
.fivdtma, the lmman spirit,
•eventh principle in the
Microcosm.
.T~~tf11am, knowledge.
.lndnendriycu, the five channels
of knowledge.
J!Joluha111 Jyotilt. the light of
lights, the supreme spirit, so
called in the Upanishada.
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KNI1etram, tho great abyss of the
Kabbala; chaos; Yoni, Prakriti ; apace.
Kumblwka, retention of breath,
regulated aceording to the
aystem of Hatlm r oga.
Kwu/alini•akti, the power o£
life ; one of the six forces o£
Nature.
Krotr Slm>u, Chinese for third
principle; the astral body.
Lanw-yylon!JB, pupils of Lamas.
IJ(lo-teze, a Chinese reformer.
Jlaer00011m, universe.
.1/ugi, tire worshippers : th11 j:'reat
magicinn~ or wil!dom-philO!!Ophera of oltl.
.lla/ui-Biulrala, the celebratetl
Indian epic poom.
.llalufblm81t!f0, a commen~17 on
the Grammar of Pnnmt by
Pntanjali .
.1/a/,ablwuti<·, belonging to the
macrocosmic principles.
.llalu1blwta8, gross elementary
principles.
.Jialu1puriniLbana Sutta, one of
the most authoritati\·e of the
lluddhist sacred writings.
Jldlta SfJ>IItatd, space or eternal
law: the' f:reat emptiness.
.Jfalwt, Buddhi ; thf.l fir~t product of root-nature and producer of Ahankara (e~tism),
11nd manas (thinking pnnciple ).
Jlaluitnui, a great soul; an adept
in occultism of the highest
order.
~~ a/wmn1o, a Buddhist histori·
cal work written by the
:Mcbiinnma,
the
Bhikshu
uncle of King Dhatusma.
Jlldluf- J'uy, the aggregate or foil)'
Yugas, or agt'B-4,J20,000
years-in the Brahmanical
BTStem.
.J/ana8, the mind, the thinking
principle; the fifth principle in
tho septenary divis10n.

Mana~

:'ianyamu, perfect c<>ncentration of the mmd ; control
over the mind.
.Jlanomaya K011lw, third sheath of
the divine monad. Yedantic
equivalent for fourth and fifth
principles.
Jlantra IX'riotl, one or tho four
periods into which Vedic lite.
rature baa been divided.
Jfa11tra &1tra, Brahmanical
writin~ on the occult science
of in<'.antations.
J/antra Tantra &utra1, works
on Incantation and \fagic.
Manu, the great Indian legislator.
.Vanra11tara, the outbreathing
of tho creative principle; the
period of cosmic activity between two pralayaa.
Jlarut1, the wind gods.
JlathadhP!'~i&, h~..d~ o~ din:erent religtous mat1tuhons m
India.
Jldlr.U, the quantity of a Sanskrit syllable.
JlatriJ.:6Jillkti, the power of
ftpeech ; one of the six forces in
Nature.
_l/at~ya .l\tra11a1, one of the
PuranRa.
.
.Jiayu, illusion, is the cosmic
po"er which renders phenomenal exi~teuce pclllaible.
Mayavic Fpatlhi, the covering
of illusion, phenomenal appearance.
Jlayavirupa, tltc " double ; "
" doppelganger ; " " perisprit.''
.Ma::tlia4niu11, Zoroastrian (lit.
"wol'llbipping God'').
Jlicroronn, man.
Mobtdl, Zoroastrian priests.
Monad, the spiritual soul, that
which endures throu~h all
changes of objective extstence .
MoMf~har, the headman of a

· ,;uage.
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.1/urya, one of the royal houses
of M ag.Wha ; also the name of
a Rajpoot tribe.
J/ukto, liberated ; released from
conditional existence.
.1/ukti. See )!ukto..
Jlula-prakriti, undifferentiated
cosmic matter; the unmanifested cause and substAnce of
all being-.
.IIumuk~lwt1ro, desire for liberation.

.Ytibl.irhal-ram, the Heat of tho
principle of desire, ncar tbc
umbilicu•.
Sajo, witch.
Xauda (h"ill[f), one of the kiugs
of Magadhu.
Suruya~w, in
mystic ~ym
bologl it stamls for the life
princllllc.
Nat•" 111dili, the nine je,~els, or
consummation of spiritual development.
Xeo,Pllf/te, a candidate for initiauon into the mysteries ofadeptship.
.Yepll.al•, one of the three souls,
according to the Kaualn; fin~t
three priru:iplc~ in the human
septenary.
SeAdtamcJI, one of the three
HOuls, according to the KaLal11 ;
seventh principle in the human
Heptenary.
Sirguna, unbound; without
'fullas or nttribntc•; the •nul in
"its state of essential purit.v is
so callc<l.
Sirn11111, Lc11utitlllle, abstract
apiritlllll cxistcn<:e, ab~orption
into all.
Siya•!.e•, Parsi prayers.
Xoumena, the true eSIIential
nature or Leing, ns distingni8h~d from the illusive
ohj\lets of sense.
SoUl!, •pirit, mind; Platonic term,
reaB<m.

.Y!f<i!fa Pltil~opl•y, n systeu: of

HiuJu logic founded uy Gautuwa.

Occultism, the study of tbe myslerits of Nature anti the de,·elopmeut of the psychic poweTII
Intent iu man.
Okltema, vehicle; l'lntonic tet·m
for body.
Patlartlws, prcdicales of existins
thi11gs, sn called in the
"Vaise"hikba," or atomie •ystrm of J•hiloA<ophy, foulllled by
Kanad (San.krit\.
Pudma 8arw, a posture practised
by some lnd1an mystics. h
consists in sittim; with the
legs crossed one ever the other
nnd the body straight.
Ptilu'itll, village priests.
Paucltak011l•a, the five shentlts in
which is enclosed the divine
monad.
l'allcltil.:rita, developcn into the
live gross element&.
Pm·abralrm, the supreme principle in ~atnre; thtl universal
•pirit.
l'tiramdrt!lil.:a, one of the threll
Hlates of existenco accm·diug to
Vedanta; the true, the oniy
rfal one.
Paramatmu, the Supreme f'pirit.
Partlsakti, one of the six forces
of Nature; the great Ioree.
ParoL-8/w, intellectual apprehension of a truth.
P<lt<Jlijmtra, the aucierot capilnl
of the kingdom ••i Ma~naha,
in Eastern lndi .., "citv identified with the modem l•atnll.
Pata11jali, the nuthor of "Yo~a
}'hiJoaophy," one or the ilX
orthcxlox sntems of India and
of tl1e Maliabbashya.
Peling, the name given to
Europeans in Tibet.
Plwln, retribution ; fruit or results or causes.
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Plw, animalaoul.
Pi•acham, fading J'f'mnants of
human beings in the atate of
Kama Loka ; sheila or element aries.
J>iyada1i, another name far
Aaoka (q.v.)
l'laBier or Pianlal; Pin tonic term
for the power which moulds
the substancu of the uuinrse
into suitable form~.
Popol- Yuh, the llftcred book of
the Guatemalans.
Pa.eitloni11 the last islAnd sub·
merged of the continent of
Atlantis.
Prat:lttl<i, the J•rinciplc of wAter.
Pragnd, conaeiot~onta&.
Projapati•, the conetruclors of
the mat~riAI univeree.
Prakriti, undifferentiated matter;
the Pupreme plinciple regArd~J
as thtl substance of the universe.
Prala;va, the period of cosmic
real.
Prameya•, tloings to be pro-red,
oldects ofl'rnmana or proof.
Prdrw, the ono life.
l'r6nanwya Ko&lta, the principle
of lite mod ita vehicle; the
second sheath of the Dh·ine
monad (Vedantic).
l'ranatman, the etemal or germ
thread on which nrc Rtnmg,
like LeAds, the personal li vea.
The some ns 8utr6tmu.
Pratiblubika, tho apparent. or
illusory life.
Pralyak•l•a, perception.
Pretya-bltm:a, tht: state of an
ego under the nece>sity of re·
peated births.
PUnarjanmam, power of evolving
object he mouifeatntion; rebirth.
A1raka, in-breathing, regulated
accordinp to the sy~tem of
llntha 1:oga.

Patranas (lit. "old writing&''). A
collection of symbolic•! Brnhmanical writings. They are
eighteen in number, 811d are
supposed to have been cumpo&ed by Vyasa, the author of
the MaLabhariita.
Pttru•ha, spirit.
Raja~•.

tho qual.itr of foulneu:
pasatonate achvtty.
Rajar1hi, a king-ndept.
Raj roga, the true aeiPnce of
the de.-elopment of psychic
pow~rs and union wJtb the
Sllprem" Spirit.
Rakll•aRal, e\·il epilita; literally,
raw-eaters.
R<fmd!/UIIa, nn epic poem deaetibing the Jif., of Rama, a
deified Indian hero.
llam .llolwn Roy, the we-11kno..-n Jndian .B.,former, died

1833·

Rtclwka, out-breathin~, regulated
acs:ordinp to the •yetem of
Hfttlll\ \oga.
Rig l'e(ltl, the fint of the Vedas.
Ri«ltabltam, the 7.odiacal &ign
Taul'\18, the sacred syllaLie
Aum.
·
Rul•il (lit. "revealera ''), holy
sages.
liuacl•, ouo of the eouls, accord·
ing to the Kabala; second
three principles in the human
septenary.
Sabda, the Logos or Word.
Sakita, the capital of the ancient
Indian kingdom of Ayodbya.
Suklhma •nriram, the aubti!e

body.
&d.1i, the crown of the utral
light; the power of Nature.
SaJ."tmlala, a Sanekrit drama Ly
Kalidaaa.
Sa"!adMna, inrApndty to
d1vergc from thll path of
spiritual progrelll.
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rcpre~~aion
of mental
perturbations.
&imddhi, stale of ecstatic
trance.
SIJ'IIIanya, community or com.
111ingling of qu11lities.
&nlflW.&zmbu<l<lha, perfect illu·
mination.
&rrt~Jat, liD Indinn em which is
uaually suppos<tl to h11ve com·
meuced 57 n.c.
Bankardc/.arya, the gr"nt expositor of the muniMtic Y~dantu
Pbiloaophy, which denies tho
personality of the I>ivine Prin.
ciple, and affirms its unity with
the spirit of ruan.
&nkhpa Kurika, a treatise con·
tainmg the apboriHms of
Kapila, tho founder of the
Sankhya system, one of the
six school~ of Hindu pltilo·
110phy.
Sdr&khya Yog, the srstcm nf
Yog as aet forth by s~ukhru
pbilu110pher>!.
Sannya11, a Hindnn•c•·tie whoso
mind is s~adfnslly IL.;cd upt•ll
the Supreme Truth.

&ma,

&rira, bodv.
Sat, the real, l'ul'llsha.
.&lttwa, purity.

&tr:a, goodnebs.
Satya Loka, the abode of Truth,
oue of tbe subjective spheres
iu our solar system.
J:;hamani1m, spirit wol'l!bip; the
oldeBt religion of Mongolia.
Siddlrdlana, one of tho postures
enjoined by the sy»teru of
Hatha Yogu.
SiddJ.i, abnormal power obtained
by spiritulll development.
Bing Bonga, sun spirit of the
Kolarian tribes.
Siva, one of the Hindu gods,
with Brabnra an<l ViKbnu,
forming
the TrimCirti or
Trinity ; the principle of
de~truction .

Sivite, a "Worshipper of Si,·R, the
name of a sect among tho
Hindua.
Skandhcu, the impermanent
elements which constitute ..
man.
Slo/.·at, stanzas (Santikrit).
Smriti, legal and ceremonial
writinga of the Hindus.
&!tam, a mystic ayllablo I'C·
presenting involution ; (lit.
•· that am I.")
Soouium, a magical ceremony fur
the pnrpotiO of removiug a
sicknt!HS from one pcfi!Ou to
another.
Sooryn, the sun.
&mrumanam, a method of
calcuiRting time.
Sface, AkaM; ~wabbavat (q ..-.)
i)r(l(/d/ui., faith.
Sravanu, recepthity, listening.
Stlmla-Sariram, tho groaa phy·
~icl\1 body.
SuhltmoJ.Iddlri, fourth and fifth
principle. (RajR f•·gn ).
St~n)JUitt, space; nothingncHs.
J:;ur1111 1 elcruentals of a beneficent
urder; gotl11.
8urpa, winnower.
,'jarymiddhanta, a Sanskrit
treatise on aRtronomv.
Sa1/wpti A~tcullw, d~ep sleep;
one of the four aspecll of
I>ranava.
Sutra P"iod, one of tho period~
intu which Ycdic litenttur'C has
been divided.
Sutratmun, (lit. "the thrend
upirit,'') tho immort11l indi·
vtduality upon which aru
strung our countleu persou.
alitit!M.
Svablu'ir:at, Akasa; umlilferentiRkd primary matter; Pra·
kriti.
,c;VOj>IIU, dream.v condition, cluir·
voyancc.
Srwmi (lit. "n nrRster·•), tho
family idol.
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~'!capna

Trimurti, tho Indian Trinity-

Ana1tlta, dreaming
Mtate; one of the four aspects
of Poanava.

Tama, indifference, dulneu.
Tama.., iltllorance or darkne88.
Ttml•a, thil'llt; desire lor life;
that wloich produces re-birth.
Tm11natra6, the ~ubtile elcmentF,
the ab•tr11ct counterpart of the
live elemenh, cnrth, water,
fire, air one! ether, conai8ting
of smell, taale, feeling, bight
nod sound.
Talllra.., work& on Magic.
Tantrilar, ccren10niea connected
with tlul won.hip of the godde88 8nkli, who typifies Force.
Toiraka l'og, one ..,f the BrahmoniCA!oy~U!ma fort he dcv~lop·
ment of pHychic power~~ and
att ..inment of spiritual knowledge.
Tatu~a,
etf'rnall.v
existing
•· thut:" the different prin·
cipleo in Nature.
Tatu;am8, the ul>stract 1rinciples
of existence or cnte~ori~s, physical and ml'taphy•icnl.
Teluuu, a lan~uage spoken in
SouthHn India.
Te11lou Lama, tile head of the
Tii.K,tnn Church.
Tile Larr.A of Lf<i6ana•, chapter
in the Book tv. d Kui·te ou
the rules for aspirants for
chelnship.
Tloecditlal101
(lit.
" God
taught "), ·~ school of philosophers m E~''P.t·
TAe011op/.!l• the \\isdom-Religion
tn"ght in 111l ages l>J7 the sages
of 1he world.
Tik~·un, Adam J\ndmon, the ray
from the Great Centre.
Titikl!.d renunciation.
1'oda, a mysterious tribe in India
that prKclise black magic.
Tridatodi (tro, "tlnel','1 dmoda,
"chnsti~ment''),
name of
Brahmanicol threatl.

Brahma, Vishnu and Sin,
Creator, Presener and 1),.
stmyer.
THri!l" Az:altloa, the state of
Nirvana.
Tzo11u-J•a-pa, ~lebrated Bucldhi~l refurmer nf Til>et, who Ill·
stituted the onler of Gelun10
Lamas.
l'xil'~r•al

Jlona1, the uniftn&l
spirit.
['padmza Kanwm, the matcri..t
cau~~e of"" elfect.

Fpadl•i•, bases.
lj1amiti, analogy.
Cpanayana, invl'stiture with tbe
Boahru11nicaltbread.
l'pani•lwds, Brnhmanical Scriptures R)'pi'Dd<'d to the Veda..,
containmg the esoteric doc.
trine of the Brahmans.
l'pa11ita, one '\\·bo is invostl'<l
\\itb the Hrahmanical threo•l
(lit. •· Lrough t to a apiritu.. I
teacher'').
Uparati, abeence of out-going
desires.
Fn~anem, spiritual ego; sixth
principle.
C:1Mana1, vital force; seco11<l
principle.

J'de/,, R}lf'ech ; the Logoa ; tlao

1

my~tic Word.
Vai•hya•,
cattle
breeden> ;
artisans; tho third c&litc
among the Hindus.
l'okya .''!(myama, control owr
speech.
r·aruna or Prat:loeta, the Nep·
tune oflndia.
l"a•i•Ma, a great In<lian aas"•
one of those to whom the llil(
Veda was revealed in part.
Vata, air.
Vayu, the wind.
J'ayu l'llrana•, one or tloo
PuraniUI.
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rama, law, the god of death.
followers of the V e·
•lanta School of Philosophy,
Yaslus, the Parsi praycr·books.
which is divided into two
YlUIIa, religious book or the
Lrnnches, monists and dualists.
Parsis.
J"erltU, the most authoritative of l'aaodluira' the wife or llucldha.
tho Hindu Scriptures. The
l'acanacl.arya, the nnme given
lour oldest sacred book&-Hig,
to Pythagorns in tho Indian
Yajur, Sarna and Athnrvabooks.
revealed to tho Hishia by
l"amnaa, the generic name given
Brahma.
by tho Brnhmanas to younger
l'ctlic, pertaining to the Vedas.
peoples.
I "itlya, secret knowledge.
l"ot~a Suii·as, a treatise on Yog"
l"ija, the primitive genu which
philosophy by J'ataojnli.
expands into the universe.
1'otf Vidy(,, tho ><eiencc of Yoga;
Y(jlwna-ma>Ja·kwl.a, the sheath
tho practical method of uniting
o£ knowledge; the fourth
ono·s own Hpirit with the
•heath of the divino monad;
universal spirit.
the fifth principle in man
) "Oflix, mystics, who dc1·clop
(Vedanta).
themselves according to the
J"iraj, the material universe.
systeo1 of Patnnjnli's "Yoga
l"1Rlmu, the &cconcl member of
l'bilosophy."
the Hindu trinit,r; the plin·
rudlus!.tllira, the eldest of the
ci}•le o( preservation.
fivo brothers, called l'undayns,
,-;,,mui~ or v;,},uvite, a worwhose c:xploits arc celebrate•!
in the grcnt Sanskrit ~pit·
shipper of Vishnu, the name of ,
a sect among the Hindus.
I •· )lnhabharata:•
l"rialtalm, outcasts.
Zeml, the sacred languag•l uf
J"ya1a, the celebrated Riahi, who
ancient Persia.
collected and arranged the
Zlriny, subtle matter; Kam"
\' cdas in their present form.
l'•tavalu1rilw, objective exisRupa, or fourth princit•lc
( Ulun('&e) .
'tcncc ; practical.
Yajnt' S~ttra, tho name of the Zoroa1fcr, the propl1t>t nf the
l'Hr~i~.
Hmhmanical thread.
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A
Adam Kadmon, 435
Adepts, dead to the world, 30 ;
works for the spiritual good ol'
humanity, 38 ; law of their
being unity, 38; difficult to
develop into, 50: is a power iu
Nature, 217, 345
Adwaita doctrine, explanation of,
198; philosophers, 200; fourfold
diviston of, 210
Adwaitee, 200
Aerilll form, 148
Alchemy, 441
Aua•tasis, 435
Anima 1\lundi, 69,122, $35
A rabat, secret doctnne, 183,
207 ; cosmogony compared
with the Adwaita, 2o8
A ryan doctrine, 153
Astral light represented by an
lcoeobedron, 115
Astrologers, 486
Atlanti~, language of, 15$ ;
powt'rs pe88e!18ed by inhabttants of, 155, I i9; ~ubmcrged,
310; language, 332
Atma .Bodha, 196
Avalokitesvara, 51

B
Brahms, I!LJ, 434
Brahmacha11, 465, 467
Brahman astrologer, 99

Brahmanical thread, explanation
of, 97 ; occult doctrine, 156;
classification of occult powers,
156 ; philo•opht;rs compared.
with Dudcihist, 170
Buddha, 37 5, 378, 389
Buddhism, its conception of absolute being, 182

c
Cause and effects: Newton's law
of motion, 162
Celibate, advantages for a, 141
Change, all subject to, 3; the
law of Nature, 29
Chastity, 139
ehela, explllnation of the term,
50; qualifications CX)lt'Cted in,
51 ; rules in select inn of,
relaxed, 53 ; what should be
the desire ut; 95; individuals
not encouraged to offer themselves ns, 229; connection with
Jllahntma, 519
Cbel&sbip, 50; vain expectatir•n
of candidates, dan~rs in pur·
1uit of, 56; definition ol; 58
Cbutuktu of Tibet, 446
Consciousnes~, seven
aspects
of, 200
Contemplation, 40; esoteric
meanmgof, 44; advantngcs of,
47
Copper disks preventive of
cholera, 524
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Cosmic iJcation the source of
consciousness in the iudi·
vidual, 206
Cosmos, unity nf, 5
Cunningham, General A., inscrip·
tions disco,·ercd by, 389
Cycles, 485

H
Happiness, definition of, 21S
Henry More on soul. 64
Herschel, Sir W., quoted, 256
Human monad, 274

D

I

Death, limit in race, 27 ; pused
by the adept, 29
Devachan, period of, shortened
by the occultist, 35
Dhyan, 40; danger11 incurred by
nver·Y.~nlous students, 41
Difficulties,
historical,
3o8;
philological
and
archr.ol~ical, 346
Dik~ha, ho\\" obtAined, 436
Dodecahedron, 114
"Dwell~r of the 'Threshold," 28

Immortality, ordinary conception
of wrong, 4: Plato's teacl&ing
on the ~object, 70; Spirit·
uaiiHtic conception of, 124;
not foun<l in iudi'ridualiam,
J 34 ; cannot be phenomenlllly
demonstrated, 136 ; obtained
by union with tht~ nnevolved
evolver, 196
IndiviJunlity, value nf, 125;
extenbiuno of, 127; di~tinctiou
. from
individualism,
131 ;
Hindu ideas of, 132; spirit·
ualistic \-iews of, 13.}
Intro,·er.ion of mental visions,

E
}:clectic theosophy, 432
Eliphas Levi quoted, 48
Elixir of life, 1 ; eqoteric meaning of, 3
Ensoph. 433
Epopteia, 436
E~Wt~ric doctrine, 153, 155, 179,

197.

soo

Etru.cans, who were they? 267

G
G"erm theory, J>rofe880r Tyndall"s
conclusions, 158 ; comparison
with hnmau geneses, 159
<l noeis, 439
God, pcr11onal and impcr11onal,

203

Golden statues of Buddha, 371
Good and evil, struggle between,
34

t~reeka

and Romans, Jo8, 326,
JJI, 348
(;urn, explanation of the term,
so; how a chela found his,
443

514

" l11is F nveilcd, '' quoted, 70, 33S,

J40

K
KRbala, 433
Kama Loka, abode of fourth
principle, 92
Karma, Jaw of, 216, 225, 395,
~99

Knshna, 423

L
LBma, 457, 471
Law of affinity, 49
Lay chela, explanation of term,
55 ; failures of, 59
l.i fe atoms, 531
Longevity, obtained by ,..;n, 9.
28; by subduing the action of
the body, 14 ; dangers in pursuit of, 16 ; se)f-dilociJlline DC·
ceaaary, 18: nnsterilll'8 a\"llil
little, 20; pill-suit of, selfish, 10
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Magnetic currents, 522
1\lahat, 195
Mahatma, man cannot become
in one life, 35 ; 8ervants of tho
law of Karma, 55 ; definition
of term, 92 ; i~ the higher
manas linked with the atma,
93 ; do not neglect law of
morality, 218; chela in search
of, 446; int«?rview with, 450,
470
Mi\hU-Yug, 488
Mnn, compooml bein~;, 5, 26 ;
septenaary constituhon of, 144.
I SJ ; life of, compared with 1\
planet, 175
.\lax Muller quoted, 408, 420,
426
:.\l.:ditation, 136
~Ietempsychosis, 536
~(ill's cosmological theory examined, 198, 204; definition
of happinesH, 218
Mind, wh11t it is, 165; repro·
sented by the fifth principii',
167; various states of, 168;
mind nod matter, 198
Mineral monad, 273
Mobeds, 145
l\Ioon, 273
Moryas, 483
~lnkti, attnincd through Yog
Yidyn, 43
~tummy, 531

573

Occultism offers no permanent
hooven, 31; emplors deducti\"e
and inductive method, 48
Occultist, selfishnci!S ol~ ,_, ,
chief aim of, 35 ; conll·ols
precess of chango of atoms of
body, 36; their records, 326,
J66
Odorigen, 496
Om, penalty of .Pronouncing, 526;
practical significance, ·540,
.
I s, 316
?49
Onenlnlists
and ()nenta
Orpheus, 422

p
P11in, origin of, 395
Panini, 304, 4o8
Pantheism, 212
Patanjali, 303
Penn· Chand Mittra on soul, 134
Pelasgians, 416
Personality, of t\\·o kinds, 129,
IJI, 134

Ph<cnicinns, their origin, 414
Pisacham, 175
Plutarch on soul and ~pirit, 70
Prakriti, 210
Pralaya, 2o8
Precipitation, 518
Prime\·al mound, 433
Protoplasm, 498
Psychic Research Society, 514
Pum•ha, 210
Pythagor1n, 305

R

~ations, disappearance of, 263
Nebular theory, how considered
· by the adepts, 245
New Plato1_1ists, 43J• 435
Ni"ana, 29 ; definuion of, 171
Not-spirit, definition, 403

Raj- Yoga, deals with the inner
man; purity a necessity in, 46;
initiatory training for, 21j
Red cap•, liS
Hespiration, 547

0

s

Occult
brotherhood
inhabit
mountain plateaux, 23; dectrine, 156 ; study, 2::1

Sacred Islan<l once existed in
tho Gobi desert, 155, 18o
Sakya Muni, 365
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Samadhi, 435
Sanlmracharya, hie date, 278
Sannyasis, interview with, 72
Sanskrit imported into India,
179. 419
Sattapnnni cavE>, 372
Scent of animals, 497
• Scicntifio
difficulties,
231;
nebular theory, 231 ; the
different races, the moon a
mineral monad, Greeks and
Romans,
Buddha's
birth,
Sankaracharya,
Dcvachan,
reminiscence, 2J3
Scythians, the, 4!19
Secret doctrine, 47 3
Septeunuy constitution of man
described in the Zendic Scrip.
tnres, 144; compared with
146;
theosophic
division,
Drahmanical division, I 53 ;
compared with Tibetan, 161;
classification
adopted
by
Buddhist and Yedantists, 185;
esoteric ~iewa of, 187; as
understood in Indian systems,
193 ; treated of by Sankamcharya, 196
Seven, creation of the world in
aeven chapters, 1 18; evolved
from three, 16o ; ,.·hat is
meant by the seven principles
in the Aryan doctrine, 164;
correspondence of the seven
occult powers in microcosm
and macrocosm, 167 ; myeterioua number contained in
Aryan and Zoroastrian books,
187; conspicuous in the Chal·
daan aud Motaic account of
the Deluge, 191; one evolving
sis, 194 ; st.utes of matter,
200

Sikkhimc11e territories, 447
Sleep, position in, 522
Soul, Platonic conceptions of, 62;
kabKli•tic division into three,
63; rntionnl soul, 66; animal
t<nul, 69; distinct from spirit,
71 ; soul and non-soul, 135

Spirit, definition of, 158: dis·
crimination of, 394 ; what it
is, 398 ; five sheaths of, 404 1
sptJl.. disembodied, do they
appear in iCance rooms, 157,
171, 174
Spiritualism, 62
Spiritualists, what do they mean
by spirib, 158 ; do not lmow
what they are doin~r, 175
Spirituo11s body, afl'ectea by
diet, 67
Sun, the theory of the adepts
concerning, 251
Swedenborg quoted, 130

T
Theosophical Society, 52, 135,
144
Theosophy, what is it? 429
Theurgy, 433. 440
Thomas Taylor on the vehicle of
60al, 65
Three evolving seven, 16o
Tibet great seat of occult
learning, 177
Tyndall, Professor, 158, z61

u
Unity, evolution tends towards,

3.4

Umversal monads, 275
Unseen universe, 534. 537
Upasikn, 452

v
Yach, 412
Vaughan, 430
Vedas, dual meaning of, IS4i
Tibet, 178;
came from
secret meaning of, 193 ; date,
z8o,320
Vehicle of soul, 62
Vital principle, 5o6
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w
Weber, Professor, 4o8
Wisdom-religion, 432
Witchcraft among the Kolarian
tribeA, 76
Writing, when known, 413

y
Yaeger, Professor, 496
Yellow cape, 178
Yoga postures, 119 ; what the
pmctice would lead to, 137

575

Yogis, accounts of, 119 ; restrain
their mind, 548 ; abstain from
sleep, 550 ;1 diet of, 550

z
Zasse, Dr. E., on theory of cycle~,
487
Zodiac, philosophical conce{ltion
of, 104; meaning of signs,
1o6; connection of zodiacal
divisions and the ancient
theory of evolution, 117
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